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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

i. Prices for electricity need to transmit signals to buyers and po-
tential buyers of when and where the costs of producing increments of elec-
trical energy are high or low. (2.02)

ii. Prices help with the task of determining priorities for investment
within the energyl sector and help in the allocation of capital among compe-
ting uses. (2.03)

iii. Revenut.s should cover costs with a nmargin for capital formation.
(2,04)

iv. The role of electricity pricing in tbe redistribution of income
has to be examined. (2.05 and 2.12)

v. In prac-tice, the objectives of a pricing policy have to be compro-
mises. (2.08)

vi. The pr½cing criteria that low prices are desirable because they
avoid competition from other sources of energy and encourage the consumD-
tion of electrictty are rejected. Instead the economic desirability of
various alternatives in the energy markets needs careful examination.
(2,09)

vii. Only under certain special conditions should electricity be priced
at zero marginal cost. Incentives or subsidies to waste electricity should
be avoided in tariff construction. (2.14-2.17)

viii. If by simplicity in a tariff is meant a price, constant in time
and space, and a price independent of other appropriate economic consider-
ations, then simplicity as an end in itself should be firmly rejected as a
criterion of prici-making. (2.19)

ix, Electricity prices should be flexible rather than stable. How-
ever pointless vo'atility and complexity in pricing impede economic sig-
naling. (2.20 and 2.22)

x. The value of providing incentives to smooth energy consumption by
means of two-part tariffs based on metered maximum demand is questioned, es-
pecially where the availability of hydroelectric power (as in WAPDA's system)
is subject to sharp seasonal fluctuations. (2.31 and 2.32)

xi. Rule curves for reservoir water releases should be the consequen-
ces of economic choices that take into account the value of water for irri-
gation, for power generation, and for storage and later use. (2.33)

xii. Seasonal maximum demand tariffs, perhaps of the simple price-
linked-to-month kind, seem worthy of serious consideration for early in-
troduction by WIAPDA. (2.35)
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xiii. Voltage and regional differentials in price are worthy of serious
consideration. (2.37 and 2.38)

xiv. Some Dointers to the price elasticity of demand for electric ener-
gy sold during an interval are put forward. (2.41 and 2.42)

xv. The failure of many other prices to give proper signals is not an
argument in favor of having electricity prices give improper signals. (2.43)

xvi. An ideail load curve is not one which fully utilizes all of the
available generating capacity all of the time. Rather, it is one whichl
rations to the highest priority uses the available capacity and associa-
ted fuel. (2.4")

xvii. The strltistic "proportion lost of energy received at 11 kV" should
be calculated ane the use of the statistic "peoportion lost of total gener-
ated" should be discontinued. (3.04 and 3.06)

xviii. The area of interest should be widened from power pilferage to re-
venue leakage in all its forms. (3.05)

xix. It is questioned whether the opposing resources provided by WAPDA
and the legal system are sufficient to reduce pilferage quickly to an insig-
nificant amount and to hold it at that level. (3.10)

xx. Some arrears of revenue arise where the account for electricity
is disputed and the possibilities of disDute are enhanced by the inadequacy
of existing metering on technical grounds in certain cases and of the meter
reading and billing practices. (3.12-3.17)

xxi. The growing practice of WAPDA in installing steel or wooden boxes
to enclose meters and hence to reduce pilferage is commended. (3.18-3.20)

xxii. The methods available to dilute revenue or pilfer energy are enum-
erated. (3.21 and Table 3.2)

xxiii. It is suggested that the use of reverse-running detents (except
for the rare case of import/export metering) be discontinued in that they
facilitate an alternative fraudulent practice. (3.22)

xxiv. Careful examination is needed of the problems of negative advances
of meter readings as they arise in practice and the impact they are likely
to have on computerized billing. (3.23-3.26)

xxv, The paperwork of the connection procedure needs to be tightened up
so that new consumers are swiftly billed on the-correct rate. (3,28 and 3.29)

xxvi. To improve the assessment and collection of revenue it is recom-
mended that sufficient resources be provided of men, organizational skills,
budgets, transport, accommodation and rewards to constructive staff, (3.30-
and 3.33)
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xxvii. The appointment is recommended of a single full time (at this task)
senior manager responsible for detection, the reduction of pilferage and im-
provements in revenue collecting practices. (3.31 and 3.32)

xxviii. The meter testing and repair facilit:ies should be improved. Meters
should be mounted vertically if revenue is not to be lost. (3.34)

xxix. The need to study electricity demand in a systematic way is stress-
ed. The forecasting problem is mentioned and several useful regression mod--
els are describe4l. (4.01-4.03)

xxx. Day-of-week effects and temperature sensitivity of summer demands
were explored. summer demand on the Northern grid can be expected to in-
crease by 30 KW% or so for a 100 F rise in temperature. The variable light-
ing component in winter is put at about 100 NW. (4.11-4.16)

xxxi. Pen rc-orders are not recommended for load research purposes.
Special purpose magnetic tape recorders are described. One is priced at
about US$ 350. (4.18-4.20)

xxxii. The popular viewpoint that studies lased on (small) samples are
automatically inferior to global studies is nct supported. The use of pro-
bability samples is recommended. (4.21)

xxxiii. A correlation study which can be used to analyze total system de-
mand into comnonents, e.g. domestic, commercial and industrial, is described
in some detail. (4.23-4.25 and Annex 4)

xxxiv, Billing data, now grouped as Agricultural, should be broken down
to give separate figures for (i) private tubewells, (ii) public tubewells

* and (iii) other agricultural. (4.35)

xxxv. Stopgap research methods of discovering component demands are out-
lined. Fortunately in West Pakistan nearly the whole of the supply system
at 11 kV consists of simple radial feeders, radiating from grid substations.
Hourly demands are logged and these were collected to give estimates of the
following component load curves:

(i) private tubewells,

(ii) public tubewells, and

(iii) small and medium industries.

The load curves are given for working days of each month of 1969/70, together
with estimates of the monthly distribution of consumption over the year.
(4.26-4.37)

xxxvi. Attempts to obtain similar data for large industrial consumers were
thwarted by the feeder data being subject to tampering. Residential demand
was not studied. (4.39)
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xxxvii. The most likely candidates for some measure of load control, per-
haps by differential pricing, were held to be:

(i) private tubewells,

(ii) public tubewells, and

(iii) large industry. (4.40)

xxxviii. One of the critical features of WAPDA, Northern Grid is the vari-
ability of hydrcelectric capability. The capa6ilities of the canal plants,
Warsak and Mangla are described. (5.04 and 5.05)

xxxix. The capabilities of thermal generating stations are given but main-
* tenance difficulties are underlined. (5.06 ard 5.07)

xl. It is questioned whether it is neceE9ary for technical reasons to
generate as much power at the Multan and Lyallpur thermal stations during
hours of low demand. (5.08)

xli. The observed load curves are not a correct reflection of the de-
mands on the system at prevailing prices owing to the employment of non-
price rationing technioues, e.g. moratoria on new connections. In parti-
cular the daily load factors, which average between 75% and 80%, are an un-
likely consequence of planning the efficient allocation of resources.
(5,09)

xlii. There are no strong seasonal components in actual or forecast to-
tal demands and for later years the seasonality in forecast total demands
becomes if anything less pronounced. (5.11)

0 xliii. While for the purposes of a computer study using the Bank's simula-
tion of the West Pakistan power system it is assumed that monthly irrigation
requirements are given, it is recommended that the consequences of alter-
native irrigation programs continue to be investigated and evaluated in terms
of both their agricultural and their power benefits. (5.15)

xliv. There are sharply pronounced seasonal stresses on the system which
cause costs for energy to be high at certain times. These stresses arise
from the seasonality of run-off, of hydraulic heads and of wsater requirements
for agriculture. (5.16-5.18)

xlv. Supplementary thermal electric capacitv is to be loaded with pro-
nounced seasonal patterns in the future if prices remain structured as they
are now. The foundations for a WAPDA seasonal-price structure are presented
to show where price incentives are to be provided to encourage consumption
and where they are needed to discourage consumption. (5.18-5.21)
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xlvi. Estimates are given of the future annual energy and power require-
ments of public and private tubewells. These are subtracted from the esti-
mated total demands to give the non-agricultural demand on the WAPDA inte-
grated system. As expected the winter lighting component was evident in this
residual load. (5.22-5.26)

xlvii. The basis of the earlier recommendatLon (xii) that industrial con-
sumers be charged on a seasonal tariff is illuistrated. The recoimnendation
is firmly reiterated. (5.27-5.29)

xlviii. WAPDA sIhould also explore the possiliility of introducing an op-
tional time-of-aiy industrial tariff as soon ts the metering and billing
problems can be -,olved. (5.30)

xlix. Estimates are made of benefits to the power sector that would be
derived from kee?ing each day the amnotnts of electric energy devoted to the
operations of private tubewells uncihanged whil'e the daily time profile is
altered in accoidance with two different time-of-day tubewell tariffs.
Tariff Plan A penalizes consumption from 16.3C to 20.30 hours whereas Plan
B applies a high rate over 14 daytime and evenin- hours. Responses are as-
sumed and fuel savings are estimated using the Bank's computer simulation
model. Capacity savings are also estimated, e.g. an indefinite postpone-
ment of the installation of 100 MW of generating capacity. While the cost
estimates are ad nittedly rough, the metering costs are covered at a most
conservative evaluation by benefits of 8 or 12. to 1. (5.31-5.44)

1. It is recommended that W FDA underta:ke an experiment. Tubewell
farmers taking their supply from some especialLy selected 11 kV feeders
should be offered a time-of-dav tariff on attractive terms. Feeders, with
hourly logged demands, should be selected with a preponderance of private
tubewells. Demand data can be compared both "Tefore" and "after" and be-
tween feeders subject to the experimental tari.7f and those not so subject.
(5.45 and 5.49)

li. The importance of adequate supervision of such an experiment is
underlined. (5.50)

lMi. Should WAPDA be subdivided into a generating authority and a num-
ber of energy retailing organizations, or into a number of interconnected
power companies, the importance of bulk-power pricing to reflect changing
costs is stressed. Appropriatelv fluctuating wholesale prices for power
can become important instruments for transmitting the generating cost mes-
sages through the retail power companies to the final consumers. (5.51 and
5.52)

liii. In principle any electrical quantity however complex the defini-
tion can be metered, but at a price. Electricity meters are remarkably
versatile. (6.02)

liv. Facets of the environment of West Pakistan which are inimical to
metering are high temperatures, strong sunlight, dust, tampering and poor
voltage and frequency regulation. (6.03 and 6.07)
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lv. Given only a little care in testing, transport and installation,
the usual rotating disc meter is capable of remarkable accuracy. Stress
on accuracy as an end in itself can be said to be a luxury in a developing
country. (6.10)

lvi. The various items of hardware, e.g. meters and timeswitches, can
be exploited to live an almost indefinite number of different tariffs,
though many of tiem would be assessed as having little economic merit.
(6.11)

lvii. The piepayment meter is found useful in Britain both to avoid get--
ting the improvident into debt and to collect "bad debts"? arising from cred*-
it meters. T'nef- is a serious problem. An allied device is the fixed-
charge collector. (6.17)

lviii. Double or triDle registers of either the pointer or the roller
type can be fitted to credit meters. A "rate now operating" pointer is
usually fitted to show which register is being driven by the meter disc.
Other methods of indicating the price change are discussed. (6.20 and
6.33)

ivix. Insteal of a 4-rate or a 5-rate meter, a self-calculating meter
is conjectured ;hich would give the price-veighted energy consumed. For
large industrial consumers this kind of metering might not be more complex
(costly) than the present assembly of energy m,ter, maximum demand indi-
cator, resetting timeswitch and power factor penalty meter. (6.21)

lx. The no--meter solution can be adopted particularly for the smallest
residential consumer. The electricity bill is then based upon either the
setting, or nominial limit, of the demand-restrictive device, or the connect-
ed load of the inistallation obtained by inspection. Load limiters (dis-
joncteurs) are discussed. (6.22 and Annex 9)

lxi. Tempor3l price variations by month or season of year can be made
via the meter reading cycle, granted regular and sufficiently frequent read-
ings. Timeswitches to signal price changes to multiregister meters are de-
scribed. The importance of controlled frequency is stressed since this per-
mits the use of synchronous spring--reserve timeswitches. These are judged
to be the most satisfactory kind. (6.23-6.29)

lxii. An experiment is proposed with controlling the frequency of the
WAPDA system in such a way as to make synchronous spring-reserve time-
switches keep satisfactory time. (6.29 and Annex 10)

lxiii. A variety of temporal tariffs is illustrated, e.g. day/night,
restricted hour, and seasonal time of day. (6.31, 6.32 and 6.34)

lxiv. MIetering for demand tariffs is outlined. A witness is needed
when the demand indicator is set back to zero by the meter reader unless
a cumulative demand register is fitted or a complete record of demands is
automatically logged. (6.35-6.38)
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lxv. Double maximum demand indicators are manufactured which facilitate
day/night demand tariffs. (6.39)

lxvi. Several low-cost demand pricing devices are described including
the load-rate meter used for domestic supplies in Norway. (6.40-6.43)

lxvii. Remote meter reading is described. Such developments would facil-
itate temporal piicing but seem to be of little immediate interest to de-
veloping countri2s. (6.44-6.49)

lxviii. Tariffs can be based upon telecontrol. This gives the ability to
disconnect, rest-ict, or premium-price consumuts' loads at peak times by
signaling over the supply network. (6.50 and 6.51)

lxix. The metering of the magnetizing component of electricity usage
(power factor peaalty) is described. (6.52 and Annex 11)

lxx. Price luides to the various items of hardware are given. Methods
of lowering the c?uality of meter engineering are described to trade-off the
quality of measurement for the significance of cost message. (6.55, 6.56
and Annex 12)

lxxi. Prices are charged for klWTh in order to discourage their consump-
tion. But a price mechanism is not the only m,ethod by whlich electricity
consumption can be rationed. Physical rationing requires someone other
than the users to determine priorities for the use of electricity. They
would generally 'te willing to pay extra not to have their supplies inter-
rupted. This excess in value of consumer's surnlus is partly or w'olly
destroyed by a dezision to interrupt supply, though the impact can be re-
duced by increaskig the selectivity of the application of the interruption.
(7.01-7.06)

lxxii. As well as all-or-nothing phiysical rationing, quotas of load or
energy may be assigned to individual consumers or groups of consumers.
These methods allow each buyer to maximize his consumer s surplus subject
to the constraint but take no account of the varying surpluses between
consumers and thus tend to cause inefficiency. (7.07)

lxxiii. Using an ideal price system as a substitute for physical ration-
ing maximizes the consumer?s surplus accruing to the economy. (7.08)

lxxiv. Physical rationing, under certain circumstances, may encourage a
black market. (7,09)

lxxv. The need is stressed to differentiate between physical rationing,
e.g. load sheddin-, and price rationincg were the hardware involved, such
as telecontrol and load limiters, has only the overtones of physical limit-
ation. (7.10)

lxxvi. Matters allied to physical rationing are briefly discussed. These
are risk of failure, system collapse, cost of interruptions, and quality of
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supply. Ground rules are being sought in the provision of "adequate" elec-
tricity supply taking into account the loss of social product or consumer's
surplus consequent upon an imperfect supply. (7.11 and 7.12)

lxxvii. Global load reduction bv reducing voltage and reducing frequency,
and selective load reduction by tripping feeders, perhaps in rotation, are
mentioned. The possibilities of assisting selective load reduction by
various technical devices are described. These are under-frequency relays,
no-volt relays, telecontrol and timeswitches. (7.13-7.22)

lxxviii. CoooerLtion of large industries and Dublic tubewells in load stag-
gering arrangemeits can be sought. It is questioned wzhet'her WAPDA is suc-
cessful in secur:ng full cooperation and whethe~r records are kept. A cen-
tral organization responsible for enforcement is thought worthwhile. An-
other rationing nethod is to make use of tlhe ki;h meter and to apply a pen-
alty price for us3ing more this year than last. (7.23 and 7.24)

lxxix, Telecontrol, or signaling over the supply network, is described
in some detail. The cost of hardware is given as:

Injection equipment US$ 750 per MIVA of system demand

Receiver US$ 35 pE.r controlled supply

These costs are compared with the cost of providing timeswitches at US$ 40 Fer
controlled supply for a roughly equivalent dut.'. The breakeven density of
application is given by a naive calculation as 750/(40 - 35) = 150 receivers
per VIA of system demand. An alternative view which leads to a breakeven
density of 10/MVRA is discounted. (7.27 - 7.38 and Annex 13)

lxxx. Perhans a more stringent view shou-ld be taken of telecontrol in a
developing country in that successful operation is questionable, especially
with uncontrolled frequency. Poor voltage regulation and high energy losses
for the pover frequency equally and adversely .ffect ripple signals. The
problem of interference by spurious signals or "noise" is discussed. (7.39
and Annex 14)

lxxxi. Radio control looks promising but the economics are not understood.
(7,40)

lxxxii. The question whether load limiters, which limit individual demand,
have any significant impact on group demand is left unansw7ered. It is in-
ferred, however, from some British load research experience, that the
"obvious" assumption that limiting individual demand reduces investment in
system capacity should not form the basis of investment in load limiters
without substantiati,ng measurements. Howyevdr, for residential consumers
using only electric lighting, load limiters could be used to restrict the
growth of demand. Owing to the high starting currents taken by motors,
they seem to have no application to tubewells. (7.49 and 7.50)
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lxxxiii. Investment in hardware physically to ration consumers is only
worthwhile if the social costs with unselective shedding exceed those
with selective suDDression (load control) bv a margin greater than the
cost of the hardware. As an opinion-forming guide, the following rank-
ing of load-control schemes is put forward:

Price rctioning with temporal pricing.

Price rationing with existing metering.

Unselective load shedding.

Selecti-e load shedding using timesw!tches or telecontrol.

Restrairnt by load limiters. (7.52-7.56)



WEST PAKISTAN
WATER AND POWER DEVELOPMEN1T AUJTHIORITY

REPORT ON LOAD CONTROL STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION

1.01 The starting point in this study is the interest of the Bank in
the responsiveness of power demands in a developing country to pricing
policy and other commercial arrangements and the feasibility and effective-
ness of controlling the load through engineeri.g devices. 1/ This bringgs
out the two main threads of the enquiry:

a. power pricing and

b. physical rationing

1.02 Normally those who operate electricity supply systems are con-
cerned with the provision of adequate supply to meet a "given" demand.
The pricing policies are seen as secondary to the main business of pro-
viding electricity and these policies have, as generalizations, the twin
aims of raising sufficient revenue and promoting the use of electricity,
coupled with the working rule that tariffs should be simple. As excep-
tions, thougli important ones, some of the advwnced countries have intro-
duced temporal pricing to reflect relative scarcities and abundances of
electricity supply at different times.

1.03 West Pakistan and specifically the supply area of the Wlater and
Power Development Authority (WAPDA) was selected for this study. WAPDA
has been experiencing difficulty in meeting the demand on its system for
various reasons, including shortage of capital in the face of rapidly
growing load, and the quality of service has been low. Moreover, the
pattern of system capability is changing with the groxwing amount of storage
hydro capacity, leading to wide seasonal variations in the costs of supply-
ing the peak demand. It was desired therefore to examine the extent to
which the shape of the load curve might be altered, by commercial arrange-
ments or other devices, to match the changing pattern of supply. However,
in carrying out the study a wider audience was kept in mind since the Bank
would then be enabled to provide better advice to borrowers facing similar
difficulties. Hopefully some of the material will be useful to public uti-
lities in general. In consequence of this recognition of a wider audience,
the material as presented will be found sometimes to be advice or comment
related more or less directly to WAPDA and sometimes to be of a more general
nature.

1/ The material paragraphs from the Terms of- Reference are given in
Annex 1.
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1.04 The main tasks to be covered during the study were set out in
the Terms of Reference as follows:

a. to identify loads which mighit be adiusted in response to
differential pricing or other commercial arrangements such
as supply agreements with a load cut--off or contingent load
shedding (wit'h or without warning). This will involve
detailed discussion witlh selected coasuriers (industrial,
commercial and agricultural) and iniestigation of the
alternative types of power consuminh equipment and of
energy available to tnem;

b. to estimate the magnitude and timing of changes in the
global pattern of power demand which might result from
the aD3lication of such pricing or other commercial
techniques;

c. to develop data onl the costs of power supply at different
times of day and seasons and in diffarent areas. (AX com-
puter model in the Bank of the WAPDA system will help in
generating information about bulk su-pply costs for different
shapes of load curve under different, reservoir conditions
and you should obtain data in Pakistan on transmission and
distrioution costs);

d. to review the various techlnical methDds of load control,
such as off-peak metering, ripple co-trol and load limiters,
with particular reference to the costs and feasibility of
applying them in the WAPDA system;

e. to determine whether the savings fromj thne adoption of the
load control measures referred to in a. and d. above
would outweigh thleir costs;

f. to make recommendations regarding the specific measures
which should be adopted by WAPDA to Edjust demand to system
capability, and how these measures should be implemented.

1.05 Of these tasks, the identification of loads which might be
controlled by price responsiveness or othier arrangements was carried out
by recognizing that agricultural pumping loads could be interrupted for a
few hours withl perhaps an insignificant loss of social product. Also in-
terviews with irndustrial consumers sugg,ested that a long-term adaptation
to temporal price differentials for electricity could be expected. Only
limited attention was paid to the domestic and commercial classes of con-
sumer, particularly during the period of fieldwork in West Pakistan, though
it was noted that the electricity usage per metering point was so low as
to make any expenditure on metering or control-devices nugatory. However,
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this is not to say that growth of demand cannot be expected from these
classes of consumer and that they may be safely dismissed from such con-
siderations in the future. Also both the discussion in Chapter 2 on pric-
ing principles a;,d that in Chapter 7 on physical load control embrace these
classes of consumer in the sense of laying down general principles. Fur-
thermore, many of the metering devices of Chapter 6 have most commonly been
employed for residential tariffs. In consequence, in a general rather than
in a specific wa,!, the smaller consumers have received some attention.

1.06 Irems b. and c. of the Terms of Reference were carried out
exclusively with relation to the agricultural pumping load. A wealth of
material was available for study owing to the importance of agriculture to
the economy of West Pakistan and hence detailed and sustained attention
had already beer. paid to the use of tubewells ty previous consultants.
These data were !,upplemented by daily demand patterns of tubewells for
each month of a tear. No claim could possibly be made that farmers will
behave in such-and-such a way with regard to the advancement or postpone-
ment of a pumping, need when faced with a supply interruption or a high-
price period for electricity. Even so, plausible responses were assumed
which permitted :he computer model in the Bank of the WAPDA system to be
run with simulattd responses to load control schemes applied to agricul-
ture.

1.07 The review of technical methods of load control presented little
difficulty from the viewpoint of assembling material relevant to the favor-
able environment of, say, a European electricity supply system. However,
it was felt that the difficulties of application of these methods in the
power systems and climates of, say, Asia were imperfectly understood and
required further investigation. Nevertheless some attention was paid to
the more obvious anfavorable aspects of the "environment", namely heat,

* lack of controlled frequency, and tampering.

1.08 This a3;emblage of technical devices was also costed so that
item e. of the Terms of Reference could be discharged though, of course,
the cost estimates lacked the background of proven experience of the de-
vices on the IWAPD\ system. However, the balance of estimated saving on
generating investment and expenditure on fuel, less the estimated cost of
metering, came out clearly favorable to temporal pricing of private tube-
wells once the besic assumptions have been shown to hold by a controlled
and monitored experiment. The alternative of recommendations for specific,
implemented actions, as implied by the Terms of Reference, was not thought
realistic. Clearly the fairly limited experience of temporal pricing in
France and Britain 1/ was hardly a safe basis on which to predict the impact
of such pricing in West Pakistan.

1/ Limited with regard to the organization of the supply authority and
the social and cultural backgrounds of the communities.
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1.09 More generally the consultants' approach to the wide-ranging
investigation proposed by the Terms of Reference can be seen to be a
progressive narrowing of the study to focus eventually on the most promis-
ing proposals. These proposals will, it is hoped, be examined by WAPDA
critically bearing in mind:

a. local first-hand knowledge

b. the likaly gains to the economy of West Pakistan

1.10 The stidy was in the main carried ou- over the period of mid-Mfay
to November, 1970. As a preliminary, May was spent in the Bank in Wlashingtcn
discussing the w.ys of approaching the study with members of the staff,
reviewing available information and hence formulating a shopping list of
data and views of officials that should be sought in Pakistan. The months
of June and July were spent in Pakistan, main'I.y in Lahore and in the head-
quarters of WTAPDA, but with visits to Rawalpirdi to obtain the views of the
Planning Commission and other branches of central govermnent, and to Karachi
to see whether the agricultural advisers of West Pakistan had any advice tc
offer on the control of electricity usage for the agricultural pumping load.

1.11 As other observers had already noted "hard" data are not readily
available in Wesr Pakistan, but even so the two monthls spent in that country.
did permit some load research (i.e. research to discover demand patterlns
of electricity usage) to be both planned and completed. Wnile these parti-
cular data were found to suffer from the usual defects of numbers collected
by hurried field work, they remiain a very useful description of the origins
of the demand on the WJAPDA system and provide the factual basis for the
consideration of load control schemes. Another activity was to interview
industrial consumers to discover whether they would be likely to respond
to electricity pricing pressures of a temporal nature. At the samle time
their views were obtained on the quality of electricity supply and how
this affected their production of goods.

1.12 Of course much of this period in Lahore was taken up with
discussions with WAPDA officials. They were most helpful and courteous,
though owing to the lack of coherent statistical data covering the various
aspects of electricity supply, prog,ress was often slow. Visits were made
to District Offices, Accounts Centers, a meter testing station and a detec-
tion squad. During these visits the guiding principle was to seek a suffi-
ciency of evidence to permit an admittedly rough judgmrent to be made as to
whether the views were personal and local or could have a wider applicability.

1.13 The final months, subject to other commitments of the consultants,;
were spent in the Bank analyzing and reconciling the views and data collected
during the fieldwork. At tnis stage some specific load control schemes were
examined using a computer model in the Bank of the West Pakistan power supply
system. As already mentioned, thlis permitted a view to be put forward that
load control of private tubewells by temporal pricing was worthy of serious
study and experimentation by WAPDA.
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1.14 Simultaneously the hardware necessary for load control and temporal
pricing was described and costed. Difficulties with revenue collection at
present experienced in West Pakistan were particularly noted, from the view-
point that differential pricing with its associated more complex metering
would not ease these difficulties. Physical rationing, that is without
involving the price mec'hanism, was also studied.

1.15 In describing the various meters, t-.meswitches, relays and so on,
the aim was to facilitate understanding by ec.nomists and administrators of
what these items of hardware could do, rather than to give a technical
account to a limited audience. However, the report is visualized as having,
readers of disnarate eng,ineering knowledge, aid in consequence the descrip-
tions cannot be -xpected always to strike the righnt note for all readers.
An almost identical apology could be made to theoretical economists with
respect to the z^.count of pricing principles vhere again the aim was to
reach a wide auc.ience.

1.16 The experience of many other electricity suppliers was drawn
upon. Visits were made to the Electricity Cotncil, London, and to
Electricite de France, Paris. Also by corresp.ondence the views were
sought of Midlands Electricity Board, England. and the East African Power
and Lighting Co. Ltd., Nairobi, Kenya, who are operating telecontrol in-
stallations, and of the Detroit Edison Company, who have a radio-control
installation. '}he Long Island Lighting Co., New York, assisted with some
error measurements on out-of--vertical domestic energy meters. Perusahaan
Listrik Negara (PLN.), Djakarta, Indonesia, ane Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc.,
Japan, gave details of their use of load limiters. The Pakistan Institute
of Development Economics, Karachi, kindly gave access to their many studies
of the use of irrigation and agricultural pumri-'ng. Allied information was
obtained from the Indus Basin Review Mission, TTRD Report by Consultants,
June 1970. In September 1970, a major confereice was held in Cannes, France,
of the International Union of Producers and J3istributors of Electric Energy
(offices in Paris) at which several papers were presented of assistance to
this study. Ilarza Engineering Co. Inc. of La.h.re (and Chicago) deserve special
mention for their generous help in the field. All these and many others are
warmly thanked for their assistance, advice, access to research reports and
data and so on, wvhich have helped, we hope, to give this study direction dis-
tilled from experience. Finally, grateful acknowledgement is made to the many
officers of WAPDA wlho gave so much of their timne.



2. ELECTRICITY PRICING PRINCIPLES

Criteria for Electricity Prices

2.01 Where and when electricity will be utilized in an economy
depends in a funuiamental way on the prevailing electricity price struc-
ture and on the prices that are anticipated for the future. Pricing
policies for elEctric energy need therefore to be an integral part of the
development plars for the electric pobwer sector and of an overall energy
policy defining the relationshlip between the -ievelopment plans for the
various componen7s of the energy sector of an economy. Altlhough this
point of view is readily accepted all over the world by economic planners
and others who attempt to view the economic sy<;tem as a whole, those who
have charge of L.e specific enterprises within the energy sector usually
have a narrower oersDective. And in electricity supDly undertakings,
planners with stcong technical orientation often lack sensitivity to
broad economic aid commercial considerations and occasionally even over-
look completely :he relationship between electricity tariffs and the
patterns of electricity demands.

2.02 Pricing plans for electricity need t-o meet several tests.
First of all, the prices need to transm-,1t si-rals to buyers and potential
buyers of electricity that convey infornation about its cost. WMen and
wnere the costs n1f producing increments of electrical energy are high,
prices for ener-" should convey this information by reflecting such high
costs in high p': ces. On the otlher handl, when and whnere incremental costs
of electric energy are low, low prices should reflect this information also.
For example, a pricing policy that allows hydroelectric energy to go to
waste during the night for some parts of the year in a country wqhere the
overall demand f(r electric energy far exceeds the capacity and resources
to produce it, cearly is a pricing policy that fails to convey the cost
message to consu.ers that incremental electric energy at such times and
places is very chieap indeed. Similarly, a pricing policy that does not
discourage consumption of energy during those weeks of the year in whicch
hydroelectric canability is at a minimum and during which incremental
energy has to be generated in thermal electric generating units also
fails to signal the cost message that this electric energy is expensive
and possibly not worth the cost.

2.03 At the same time that cost messages about relative costs are
signaled via prices to users of electricity who may or may not be res-
ponsive to them, prices also help to perform the task of determining
priorities for investment within the energy sector and help in the allo-
cation of capital among competing, uses generally. Clearly, it is inappro-
priate to calculate rates of return based upon demands for electric energy
that are themselves the consequence of inappropriate prices. Even the
answer to the question of which of a number of alternative investments
is the cheapest from the overall economy's point of view turns out to be
irrelevant if the time pattern of demand with iwhich the investment is to
cope is one which comes from inappropriate signals to consumers.
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2.04 In addition to transmitting cost messages to consumers and
value messages for investment planning, electricity prices have two
further functions to perform. Tre first of these derives from the fact
that for the electricity supply undertaking electricity prices or tariffs
are usually the mnajor source of revenues covering costs. Also in less
developed econoinies wlhere capital markets and other institutions for
mobilizing savingi are often poorly developed, energy pricing can be a
significant methcd for generating the savings for expansion of the
electricity indu!;try, of otner segments of the energy sector, or of the
economy gencrall-". Of course, in an economy whlere suchn institutions as
capital markets znd taxation systems for channeling savings into invest-
ment are highly d-!veloped, less importance attachies to the requirement
that revenues cover costs with a margin for capital formation.

2.05 The second of these additional functi'3ns of electricity prices
derives from the fact that, often in developing countries, the distribu-
tion of income is considered inequitable. 1/ Thus electricity prices
themselves are judged to be "fair" depending upon whether they help
redistribute real income in the direction of groups considered 7%t orthy".
If electricity pTices were to reflect resource costs correctly to all
users, at all pl.ces, at all times, thien the income redistribution re-
sulting fro,< the electricity price structure would be nil. 2/ On the
other hand, if prices do not reflect costs, thicn groups paying more
relative to cost haave real income redistributee in thle direction of those
who pay less reli3-ive to cost. In developing economies, particularly, tax
and welfare systeas often function poorly. Ilere public utility prices can
help contribute- to an equitable distribution of income. Thus, it is desira-
ble to evaluate the "incidence" of electricity tariffs as one would the
incidence of taxes, at the same time that one considers their role in
signaling relativ'_ scarcities.

2.06 Fromn th.} point of view of the consumer the prices relevant are
those wnichl inclulle any taxes that might be added to electricity bills.
Such taxes seem to be quite common, as thne survey sumplarized in Annex 2
inidicates. In West Pakistan the rates of Electricity Duty, as the tax
is called, are qu>te substantial. Residential consumers pay 2 paisa per
kWh. This compares with a price, net of the tax on electricity, of

25.0 paisa for the first 20 kh7..7 per month
16.0 paisa for the next 230 kWh per month
13.5 paisa for thie remainder,

1/ This discussion of equity does not embrace the view by which a tariff
is considered eauitable if it can be defended successfully at a regu-
latorv tribiCil. I

2/ Granted tihat other fuel prices also correctly reflect resource cost.
Actually the thleoretical economist would wishi to emphasize that this
statement is strictly correct only if there are constant returns to
scale and long-run equilibrium is attained.
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althougli residential consumers consuming 20 kWh or less are exempted from
the tax. Commercial customers pay the same 2 paisa per kwh duty. It
amounts to 8% of the flat 25 paisa per kTwh rate. Other consumers (agri-
cultural, industrial, and bulk) pay at the rate of 0.5 paisa per klWh.l/
This compares with 6 paisa paid for marginal kUh by agricultural consumers,
7.0 to 8.5 paisa paid by large industrial and bulk consumers and 15.5
paisa per klh paid by the smallest industrial customers.

2.07 For an electricity enterprise dependent on the government for
capital funds, it seems to be a controversial question as to whether
revenues inclusive or exclusive of electricity duties should be used in
thle evaluation cf the tariff structure. Clearly, however, it is prices
inclusive of taxes that are relevant for the determination of the effects
of prices on consumers.

2.08 It should be clear from this discus.ion of electricity pricing
policy that the roles that electricity prices are called on to play are
as a practical matter likely to be in conflict with each other. Only in
the idealized world of thleoretical welfare econom-iics can these roles be
fully reconciled. In practical situations where the pricing decisions
have to be reached, the objectives of a pricing policv have to be compro-
mises - parts of one objective must be traded--off for parts of another.
A good public pclicy here, as everryhere, wil: attempt to evaluate as
explicitly as possible the gains anc losses from the decision. Changes
in electricity prices shiould be evaluated in terms of the criteria outlined
above.

Criteria for Electricity Prices Rejected

2.09 Other criteria for electricity tariff policies are suggested
from time to time. For example, the principle that a reduction in rates
is desirable because "it will avoid competition from other sources of
energy such as gas, diesel oil, coal, etc.7 or that "it encourages
additional consumption of electric power" has been advocated in Pakistan
and else7here in thlese or similar phrases. Such propositions seem to have
wide appeal to managers and consultants to electric utilities whether
privately or publicly owned. The view of this study is that they are
faulty as general propositions even if the incremental revenues from lower
prices cover the incremental costs. Prevailing market prices quite gener-
ally cannot be counted on to signal correctly the economic desirability of
various alternatives. Whether electric energy. some alternative energy
source, or none at all, is best at a particular time and place requires
planning and examination of the alternative uses to which energy resources
and the related capital and foreign exchange can be put.

1/ Tlhere are exemptions from the tax for religious institutions and
governmental agencies. Self generation by consumers is taxed (plants
with capacity below 2.5 kW are exempt) and unmetered consumption is
taxed according to a special formula.
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2.10 The Report of the Power Commission, Government of Pakistan, (July
1953), expressed the following principle:

We feel that in order to ensure cheep and abundant power
supply in Pakistan, the basic apnroich should be not to
regard electricity as a direct source of revenue but as a
producer of revenue in the form of taxes on the goods and
services produced. If this approach is adopted, we recom-
mend that the agencies in the publi,: sector ... should so
adjust the poTwer rates as to enable them to work on a "no-
profit-no-loss" basis ...

The same view was recorded again in almost identical words by a Member
of the Ad Hoc Ad-isory Board for Power Rates o'i WTAPDA Electricity Tariffs
(Lahore, MIay 196)), but at that time this prirciple does not appear to
have been accepted.

2.11 Such a principle has a nurmber of deficiencies. First it
implicitly rejects the idea that prices need to signal relative scarcities.
Second, since the overall demand for el.ectric energy per year is probably
not highly responsive to changes in tie average Drice level of electricity,
particularly w¢7hen average prices of substitute fuels are changed propor-
tionately, electric energy together with the substitute energy sources may
carry surcharges in the form of prices exceedin.g costs without imposing on
the economy the excess burdens resulting from in uneconomic substitution
among energy sources. Third, administratively, in a country like Pakistan,
it is much more efficient to collect revenues cn the basis of electricity
meter-readings than on the basis of individual taxation records of the more
than one million custom ers of WAPDA. Even tholgh, as this report demonstrates
later, WAPDA has considerable difficulty in melering and collecting appro-
priate revenues for metering electricity it del.ivers, these difficulties
seem small compared to those of collecting taxes from all those who buy
electricity and who buy thle products that embodiy the electricity. Fourth,
this principle fails to separate the energy sold to residential customers
which may be priced according to an "ability to pay"' criterion - with higher
average prices for the wealthy than for the pocr. 1/

2.12 Another view expressed by EBASCO Services, Inc., consultants to
the Power Commission, expressed also by the Conmission itself, is that
"in a well-designed rate structure, each class of consumer generally pays
its own way and is not an undue burden on any other class". If by classes
of consumers is meant consumers at given locations using similar mixtures

1I/ Since consumption of electricity and income are positively related,
this can be achieved with marginal prices -above average prices. Also
fixed cnarges or energy block sizes can be assessed according to
measures related to the value of dwoellings, etc.
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of expensive and cheap electricity and by pay its own way is meant incre-
mental cost of the required resources, then this principle has as its con-
sequence that electricity tariffs leave income distribution unaltered. It
is argued in this report that this is not essential in a government price
policy for the energy sector.

2.13 Furthermnore, in practice, the criterion for class of consumer
is quite a diffe,:ent one from that needed for income distributional
neutrality. Again the calculations for the allocation of costs implicit
in the statement "'pavs its own way' involve thne quite arbitrary applica-
tion of accountaits' rules for allocating historical costs 1/ of generation,
transmission and distribution for capacity thLt jointly serves all customers.
W,Thile suchi rules nay be useful for sonie accounting purposes, they should not
play a dominant -)le in the determination of price policies.

2.14 Electricity tariff structures, perhaps inadvertently, may pro-
vide incentives us users to waste electricity and occasionally even pro-
vide subsidies f'or waste. The incentive to waste is given in a pricing
structure where come energy can be utilized by the consumer at zero mar-
ginal cost to hir. This occurs most obviously when energy is not mnetered
at all and elect-icity bills are based on some other criterion. In situa-
tions where the Cechnical possibilities are sm-all for increasing the amount
of energy consurmes and incremental energy is cheap, this may sometimes be
an acceptable method of collecting revenue witz; low metering costs. Less
obviously, zero T,arginal cost to consumers sometimes arises as a result of
tariff constructions withl "mini-um consumption guarantees" that require
each consutmer to pay for a fixed quantity of energy per month, whether used
or not. IdenticaL in effect are those tariffs that specify a minimum monthly
bill and thus provide a given number of kTh free of charge.

2.15 The minimutm consumption guarantee was prior to July 1, 1969 a
characteristic of WAPDA's private agricultural tubewell tariff, anid the
minimum bill is ;characteristic of the newly introduced tariff for snmall
industry. 2/ This study strongly urges that such construction of electri-
city tariffs be avoided. The price signal to waste electricity up to a
certain amount ea-,h month is improper.

2.16 An effective alternative is employed by WAPDA for industrial
consumers outside the small category. Tne fixed charge is levied irres-
pective of the consumption of energy and has a minimum value governed by

1/ Cost allocation or cost apportionment has a long history of application
in electricity supply. The resulting allocations are widely but erro-
neously held to be valid bases for rate fixing. The nomenclature of
cost allocation is firmly established by such usages as "'consumer
related", "energy related", and "demand related".

2/ Tariff B-l, effective July 1, 1969, gives an industrial consumer with
10 klW of conn2cted load the first 226 ld per month without extra
charge. Again an industrial consumer iwith 50 kW connected load re-
ceives the first 1613 kWh per month free of charge.
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the consumer's declared load. Energy is never at zero price, it has to
be paid for in addition to the fixed charge. Hlowever, there are public
relations difficulties with this alternative in that consumers w1ho happen
to use very few kWh may argue that they pay an excessive (average) price
per k 1W. Mininum consumuption guarantees or minimum bills, although having
precisely the same effect, are sometimes thought not to lead to this dis-
pute. TFhe serious defect of providing incentives to waste by expressing
the mainimum in a certain way should generally outWeigh such considerations.

2.17 Subsid;.cs for waste can arise when tliere are "breaks" in a
tariff that lead -:o smiialler total bills for larger total consumption.
For exna,ple, a ta-kciff that would charge a price of US$0.01 for consumers
consur,ming 1 ,000 kW-i per month or less and US$0.008 for those who consume
miore than 1,000 k.r per monthi in effect tells a consumer that he should
consuriie 1 001 klWhi rather than any quantity of energy between 801 kWh and
1,000 k I/. 1f This anomaly is easily avoided by expressing the rates for
increniental blocks of energy rather than for total amounts of energy.

2.1S Simplicity is often advocated as a desirable characteristic of
electricity tariffrs Unforttunately, the proponents do not make clear the
distin-g1uis1iing features of simple rather than complex tariffs. It goes
wLthout savi-, t?- at tariffs need to be written so that those who are
resipo,ssible for l-.7)Iying them will know how to, and that costs of meter-
in- aid adminin stz itnon imillch are linked with tne concept of conmplexity
recu.nre careful ev'aluation. Indeed maior tariff revisions should be
accenmi.n-ied by an educational and training effort internal to the elec-
tric-iry suipply undertaking that outlines the changes that have been made
and ;>`.eir effects on record-keeping, meter-reading and billing practices.
Sirdilarly, consumers need to be informed as to how they are billed and
what oDtions are open to them. for reducing their total electricity costs.
Pr:ices cannot signal costs if the messages cannot be readily received and
interpweted by consuners or if proper bills cannot be prepared. It is
not grood practice, therefore, to publish a notification on July 15, 1969
of tnlffs wJhich go into effect July 1, 1969, as WAPDA did last year.
WAPDA emolovees at sub-division offices and billing offices also apparently
received no special briefings.

2.19, But if by simplicity in a tariff is meant a price, constant in
time and snace, and a price independent of other appropriate economic
considerations, t1hen simplicity as an end in itself should be firmly
rejectdci as a criterion for price-making.

2.20 Closely associated with the criterion of simplicity is the
crite-ii^n of stability. Unfortunately, it is true that electricity tariffs"'
exist m,tilany years after all rationale for their introduction has disappeared.-

1/ Scrutiniy of 1WA-PDA electricity tariffs did not incover such foolish
tariff construction;- however, such tariff structures are common in
transportation.
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This, however, should not be viewed as a reason for planning an electricity
tariff that is to have a long life. On the contrary, it should be a reason
for planning price flexibility -- of planning institutionalized change. It
is more desirable for electricity prices to reflect the relative scarcities
and costs this year than to reflect those fore cast for this year five years
previously, thlose prevailing five years ago, or those now forecast to prevail
five years in the future. An electricity supTily undertaking should make
w7idely known the plans for the future -- inclading the plans for the develop-
ment of electricity prices; but today's prices should attempt to reflect
today's resource costs. In an electric system heavily dependent on hydro-
electric energy, it is conceivable that pycice3 would be adjusted each year
in response to the expected run-off into reservoirs. In any case, prices
should be flexible, not stable. They should be responsive to changes in
relative scarcities, and if these latter are changing in a rapidly develop-
ing electric pol!er system, so should prices c'hange.

2.21 Howevcr, it has to be recognized thnat the issuing of flexible
and differentiated prices places greater burd ns on the administrative
machine tha-n reliance upon stable, simnple pri:es. There will. be costs
associated w.7ith the internal and external edu-2ational efforts to make
the prices understood. NTevertheless the benefits of sensitive pricing
in i.Lmproving resource allocation seem likely to outweigh the costs of
c'-.nge 2nd ce-mp e1xity in som. e cases, so th at such changes slhould not be
disr,issed w,itli thie catchphirase "keep it simpli: keep prices stable".

2.22 IThe stability discussed above and rejected as a criterion for
electricity tariff policies is that of the rcave structure and the prices
applied to each componAent rate. How7ever in anoth,er sense stability is
a desirah'le characteristic. It would not be helpful to rational cost
signaling if a consumer's electricity bills were to be volatile with-
out economic reason. Pointless volatility anc: complexity in pricing
can be criticized as impedimients to effective economic signaling.

2a'7-LparL Tariffs

2.23 Electricity tariffs often consist of two parts. One part is a
so-called fixed chiarge which may be determined according to various rules
but is independent of the quantity of energy consumed. The other part
depends on the energy consumed. TFne new private agricultural tubewell-
tariff, for example, introduced by WAPDA in July 1969 and modified in
February 1970, has a fixed charge per month determined by the kW of con-
nected loadl/ ard an energy charge detennined by the monthly kWh. 2/

1/ In effect, the horsepower rating of the electric motor driving the
pump.

2/ It is important to distinguisa between a two-part tariff in which the
monthly bill is made uD of the sum of the fixed charge and the energy
charge, and a tariff like the WIPDA B-1 small-industry tariff where
connected load is utilized to calculate minimum monthly charges, and
the monthly bill is the fixed charge or tCe energy charge, whichever
is greater. Such a tariff, which is not a two-part tariff as the term
is used here, was earlier criticized for the encouragement it gives
to waste.
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2.24 In domestic tariffs, fixed chiarges are also sometimes deter-
mined on the basis of floor area, or connected load, or on thie size of
a fuse or of a circuit breaker, or on some other measure of "capacity"
for consumption. However, tw.o-part tariffs are not in use for residen-
tial customers of WAPDA. 1/

2.25 One of the most widely used methods for determining fixed charges
of larger industrial consumers in Pakistan and elsewhere is to apply the
readings of a qu-te complicated meter that determines the maximum demand
of the consumer over a month or longer period. Such meters do not measure
instantaneotus su -ges, but rather record the highiest 15-minute or 30-minute
averages of demau d 2/ over successive clock qtarter or half hours.

2.26 The traditional rationalization for two-part tariffs is that
the total costs cf the electricity supplier also consist of two parts:
the fixed costs whfich are independent of the amount of energy generated
and the variable costs depending on a-mounts sold. The fixed charge in
the tariff reflects the allocation of total fixed costs amon-g those res-
ponsible for the-e, and the energy charge recaptures the variable costs.

1/ -However, th-re is a niniimwutmi char-a- *h-;ich, in effect, gives the residen-
tial custom;:r t le first 8 klUh per moitht wJit71hout chiar-e. There are no
reliabl-e d&ta for es-timating a frequency distribution oL consumIntion
by resident al c-ustomers. But tnc proportion of consumers w,ho would
consumne less tian c 1.lih per miont"lf if they could save on their bills
by doinG so, mii 't be substantial . (A 6.0 watt light1tul'h burned for
4-1/2 hours oer day uses about 8 h per month.) In a samlple of some
Lahore custoiers in 1964-65 w7io were thben billed mechanically using
punched cards, over 40 percent of customers used less than 20 krnn per
month and tiis sample probably substantially under-represents thle
poorer consuMers in the country.

2/ For a custoea .r wita- a given tivne distribution of demand, the average
over any 30 continuous minutes car never exceed thie average over any
15-minute in':erval. Froam t;e tCeory of sampling it follows that gener-
ally the 15--!minutc average will ex ceed the 30--minute avera-e just as
the 1-minute average v-ill exceed the 15-minute avera2e. Systematic
differences brou1-ht about b7 different inteRrating periods in these
averag,e readinr-s could be compensated for by appropriate differences
in the rates .hy which thbe averages are .multiplied to obtain the fixed
charges. The- louger thle intir;rating period, thie more stability will
be shiown by th.e tariff both between months for a given consumer and
betwe..ien sinLlar consumers. Such stability can be helpful in avoidcing
disput2s. Note carefully, however, that the stability under discussion
here (betwcca-montlz variance and between-consumer variance) is quite
differenit from tile criticized concept of long-term overall stability
of prices.
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To overcome the criticism that there exists no unambiguous method of
allocating fixed cost among those collectively responsible for it, the
argument for the fixed charge is sometimes put slightly differently. A
customer's peak 3.oad, it is said, represents the amount of capacity that
must be reserved md set aside for his use and for which he should pay
the fixed cost. Tndeed, w-ihen maximum demand is metered, the reading of
this meter measuras the amount of capacity that must be set aside for
him; and when it is not metered and fixed charge is based, say on con-
nected load, thi- assessment still indicates t'he capacity needed for him.

2.27 Since, as is well known, individual mnaxima usually do not
coincide witha eacl other and wqith system peak, attempts have been made
to estimate the likely contribution of an individual to system peak
using the observie-d energy (E) and demand (D) irn some more complex way
than just pricino E and D separately. For exantple, one British industrial
tariff runs:

Annual maximum de-4and tariff for consumers supplied at high voltage:

Pounds sterling, per kW
In any year per annum

For the first 200 klW 12.00
For the next 300 kW 11.50
In excess of 500 kW 11.25

and

Pence per kWTh

For the firsC 2,400 kW`h per kilomwatt 0.960S For the next 2,400 kTWhn per kilowatt 0.860
For the next 1,200 kWrh per kilowatt 0.785
For all k!Th in excess of 6,000 kWlh per kilowatt 0.625

Old pence, i.e. 240 to one pound sterling. One penny is equivalent
to one US cent.

The incremental energy prices are here seen to fall l/ with increasing
hours of use of maximum demand (increasing annual load factor) as
follows:

1/ Tolkyo Electric Po^7er Co. uses a sirmilar dc.vice. Discounts of up to
25% are givCn in accordance with the monthlly hours of use. If thie
critical points used tnere are multiplied by 12, the Japanese critical
annual hours are 4,200, 5,4!00 and 6,600. Evidently the thinking behind
the two formulations was simiilar.
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Hours of use of D, or E/D 0-2,400 2,400-4,800 4,800-6,000 Over 6,000

Incremental energy price, % 100 90 82 65

In addition, of course, the effective average price per k`Wh falls with
increasing hours of use owzing to the spreading of the demand charge over
a larger number of kWh.

2.28 Behind this differential pricing is the concept that at 8,760
(24 x 365) annua7' hours of use, and to a lesse- extent beyond 6,000 hours,
the contribution of the individual maximum to ,ystem peak is assured -- the
limiting case of the steady load of tle indivilual. The concept was fully
worked out by Constantine Bary 1/, but his statistical treatment of the
relationshins bet%zeen indiviidual maxima and group maximum (wifth groups of
equal hours of us.a of maximum demand) can be seriously questioned.

2.29 Connected load appears to be an ever, less satisfactory index of
a customer's demand at system peak; rarely, if ever, is a customer's de-
mand at any time as great as the total rated capacity or connected load.
Figure 2.1 shows that for a customer with a single machine -- a tubewell --

the rated capacity of the machine is not highly correlated with his own
measured maximum demand. 2/

2.30 A two-r%art tariff basicallv is a device wuhich permits the seller
of electric energy to obtain for a given amount of energy sold a total
revenue in excess of whlat he could obtain by charging a single price for
energy alone. It is one of a numDer of techniques that economists call
price discrimination v7aica allows the average price of electricity to tile
consumer to exceed the marginal price. Tne consumier is encouraged to con-.
sume more electric energy than he would were thie marginal price to be as
high as the average price. It may encourage a higher intensity of utiliz-
ation of the consumer's electrical machinery which in itself may or may not
be desirable depending, among other things, on the price of incremental
energy in relation to incremental costs of producing and delivering thle
energy. If the fixed charge depencls on metered maximum demand, the tariff
may also encourage excess investment by the consumer, allowing him to
stagger the utilization of his machinery to increase his electricity load
factor and hence to obtain the lower price. A two-part tariff, moreover,
gives the lowest averace cost of electricity to customers whose intensity
of utilization of electric capacity is greatest and whio would otherwise,
therefore, find socially-uneconomical self-generation of electricity that
much more attractive. 3/

l/ See the so-called Bary curve in C.W. Bary, Operational Economics of
Electric Utilities, Columbia University Press, 1964.

2/ Tariffs based on "connected load" are likely to encourage production
and installation of nameplates understating the actual rated capacity.
Fortunately the data presented in Figure 2.1 were gathered in 1965,
long before tubewell tariffs were based on "Connected Load".

3/ Electricity generation is subject to scale economies. Furthermore,
the non-coincidence of different consumers' peak demands makes
centralized generation usually more economical.
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2.31 An important incentive provided by two-part tariffs based on
metered maximnu demand is the sroothing of consumption over tne billing
period, usually a montth. Infrequently occurring peaks in demand during
the period are penalized. The hypot'hetical consumer wfho consumes energy
at an absolutely constant rate over tne period (a load factor of 100%)
pays less for the energy than one wi-lo consumes the same energy with any
other time-profile. This incentive for smootihing is oLften considered a
significant anid desirable feature of the meteied maximum der,and tariff
because, in a whiolly t.ermal electric system w-ith constant prices for
inputs, thc lowest cost of generating a given amuount of energy occurs when
the rate of generation is constant. This occArs not only because under
these conditions the electricity supplier's ccpital equipment is utilized
most intensively, but also because total fuel !cquirem,.lents for the deliv-
ered energy will be minimal. 1/ lHowever, thie Lechnique of encouraging
each customer tc srmooth his offtake is only cre of various possible ways
of planning far a smoother system load curve, and perhaps it is relatively
ineffective andL economically inefficient as w,-:J.. Clearly another way is
to encourag.e peak consum,iption for some consu,me.rs when the consumption of
others is at a trouglh. Such rmethods differ ieatly in concept from
smoothing.

2.32 In a mixed hydro-thermlal system, par:ticularly WIAPDA with Mangla
and later Tarbe:a dams, in whicl the availabijlty of hydroelectric pow7er
and energy is sub ject to shaarp seasonal fluct iations because of hydrologi-
cal and topographical conditions, on the one land, and because of irriga-
tion requirerments, on the other, least-cost oj erations do not require long-
period smoothiing of energy consumotion. On ie contrary, least-cost opera-
tions generally require smoothli suppleimientary u iermal electric power Droduc-
tion. That is, incentives should be presented to consumlers to encourage
them to rerduce their demands when water heads and irritation requirements
are low ancd to increase thleir demnands whiien hecds and irritation require-
ments are htighl. In this way, residual thermal electric generation is
accomplished with maximum savings in fuel and zapacity costs.

2.33 All this assumes inflexible irrigation recuirements and constant
prices for fuel inputs. If, how7ever, the scar.ity prices for fuel vary
throughi time, then further incentives to apply are those which aim to
conserve electricity consumption w1hen fuel inputs are expensive, and wnich
encourage consumption wfhien fuel inputs are cheap. This becomes the con-
dition for steady increnmental cost operations of the thlermal stations; i.e.,

1/ Incremlental cost (mainly incremental fuel costs) for such a system
at any moment of time is a generally increasing fuinction of the load.
It is a proposition of relevant mathem,atical maximization theories
(calculus, mathematical programming, etc.) that under such conditions
the total costs for a given sum of ener-! outputs to be delivered over
any specified period can be decreased by rescheduling production as
long as the increm-ental cost at any one point in time differs from the
incremental cost at any other point in time.



FIGURE 2.1

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEASURED
DEMAND AND NAMEPLATE HORSE-POWER

FOR SOME PRIVATE TUBEWELLS
(Source Harza Field Tests, 1965)
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least-cost production for the total energy used. Similarly, the time-
schedule of demand for energy necessary for least-cost operations of the
electric power system becomes more complex if rule curves for reservoir
water releases are subject to economic choice. Shadow prices for water
in relation to fvel prices as well as the shadow price of water as head
(stock) in the re,ervoir become relevant. l/

2.34 Two-part tariffs based on metered maximum demand from ordinary
metering may also be used to encourage demand patterns other than smooth
ones provided that the billing interval for the maximum demand charge is
appropriatelv seWected. Of course, maximum demnand meters need to be read
at least as oftei as it is desired to give corsumers price signals to
alter demands. 7i France, for example, increments to maximum metered
demands registered during certain summer months in whlich there is added
hydro capability on the supply system are chargad at a small fraction per
kW of demand of "hat charged in other months. The k1;h charges also vary
with the seasons, day of week and time of day. In the United Kingdom,
similar devices lave been used. In one case, the demand charge to be
utilized for bil3ing for an entire 12-month-1 period is determined by the
maximum.- registerc( during December, January or February (the period during
whicb the systemi c.xperiences maximum strain) or two-thirds of th-e maximum
demand registered during any other month of the year. Anothler example
follows w,1ere an intermediate price is applied for the transitional months
to ensure that ti_ in2entiv_s on lw7er prices inre not overly effective
when the system iss only a slightly reduced demand (November and March):

For each kW of demand (monthly)
December April to
January & N'ovember October
Februar & March inclusive

W.-here the supply is metered
at more than 650 Volts Pounds, sterlin&

First 200 kW 2.075 1.025 0.275
Next 300 kW 1.975 0.975 0.250
Additional kW 1.925 0.950 0.225

2.35 Such seasonal maximum demand tariffs, perhaps of the simple
price-link'ed-to-month kind, seem worthy of serious consideration for
early introduction by WIAPDA. The required investment in additional
metering is zero so that it is not necessary to guarantee beforelhand a
clearly favorable outcome to such pricing. There could be difficulties
with missed meter readings, especially whenever the price increases,

l/ Considerable theoretical research on such problems has been undertaken
by economists and others interested in optimization theories.
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though WAPDA's existing maximum denmand tariffs are not particularly
easy to apply. In fact an examination of 125 customers' monthly bills
and meter readings for 1969-70 showed 60% in which the ratchet clause
(see next paragraplh) was apparently wrongly ap1lied. Tnis occurred
mainly because the highest valid demand was not used for calculating the
bill. Granted somne improvement in thle meter reading and billing of these
important maximum demand consumers, there seems to be no solid reason why
the expenditure on metering, meter reading, billing and collection should
not result in a useful cost signal instead of the signal merely to smooth
individual demanri.

2.36 In the WAPDA system, the methiod for calculating electricity
bills on the two-part maaximum demand tariff (and, incidentally, also
on all othier tariffs now effective) involves riles without clear incen-
tives for custoTrers to adjust their demands tc the expected temporal
stresses on the systecm's capability. Instead they involve incentives
for smoothing o( r intervals of arbitrary length. Tlley have a structure
based, so it seems, on the revenue recuirements of tne tWAPDA system, on
a notion of a "fair" average price for a hypct).etical industrial consumer
with an assumed average load factor, and on a fear that failure to have a
12-month or at least a 6-5onth ratcLet (i.e. carryover period) would allow
a consumer unfairly to get away with paying for 'his share" of fixed costs.
Tlhe MAPPDA main grid tariffs in effect prior to mid-1969 used the higher
of (P) tlhe maximam demaand established. during e month or (0) the maximum
demand established in the precedin, 11 months. 1! If (P) was the higher
one for a month, then this maximaum would detersine the rates applicable
for eaclh of the succeedinpg 11 months, unless d ring one of these later
months, a still highier maximum demand were to ie established. The mid-
1969 revision of the tariff shortened thie 11-month interval to a 6-month
interval. However, a seasonal industry, that -..s, one whichl works for only
part of the year, pays 25Z extra for both fixel and energy charges,
regardless of the timlle of year. TMe fixed ch-a-ges are collected for a
minimum of 6 months.

Voltage Price Differentials

2.37 Electricity tariffs should have price differentials depernding
on voltages at whiic'h the consumers take delivery. Prices independent
of voltage encourage (industrial) consumers to take delivery at lower
voltages and require the supplier to absorb capital costs of transformers
and switch-ear as well as the transformer losses. The tariffs should
signal such cost diffe-rentials so that capital plans of consumers will
tend toward appropriate economnic choices as to:voltage. Such calculations
should be based on appropriate valuations of the resources including an
appropriate shadow price for foreign exchange.. Where the electricity
supply organization is heavily burdened with solving distribution problems,

1/ Unless the load "declared" by the consumer exceeds both of these numbers.
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these prices could signal this scarcity of distribution capacity and en-
courage supply at higher voltages. The mid-1969 revision of 1APDA tariffs
eliminated all the differentials between 33 kV, 66 kV and 132 kV for boti
bulk and industrial supply, whereas previously some differentials had
existed.

Regional Price Differentials

2.38 Transmiission and distribution require substantial capital
outlays and alsc variable costs largely in the form oL energy losses.
Consumers with large loads and consuming large amounts of energy nearer
to generating centers thus would require lower, quantities of scarce
resources for tho same supply taken elsewhere. Electricity tariffs,
particularly thos-2 applicable to large industrial consumers, should
help signal to economic planners in thle public and private sectors the
cost disadvantag2s of consumption far away from the sources oL supply.
Prices that fail to convey threse cost messages in effect give subsidies
to locations remntte from generating centers. 1/ If there is a social
policy to give certain regions subsidies for industrialization, electri-
city tari'fs seemi to be an ineffl-icient vechicle for providing them.
Absence of regio:iil price differentials also tends to distort the clhoices
between cor.lpetin, energy sources. At the present time, WTAPDA's tariffs
include no regio.;nl differectials, excent for an esuecially low tubewell
tariff in the Northwest Frontier Province.

Price Sensitivit'L of Demands

2.39 Implicit in discussions of the rationing function of prices
is the viewT thiat )rice differentials sufficiently larg,e and xwidely
publicized to con,;umers and potential consumers will generally cause
alterations in use of resources and specifically cause alterations
in the shape of svsterm load curves. This does not rean that every
consumer will res!-lond to the price incentives offered to him in all
electricity uses, only that some consumaers will respond to them in
some uses. CertaLn uses of electricity are more likely to respond
to price incentives t'han others. Some responses are possible without
alterations in capital expenditure plans of customers, requiring mainly
rearrangemen-t or reorganization of plant and work schedules, and are
likely to occur more quickly in. response to tariff incentives. TIlese
are the short-rurn effects.

2.40 Other responses require new or different machinery or appliances
so as to take adv,intage of electricity price differentials. These are
likely to take longer to become effective and are called long-run effects.

1/ Distribution costs, however, generally are lower in areas with higher
densities of consumers.
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But quite generally, optimizing behaviour by electricity purchasers will
generate a program of current input utilization and of capital expenditures
which would be sensitive to electricity tariffs as well as to other input
prices. Such programs generate the demand for electricity provided that
customers have, in fact, incentives to optimize. Tlus, existing electri-
city prices have their effects not merely on how electricity is utilized
but also hor other resources, complements or substitutes, are utilized.

2.41 In looking more closely at howT electricity tariffs influence
demand for elect:icity, it is assumzed as a working hypotihesis that the
total demand for electric energy, say the numbxŽr of kWohl consumed per
annum, is not changed as a result of chlancges it electricity tariff
structures and it. other fuel price structures. This is not to say
that electric ene-gy consumption is independent of electricity tariffs.
On the contrary, :-he argument is that the price cllanges to be considered
in this study have this restriction imposed 07' them. From the extensions
of the theory of derived dcemand, one can deduce that the price elasticity
of demand for electric energy sold during a specified interval or during
a set of intervals is likely to be lower:

a. if the products embodying electricity and produced
in one interval cannot be readily substituted techlni-
cally for products produced in anotier interval;

b. if the products embodying electricity are subject to
high storage cost;

c. if cost of electricity is a small proportion of variable
cost of the products emlbodying the electric energy;

d. if capital goods related to electricity utilization in
the consuming industries have long gestation periods;

e. if electricity consumers have low excess capacity on
round-the-clock operations;

f. if political and sociological reasons prevent multiple
shift operations in electricity consuming industries;

g. if price time--profiles of complementary inputs to
electricity are negatively correlated with those of
electricity prices;

h. if electricity consumers own no standby generation
capacity.

These propositions are corollaries of the economic theory of derived
demand and also are empirical conclusions of the field studies, including
interviews of electricity consumers in West Pakistan.
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2.42 There does not seem to be a simple relationshiD between idle
capacity of electricity consuming equipment and idle capacity of elec-
tricity producing machinery. One might suppose that a rationing scheme
that smooths the peaks and valleys in electricity consumaption in the
daily cycle, for example, encourages idEle capacity among elec:tricity
consumers at thLe sa-me time that idle capacity of the electricity producer
is reducedl. Instead of the electricity producr2r having idle generating
capacity `vwaitiri` for the consumer, the consumeri has idle capital goods
"waiting" for electricity. There may be some truthl to such trade-offs.
Discussions wit' managrement of a cemient mill, for example, revealed that
in tlis continuon:s process, high-load factor cperation, additional capital
expeniditures wou- d be necessary for a possible plant expansion that wouldl
be able to take advantage of reduced nLght-tin electricity prices. Dis-
cussions with rianagcment in an encgineering wor!s, on the other hand, re-
vealed that exisAing idle capacity in the plait w-as allocated between
night and day sc as to take advantage of lower kWhTe prices for electricity
that thec existinR two-part tariff offers for Hgh (average) load factor
operations.

2.43 Efforts to shift electricitv consurt-tion t'hrough time so as
to reduce costs of the electricity supply undcrLkingc may also lead to
added social costs for other in-puts used bv customiers. For example,
factory labor at :nighlt or seasonal factory lab-or m-nay be less efficient,
and it may also be less desirable from thie noo½t of view of the workers.
To the e;tent that such social cost difference- are reflectecd in price
differences (e.g., wage rates) they will influ Žnce electricity consumers
appropriately in making their intertemporal prlnduction decisions. If
they are not reflected in price differentials cf such other factors,
then electricity price differentials could encourage socially inefficient
temporal shifts in electricity consunpt:ion basrd essentially on faulty
cost signals for these otlher resources. There is no presumption that
faulty cost signals for the resources elsecT.herA in the economy will bias,
in thne direction of higher social cost, th-e coi sumer's intertemporal
choices based on cost--related price messages for electricity. At the
samne timle that, say, absence of wage rate differentials fails to signal
the undesirability of nightwork-, the absence of differentials in the
price of natural gas fails to signal the desirability of ni,ht work. The
failure of many other prices to give proper signals is not an argument
in favor of having electricity prices give imr-poper signals. Indeed,
the argument in favor of lhaving proper cost messages conveyed by electri-
city price differentials is also the argum,-ent in favor of price differen-
tials elsew,here in the econom3y transmitting these rmessages.

2.44 This discussion should help clarify that the proper objective
of a price policy for the energy sector or the electricity undertaking
is not the minimization of tile cost of producing electricity. An ideal
load curve is not one hlich fully utilizes all of the available generating
capacity all of the tire. Ratner, it is one w!lich rations to the higlhest
priority uses the available canacity and associ.;lced fuel. It is one w.hich
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has capacity idle only during those hours xwhiere the value of the electric
energy in highest priority uses does not cover the cost of the fuel. And
it is one whnere the last increment of capacity is added only if the capital
together withi associated fuel produces electric energy over its lifetime
which in its highest priority uses is more valuable than the alternative
uses to which the capital and fuel can be put. Characterizing the problem
in this way is to state it, not to solve it.

2.45 The theory of first-best welfare econom.rics demonstrates that
if prices e'TeryThere in the economy and for all points in time are
exactly eciuai to rmarginal cost then and there, socially efficient alloca-
tion of resources will result in the sense that no one person in the
econom.y could be mjade better off by a reallocation of resources without
at least somie onic other person having his economic position worsened.
Thus, if resourcol-, elsew Ihere in the economy are 3?properlyi valued, the
reallocation of ;asources that would be the result of the proper elec-
tricitv tariffs vould be improvements in ecoroMic efficiency in this
sense of efficiency. Unfortunately f'or the pricing problems at hand,
this proposition cannot be directly applied. Prices elsew.7here in the
economy do not h1.ve the properties postulated. Furthermore, the theorem
assur.es thnat the-c exist no direct interactions of external economies
and disecono.nies and of public goods, that the problems associated with
taxation and equi.::able incomne distribution for the society can be solved
without introduct § on of taxes that destroy the equality of marginal
resource cost and price, and th1at the pro'lem of th1e appropriate level
of saving and ris--bearing can be neglected. Nevertheless, it is propo-
sitions like thes-, together with demonstrations t'ihat prices set propor-
tional to marginal cost will increase economic efficiency provided that
certain of the economic interdependencies can be neglected, which form
the basis for the practical pricincg proposals of thlis study.

2.46 It is aDpropriate to conclude this chapter with a quotation
of a paragraph fc)m the June 1970 Draft of th1e Fourth Five-Year Plan
for the Power Sector written in the Power Development Section of the
Planning Commission of the Government of Pakistan. 1/

Peak lopping, i.e., maximizing energy at the expense
of demand capacitv merits serious consideration during
the Fou:th Plan particularly in the northiern region.
This would enable postponing investment in additional
units at Gudu and possibly the later units at Tarbela.
Peak loipping could be ach1ieved by encouraging energy
usage duiring off-peak load hours through tariff incen-
tives anid/or by forced restricted hours of supply by
installation of timeswitches at the consumers' premises.
The additional cost involved in. double metering and time-
switches will be negligible in comparison to capital cost
of additonal generating equipment.

1/ A lengthier excerpt is given in Annex 3.
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3. OBSTACLES TO REVENUE ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION

3.01 During negotiations for a development credit of US$23 million to
augment the substation capacity of the W4APDA system, see Report PU-36a July
1970, agreement was reached on a progra-m for reducing losses. That report
in paragraph 3.03 describes the steady increase in losses and energy
unaccounted for from 24% of net generation in 1965/66 to 32% in 1968/69.
The agreement reached was that WAPDA would undertake a comorehensive effor:,
administered by a specific group, to identify and reduce system losses, an<
would report to the Association periodically on progress in this matter.

3.02 The in-erest of the consultants was not in losses of energy as
such but in the :mplications of extensive pil--erage as casting doubt on the
integrity of the price mechanism. Arguments as to price elasticity and as
to the value of differential pricing of electricity by time of day or seasoa
of the year seem to make little sense when the consumer readily has the op-
tion of paying zero price. Again the eNtension of metering devices to tim-e
switches (and so on) and circuits between the component devices enhance, ra-
ther than mitigate, the possibilities of tampering.

3.03 While the consultants were in Pakistan they learned that for
1969/70 the lostes iwere claimed to be reduced by 2 percentage points instecd
of following the usual upward trend.

3.04 The use of the statistic "proportion lost of net generation" as
used in the Bank's report is greatly preferred to W2PDA's use of "proportior,
lost of total generated" in that the latter, inflated figure fails to isola,e
the areas of responsibility. Another statistic w'hich should be made availa'ble
in the near future is the "proportion loss of energy received at 11 kV",
bearing in mind that WAPDA have already committed themselves to the instalTh-
tion of energy meters on all 11 kV feeders. In any case a main input-to-bors
meter will often already be found on the 11 kV transformer outptut. Energy
input at 11 kV for sale can be readily calculated by summating the thousand
or so inputs. This recommended statistic would elimninate the losses on
the transmission system which are characteristic of hydro generation remote
from load centers. In consequence, with this preferred statistic the effec-
tiveness, or othenrise, of the steps being taken to reduce power pilferage
would become more evident.

3.05 While it is convenient to have these statistics, to act as a
performance yardstick in the task of reducing pilferage, the more general
problem of revenue leakage cannot be expressed in this way. Not every action
to avoid paying the correct electricity dues can be reflected in energy
statistics. For example, maximlum demands can be under-reported for industrial
consumers, late-pavment penalties can be waived, and consumers can be put on
to tariffs more favorable than their entitlements. None of these actions
will be reflected in energy statistics, though some of them could, at least
in principle, be detected by other statistics.
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3.06 It is therefore recommended that WAPDA report the statistic
"proportion lost of energy received at 11 kV" to focus attention on the
effectiveness of energy-pilferage programs and that the negotiated review of
progress of loss reduction be extended to the wider issues of revenue leakage.

3.07 In presenting these statistics some allowance should be made for
the apparent loss caused by non-coincidence of the generating year and the
consumers' billing year. Usually, owing to cyclic meter reading, the year
of account for residential consumers is disp'.aced, i.e. lagged, by at l.east
half a reading cycle. Provided consumDtion :s growing, this displacement
gives rise to sr) apparent loss of energy. It should equally be noted that
the statistic "tnits sold" is sensitive to thte precise timing of the end-
of-year accountancy guillotine.

3.08 Accorling to a thoughtful analysis by C.C. Hufbauer, consultant
to the West Pakistan Government, dated July 1969, of "Electric Power Losses
in the W0APDA System' the proportion of energy pilfered in 1968/69 was about
13.4% of total generation. Tthis adjusts to 13.8% of net generation or, say,
14 percentage points out of the 32 quoted in paragraph1 3.01.

3.09 He rightly draws attention to the enonrity of the revenue
leakage. The cstiiuated 585 rml.-lion klnh pnilfe.red (thle precision is certaini,
spurious) in 192/3/69 he prices at the average of 11.3 paisa per klwuTh. How-
ever mucrh of the revenue lost is likely to stamn from tubewells at 6 paisa
per kkwh (using current prices) and larger indTistrial consumers at 7 to 8
paisa per kWh. To understate the lost revenus!, it is likely to be runnirng
at a level of 585 X 7 X 104 rupees or, say, Prs 40 million (US$8.4 million).
This is an estiLmate of the revenue leakage flcwing only from the pilferage
of energy and not from other causes.

3.10 This sum of money, or a larger sum fromL all causes, can be inter-
preted as available in part to purchase consi(erable resources of engineering
and other skills. The question then arlses aEf to whether the opposing
resources provided by W4APDA and the legal system are sufficient to reduce
pilferage quickly to an insignificant amount and to hold it at that level.

3.11 On Decemiber 29, 1969 the Managing Director (Power) issued a di-
rective to the four regional Chief Engineers emphasizing the importance of
the so-called action plan "to raise overall efficiency, to reduce losses
and pilferage and to increase revenue from the sale of power". He drew
attention to four important points:

a. Reduction of technical losses on the distribution system.
b. Reduction of losses due to stealing of energy.
c. Recovery of arrears of revenue.
d. Disposal of surplus stores.
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3.12 It is interesting to note that he did not refer to the more
general problem of loss of revenue, excepting that he raised an allied
issue, namely arrears of revenue. These are described as "huge'" with
Government agenctes as important offenders. The inmpression was gained
by the consultan's that the usual threat of disconnection had little
effect, perhaps ',ecause the threat was judged to be hollow. Again it
was widely reported that WA-PDA have insufficient support from the
Electricity Act and fromn legal processes for both the punishment of
energy thieves and the recovery of arrears.

3.13 WA\BPDA say they are examining a casE for the amendment of the
Electricity Act and, as a short-terra measure, that they intend to apply
for a Martial Law Regulation. Both these *neasures are in relation to the
theft of energy.

3.14 Some of the arrears of revenue arise where the account for
electricity is L isputed and the coturts havye granted a stay of execution.
With the very 'Lz-arge industrial consumers, the possibilities of dispute are
enhanced by thc iradequacy of the existing metering on technical grounds
and of the mete- reading and billing practices.

3.15 In on2 case examined in detail, the constumter had a monthly
consumption of 2 5 to .50 m:illion lhn end a maximum. deLand of about 10 MVrA,
The account had been in dispute for five years. The supply w"as by twin
parallel. feeders each wXith its ow.n energy meter and maximum demand indicator.
Both the energy advances and the monthlyv maximRIum demands were surxrmmed to give
the conusumer's energy and demand for billing purposes. Normally the supply
divides equally ?,etwTeen the tw%o feeders and meters Dut whenever a £eeder
breakdowni occurs, one of the maximum demands is more or less doubled. In
conseqtuence the consum,er's bill is frequently inflated by the chargeable
maximum demand juimning from, say, 5+5 10 to 10+5 = 15 XW, i.e. an over-
charge of PRs 7C,000 (about US$15,000).

3.16 Either a single meter should have been installed in the busbar or
the two meters should have been summated automatically, e.g. by an impulse
summator. Anoth!r less conspicuous metering defect was that the maximum
demand was being measured on a quarter-hourly basis instead of the tariff
basis of half-hourly. Out of 34 monthly readings examined only in 13 cases
did the energy and demand split equally over the twin meters so that no
dispute could ar-se (apart from the lesser issue of 1/4 hour v. 1/2 hour
integration).

3.17 This example is noteworthy in that:

a. the dispute was allowed to drag on indefinitely
b. no metering specialist was available to advise on the technical

solutions, and
c. sometirmies the consumer may be overcharged instead of being

undercharged.
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3.18 What seems to be a fairly effective method of reducing pilferage,
at least in the short-term, is the installation of steel boxes in which
the meter is enclosed. The steel boxes are welded shut. Figure 3.1 shows
such a box on the right, together with an alternative wooden one on the le't
which has a secret lock and is nailed shut. The action plan mentions 'a
continuous program... on the industrial and agricultural connections" and
it was said that sevteral thousand such boxes had been installed. Table
3.1 shows the detailed progress in onie of four regions.

TABLE 3.1

INSTALLATION 0? AIJTI-ThIEFT BPO)KES
IN EAST REGION A /S AT JANNUATY' 1970

Area Steel Boxes Wooden Total

1st Lahore Circle 157 521 678
2nd Lahore Circle 212 -518 730
Gujranwala Circle 307 1,607 S_.!91

East Region 676 2,646 3$322

Note: About 20% of the total boxes are of steel. Wooden boxes
are used for the smaller consumer, especially industrial
consumers of up to 15 horsepower.

3.19 Such boxes cannot be used with high voltage consumers effectively
to enclose the "meter" since the metering connections necessarily extend to
the potential and current transtforraers. The mrost promising application is
to 400 volt industrial consumers of up to 70 kW installed load and to private
tubewells (Tariffs B 1 and D). Neither can welded-shut boxes as now designe~d
be used with industrial consumers above 70 kW since access has to be gained
to the maximum demand indicator to reset it to zero each month. A remote
demand-indicator control could however be added.

3.20 For private tubewells the boxes can be mounted externally to the
pumphouse, see Figure 3,2, to make any act of interference less private.
This external metering also avoids the "no-access to read meter" problem
which, with private tubewells, leads to arrears of revenue. Here it is
interesting to note that the standard American outdoor meter has a metal
base, an undrillable hard-glass cover and is zonspicuously mounted outdoors.

3.21 While meter boxes offer the most promising solution to energy
pilferage in many cases, it is far from certain that there is any single
long-term solution in terms of hardware. Table 3.2 which follows enumerates
some seventeen distinct methods of defrauding 1%TAPDA. Every "solution"
adopted by WAPDA is likely to be countered by the application of an alternative
method or perhaps some newly-invented variant.
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Figure 3.1 On the left is a wooden anti-pilferage meter box with secret lock and on the right is a steel
box which is welded shut through the holes in the flange.



Figure; 3.2 This shows a steel box enclosing a meter
serving a private tubewell. To read the
meter (or to tamper with the box) it is
necessary to climb the service pole.
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TABLE 3.2

ENUMERATION OF METHTODS AVAILABLE
TO DILUTE REVENUE OR PILFER E-EJRGCY

A. Without loss of energay

(1) heter read but bill not delivared ovwing to i-nadequate
:-ecords as to name, address o~ rate.

(2) Jeter read and account rendered but never col'lected
or payment delayed inde£initelv.

(3) 'peter read, account rendered c.nd paid but on a cheaper
rate than entitlement or with late pairment or other
LI^pplementary payments ormittece.

(4) Maximum demand unrlerstFted by aeter reader who cannot
effectively be challeng.e.d oncE the demand pointer has
been reset to zero as an obligotory part of the monthly
reading procedure.

B. With *otal loss of energy

(1) Consun;ier connected but part of the paper work mislaid
so that the meter is never reaC.

(2) Meter by-passed with a jumper lead.

(3) Illegal connection made to the supply mains without
applying for a meter.

(4) MIeter stopped by braking disc through pinhole in case
using a needle or bristle as a brake. See Figure 3.3.

(5) Meter stopped (may creep slightly) by discornnecting
the voltage coil (or coils) at the test link on the
terminal block.

(6) Metering of high-voltage supplies stopped by removing
fuses or links from the meterina circuit wiring from
the potential or current transformers. More subtly,
the wiring can be flexed until the conductors fracture
within the intact insulation or pinch screws can be
loosened. These methods cannot be used with low-
voltage supplies (whole-current metering) where the
faulty connections would equally interfere with the
consumer's electricity supply.
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C. With partial loss of energy

(1) M4ethods B2, 4, 5 and 6 applied intermittently as would
normally be the case.

(2) Meter direction reversed to destroy record of previous
consumption often combined with missed meter readings
to make the reversal worthtdhile. Seemas to be an
organized practice.

(3) le-gister turned back either by opening meter and re-
1lacing seals or by using a steel "picklock" through a
pinhole drilled in the case; see Figure 3.4. Con-
frs-ingly this practice is called "reversing the meter"
as is the previous method.

(4) Three-phase three-wire (2-elemLnt) meter as used for
IV.gh-voltage su,pplies slor.ed down to about half speed
by reversEng one of the meter eleme-nts, i.e. transposing
a few wires at the meter.

(5) Three-phase four-wire (3-element) r.meter as used for
/6t'0 V industrial cons.umers and tub1n-ells slowed down
t- about one-third speed by reversing one element, i.e.
transposing connections at the meter.

(6) For important supplies, the meter reading has to be
multiplied by a const.nIt s-uch as "tirmes 100". A wrong
mtultiplier can be entered in the billing records, e.g.
" times 50".

(7) For a given meter manrufacturer, the dial p½ltes carry-
ing the register are usually interchangeable among
meters of different c.urrent ratings. The gear ratios
differ so that some meters can be arranged permanently
to register, say, half the true consumption.

(8) Meter readings avoided for some time, followed by
smashing the meter and refusing to pay an estimated
account. Such violent practices, without subtlety,
are more likely in rural areas.

3.22 WAPDA have for some time ordered all new meters with reverse-
running detents to prevent Method C2 (meter reversal) being used to destroy,
backlogs of consumption. These devices add PRs 4 to the price of a single-
phase meter and PRs 10 to a three-phase one. Unfortunately the detents
facilitate a variant of Iethod B4 (meter braking) in that whereas the meter
could previously be made to run backwards it can now be made to remain
stationary forever, held by the detent. The advantage gained by the use of
these devices is therefore seriously open to question once the pilferers
have adapted to the new situation.
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Figure 3.3 The steel case of this single-phase meter has been pierced off-centre so that
a needle may be inserted to brake the meter disc.
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3.23 Existing billing practice (pre-co:cputer) is to bill negative
advances as if they were positive. In coec.--juence the consumer gains with
a reversed meter only at the fir-st readin- a-ftcr t7.e aet of reversal.
Subsequently he gains no advantage until thl,e neter i-s purhaps once more
reversed, this time to run forwards. Ho.e-zv-cr, residantial meters seem
of ten to run backwards.

3.24 On one ledger page of: 40 c-ns-vn.sY eter ;:crdings at a sub-
divisional office a-bout 20% had jesative a ' - es av-:i the gencral pro-
portion seem.ed t.) be 10% or so. However -f t l-' eUuld have been
caused by the me_er reader guec i1 the 'i g ' Loth"ring to visit
the consutmer -- :his nractice cai easily t 'Oaent oe-etive
advance on actuai reading. Uctde-r the lath :cr i the consumer is
likely to be ove-ccharged as £o:i:

lIeter read on tlhree occasions -aanral ranKing guessed too high

Month 1 1,X0O 1 )000
200 400

Molonth 2 1,200 1 .4,00
100 (-1=i00*

Month 3 1,300 1 30CO

Billed 300 5\00

(True) (Fa3 se)

*Billed as if positive

It was observed that t1he cons uiier could ;.c t stO. c -t c1lty in getting
the overcharge rectified.

3.25 A determined effort is b beir-1, r:2-.de t .r -20 0 imlonthly
bills in Lahore from conventionc llunchek' ;- a: ' to a computer.
Difficulties are betiug experiecct_d and S o- . -h O ligaht on billinig
and revenue collection problems in. gener l th2 ,. ion that practices
outside Lahore are not radical.v d ifferea. F-iL'h 1 the nm-oer reading
books were not arranged as cotnc, uLot . -., the order of
application for supply. This e..couraged ,--d -- thouch even with
the improved order of visits, it was tho.- -at - "reawlings were
commonplace.

3.26 The computer programi has to handle . is t4''::i? leitgi'ate case
of the meter register going through the n:se Fo~.I:;pie withi an advance
of 30 kWh:
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Not through nines Steps Through nines

0,800 Latest reading 0,010
0,770 Previous reading 9,980

(1)0,800 Add 13,000 (1)0,010
~7 70 Subtract previous 9,980

10,030 Difference 0,030
0,030 Suppress 5th digit 0,030

However wvith guessed readings or with reverse running meters the computer
will f-ocus atten. ion on the inadequacies of the procedures as folloevs:

Negative Steps
advance

0,740 Latest reading
0,770 Previous reading

(1)0,740 Add 10,000
_j0,_Z 7 0 Subtract previous

9,970 Difference
9s970 Surpress 5th digit

This can be prevLcnted by programm-fin-g the computer to reject unusually
large b-i±ls but it dfLmonstrates that the mlarriage of a strictly logical
computer and a d sfunctional mretering/reading system is likely to be
eventfu-l.

3.27 The ahcve views on comnuterized billing accord with those expressed
by Lord 11inton, ? h<ovember 1969, who recom-mended a cautious approach in the
light ofL WAPDA's experience and local knowledge.

3.28 H{owever the examination of the readirng and billing procedures by
those responsible for implementing computerized billing is already helpfully
illuminati-g probleoii areas though the comiputer team will need substantial
support firor the organrLization to rectify these problems. For example,
in an examination of 24,000 consumers, it was found that some 10% were on
the wrong rate fcr billing purposes if the basic record, i.e. the original
registration, is believed. Of these at least 70% were in the direction of
cheaper rates (see Table 3.2, Method A-3).

3.29 Also it was reported that there is some three to six months' delay
in the paperworkl of the connection procedure which causes the bills to be
issued in the first place. Furthermore m.any accounts were brought to light,
with account reference numbers, perhaps a name, but without a traceable
address (Method A-1).
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Figure 3.5 -General view of a meter repair shop at Lahore.
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Figure 3.6 - New single-phase meters on acceptance test. The meter at the top is the sub-standard
of known and stable performance.
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Figure 3.7 - Meters are not always mounted vertically.
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3.30 W4hile some of these "errors" could be dismissed as delays and
muddle inseparable from the readinig and billing of a million consumers
using many inexperienced workers, the consultants did not feel that the
problems were being accurately reported to management, nor that the latter
grasped the need for truthful, frank reporting followed by performed
remedial action stemming from the allocation of sufficient resources of
men, organizational skills, budgets, tranisport, accommodation and rewards
to constructive staff. Of course t'ae detecto.n of pilferage and associated
fraudulent activities is likely to involve ur.nleasantness with both consuners
and with W.APDA z_aployees. Recently, "the detection squads were also able
to haul up 105 employees of the Department whn)- were conniving with the
consumers in stcaling power" (WAPDA Weekly lsTi July 1970).

3.31 The p--rimary responsibility for detection lies with the local
offices in charg,e of maintenance of the local distribution system. They
have many other duties, run the grave risk oi being corrupted and are
subject to other local pressures, including threats. The second line of
defense is forined by four regional detection squads under each Regional
C'hief Engi-neer. One region had some fifteen staff in the squad, though
they also had other duties. Broadly, perhaps 50 full-time detection staff
in WAPDA are attempting to remedy a long-standin, problem which embraces a
million consumers.

3.32 Centrally there was no sin-le full-tire (at this task) senior
manager responsible for detection, the reduction of pilferage and improve-
ments in revenue collection practices. With somie, say, PRs 40 million at
statke (parag,raph, 3.09) a full-time officer, without other duties, would
seen to be fully justified. Paragraph 3.03 of Report PU-36a says that
loss reduction is to be "administered by a specific group".

3.33 Detection staff mentioned threatening letters, and complaints
about their conduct by disgruntled consumers. In contrast they found no
rewards offered for st:ccesful detection and needed encouragement to carry
out tlheir distasteful tasks. Practical points needing attention were a
shortage of three-phase meters, shortage of transport and the inadequacies
or the meter testing facilities.

3.34 The consultant engineer thought that the meter testing and repair
facilities could indeed be improved; see Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Again there
seemed to be a need for central direction by a manager with only one set of
responsibilities, fully trained in meter engineering. Some of the loss of
power probably arises from poor metering practices. For example, see Figure
3.7, meters xwere sometimes mounted out of the vertical. This practice slows
dowrn the meter by several per cent especially at light load.
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4. TlE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY

4.01 The provision of generating plant and other capacity to meet the
expected demand for electricity in the Nth year ahead, where N is the lead
time. required to plan and construct the plants should start wsith a thorough
knowvledge of existing demands. In particular the component demands both by
class of constimer, e.g. residential, and by k ind of application, e.g. numnp-
ing loads, need to be understood. The aim i; to understand the causes of.
variation in thk2 demand for electricity, thoitgh often the lesser aim of
ex>laia.,g th£ variability in terms of likely relationships will have to
be accepted.

4.02 Anoth2r useful a)pproach is to regard system demand as a single
entlity, rather than as a combination of the de.mands of consumer classes or
of various appl-i;cations, but with this entity possibly sensitive to:

Temperature
Wind speed
Illum ination
Precipitation
Day of week
Season of year

4.03 An allied approacli is to regard fueL usage as an input to econcxmic
activity Jwhen aeconomic indicators such as the follow.,Ying are used inl attempts
to explain chaages in the demand for electricX.ty:

Gross national pvroduct
Industrial prodtuction
Total personal income
Total emPloymen-
Unemployment
lWholesale prices
Retail prices
Contracts placec'
IHours of work
Interest rates
Stock rarket prices
Business confidence
Credit restrictions

4.04 While it could be argued that such sophistication is out of place
in a developing country and that the av,ailable data are just not good enough,
the cost of studving the available data seems insignificant in relation to
the decisions being taken about the scale of investment. Only by studying
the available data and questioning their value for system planning will the
need for formalized data collection become apparent.
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4.05 A sirmplistic approach to electricity demand data and the associated
forecasting problem is to take the observed annual maximum demands for a
series of years, to igncre all other demand data, and to assume that a math-
ematical functi-n can be found which fits the observed maxima and which
givcs, a sound vi -_ of the future by reason of its mathematical properties,
e.(-. constant proportional growth. Both the exponential curve and logistic
functioA are popular candidates in this approach, and regretfully can be
Sho'n to fit n.o-, sets of electricity demand mlaxima, without necessarily
saying anything. of value about the future.

4.06 Even --o, perhaps every forecasting approach relies in part on
tcatl:atical pr.c. jection. flowe.ver, sutch relir.nce is less risky if the com-

ponentn class de,miands, and the various applicarions of electricity are treat-
ed se-arately, i.e. if the total demand is disaggregated.

4.07 Any p-cn>osal to amend an electricity tariff, to introduce a new
tat ,-iff, or to cxItrol loads by technical and administrative devices requires
for 1J.:s serious consideration a forecast of system loading "before" the pro-
posed.. c,'laf.ge c "after" t7e change. The pay-off, see later, can then be
est'-l. and o`.glcd against the costs of it%lep .emnting the proposal. It
fcnl'!.oxty t"he-ie.e--! that load con-trol proposals with an intended economic
just:l.l"ication i-v-;-tably have a forecasti,ng content. Howver, where the
data ar i-nt for son 4im-ediate reliable assessment of the worth of
tV.. ,.t-,.sal may still be feasible to discuss the question as to whether
tlle P4.e-osal shld rbe rejected out of hand or should be the subject of an
le, X- T -t, or C thLer data-gathering exercise.

4. Apaxt *rom system-;, demand and allied electrical quantities (such
as t. demand-dul-ataon curve) ahi-ich need to be forecasted, the implementa-
ticn'o t-ariff changes or load control also requires forecasts of the costs
oa i-Jl. hardwnar and adminisLration. Such forecasts are generally thought
to l-J.I more ea6ily made than those of svstem demand. This sanguinity may
not -0.'rn out to De justified since hardwYare, in particular, often involves
hidid`-n costs in -o-called "teething troubles".

4.09 Table .l sets out a few of the most frequently used models of
eleetri sity sa-. Some of them make onily slight demands for data by volume

all of the-u, being based upon explanations of variability, require
the data to be Fc2nsible. By "sensible" is meant that each piece of infor-
r-,a!tie.l cm be re,-arded as emianating rrom a common pool of knowledge, where
tb-.t -%ool has certain settled statistical characteristics.
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TABLE 4.1

LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS USED TO EXPLAIN ELECTRICITY USAGE

No. Explained variable Regressors

1. System annual maximcm Weather data and
demand for a series growth term.
of years.

2. System amnual maxim-um Weather data, econonoic
demand for a series inidicators and growth
of years. term.

3. Demand for given Weather data and
half hour' for series economic indicators.
of days in given year. Growth discounted.

4. Demand for given half Weather alnd economic
hour* for a nuumber of factors assurTled rouc.h)l<,
areas in which the constant over all areas.
coinicident annual 1kM11h Annual hUh sales to the
sales to t:he different consurmer classes used as
classes of consumer regressors.
are knomwn.

5. Monthly, quarterly or Weather data, econorAic
annual consumption for indicators and growth
a series of years. term.

* Repeat analysis for successive half hours to generate de-mand pattern.

4.10 This study in West Pakistan showed that electricity usage data as
now collected could not, in general, be regarded as sensible. For the sys-
tem itself, the limitations of suDply, both nationally and locally, governed
demand so that m-anyr reductions in demand are merely the result of supply
limitations. Urfortunately, this seriously hampers the study of demand under
the expected fuLure conditions of better quality supply. For individual 11
kV feeders, which are a valuable source of data about component demands, e.g.
tubewells and industry, there is evidence of tampering with the outgoing
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metering from grid substations in certain cases. 1/ In other cases, a feeder
switch may be taken out of service for repair and its feeder temporarily
combined with another, i.e. two on one switch. For individual consumers,
especially private tubewells, the valuable information which could be ob-
tained about seasonal variations in usage from billing data is distorted
by pilferage of energy and irregular readings.

4.11 With t.zis background in mlind, only the simplest of statistical
techniques were atte-,pted, and unhappily great use had to be made of ar-
bitrary judgment in rejecting data thought to be distorted in the light of
all the available evidence. Day-of-week effezt for total system demand
in 1969/70 of the Northern- grid was first (xanined. As expected, Sunday
had lower demands thL1an on w.orkinlg days, see Figure 4.1. Friday, in part
a rest day, simllarly had low demands, but the other five days could be
grouped indiffer.;Atly as working days.

4.12 Some o- these workcing days defined as Monday to Thursday plus
Saturday were in -Fact public or relig- ous holidays. Daily maximum de-
mands for the re.aining working days a-re plotted in Figure 4.2 together
with their niean ¢:or each month. The mean values usefully display the
seasonal variatisi-.i in demande, irith the highest va lue in January and the
lowest in July. TPhe statistic

E2n-,o variation 710 - 630
MJ.i-range 670

- 12%

shows that the seasonal variation in demand is slight.

4.13 Daily (epartures froma the monthly mean rarely exceed 50 I'M, i.e.
7% or so, but 3. departures are commonmlace. The open scale of Figure 4.2
therefore perhap g,ives an exaggerated view of the daily variability. In
Decem.liber, the climbing values over the. month might be systematic and asso-
ciated w-ith earlier darkness. Similarly the Ja-niuary values might be stead-
ily declining.

4.14 Figure 4.3, Sections (a) to (d), shows a likely relationship
between summer temperatures (daily maxima) and system demand. In spite of
the great scatter, it can be said that summer demand on the Niorthern grid
can be expected tbi increase by 30 a1'J or so for a 10° F rise in temperature.

1/ In one case when an industrial consumer was seen to be taking supply,
his own meter was rotating, but at the other end of the feeder the
ammeters read zero. And yet mysteriously they, the ammeters, "re-
covered" every night only to "fail" again next day. As reported for
load study, this consumer and another had a preferential use of night
energy but they admitted to a 24-hour steady load. Obviously this
play-acting lhad some reason, which the consultants did not explore.
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Certainly, these tentative relationships need to be examined every year in
that they might well reveal increases in the cooling load and temperature
sensitivity. Equally, but not attempted, useful relationships might be
discovered between pumping loads and rainfall in some months and possibly
other explaining variables.

4.15 Granted that the causes of v-ariation in system dem.,nd are not
yet understood, 7 Figure 4.4 shows7s that on a day of hiah maximum demand,
closely approachYing the annual maximum, demrand was within 20% of the
day's peak from 7 a.T. to 9 p.m. The iight nTclley showed a 401% reduction
at the minimum. On a day of low maximum damand, the evening peak from say
5 p.m. to 9 p.m rose by about 100 t17.abcve the daytime plateau. This
broadly suggests a variable winter lighting component of thzat order.

4.16 Figure 4.5, taken from Utili?zation Research R8eport 11o. 72 "Analy-
sis and Adjustmient of Area Board Demanr. Data: An Aid to Forecasting" (The
Electricity Council, London), shows how v7intcl: dem.and on part of the Bri-i:-is
electricity sup-ply s-,ystem was found to be responsive to both temnrerature
and illumination. That revort describes in detail the method of fitting a
simple mathematical model to dcsmnd data. The model deals with day of -vael, 
temuperaoture and i.1lumination as exnlaining variables for a succession of
half-hourly electricity deanads on winter working days, see it:em 3 of Table
4.1. Subsequen'Jy. daily loiid curves can be ostinate'l under standard we-t:-.er
conditions, whicri standardize.d curves a ~e of value for demiand forecasting
for the years ahead.

4.17 While the demand data collected f.or WAPDA's Northern grid do not
in Fig,ures 4.2 or 4.3 showT the obvious regularity of Figure 4.5, it does
not follow that s.ystematic study of 1,LAPDA's demand will not inr time reveal
useLul. statistical regularities. Such studies shnuld be encouraged. 1/

4.18 Component demands, especiallv of tubew-ells, were the subject of

special study. WJithout doubt the most reliable source of information as to
component electricity usage by time of day would be obtained by installing
demand recorders at consumers' termina.ls for a probability samnple of the re--
quired kind of consumer. Demands are recorded agalust time, often on a ma-g
netic tape with the intention of processirng the data automatically by com-
puter. Pen recorders, which are often alternatively proposed for this task

1/ Selected references are:

"The Relationship Between Weather and Electricity Demand"
by IL Davies, I.E.E. Monograph No. 314S, October 1958.

"The Relationship Between Weather and Summer Loads - A
Regression Analysis" by G.T. Ileinemanm, D.A. Nordman
and E.C. Plant, IEEE Trans. Power Apparatus and Sys-
tems, vol. PAS-85, pp. 1144-1154, November 1966.
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FIGURE 4.2

DAILY MAXIMA OF NORTHERN GRID ON
NORMAL WORKING DAYS

(ALSO SHOWN ARE THE MONTLY MEANS OF THE DAILY MAXIMA)
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FIGURE 4.3

DEMAND TEMPERATURE
SENSITIVITY OF SUMMER DEMANDS
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FIGURE 4.3
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FIGURE 4.4

EXAMPLES OF HIGH a LOW DEMANDS
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FIGURE 4.5

DEMAND RESPONSIVENESS TO TEMPERATURE AND
ILLUMINATION IN THE MIDLANDS OF BRITAIN
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as low-cost off-shelf items, give traces which are ambiguous and difficult
to interpret. All recorders suffer from timling difficulties, but with pen re-
corders the demand values themselves, granted the usual volatility of instan-
taneous demand, are confused. Suchl confusion of demand values, and uncertain-
ties as to timing, co-mbIne to make the preparEtion of the computer input a
formidable task. The task can be made a reascnable one by reducing the
sample size to, say, 10 or 20 consumars whr-en) 'The sam-ipling variance in prac-
tice becomes excessive. It fol 1oWs that pen recorders cannot be recommend-
ed for this purpose if serious studies are being attempted.

4.19 Only two special-purpose magnetic tneo recorders deserve serious
consideration (Ggroring high-quaLity, above U.'$10,000 each, scientific recerd-
ers). Thiev are bothi in regular batch produ.ction. Westinghouse (USA) have
for many years r.ade a s-mole quarter-inca tape recorde.r wh5-JIch accepts demand
imrpulses fro. me-Ydified energy (kuh) meters, a -.d which is driven at constant
velocity governedi by the supply frequency7 l lz instrumant is in widespread
use in North Ac.i.'rica and fa'1 ities for translating the magrneti7c tapes to
punched cards are readily avai-Jo.le.

4.20 In Britain, under the, guidance otf th Electricity Council, see
Figure 4.6, the essential Tr i4ncples of the we.ll-tried West:ing:,ouse recorder
have been kept, narmely constant-velloci-ty drve and constant-value .imnulse
recordingm ,ii th-ohu cncodin4r but greater atten,^tLon has been paid to major
errors in tim.ekeeapint. under a(lverse sUtpp-t.y coidlitions. A 36-hzour spring-
reserve time switch on the left of the diasray, puts a daily tiime-check on
the 35mm. oxide-coated film. 1/ Very fasit p'Lyback has been arranged and a
ronth's record is translated in one mxinure.

4.21 Hcn.ever, whether either of these recorders would succeed under
the adverse supply and climatic conditions of West Pa'kisLan could only be
settled by practical trials. Alternative methods of esLimating component
demands requiring no investment in recorders will now be described but it
is as well to realize fromn the outset that the alternatives in general
sacrifice the great advantages of:

a. clear definition of what loads are 'ceing measured;

b. a probability sample can be claimed to represent
the population of defined consumers with both
theoretical and practical justifications for the
claim; and

c. the errors attributed to sampling can be estimated
and in principle reduced to any desired level.

1/ The price of this recorder is about US$350. The Westinghouse version
is similarly priced. Another designed by Electricite de France is
much more expensive.
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The popular viewpoint that studies based on (small) sanples are automatically
inferior to global studies is not supported and, in fact, the contrary can
be persuasively argued.

4.22 An imp(ortant alternative method of broadly estimating component
loads, which has already been used in paragraph 4.14 above, is to infer
the component fr m the variations in total system demand by day-of-week,
varying temDerature, illumination and so on. Only the variable part of any
component load -tan be discovered by this imethed. Furthermore it is diffi-
cult with such correlation studcies to say whai: precisely is meant by the
load which is associated w.ith chan;,es in illlt..inationr, for example. These
technical difficoties should not, however, b used to denigrate such es-
timates there the alternative is unsupported I:idgment.

4.23 Another class of correlation study, item 4 of Table 4.1, has beer.
used in Britain for over fifteen years to analyze total system demand into
demand co-m-nonents associated wit.h the awnual conrsumptions of comfponent con-
sumer classes, e.g. domestic, ccmmercial and industrial. For exa,4mple, the
model withi tlhree components would be

F b1x1 + b2x2 + b x3

where xi annual kWh sales to the doilestic (residential)
class of consumer

x2= annual kWh sales to the commercial class of
consumrier

x3 - annual klWh sales to the industrial class of
consumer

and where P = demand on a particular day and for a given
half hlour.

By repetition the process generates comporent load curves for selected
days of interest.

4.24 Annex 4 describes the method in detail. Alternatively it can be
described in terms of input and output. The inputs are total demand and
component kWh sales for supply catchnent areas, called sub-areas in Annex
4, where the number of sub-areas has to be (much) greater than the number
of comnponent demands being estimated. Anot,ter input is computer time. For
large supply systemps subdivided into administrative areas, these data may
be readily availasle as by-products of the accountancy arrangements. In
that case the model makes use of low-cost data and additionally the com-
puting costs with standard-package computer programs will also be low.

4.25 The output consists of estimates of component load curves, half
hour by half hour and day by day, for the time periods studied. These es-
timates, particularly if reinforced by measurements of demands of samples
of consumers, are helpful in system demand forecasting and of great value



*~~~~~~~~~~~ /

Figure 4.6 - A special-purpose magnetic tape recorder designed to receive impulses representing
electricity usage from a modified kWh meter and to record these against time. Playback
is at high-speed with translation into punched paper tape for computer input.A suite
of computer programs is available to calculate the group average demand curves and
other statistics required for commercial considerations.
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in tariff making. However, until data quality is improved in West Pakistan,
the method is unlikely to succeed in that the statistical inferences are
sensitive to imiperfections in the data.

4.26 An easy method of collecting data about consumer class components,
such as private tubewells, is to look for small supplv systems where that
component load is predominant. Hiopefully other disturbing loads will be
insignilicant or possibly adjlustments can be made with little risk of error.
The requiremient, fo; the installation of demand recorders or other data
gathering activ.:Lies are then minimal. A.lso -t seems, at first sight, as
if the requiremeits for an adequate samDle size (paragraph 4.21) have been
circu.--.efntod. FL?r er,a,mnple, in Britain, oine rtsidential-area llkV to
415/240Vs subst aL;n .n.ay sup 'ly 300 homes and in West Pakistani one 11 kV
feedcr rnay supp{1 150 private tubewells. With a few residential substatiors
or a few tubewel,i feeders, a "sample size` of, say, 1,000 can be readily gee-
erated with the <Jd of the 300 or 150 to 1 gearing. Unfortunately the
argument-''t is unsoe--d and the ssmnles obtained by haphazard "grab what comes
to hand" technicLtes have sampling varinrces and biases of unknowm magnitudes.
Enn;>e-rienice iL Br-7tain suggests tiat cUfferences between small systemas can be
ve-:y g-ea and W7 est Pakistan different crops with different irrigation
patternis are gro in the different regions.

4.27 The ne.essary assumrn.tion of a constlrit catchment area over the
lon,gent tine pe-=ol studied, e.g. over the year, of the small supply system
alSOe turns out iB rnractice ofter to be violated. Engineering maintenance
worke. is oftean ca:r.-ied out bv nm;rging systems with little regard to record
kee-in<g. hNonethe le ss, grantedl that tlhis cheap and facile method of collect-
incg co,mponent deezod data l-as funlamental weaknesses, it remains a practical
mCe.hod for use with limited resources and was therefore chosen. Fortunately
in We.st Pakistar. nearly the whole of the supply system at 11 kV consists of
sir,O,ple radial feeders, radiating from grid substations and with few possibi-
lities of interc nnection.

4.28 At eachi grid substation the hourly currents in amperes are record-
ed on the usual daily log sheets for each feeder. Additionally, as part of
the Action Plan to reduce losses, for the past year records have been kept
-- sometimes hourly and sometimes daily -- the per-feeder energy sent out in
kWrn and the energy received. A simple form to collect these data, and
the accompanying instructions to field investigators, are given in Annex
5. The field work was carried out by the Power Market Survey field force.

4.29 For each month of 1969/70 a working day was selected with the
following desirable characteristics:

a. the daily maximum was near the monthly mean of working-
day maxima. In Figure 4.2 the day's demand was near to
the solid line. This made the daily demand patterns of
the chosen days over the year follow a broad-based estimate
of the global seasonal variation. It also eliminated days
where t>ie supply was unusually restricted. In short the
day's demands were thought to be typical of high demands;
and
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b. the stuccession of selected dates were usually in the central
third of each month (10th to 20th) and had 30-day or so
spacings. This choice was intenlded to bring out any month-
to-month variations in the demand patterns.

To so-cne extent the desiderata ,were conflicting.

4.30 A second-choice or substitute day was also clhosen and for either
day, see 1.n:nex 5, f:r each month of the year 1.969/70, 24-hourly demand valtues
we.e co'ilected. Most were givesl as currents in amperes which were later

by 11e4 (=ll,2kV x 0.p.-f.x 3) to give demand in kW. Hourly
va:ie o'.-i aiined fr-om the advances of energy waters proved to be disappoint-
me,71 ta hat the .;,eters h-ardly r-oved over an hour, but in contrast the
dtaily aces of Lkh were a 3St useful chucl on tlhoe validity of the
calcul. ~.:. f-actor of 15.4; for example, in four checlus the factor canme out
as 13P., 1.5,0 14.5 and 15.0.

4.31 As ind.cators of the lkind of load sup-plied from an 11 kV radial
fecor' , tl~e f07,i wn'g data were collected. from local distribution offices:

Nu.ai' of consumers and connected load in kW
for the~ follow ng ca tegories:

Pcside' tial and cominiercial. (as one

es 'L ry cornnect.ed l oad not availabile)
Sea' -r irdustrvy (under 70kl each connected)
Ncdr''.'industry (70 up to :3OOkW each)
Large industry (each 500kW and over)
Tubauc'il 5public (SCAR'P or irrigation)
Tu. bewa.l ls , p r i vte

Other load, but only if important

Thir;s g-aVe siX or seven categories. The subdivisions of industry are those
used ln TPDA's tariffs.

4.32 Tw3.o amproaches were visualized to the collected demand data.
"ith eti.er anproach, the data would first be scrutinized, presented

ur, a3 kW, and obviously anomalous data rejected. The simplest
appr;-,. -ould be to search the feeder descriptive data (see previous
paragrap>) to find those feeders with dominant loads, e.g. almost entire-
ly p--vAe tubeolel's. Provided the other categories of load were rela-
tive,l> Swall, they couild be dealt with by tw'0o approximations:

Ca1. the scale divisor, e.g. the number of private
tubewells, could be inflated to take care of
the additional demand. This correction assumes
that the interfering loads have roughly the same
demand patterns as the dominant load though in
practice the assumption can be of no importance;
and
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b. the interfering load on one feeder could be
estimated, via the ratio of connected loads,
from the dominant load on another. By an
iterative process "best estimates" of the
separ;.te categories of load could be found.

4.33 Item (b) above leads on to the seconid approach wthich is a formal
statistical miethoa (multiple regression) of reconciling the many sets of
fede. aa to give "best estimates" of the component demands for the six

0, -- catec-ories of load. A brief desc:-iption is given in Annex 6.
This rn .thod uSoi all the available da':a in a systematic way, has a respect-
ablle tlieoretica background, 1/ and is fai.rly easy to apply in practice gi-en
we-llb 1haved do. a. However, the collected- data were far from well-behaved
so t-t the siuIrler, rm;ore robast approaech of the previous paragraph was used.
S*.9.-o the trcvh'Oles with the data have been -tentioned in paragraphs 4.10,
4.26 es•.- 4.27.

4e314 Fi}.-lre 4.7, Sections (a) to f(f), sh,ws the results for private
tube- l.s of the II kV feeder study for each if thc 12 montlhs of 1969/70.
'T he { i-i ngnXs w-hich peak at ni dU in AugIst acound noon, are expressed as

nnede xid per tubewell. 2/ D,eanlds at cons-um,ers' terminals might
be r o-r soI.es u but forttnoeatcly no allow-a7ince for pilferage is needed (in
th7eC-,Y at least) wi.- th feeder dei.iand data. The data themseLves are listed
in h.2 ond by assumeig 28 equivallent working days to each molnth, the

-o andit vznt,,'.L energy tusages of Table 4.3 were obtainied. The annual
CCenSL&m:,:tion e.- .ated in this way ofL 22',0f00 k16h contrasts with a figure
or l/. ,Or ka bus.ed on billing data. 3/

1/ Thae theoretical background is partly give.n in Annex 4 for a slightly
different miedel of demand analysis. The main changes are that con-
nected loads are used as the regressors instead of annual consumptions.

2/ American tcxts would call this quantity "the average diversified demand
per customer" and British ones "the after-diversity demand per consumer".
Neither usag,e is liked.

3/ IB'RD, Report by Consultants, Indus Basin Review Mission, June 1970,
p. 163.
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TABI;E 4. 2

ESTP, iA!TED W0RKThO -- AY ATI,? '3G.1 IDEXfl8II3JS PE COTT1SU1TER

(Based on 11 kil feeder data.)

JUITY AIUG Y',l. CT, 0, :CI , J,EC . 1C4 FYlW D TIAR, .PR, A .MtY JUNE
Eom"7r 3C9({Sf, 1'?E IwSv'' 1 -10 619.69 :19c70 19170 2970 1970 .1970 1970 Averr

Ql,CQ 0 2.0 1. 1±6 O0 9 o.6 oi6 0,3 006 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2
0 2 C) 5.O 2 0, L, 16 0.9 0,6 Oe6 043 03 0,3 0.6 1.2 1.2

*S03t0" 5.4 2,(' i t 6 09 0o6 o.6 0, O3 0.3 0.3 o.6 i.5 1e3
( 0>, h.5 2,0 3. 2 0 0.9 0o6 0,6 0.3 0,3 o.6 0e5 2.1j 14
0)5cwO L 5 3t0 1L5 2.2 0,9 0.6 0o6 0,3 0o3 0.6 0,9 5.4h 1e6
064 cO) /S 6,o c) Eiehl 2,6 Oe9 o6 o06 0*3 O,6 o,6 OY9 6t0 2,5
07,s oo 6 3 6 t 61 c 0 5 I4 le 2 09 Oe6 e3 0.16 1.2 1i2 69 o 3,0
o0 n 60eo 6 b. 6O,0 14eO a.,2 0,. 9 0. 6 0o6 1 ,2 1,2 1,2 3e0 2.7
09 D , 792 6 r 3D O 6 O 3 t_2 0D9 _2 0O6 1.8 -1.2 1_ 2 11)6 3.0
II (I Y IY 7'2 0,T (6 6,o I.. 1,2 0,39 L, 603 oD6 1,0 -1 e2 12 6,0 362
Ji-co 6 6 C, 8.Q,, 6,o 5, C 7 1.2 o 2 1 s 0 06 2 ,h 1,8 1.5 5 1 3,5
.. 6C 6}. 6 S O 6.o 10 1,2 1 0,6 5D7 1 , 8 1.5 5.1 3C8
13(00 O6; 0,J 6.3 6,o 1,8 3.0 1 o 0e6 4e8 1,8 1,0 5,1 l,o

c-J r 60o 6 6 6,6 6eO -L.0 3.0 1,0i O06 4h, le8 1,0 5.1 4.2
.1 / G . ) 6 0 6 6,3 5.)4 1,Je8 2 J1 1 6 o6 Lt 2 1.8 1i8 51 3.6

1W1 O 5QC;6 6.G6 6. G6 .5 y ( 3 O8 i.8 1i.,5( o.6" 4.s2 1.o 1.28 5.i 3.o6
17 iC. 6 0 7r2 6,6 5,7 1,08 ,L 5 1o35 o6 3.6 1, 8 1.8 5 ,7 3.6
1 8,00 o 6,0 76.8 6.60 5.2 1,0 1.5 _1, 5 06 3,0 1,5 1,0 6.o 3,6
1 ci 6 0 7.2 .7 3.6 1. 8 1,2 1 2 0,6 2.7 1 ,2 1V8 5.4 3,2S 20( ̂C2o 6O 6,0) 1h8 3.6 1Ij. 1,2 1,2 0.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 5.1 2.8
21,0)0 ;5.1 5,7 4t5 2,h 1, L i.1 0,9 0.9 03 09 0.6 0.9 h40 2.3
22.00 4e6 5eL b.,2 2.i' 1.4 09 0c6 0,3 0.9 O06 0.9 3,0 2.1
23,00 Il,4 5-li 4.2 2c1 0¢9 0,9 0.6 0o3 0,9 0.3 0.6 2.1 1.9
2h,00 414 5.14 3.9 2.1 0.9 o.6 0.6 03 0,9 0.3 o.6 1.5 1.8

Aveorag 506 5.7 4.8 3.7 1,3 12 1D1 0.5 2.0 1.1 1.2 4.2 2.7



FIGURE 4.7

WORKING DAY DEMAND CURVES
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TABLE 4.3

PRIfVATE TUB NLLS
ES~~~~~~~~~T

Est~_i77ated ,I Moe lyi aTnd Aoqinual Consu-mntion

Month IT.hAT per Well. Pro-rated to 100%

July 3,760 17.2
Au-w;' 3,869 17.7
Sep>FfFt'''i- '''1<t'3,225 14.8

2,531. 11.6
Novertif 1,1 ?>-e-i &|t890 4.1
Dec{'f': 798 3.7
Janu- 730 3.3
Febrear 310 1.5
'-ai r cl 1,s3 4!4 6.2 
Apir. il 722z 3.z3
'M-ay 80tn6 3.+7
jmnlfe __ 87 13.0 (

Annu<. f 2tal 9 832 31.00.0

4.35 lf'-' lar, ° c') ti ',) shows the corres-ponding results
for -bi i -s average about 10 kW (13 hp) in-
str-.t. ',i 3<,'}, 5z.''ltte- I . t ' " . ,'p ' IIri a,e thought to ha-,ve an average in-
stali--, la-d of e . '1,k (w 33, For public tubewelis the data given in
Fioture 4L.,. andl if,u las 4e. a ad 4.5 n'eed to be ru1ti lied by the estimated
installed load. Thae wavernge or,,rtin-ption of 2,883 x 25 = 72,100 kTrh corres-
pon"d, to a totcl p;ulbli_ t- onsumption of 340 million lkWh in 1969/70.
This se--ms as u•>mc Led to n-rero with the billing data 1/ since in this case
p i fe~7-.gn shou!li^. rot be a pro.lm.

1/ W'APDA' s statistical grouping of sales under "Agricultural" of (1) Private
tubewells, (2) Public tubewells and (c) Other agriculture is most unhelp-

ful. The breakdown would greatly assist demand, energy and revenue fore-
casting.
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TABLE 4.4

ESTIMATED WORKTNG-DAY DEMAID FACTORS
If'OR lUBLIC U'iLjBETELLS

(Based on 11 kV feeders)

Proportion_ _ installed loains:-

JULY AIG. SEP. OCT. IIOV. DIEC. JAT. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE
Hour 1 969 -ic,9 1969 i1 69 1969 1969 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 Avera~E

.*01.00 52 > 37 40 9 11 30 21 14 40 41 46 30
02.00 52 37 40 9 11 30 .1 18 40 41 46 31
03 . GO 52 24 37 40 9 12 30 21 18 40o 41 46 31
0) .CO 52 24 37 40 9 12 36 21 18 40 41 50 32
05.00 57 24 140 ,4o 12 12 39 21 i8 40 41 50 33
o6.oo 60 24 45 40 12 15 46 2 1 18 50 51 50 36
07*00 63 36 45 40 i8 i5 39 27 18 50 51 42 37
08,00 63 ^- 5 l4o 18 20 39 27 29 50 52 42 38
090C0 67 v 2 50 50 20 20 43 127 25 45 52 55 hi
1i0, Co- 67 42 61 40 20 25 45 27 29 45 51 55 42
11.0eC 67 L.2 50 47 20 25 45 29 29 45 52 55 42
1 2.00D 58 5o )45 47 20 25 45 >)0 29 45 52 55 42
13.CO 54 50 45 47 25 25 45 30 25 45 52 45 41
14.00) 56 !l14 50 47 25 25 39 25 29 45 52 45 40
15.00 63 !44 48 )47 25 25 39 29 30 40 48 45 40

* 1i6.oo 63 44 48 47 25 i6 45 40 30 40 48 45 4i
17.00 63 44 48 35 25 i6 45 140 25 40 48 43 39
18.00 54 43 50 35 18 11 45 29 29 40 38 43 36
19.00 52 43 39 35 18 11 25 ,0 21 36 37 43 33
20.0 ) 52 35 39 35 18 11 25 30 21 36 35 40 31
21.00 52 35 36 35 18 1'1 25 30 20 36 43 40 32
22.00 52 35 23 30 9 9 21 30 20 36 43 40 29
23.00 52 35 23 30 9 9 21 21 20 36 43 40 28
24.00 52 35 23 30 9 7 25 14 21 36 43 40 28

Aveo2 ge 57 37 42 40 17 16 36 27 23 42 46 46 36
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TABLE 4.5

PUBLIC TUBEIWIELLS

Estimated Montnlv and Annuil Consumotion

Month kWh er kW* Pro-rated to 100%

July 383 13.3
A,ugust. 249 8.6
SepteDtber 282 9.8
October 269 9.3
Uovembor 114 4.0
December 108 3.7
January 242 8.4
Feburary 181 6.3
March 155 5.4
April 282 9.8
May 309 10.7
June 309 10.7

Annual Total 120 33 l0.(0

* Hours of' use of the installed load.

4.36 InterestiLgly, vAiews hopefullv exenressed that farmers made little
use of private tube.,2ell] throu!h tsie evenin-g system peakL hours and that
public tubewi7ells operated a 507 staggered shift by arrangement throug- h those
sami.e hours are not supported by Fig-ures 4.7 or 4.8. Hi3ovever, substantiallv
different demand levels are shown for the different months.

4.37 Figure 4.9, Sections (a) to (f), shows the estimated daily demand
patterns for industrial consumners with coinnected loads of under 500 kW (see
also Table 4.6). The patterns for March/lAnril/May/June are remarkably simi-
lar to British measurerments. Most days show ramuch single-shift working and
a lunch-time dip. The hours of use of the installed load in Table 4.7 only
reach 1,584 in comparison with 2,183 for private and 2,883 for public tube-
wells, i.e. the smiall-4ndustry installations were the least intensively used.
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TABLE 4.6

ESTITNTED WORKING-DAY DETMAND FACTORS
FOR A MIEXTURE OF SLALL (JUNTE I 70 EACH KND

MEDIOIUM (70 up to 00kWE,CH IlNDUSTRIES

(Based on 11 kV Feeder Data)

Proportuion of Installed Load in Use,_

JULY AUG, SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JANT. FEB. MAlR. APR. MAY JUNq1E
Hour 1969 1969 1969 1969 1969 1969 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 12ve

@w 01.00 5 12 12 10 18 14 10 10 19 18 16 12 13
02.00 7 12 13 10 18 i5 10 1C 20 19 16 12 13
03.00 7 12 12 10 14 13 10 1C 20 19 16 14 13
04.00 7 12 13 10 14 13 10 1C i8 19 15 12 12
05.00 10 12 14 10 12 16 10 IC 18 18 15 18 13
06.00 18 12 20 10 12 12 10 10 18 18 22 20 i5
07.00 20 20 22 12 2li 12 10 10( 20 22 25 26 18
08.00 22 25 24 15 33 i8 12 12 24 37 30 33 23
09.00 39 25 48 22 33 26 20 22 30 33 32 35 30
10.00 32 22 148 32 30 28 28 20 30 33 32 35 30
11.00 32 37 33 33 30 28 26 2C 28 33 39 32 30
12.00 32 22 20 33 30 28 24 2C 22 23 32 28 26
13.00 22 20 20 24 22 20 20 14 24 26 32 30 22
14.00 28 30 32 35 24 20 22 19 28 37 32 30 28
15.00 25 20 32 33 20 32 22 19 24 35 35 32 27
16.0o 22 24 30 24 18 30 20 18 22 24 28 26 23
17.00 25 25 18 27 20 i8 20 18 20 20 26 24; 21
18.00 20 22 18 18 20 20 22 14 i6 20 22 i8 19
19.00 15 10 15 10 22 20 15 12 16 20 20 16 15
20.00 10 12 16 16 24 20 13 10 18 20 20 16 16
21.00 10 12 14 14 18 14 12 10 18 22 18 12 14
22.00 10 12 14 14 16 13 12 10 14 22 i8 12 13
23.00 8 12 13 16 i5 12 12 10 14 22 16 12 13
24.00 8 12 16 15 17 14 12 10 13 21 18 18 14

Average 18 18 21 18 21 19 15 13 20 24 23 21 19
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TABLE 4.7

MEDIUIMI AND SMALL INDUSTRY

Estimated Monthlv and Annual Consumption

MNnth kWh Der kW* Pro-rated to 100%

.uly 121 7.6
August 121 7.6
Skptember 144 9.1
October 126 8.0
Nlover.hber 141 9.0
D.>cember 127 8.0
J 7-luary 106 6.7
FK-.Jruary 91 5.7
March 138 8.7
Aikiril 162 10.2
MA&,7 161 10.2
Jaae 146 9.2

Aarmual Total 1 ,554 100.0

* JHours of uSt of the installed load.

4.38 Atter-pts to obtain similar data for large industrial consum;>ers
were thinoarted by the feeder data being su1Dbject to tePypering, but ilterviews
with industrialists revealed much three-shift working. Very flat demand
patterns are therefore expected.

4.39 Resider tial demand data were not obtained and can only be obtained
by this (feeder) technique from clearly atypical areas such as railway can-
tonments and wealthy suburbs. Elsewhere the residential demand does not
dominate but rather is itself dominated by commercial., industrial and tube-
well loads. Whilt the residential load contributes onlyv 10% to the total
kWh sales, owing to the expected lower annual load factor 1/ of this group,
the contribution rmade to svstem peak might reach 15%. However this demand
component is set up by 0.8 m.illion consumers so that, apart from price
variation, the residential load seemed to be a most unlikely candidate for
load control.

4.40 From this study of demand data and from a study of WAPDATs tariffs
and commercial practices, the most likely candidates, in principle, for some
measure of load control, perhaps by differential pricing, were:

1/ Effective at the time of system pealc, supposing the peak occurs on a
winter evening, i.e. when the lighting load is high.
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a. private tubewells
b. public tubewells, and
c. large industry

Table 4.8 sho.s how the private arid public tulewell estimated demand data
given earlier were blovn up to give demand contributions to system demand
for the total 1W1APDA svstem.. The scale factors. i.e. the extent of agri-
cultural pumping, were taken from the recent Indus Basin Review PMission,
Report by Conisuliants (Cibb & Partners, International Land DeVelopment,
Hunting Technical Services) June 1970.

TAB3LE 4.8

GENERATION RuO'JIRE1rENTN
TO F1ET T7UB3VJL,-L -LOADiS. V:70/71

(WfEST PAIST XN)

Total
Month Private tTutben-ells Public Tubewlells Tub>ewells

No. 1r ISo. 14W 11M

July 36,450 281 5,468 104 385
August 36,794 330 5,573 74 404
Seitember 37,138 267 5,676i 82 349
October 37,482 200 5,783 72 272
November 37,826 81 5,883 43 124
Decemzber 38,170 70 5,993 27 97
January 38,514 67 6,098 72 139
February 38,858 19 6,203 67 86
March 39,202 136 6,308 51 187
April 39,546 68 6,413 81 149
May 39,890 68 6,518 89 157
June 4023 289 6 62- 97 386
Yearly
Average 2342 156 6,046 72 228

Notes: (1) The numbers of wells are.taken from the Indus Basin Review
Mission, Report by Consultants, assuming that 45% of private
tubewells are electrified.

(2) Generation requirements (excluding provision of spare capacity)
are based on feeder data avera-ed over the period 16.30 to
21.00 hours.

(3) Allowances have been made for the auxiliary consumption at
the power stations and for the losses in transmission and
distribution. Insofar as the demand data were obtained
from 11 kV feeders, it does not seem appropriate to make
any allowance for pilferage.
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4.41 Owing to the small demand estimiate obtained for private tubewells
in February, thie load (strictly generating capacitv to meet load) available
for manipulation is then fairly small, i.e. 86 HNW in total, but for the
critical water-shortace months of MIarch, April and Mlay, the total tubewell
load is around 150 MT,. This is about one-sixth of the total load for all
purposes (as here defined). On tha assumptiors that pumping has spare
capacity anid that a deferment or advanccmenc of a few hours is of little
or no consequence to crops, the pumping load nas been singied out as the
most promising cancdidate for load control. (ithers, of course, ha-ve formed
this vie,w previciusly. Ho-wever, the daily anc seasonal demandc patterns
given here, ever. tho,ugh they are sub'iect to silbstantial margins of error,
enable a fairly clear view to be formed of thu possible impact on the
system of load control and differential pricinig applied to pumping.

0
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5. THE SUPPLY OF ELECTRTCITY

West Pakistan Electricity Supply Overview

5.01 The major sources of electricity supply in Wes-,t Pakistan are
WAPDA (Water and Power Development Authority) and KESC (Karachi Electric
Supply CorporatioTi. Ltd.). WAPDA operate fotur supply systems which are
at present not inrerconnected: (1) the .Northerr Area Grid which is by
far the largest ent contains all. of the hyvdroelectric capacity, (2) the
Upper Sinel with i' s therm1al electric capacity ;,t Sukkur in operation and
at Gudu undor coni truction, (3) the Low 7er Sind r4ith thermal electric ca-
pacity in 1I-yderabal, and (4) a smiall separate 1 1,M coal-based system in
Quetta. KESC operites a system in the Karachi area, and this system is
now interconnectec with the 1JA.PDA Lower Sind system. For more detail,
see the map, Figuce 5.1.

5.02 Total geEnerating capacity in West Pakistan as of 1970 is around
1,900 MW. Of th. s, 10% is private self-generation capacity. There are
about 1.5 Imillion r-egistere.d electricity customers, two-thirds of them
WA,TNPDA's, and per :apita generation in West Pakistan is around 9 kl)h per
month.

5.03 uiuch of the discussion and analysis o1 this chaeter is centered
on TV:APDA. And withlin l.iPDA it lar -,elv concen.traz.tes on thje problems of the
Northern Grid vThic'i row accounts ftr ai:bout 90% of WAPDPA rg,eneration, Thle
comnputations do allowance for the planned interconnections of the
Northern G-rid. witL the Up-per Sind and the Lower Sinid - Karachi systems.

5.04 In tne f:.scal year endinc, June 30, 1970, the WABPDA Nortlern
Grid generated over 4,600 million kWh. Of tlhis total abh*out 2,900 million
kWh were generated in the various hydroelectric stations. One of the cri-
tical features of the system is the variability of hydroelectric capabil-
ity. This can be seen in part by the monthly variations of hydroelectri c
energy produced. During the fiscal year just ended, hydroelectric supply
varied from a low cf 192.8 million kWi4h in February 1970 to a high of 274.1
million klhff in June 1970. Table 5.1 gives a breakdown of the total gen-
eration for the year. Actually these data do not fully illustrate the
seasonality of hydroelectric energy in this WIAP2DA system. The reasons
for this will becomae clear from the discussion below.
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TABLE 5.1

COMPOSITION OF !7APDA NORETEErN GRID GENERATION
July 1, 1969 - June 30, 1970

k0Th (mnillions)
El,ydro-

Mo-.th elect*i c Steam Gas Turbines Diesel Total*

July '60 240. '1 141.7 5.8 0.5 388.3
Au-. '69 240.'. 135.5 9.4 0.3 385.6
SePtl.'69 269.3 111.6 5.7 0.5 387.1
Oct. '69 268.6 118.6 10.7 0.2 398.0.Nov. '69 241.C 112.0 0.1 0 353.7
Dec. '609 2.>7 .3 141.5 1.4 0.2 380.0
Jan. '70 24¶1.C 163.2 7.9 0.2 412.4
Feb. '70 192A' 147.4 7.9 0.2 348.4
Marf, '70 200.b 161.2 3.1 0.1 364.7
Apr. '70 239. ( 136.1 7.1 0.2 383.0
M ay T'70 263. 134,7 4.0 0.1 406.0
Jun-e '70 274.1. 122.9 4.4 0.4 401.8

2,913.7 1,626.4 67.5 2.9 4,609.0

* De-tail mzay n-t add due to roundin.g errors.
Source: W.APDA Da..ly Load Registers for last day of the month.

M dru-1eCtriC_Sura4.

5.05 At presmnt hydroelectric energy is provided by eight relatively
small Installati-)L,s on irrigation canals whose collective capabilities are
estimated to varv in a normal water year from 48 MW in December, January
a-%nd Pebruary to 3?. MM11,1 from May through October. Actually during the 1969-
70 year, the capalilities did not vary quite this widely for various rea-
sons: neither the troughs were as low, nor the peaks as high. In addition
thGre is Warsak whose capability is estimated to range during the average
water year from 1CO to 160 M\1W, with the upper end of the range applicable
from April through September, and the lower end of the range applicable
for the rest oLf the year. For all eight small canal plants combined the
energy available ciuring each month is estim£ated to vary over the year
somewhat less tha-n the capabilities, whereas for Warsak the relative
energy variations month to month are greater than the relative capability
variations. Finally, there is Mwangla reservoir, one of the major instal-
lations of the Ir;cius Basin project. As of mid-1970, four generating units
had been installed. With the reservoir release schedules that are assumed
for an average wa ter year, the capability of each unit is estimated to vary
from 58 MW in March--April to 115 MV from July through November. Actual
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loads on Mangla have been much less than the maximum capabilities availa-
ble. Various factors, including transnission line capacity shortages that
are about to be rectified, have contributed to the under-utilizations of
potential generatinig capacity at Mangla.

Thermal Electric ]bSu

5.06 The miajor thlermal installations on the Northern Grid are the
Multan steam stati.on rated at 240 MV, the Lyall3pur steam station rated
at 132 M.- ,, and thle La-hore gas turbine station (Shahdara) writh six units
rated at a total of about 76 'MMW. Although all of these installations are
qui-te new, there 1 ave been serious maintenancc- problems. For example, one
65 1Jm unit at Mul&an was out of operation from July 1967 to May 1970. Num-
bear I and 42 units; at Shahdara (22 M.I) were taken out of service in August
196'9 with the ann cunced expectation that mlaintenance would be completed
April 30, 1970. By April 30, thlis date had been advanced to May 31, by
May 31, it had been advanced to June 30, and by June 30, no expected
date of completioSn at all w.as listed oa the Daily Load Reports. It was
reporteed that spare parts were not available.

5.07 Even routine rnaintenan_ce requirements raise difficulties. The
bo, -Xi at the cou-veartional th.r.mal stations are estimated to require two
we -s per uiait pea: year, and every two years 6 to 8 weeks is thought to
be rquired for cx ehaul. It is said that because of the extrere high
stu=r te,-'mperat.:ures thermal station booilers car.not be maintained during
tbe 5U..cer months. 'fhe Shahiddatra gas turbines should be serviced every
25 0t starts or 8,000 hours, and this should normally require 4 to 6 weeks.
It wi glit be notetdl that the 7-4angla station hydro units are thought to re-
quire one month per year per uni_t for proper maintenance. However, this
migftht be speeded up considerably if mainteriance work were undertaken
around the clock rather than on 8-hour shifts.

Disna-tchoing

5.03 The houir-to-hour dispatching for economy is in practice made
difficult by special circumstances. Some of these, like the restriction
on rates of discharge at WHarsak, rmay be justified, although a more com-
plete evaluation should be undertaken of the social cost of down-stream
flooding and of the measures to prevent or to reduce resulting damage.
Other special circumstances imay be less justified. For example, there
is very serious question on whether it is, in fact, necessary for tech-
nical reasons to generate as much power at the Multan and Lyallpur thermal
stations during hours of low demand. Economy requires that Mangla should
generate electricity with as much of the water released for irrigation
purposes as possible. As long as water is rele-ased during the day that
could be, but is not used to drive the turbines, further reduction of
output in the fuel-using thermal stations and corresponding increases of
output at Mangla are desirable. In fact, there seems to be a reluctance
on the part of W4APDA dispatchers to order reductions of thermal station
generation to minimum levels. The technical possibilities for reducing
the loads on Multan and Lyallpur thermal stations during off-peak hours
so as to achieve imximum economy seem not to have been fully explored.
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D,c.mand_vs. Supl

5.09 The daily and annual load curves observed on the WAPDA Northern
Grid in recent years are not a correct reflect:on of the de.mands on the
system. at T32evailinr prices. The reason for this is that numerous non-
r,ice rat-cng techniq'es are employed. The o'bserved load curves are
i". smese ser ; records of demand or supply, wJhichever is greater. However,

to e e that physical rationing shi fts d !-iands from one period of
t1m, to oaer or to the e-xtent that cutting-oEf supply during one inter-
al recl deimini c.aa ring another interval alo. this chnracterization of

ohServed _1c,d cUrL'es nlso is not eantirely correrCt. DurigP 1969-70, 11 kV
fe ders .V been shlut dou-wn to prevent overloaCs on transformers, there
h:ve tbcen .atoria o; ne, connections * there have been agreements for
ne.' co./^,->- t?'rrn s p ev:ftIl.da the custo.-er agereed tc take his load only during

* o-, s U-d there have been other rati.o-ing devices. Physical
r' tno.-m :-c a tei' ricity is more fully discussAd in Chanter 7. The point

tk.et ne -.:. -o £ atS :r zed: here is that obser-ud load curves over the
F. .st >-e' > do not r£ef lect the ccnsoe;eances of i-t:ionin- thryg .oh the use
oi the ,- a . is ) ;aily load f-actors whc ch s ometimens exceed 802% and
aV eae i - betT- cn 757O and 8r0Z are not t17 sort of load factors that
sC n. l .ract t'1re c On s euencc of prainir.rl ah efficient allocation of
r c el It r; 'i-r ar'e the cr Msequences of nunar. X:_s ad hoc ineasures desi gned

o 1t ". Ia d C 1n- exceeds supply.

,,,15. '1 -> frorecn st or demand and st,pp'y tsa 'd in this chlapter do nsake
, `r._-:-.--;.,_J.` Incd.;ed, the cornmut--r calculations -:eported on

-.arer r... z .> .oo :.n the opposite direction by ignoring som,e of the
o i L. -L 7mb ., ref`erred to above. On the demand side the assumption

atSW.hp-;.ese--.t rprice structure and yrojected plans for transmission,
sS?-St -liltMf :I-d a nzi connections are consistent with the load and energy

.orczc-cas H:rza international (Harza), thne -eaeral consultants to WAPDA.
These fo`s- -- as by months and regions to 1985 ore given in Annrex 7, Tables
33-' asd 2-4. 1/ SCome idea of the strticture of the forecast is obtained from
lugfces 5 2 and 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between nmonthly
energy an'2 load forecasts for 1969-70 and Figure~ 5.3 shows the growth of
de 'r1 1Y .. Onths for the Northern larket taken y itself on a ratio scale
for thc fi sct 11 yea-rs. Such forecasts are provided by Harza also for the
Ut;- U.- Si!-J, Lower Sind, and Karachi. They represent gross generation re-
q:-Ci. aL;Q , The forecasted loads by regions ha re been accepted for the

I/ Data for months preceding April 1970 are said to be actual data; how-
ever, the monthly energy figures cannot be reconciled with those re-
ported in Table 5.1 of this Chapter, which were copied directly from
the Daily Load Register.



purposes of this chapter; and wthere necessary they have been extrapolated
for additional years beyond 1985 at the same constant percentage rates as
those used in the last years of the Harza forecasts. 1/

5.11 A comparison of actual loads with projected loads is provided
by Figure 5.4 anid Figure 5.5. The first shows monthly average of peaks
for work:days 1w r-onths during 1969-70. The second shows peak loads by
months forecast Jy,}Iarza. One irportant characteristic to note is that
there arer no stio,g seasonal components in actual or forecast total de-
mands. Fr. latcr years the seasonal.ty in forecast total demands becomes
ifny - . less uronounced. For emmamle, th lowest monthly peak for
the Irt7hz n Gri(t forecast for 1970-71 (370 M' in April 1971) is just
about .-,ucal to thie highest ronthtlv peak load forecast for 1969-80 (878 'MINW
in Ju.ne 1970). Y r the projectod comabined '.est Pakistan system the story
is mu thie same, Thus, the April 1977 trough (2,330 M§J) of the 1976-77
year2v i, JiUst aJo ½ the same as the June 1976 peak (2,336 MNW) of the previous
frSc1 u; r

5 12 The x ':za supply forecasts of load con.sist of t.wyo parts. First,
tber, is assumzc,d l plant expanasio-n and interconnection program. Second,
the--e is .-.ssd nter availability sche.dule for each hydroelectric
*pla,n_ clcrraailliri- its capability in 117. Tahese ,7arza supply projectioIIs
ar-e .e -mle cotnputer pr4int-outs Tables C-4 and C-S of Annex 7.
I't < be -d tnhat th-e print-outs postulate interconnection of the
1-11ra._rx-, Grid wi.th Upper Sind as of' mid-1973, and the further interconnec-
tion or tnese e(rli-r rids with Marachi and Lower Sind as of ,aid-1975.
includei are pra. for planit additions for the developing Northern
Gnrid al m ost ail eif West Pakrsistan -- to mid-1986.

5.13 The inorthly estimates of capability projections for each plant
mrak k lirFcct 1 ] lo,aence for mnaintenance reauirerients. 2/ They are based
on the thermral aTd hydraulic characteristics of existing and ptojected
plantzs, and, for the hydro plants, on assumed average ruin-off condi.tions

1/ Some of the later work in this chapter utilizes forecasts of monthly
loar"d factors and also monthly values of minimum loads. For these
magnitutes, data used earlier in the World Bank's computer simulations
of the West Pakistan pow er system were used. The energy forecasts are
those implied by these load factors rather than those provided by Harza.

2/ To mid-1975 there is a computation of "firm capability" for each month,
which is the estinated actual capability for that month in an average
water year.l.ess the capability of the largest unit. From mid-1975 on-
wards "firm capability" is calculated by subtracting from actual capa-
bility the largest hydro and the largest thermal unit. This type of
"'rule-of-thimb" allowance for unscheduled outages is sometimes used for
power systevs in developed countries. It probably is not a good method
for determin,ing reserves in developed countries and a worse method for
underdeveloped countries.
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and on the water-release schedules for each month based on the storage
possibilities and irrigation plans. The capabilities of MIangla, Tarbela
and perhaps later of Kalabagh would differ, on the one hand, if irrigation
authorities were to adont different seasonal tirme patterns for reservoir
releases or, on the other hand, if more or less water were to be available
because of better or wqorse water years, given the projected water-release
patterns.

5.14 For puri,oses of some of the analyses below, the Harza projections
on the supply side will be someewhat rodified. The interconnection and plant
expansion schedules will be altered, narticul.a ly in the early years, so as
to take account of. the delays and changes that now appear likely. Indeed,
for the periodl l"70-75 the supply ogproraiL outlined in the excerpt from the
Draft Fourth FiVe Year Plan for the Pocier Sector (reproduced as Annex 3)0 has been the guid. for the computer analyses i- this Chapter. Table 5.2
gives the expansion plans that were used in t½s computer simmulation. 1/

5.15 The capabilities of the hvdroelectric plants used in the analyses
of this chlapter are those given by Harza. 2/ The capability data are sup-
plemented by data on availability of hydroelectric energy for each m-onth
of a noraal' year froni the earlier World Bank sim;<ulation-s of the 1W1est
Paklista-n nw-ver svsten and the Lieftinck study. The rule curves used in
the Xarza project'.ons, particularly for the no:-existing Mangla reservoir,
do not asppmcar to -ive mucht priority to the nee(1s of the electric power sec-
tor. This is perhaps tl½e w,ay it should be, yet joint optimization of power
and agr:?cultural benefits might yi.eld somiexwhat different capabilities for
each -month at Mangla and for other reservoirs also. Nevertheless, the view
taken in this Chnapter -is that mionthly irrigation requirements are given
and, as will be seen below, monthly electric energ,y required for irrigation
puraping (tubewells) is also given. 3/ This should not be interpreted as an
endorseinent of these "rule curves" or of the techniques by which reservoir
discharge programs and irrigation requirements are determined. On the
contrary, it is recommr!ended that the coeasequences of alternative irriga-
tion program-s continue to be investigated and evaluated in terms of both
their agricultural and their power benefits.

1/ The entries give annual capacity data for each year. Zero shows plant
not comnleted. For detailed explanation of the model and notation see
Pieter Lieftinck, et al., later and Power Resources of West Pakistan,
Vol. III, especially pp. 357-384.

2/ The capabilities of units at tMangla used for computer analyses are the
more pessimistic ones given in Annex 7, Teo)le C-4, rather than those
in Table C-5. The hope that at high water (e.g., September) a Mangla
unit could generate 131 MW. has apparently not been borne out by expe-
rience. Thus, a maximum of 115 15w is assumed.

3/ See Annex 8 for the details on tubewell demand estimation.
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Seasonal Systemni Stresses

5.16 Although total peak demand for power is not expected to be sub-
ject to pronounced seasonal patterns under prevailing tariff and other
electricity rationing policies, there are nevertheless sharply pronounced
seasonal stresses on the system which cause costs for energy at certain
times to be high and which require additional investment if the load is
to be rationed according to the patterns now pfedicted.

5.17 The seasonal stresses arise largely from the seasonality of water
require^ments for agriculture and associated fluctuations in heads. The
timing of the extremely -i-portant agricultural uses of water causes, on the
one hand, a pronounced seasonal patte-rn in the capabilities of the hyd ro-
electric installations. On the other hand, it also causes a high degree

* of seasonality it. water pumping loads by priva :e tubewell and public tube-
well operators.

5.18 ThIe seasonal stresses in prwser resuIcllrng from the water release
patterns are illustrated by Figures 5.6 throu--1 5.13. In these diagrams
theo proiected demands for the Northern Grid ( n owo in existence) and for
the i'orth --frn Grid - Upper Sind interconnection ain the Northern Grid.Sind-
Ka,rachi interconnections (cnv:isaged for the fur-.-kre) have hiad subtracted
fran' thetl tihe Blayza projected capabilities of tl-e hydroelectric plants.
Thus, the. residuals plotted in each of the gra.s show the total load
that must be met by supplementarv thermnal electric capacity.

5.19 As the system is projected to grow it. the 1970's with heavy
emuho'lhasis on the hydro plants at 1aangla and Tarb,1a, thle seasonality of
loads to be i.miet by therrial plants becom1es more nronounced. For example,
March 1973 calls for 750 NU thermal canability as against about 300 MIW.|i therm al canability in the preceding August (Fi.,,ure 5.9). For the enlarged
Nortlhern Grid the fol-lowing fiscal year (Figurc 5.10) a required -:arch
thermal capability peak of 715 14.WI is paired -uit;a a 335 MMW trough in the
previouis July. For the combined West Pakistan Grid in 1980-81 as projected
by Rarza, the thermal electric canja'bilities requjired go from peaks in ex-
cess of 1,600 MW- during April and Mlay 1981 to troughs averaging less than
300 1MW in August, Septeimber and October of 1980. Similar diagrams could
also be constructed to illustrate the variability of the energy required
of thermal plants, giving much the same sort of picture.

5.20 These interpretations of the diagrams need to be qualified.
First, it is assumed throughout that there are no transmission constraints.
In such a large system with its hydroelectric production concentrated in
the North, considerable thermal production may be required nearer the cen-
ters of consumnption for purposes of network stability and similar technical
considerations. Second, no allowance is made for maintenance of either
thermal or hydroelectric capacity. However, since the severe summer cli-
mate is said to create difficulties for the servicing of thermal electric
units, the seasonal fluctuations of demand are not likely to be reduced
after allowqance is made for maintenance. Third, these projections are
based on "average water conditions". Non-average water conditions are



TABLE 5.2

WEST PAKISTAN INTEGRATED POWER SYSTEM - ALTERNATIVE A

STRATEGY LGK-A

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

MUL S 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240. 240.
LYA S 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132, 132.
ML GT 53. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 8. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.
LYA D 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.
LAH GT 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84, 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 81.
KARB S 30. 30, 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30. 30, 30.
KhFBXS 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66. 66.
YAR3.S 5, 5 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.
KAR DF 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15.
KOE S 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132. 132.
KORC S 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125.
HYDO S 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. -5.
HYDE S 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23, 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23. 23.
HYD GT 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.
KOT G0 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52.
SUK S 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52. 52.
GUDU1S -0. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 10. 110.. 110. 1St. 110. 110. 1_0. 110. 110. '110. 110. 1120. 110. 110,.
GUDU2S -0. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110. 110.
GUDU3S 0. -0. -0. -0. -0. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200.
GUDu4s 0. 0. 0. -0. -0. -0. -0. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 202. 200. 200. 200.
GDDU553 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -0. -0. -0. -0. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200. 200.
GJD 9S 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 200. 200. 200.
GUD10S 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 200. 200.
G' DllS 0( 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 200.
KAR N 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125. 125.
KAR 3N O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 750. 750. 750.
LyYA4 s 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 200. 200. 200. 200.
CANAL 88. 88. 88. 85. 85. 88. 88. 88. 85. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 83.
WARSAK 160. 16o. 16o. 160. 16o. 16o. 16o. 160. 16o. 160. i6o. 16o. 16o. i6o. 16o. 160. 16o. i6o. -6o. 16o.
2125 HA 320. 48o. 48o. 640. 640. 64o. 640. 64o. 640. 64o. 6LO. 64o. 640. 640. 640. 64o. 640. 61o. 64o. 640.
TAR HA -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. 292. h38. 438. 584. 730. 876. 876. 876. 876. 876. 876. 876. 876. 876. 876.
KALABA -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. 250. 500. 750. 1000. 1500. 1750. 200C. 2000. 2000. 2000.
500Y.0H LINK 1 0. 220. 220. 220. 80o. 800. 800. 800. 8oo. 188o. 188o. 1880. 188o. 18801. 1880. 188o. i8So. i88o. 188o. i88o.
5001YIH LINK 2 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 940. 94o. 940. 94o. 188o. i88o. 188o. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1i88.
500YVH LINK 3 0. 0. 0. O. 940. 940. 940. 940. 940. 188o. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880. 1880, 1880. 188o. i880. 158o.
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Figure 5.8
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likely to have t-o7 distinct effects on the general picture outlined. Be-
cause of, say, less than average water inflow, demands on thermal plants
will rise, especially during the second half of the calendar year: the

reservoirs will not be filled, hydraulic heads will be lower than projected,
and scheduled reservoir discharges will be cut back during this part of the
year. As a conseluence additional load and energy will have to be provided
by thermal capacity during these months. However, corresponding additional
burdens will not 'e placed on the thermnal systeri during the succeeding
months -- particularly during Mlarch, Aril., or Y.ay when the reservoir is
scheduled to be Itrtually empty in the normal year. But there is a second
consequence 'rom the shiortage of irrig,ation wat-er in the can.als. Farmers
will attempt to dt-.mand mlore power and enerm tc operate their tubewells so
as to substitute for irrig,ation water available in normual rears from canals.
Th-us, during the t'onths that less irrigation waoer is available from re-
servoirs, electrit power and energ-,y 6enands mar increase fro.m agriculturalisis'

efforts to adi1ust t-o the shortage. bIove average water years, on the othler
hand, may have soqe_what reversed effects with reservoir storage carried over
into the subs'erpeit year. Unfortur.ataly, not enouc.n data are available to
project how FviPr.rfc s 5.6 to 13 would appear eithler for a bael.ow-average or an
above-average vat,lr year.

5.21 The fout zations for a WNTIPDA seasonal1- price structure are pre-
sented in Pip L.6 to 5.13. It i.s clear wh-ere nrice ir-cenLtives are to
be provided to ere.ourage consumption and whfere theNy are needed to discourage
consumption.

Tubewell Loads arCr Seasonal Stresses

5.22 In order to analyze further the seasonal stresses on the !V½MiPDA
system, the agricultural requirenments for electric energy (agricultural
pumping), which are, indeed, very substantial (now about 25'%) and expected
to -row in relatile importance for a number of years at least have been
treated separately. Atte.iapts have been rade to esti7ate future agricultural
loads, from both wJivate and public tubewells, on the basis of the limited
load research undertaken for this stud7y in WTest Pakistan and described in
Chapter 4, project2d growth rates of tubewell,connections, data variously
available relating to tubewell utilization rates (including those collected
by the Pakistan Instituite of Developm?ent Economics - PIDE), and reports by
the W.4orld Bank' s irrigation and agriculture consultants Sir Alexander Gibb
and Partners and Associates.

5.23 Table 5.3 presents alternative projections for growth of public
and private tubewell loads and energy requirem.ents as reported by Gibb
and Associates to the World Bank in 1970. For purposes of this-study the
lower public tubewell and the higher private tubewell growth projections
are used.
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TABLE 5.3

ESTITATED ANTIJ5UAL ENIRGY AND POFERE RmUTRLMENrS

OF PUBLIC A'ITD PRIVATE TUT3.2IELLS BY 1975

(All figures are measured as sent out power)

Ther gy

Present (1970) low projection (3,000 publi c tubewells)

Public Tube.ells _ 1,105 million P?,n
Private TuL c-viells 10 million kllh

Total say) 1O0 million Wh

Present (1ci70) high projection (7,0C)O pUh-lic tulbe,.ells)

Public Thibr'Tells -1,h80 14 -lion kW h
Private Tubew,-Tells 976 n.;-Illion kc.-.h

Total (S?.;) 2 ,lllion kle

DACA/Ston-c '&V ebster 1965
pro j t i on 3,750 rillio k i 

Poger ]Domand.

(Gross-.ie,thnout allo,anece for
peak shaving)

Presen-t (17/70) lo'wal rrojection
Public 'hubeaells 220 MU
Private Tubeowells 330 ,1'2

Total 550 222

Present (1S70) high projection

Public Tube.%ells 310 NM
Private Tubewells 310 1ThT

Total 620 12V

1965 IACA/Stone & Webster * 739 NW

* With allowance for peak shaving in public tuben-rell fields Stone &
Webster reduced the gross demand to 624 izi% for 1975.

SOURCE: Sir Alexander Gibb and Par-tners and Associates, Report of Indus
Basin Review Mission June 1970, P.287.
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5.24 The upper branch of the curve on Figure 5.14 shows the projection
for private tubewell growth. This projection has been extended for some
of the purposes of this study, and estimates have been made of expected
monthly private pumping loads to 1,990. The (details of the procedure for
estimating the growthl of load by months for l,ohh private and public tube-
wells are g-iven in Annex 8. The monthly patterns combined with th-e
projected growth for one year, 1970-71, are summ'-arized in Figure 5.15.
It should he noted that loads in this disceuss-on refer to po-vwer consumed
during periods of daily peak demands on the system -- not connected load,
average load, or the like.

5.25 As poi.lted out earlier, one of the self-imlposed ground rules
for this pricing stun1y is to take £or granted the nlarnned reservoir rule
curves and t'ne ro sulting projected raonthly variations in hydroelectric
capabilities detar.M.ined by the requilrements Pr the "green revolution".
A companion ',rotun rule is the assu:nmtion thaa. the amount of electric
energy requ1ireda Oach month for purroses of agri,cultural pumping by
private aind public tubewells is siimilarly givcn and fixed. Of course,
accepting such groux-d rules does not' m-,ean "apwroving_' the load cu-rve
for agricultural pu-ping any more than it does 'appro-n,i-AYrI the rule
curves. Serious qcAesi can and need to be raised onI whether the
presently effective price structure for elect:-Jcity \v;i711 causes running
costs of tuubew%eils o'ten to be cl-ose to zerl.o incremntall-v- all day long
(see Charter 3 oin tLo j'ifficultv. of metering e ergv de,1lv_red to tu.sbevell
custonmers) is not a w.asteful diversion o:, electricity generating resources
at least during, sor-e mtonths out or the year. 3enerally, when water in

reservoirs is scarce_ and electri,city is e.-xens .ve to praduce, efficiency
reouires t1hat irrig.ation water -- wh-ether from. surface reservoirs or from
underground reservoi-rs -- should be treatecl by all users as a costly
resource.

. 5.26 In Figure 5.16 there i.s plotted for years 1970-71 and 11975-76
the non-agricultural demand on the WAPDA integ-ated syste-m. It represents
the projected industrial, comrmercial and residential dermand for the present
Northern Grid in 1970-71 and for the North.ern Crid-Upper Sind interconnec-
tion in 1974-75, obtained as a residual. The t!stimates are obtained by
subtracting from the ilarza total demnand projections the Ilarza public
tubewells projections provided in Table C-4 of Annex 7 and subtracting
the private tubewell projection made in this study. The Drocedure is,
of course, logically eauivalent to first modifying the aIarza total demand
projection by subtracting the Harza public tube.well demand projection and
replacing it with the public tubewell demniand projection of this report, and
then subtracting from this total the private and public tubewell demands
estimated in this study. Figure 5.17 gives comparisons between the Harza
forecasted public tubewell seasonal demand pattern and that developed for
this study. The picture of the m.onthly loads in Figure 5.16 is not
atypical of a seasonal load pattern in the northern hemisphere for a
power system in an economy without substantial'>irrigation, heating and
airconditioning loads. The fact that the winter lighting load is clearly
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evident does give confidence that the monthly Harza total load projections
togethier with the separate private tubewell load projections made in this
study may be consistent with each other. I/

Industrial Tariff,.

5.27 The bas-is for the specific recoimerndation made earlier in
Chapter 2 that WPAPDA adopt induistrial tariffs providi na incentives
discourag-ing load and energy consum.nption during somQa ironths and
encoura-inif it dSi:ing others is provided by dia grans like those of
Figure 5 18. Th..s raph snows ifor the years 1 I70-71 and 1974-75, as
sample years the therynal eleczric po;er reoqu. ements for non-pumping
loads. The data ire 1arza projections, e.m-cept lfor tlh-e private tubewell
loads wvhich were (leveloped for this study. Thne ch,rz sho-ws as pcsitive
quantities the tb: Xrmll nlant c2,iacity requlnred -o Triceet the load of in-
dustrial, cotmm.-ier`ael end. residential Ct1 omers, given. the rul-e curves
and hycdrolectric capabilities ancd given 'tat the agr.iemltural tulbewell
demand has been nE:t. TLhe grap-h shotws as ne-,gative gtaLies the thermial
capacity surplu for th-iese `c-. Lvid-etl y ,Ir-ing Jue July, August,
September and Oct( r-_;sr h ire is actuall-y a 'tsltrplus" of thearmal c:apacity
to meet all. non< r- tl tdl demands. Lead shifted from the Dtcember
througlh l:ay nuntl'r to tie sumnzer and autLua.n m-lontrhs throu_,gh price incen-
tives offte -red to cdu-trial CUsto,-ers couild t1US S l-e-d toi sulbstantial
saviings in thernr-1 ca,7±aciL. In riznciple seasonal lncentives might
also be gi-ven to re. nent'al a-( commercial cu,to..ers. Iw:ever, it
is believed that ;rt few residential and com,-m.:lercial custom:Cers ,would be
likely to respond to price incentives so as to resclhedule substantially
their consum,,ipticin of electric cnergy. Of course, the picture does suggest
that aircondition-ngS loads right be encouraged if no -higher priority uses
can be found for :he thermal capacity available in summir.;er months. 2/

5.28 As a first measure it is firmly recom^.mended that industrial
demand charges hba-e substantial seasonal differentials. These differen-
tials should be v,f.dely publicized both ar.ong, customers and amon, WAFAPDA
employees respons-ble for metering and billing. In addition substantial
seasonal differert:ials should also be reflected in energy charges. Some
illustrations of such industrial two-part tariffs are provided in Chapter
2 (see in particular paragraphs 2.31 through 2.36). Only after much
publicity and ample opportunity has been provided for industrial consumers
to respond to the cost penalties for winter-spring loads and rewvards for
summer-fall loads -- say, at least two or three. full years -- should such
other alternatives as the encouragement of airconditioning loads be
considered.

1/ The May loads are, however, unaccountably high.

2/ The limitations of this analysis: forecast errors, average wzater
availability, absence of transmission restrictions, etc., must be
borne in mind.
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5.29 The savings to be realized from shifting industrial load from
winter-spring to sumcmer-fall have not been estimated. Tariff adjustments
could be readily mi-ade in a way such that the iniduistri al. consumer taking
the same load and consuming tLe same energy month after month would during
the conurse of a year incur tlhe same annual bill for electric service as he
does under existing tariffEs -- tiat the consum er who concentrates his load
and energy off'-take during the sur-mer-fall moniths will realize a saving
and he whtlo concentrates it during t'hie winter-spring months will incur
additlonal expensc- If consumers were not to react at all to the incen-
tives the new se'! -nnal tariff could be set at Jevels so that total hWAPDA
revente3s fromi in l3tr-ial consu me'rs would not bg affected. To the extent
that the customre-s do riespond, the tarifffs. cant. be in due course adjusted
so as to ensure t'zat T%VfAiPDA cost savings from t'he seasonaBlly, restruCtured
load exa.-7d any r.enue losss. Givren the present and prospective state

*f0 cost nccountin. within UJPDA e.-en ai rraoiin e evaluai ions of cost
savin-;s to be realized under various assur;ed 0' ;mand slifts may be quite
difficU 1 4t But thiere seems to be no doubt (1) chat denand shifts fromn
winte ng to sufl;l-fall - e cost-savi`nTJ. to >.Y-\PDA ard (2) that tariffs
can be citanged so as to ensure th.. tot.l ro'.enaes -2eecl not decline. It
is beliiev-ed that a-nvy additi ol cts incurre-d by consu-ers to take advan-
tage ot the ;prire oizerenr a s 11 be less in overali terms tha-n the
savmin,- s )in the coal- o- econoa oc resourecs by lW,APlIA.

5.30 WUAPDA s:'ould also exj ore the possiLb:lity of int-roducing- optional
tinle-cf-dav indust.rial t:ariff.s uith a via tuord shW'-t-, load to night-
time. This report does not nu-or se a snecf C e-DerLmaiet because incus-
trialissts wh, N-o were i-mtervi`elvd and twhose eniternrises .,are not now operating
night s7ifts saw greot difficulcJ es in substituting ni-ht-time for day-time
operatioi>s. They vphiasized .rarous instit:utional difficUlties, most of
them ccl tering, on problems roltiing to the labor force. Foreigni researchers,
as those ,.ho undertook the stuclv leading to th5its report, spendinlg barely tvo
months in a country as stranre, vast and complex as 1TNest Pakistan, can hardly
be enmected to be able to resolve such questions. Enforcement of existing
two-part tariffs is, as w.zas poiinted out in earlier cbapters, already frauglht
with difficulties. But perhaps W.,APDA could offer to small categories of
industrial customers tariffs related to the time of day on an experimental
and optional basis as soon as the metering and billing problems can be
solved.

Agiulural Tariffs

5.31 Agricultural pumping7 loads, it is believed, may be particularly
sensitive to time-of-day tariff variation. It is recomm.ended that Wv7APDA
undertake some specific experiments with time-of-day tariffs for private
tubewell operators. The details of the recommended experiments will be
outlined below. However, first, the characteristics of the private tube-
well dea,.nad as projected for this study for the next twenty years will be
explored. Then, alternative de-mands, which appropriate tubewell tariff
construction miay be able to effectuate, will be analyzed. Finally with
the help of the World Bank's computer model (the Jacoby model) of the
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West Pakistan power system, the benefits to the power systema of the alter-
native demands will be evaluated and related to the costs to be incurred
in restructuring private tubewell power demands.

5.32 The earlier presentation of private tubewell load curves (Chapter
4), the earlier discussion in this ch'apter and also the data of Table 5.4
make it quite evident tlhat monthly utilization rates of private tubewells,
though variabl-e frm month to nmontlh anl location to location, average pro-
bably less tlhani 2X% and may even be as lowr as 20%.

TABLE 5.A

PRUl!'iT."E TUPE.TELL UTILIZ,,AFTTON. P4TFES 7?rjEOI4 SA1TPLE 'E.URnJVEY

(per cent)

Area Type of Early Lcte Early Late
Area Khlarif Kharif Miarlf l'abi Rabi Rabi Anvnal

Pak-m)ttan Noa-Perennial 21.0, 22.6 21.S 31L9 26.2 29.0 25e4
Lodhlr an 21.1 17.2 19.2 23 0 3G.5 29.8 24.5
Khanc.ax2nI Perc.!ial 15.0 1I1I 13.'. 22.8 14.3 18.5 15.S
Saiuindri 15.5 18.5 17., 23.2 20.5 21.8 19.4
Kasur Non-erennial

and
Unco2-rnanded 11.0 19,5 15.2 12.4 13.7 13.1 1-4.2

Kan np r No -P-erennial 13. 3 6.9 10.4 8.5 21.5 15.0 12.7
Kamo'ke it 23.8 21.7 22.8 16.0 9.8 12.9 17.9
Hlaifizabad it 17.4 33.2 25.3 18.8 13.9 16.4 20.9

Average
(uncorrected) 17.3 18.8 18.1 19.6 19.6 19.6 18.8

Average
corrected for
theft 18.3 19.9 19.2 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.0

Source: Sir Alexander Gibh & Partners and Asscciates, Report of Indus Basin
Review Mission June 1970, P. 74.

5.33 The cost-benefit calculation involved estimation of benefits for
the power sector that would be derived from kece?ing each day the amounts of
electric energy devoted to the operations of private tubewells unchanged, at
the same time that the time profile of the rates of consumption of the energy
would be altered in one or the other of two specific ways. Thus, the amoutat
of water to be available from each tubewell every day was assumed to be un-
changed.
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5.34 Tariff plan A l/ for private tubewells is one which imposes an
effective penalty charge for kl.T consumed during a four-hour period from
16.30 to 20.30 hours, the time period coincident with the system peak. Because
of tha relatively short duration (four hours) over which penalties are to be
incurred in operat-in- tubewells and their relatively low intensity of use
during typical- days, the assum,ption in carrying out t:he calculations is
that the decrease in load occurring during these four hours will be added
during the rest cf the day without raisIng, the niglht-time minimum between
midnight and 05.(!'9' of the load curve. Table 5.5 (a) sketches the assumed
realignnlent of tle load for an assumed change i load&L. Table 5.5 (b)
illustrates the rml,Jications of these assurAptiors for the p-rivate tubewell
load for an assum.-ld "75% effectiveness` of the tariff. This assumlotion of
75% effectiveness of the type A tube-eli tarift and the corresponding re-
duction in NorthErin Grid's monthly peak loads w:'.thout either raising
monthlv minimum I -ads or altering monthly total system energy supply 2/ pro-
vide the load cbe-;-,res for the analysis ard computer simulaticon of tariff
plan A.

5.35 Tariff .-Jan B .for private tubewells is esse.ntially a day-night
tariff. For ti. P.urposes of the computer simulaition and analysis it was
laoikned tnat the h,gher rates .w<ould be in effect perhaos for 14 daytime

and evc jing hl'I"S and m -he Iar rates for the rest of the time_ This

tariff plan is d to be structured so as ts leave average daily en-
ergy consutnp"otil t. .c'nanc'd :in order to be faithfrul to the self-imposed
ground inu

1 es - i--i ption rcquirei:iimets .At the samae time that the
peak of the pr:ivt be tudewl demand is reduced by an assumed 53,, the
trough of the tuh e17 demand is increased by 537. Tables 5.6, 5.7 and
5.8 sihoT the relationships of monthLy MaximIum loads, ratio of minimLum to
maxir,am,s load, and load factors for the three alternative systemz demands.
Table 5.9 gives tre basis for the assumlt ion that only dem,Iand in the North
is affected by ta:.iff plans A & B.

5.36 It must be emphasized that the assumed effects of the tariff changes
are rough estimates. One cannot at this time know exactly how agricultural
electricity consumiption would respond to time-of-day variations for kWTh con-
sumed. Neverthele-ss, it is believed that relatively simple rate changes
could be made which, when used in conjunction with available meters and tim-
ing devices, would have the sort of responses assumed for the computer sim-
ulations. All thMs assumes that the problems caused by dishonesty are
effectively controlled.

1/ Also called pricing strategy or simply plan.

2/ Monthly system load factors are accordingly increased.
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TABLE 5.5

PRIVATE TUBEV J,S

Assurned result of Load-Control Differential Pricina

Section (a)_ EergyB alnrice for Bqual Purpinrg Before and After

Assumed
Integrating Dluration On-hour Load Energy

Period hours rOcbing Change Balance

00:30 - 5C30 5 1- 5 0 0
5:30 - ]l30 6 6 11 T + 012sL + l.2AL

11:30 - 130 5 12 - 16 + 0.4hAL + 2.MAL
16:30 - 2Ot33 4 17 - 20 -Z --. OLL
20:. 30 - 0O 3) h 2 - 2 + 0. 2AL + 0. 8AJL

24 2lh 0

Section (bl) Demeand Cl!anges Asuun-& in h.ution (a) tu-ith '75or ef ectivean(-oXs

+ f ectivri ess
Inte-g ra Pnr D,,aration , ,ot,ing La.d inure- Proportion of

00:30 - 5.30 5 0 None
5:30 -11:30 6 + -5 1 in 7

11:30 - 16:30 I- 30 1 in 3
16:30 - 20:30 4 1001*-3t- - 75 3 in L
20:30 - 00:30 4 - 15 1 in 7

24

* Averaged over the four hours, i.e. quarter sum of 5 to 8 p.m. readings
on station ammri.eters.

+ Tariff assumed 75% effective, including an alloi.ance for meter, time-
switch tampering. NkTote that this colurmn means that 1% of the load
bett.,een 4.30 and 8.30 p.m. is to be added to that existing betwteen
5.30 and 11.30 a.m., and so on.



TAB LZ q.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WEST PAKISTAN INT&GRATED POWER SYSTEM- BASIC,

-~~~~ ~MARKET DATA

- I4MARKET UMJNER I (NORT'RE GRI~D)

MO =JAN FEB NWAR APR __MAY __JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT _NOV DEC
1971 920. 944. 944.- 8 70.e 91- 8.0 986. 988. 1025. 1067. 1047. 1014. 1037.
1972 1025. 1052. 1C52. 970. 1023. 1099. _Ijgb _114o l9,..s 7T_. 1j130. a 5

2931136. 115. 115.104.113 1217. 1219. 1265. 1317. 1293. 125-2. 1280.
19714 1252. 1284. 1284. 1184. 1250. 4A34142, Atz M- 9.iZ..A ,3,80. IAII
1975 1365. 14CG. 14CC. 1291. 1362-. 1462. 1465. 1520. 1553. 1554. 1505. 1538.
1976 150 1539. 1539.' 1419. 1491. 1607. 1611. 1671. 1740. 1708. 164. 60
1977 1647. 1689. 16E9. 1557. 1643. 1164. 1768. 13. 90.1875. 1815. 1856.
1978 180-2. 1848. 1848. 174.78 9L_ 17~Q4~0 , 19,6. .2031.
1979 1983. 2034. 2C34. 1875. 1979. 2125. 2129. 2209. 2300. 2258. 2186. 2235.
1980 2127. 2182. 2182. 2012.- Z-J23. 2279. .284 230.s24 2345.. 2397.
1981 2302. 2361. 23461. 2177. 2297. 2467. 24711. 2565. 2670. 2621. 2538. 2594.
1982 2488. 2551. 2551. 2353. 2482. 2665. 2670. 2771o 28__ -L82. 3 2742. 2803.
1983 27.2741. 2141. 2528. 2661. 2864. 2869. 98 3100. 3043. 2946 3012.
19814 2850. 2923. 2S23o 2695. 2544. 3053. 3059.314 3305.32k44. 31j43. 3211.
1985 3018. 3095. 30C9 5.0 28i54.s--j 3011 3233-. 3240. 3362. 3500. 3436. 3326. 3400..1986 319C. 3272. 3212. 3017. 318 3418 .11 351-1Q6 Lo9M p322. 3600.
1987 3372. 3459. 3459. 3189. 3367. 3614. 3634. 3772. 3926. 3854. 3129. 3812.
1988 3564. 3657. 3651. 3311. 3560. 3821. 3849. 3995. 4158. 4082. 3948. 4036.
1989 3167. 3866. 3866. 3563. 3164. 4040. 4076. 4232. 4403. 4323. 4074. 4273.
1990 3982. 4C87. 408IB7. 3766. 3980. 4271. 4311. 4483. 4662. 4578. 4314. 4524.

PM41 N. (RATIQ. OF K TQ M&XDuii Li~))
MG = JAN FEB m AR -. o APR MA ~JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV OEC
1971 C.31C C.330 0.3CC 0.210 0.290 0.330 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 V.290 0.280,
1972 0.310 0.330 0.300 0.27- 06.2-90- -0-.330 -0.i3-0- 0- 0.3 J1 0 0.320 0.320 C.290 0.280
1973 C.31C C.33C C.3CC 0.270 0.290 0.330 0.3CC 0.310 0.320 0.32C 0.290 0.280
19714 C.31C 0.33C' 6.3CC 0.270 0.do290- 0.b320 0.3CO v310d-- 0.3 20 0.-320 0C.290 0.280
1975 C.31C C.330 C.3CO ).270 0.290 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 0.290 0.280
1976 C.310 C.33C 0,.3CC 0.270 0.290 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 C.290 0.280
1977 0.31C C.330 C.3CO 0.270 0.290 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 C.290 0.280
1978 C.310 03.330 C..3CC 0.210 0.-290 0.3~20i '60300 0.-310 0.320 0.32C 0.290 0.280
1979 C.31C 0.33C C.3C0 0.270 0.290 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.3240 Co290 0.280
1980 C.310 Co320a C.300 0.210 0.290 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 C.320 C.290 0.280
1981 0'.31C C.32Q (C.3CO 0.210 0.290 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 0.290 0o280
1982 C. 3 10 C.32C C.3C00 0.270 C.2~0 -0.320 '-d--0.300 030 0.3 b-20 0.320 C. 290 0.280

* 1983 C.31C 0:.320; C.300 0.210 0.300 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.3,20 0.-320 C.290 0.280
19814 C.31C C.32C C0.3&C 0.210 -0.-300 0.320 -0.30-0 0.310 0.320 0.320 C.290 0.280
1985 C.31C, C.32C0 0.3CG 0.270 0.300__0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 0.290 0.290
1986 C.31C C.32C. C.3CC 0.270 0.300 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320Co0320 0.290 0.290
1987 0.31C 0.320 C.300 0.280 0.300 0.320 0.300 G. 310 0.320 _0.320a C.290 0.290
1988 C.31C Co320 Co3100 0. 280 0.30b 0-.320- 0.300 id.3110 0.-320 0.*3- 2 0 -0.-2 90 0 .- 2 90
1989 C.310 0.32C L.3C;C 0.28C 0.300 0.320 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 0.290 0.290
1990 0.310 0.320 0.3CC 0.280 0. 300 0.3206 0.300 0.310 0.320 0.320 0.290 0.290

-LOAD FAC CR
MC =JAN FEB IAAR APR M AY JUN JUL AUG _SEP OCT NOV DEC

1971 C..6255 0.654 0.615 0.553 0.593 0.650 0.609 0.620 0.645 0.648 0.591 0.576
1972 0.624 C.654 C.615 0.552 0.592 0.650 0.608 0.620 0.645 0.648 C.591 0.515
1973 0.623 0.653 C.615 0.551 0.591 0.o650 0.608 0.620 0.645 C.648 0C.590 0.574
1974k C.621 0.653 C.614 0.549 0.591 0.649 0.607 0o619 0.644 0.647 C.590 0.573
1975 C.620 C.652 C.614 0.548 0.59'0 0.649 0. 6 0 7- -0.619 0.644 0.647 0.589 0.572
1976 C..61S 0.651 0.614 0.541 0.589 0.649 0.606 0.619 0.644 0.647 0.588 0.571
1977 0.620 0.651 Co613 0.547 0.590 0.648 0.606 0.620 0.643 0.646 0.588 0.512
1978 C.622 C.65C C.612 0.548 0.591 0.648- 0.607 0.620 0.642 0.644 0.589 0.513
1979 C.624 0.650 Co,611 0.548 0.5-93 -0. -6 4 8- 0. 60-8 '0.620- 0.640 0.642 0.589 0.514
1980 0.625 0.649 C.610 0.549 0.594 0.647 0.6C9 0.621 0.638 0.640 0.590 0.S74
1981 C.626 C.649 C.609 0.550 0.5-95 0.--647 -0.o6 10 0.6-21-0.637 0.638' Co590 00515
1982 (.625 0.648 0.609 C.550 0.597 0.641 -,0.610 0.621 0.637 0.637 0.591 0.576
1983 C.625 0.648 Co6C8 0.552 0.598 0.646- 0.60'9--O- 06 20 0.636. ~0.63 6 0.592 0.577
19814 0,.624 C.647 0.608 0.554 O0. QQ 64 _9.609 Q.60.0 Q.64~4 0.6t35 0. 593 0.578
1985 0.624 C.647 C.6C17 0.556 C.602 0.645 0.608 0.619 0.635 0.634- C.594 0.519
1986 C.623 0.646-C .60C7 0.5583 0.602__.406~.~ _.~.3.3_p55
1987 C.623 C.646 0.6C6 0.560 0.604 0.644 0.607 0.618 0.634 0.632 0.596 0.581
1988 C.622 --.- 645 C.6C6 0.562 Q.9mQA40.g 068.6A.31- .597- 0.51$2
1989 C.622 0.645 Co6C5 0.564 0.606 0.642 0.606 0.611 0.633 0.630 0.598 0.583
1990 C.621 Co644 C.6L5 J).566 0.606 -9-642 .0.606 0.617 .6 T (i-61O n-gQR ~n- 



T&BA- 5L---A-89-T-OE8RL (IARArNT-TcMLSIN[f).
PMAX (NW)

MO =JAN FEB __MAR_ A PR MA _JV U EPO. J0 E
1971 323. 324. 327. 330. 338. 347. 348. 351. 360. 360. 359. 368.
1972 3711. 3 1.7 8ISQ. A 41 .Z2 lit 1 422.

1973 424. 426. 429. 434. 444. 456. 457. 460. 473.a 482. 471. 482.
1974 47* 8. 8. L ,-..1. 5-. -V 3. 543

484 a.4 - 35Q. 73. 571

1976 594. _ 595v. 6. 6 06 . 6,21. 637. 64. 6S2. 51Q, -f[2. -. 661.- 683.
1977 67C. 671. 677. 684. 700. 719. 719. 723. 744. 151. 141. 759.
1978 742.~ 743. 1-50. _757 ~ . -1 _7 5.*_ 796 79_ 92 . 25. 9. OU81. -842.

1979 821. 822. 828. 836. 855. 879. 866.o 873. 897. 913. 893. 916.
1980 889. 890. 89 7. - *~ _5264, 95. 959Z L96 84.- 1910.
1981 -978. 979. 985. 995. 1018. 1047. 1038. 1044. 1074. 1092. IC69o 1097.
1982 105-9. 1-5 9. -1047p. -8A1.t.1133a..1122. 1131. -Jit _.1A1. -11 5 7. .1-86.
1983 1141. 1142. 1151. 1163. 1189. 1221. 1207. 1216. 1250. 1271. 1244. 1217.
1984 1224. 1224o-2 3j4. __A2 46o.- - 7, A3 MO12 J _00 316*. 359o 13.30.. 1374.
1985 1308. 13C8. 1318. 1331. 1361. 1400. 1378. 1388. 1427. 1451. 1421. 1451.
1986 1395. 1396. 1407. 1_421. 453. 1493. 1471. 1482. 1524. 1549. 1518. 1545.
1987 1488. 149C. _15C2. 1517. 1551. 1592. 1570. 1581. 1628. 1654. 1622. 1638.
1988 1581. 1590., 1603. 1620. 1656. 198. j676. 1'i39 16.j33 71

1989 1693. 16'97. 171I 170. 1768. 1811. 1789. 1802. 1857. 1885. 1852. 1842.
1990 1806. 18-11. -1826. -847.A81 9I.10..1~4..A#..201.2. A199.. 1953.-

PMI N (RnTD C cixnwDE, -TMLXIUz~ ~L=)
MO =JAN FEB PAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1971 0.30C 0.300 0.3CG- 0.3[ 3i__j -4J.Z-043D.9~1 10- 04310
1972 0.3CC 0.300 0.300 0.300 C.310 40.300 0.310 0.290 0.300 0.310 C.310 0.310
1973 C.29C C.30C G.290 0.3C000.300- 0.300 0.300 0.?2 ~90 0 .300 G . 0.3C0 0.300
1974 0.29C 0.3CC 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.3C0 0.290 0.3C0 0.31C C.300 0.300
1975 0.2s0 0.290 0.29% 0.290 0.290 --Q. 290 o 49LQ.30 .0,3V030 .

1976 C.29C 0.29C .290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.290 0.290 0.310 C.300 0.300
1977 C.29C 0.2S0 C S 0 0 9A0300 13.300
1978 C.29C 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.310 C.300 0.290
1979 C.29C C.2SC C .2 9C0 .29 .90 2 0290 0*90.9a9 ~2 90 PON31 0.300 ').290
1980 C.29C 0.2S0 C.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.310 G.300 0.290
1981 C.29C C.290 c;.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.31-0 C-.300- 0.290
1982 .219C C,.2sc r 0.2 9 0- 0. 2 9 0 0.90 0.290 0.290 C.290 0.290 0.310 0.30G 0.290
1983 C.29C 0.2SC G.2SC 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 _0.290 0.300 C.300 0.290
1984 c.290 c.290 o.2sc0 0.290 0.290 0.-290 --0.290 06.290 60.29O 0.30C _C .370 0.290
1985 C.290 0.2SC 0.2S0 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.300 0.290
1986 C0.29C C.2SC 0.2SC 0.2900C.2190 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.300 0.290

* 1987 C.2SC 0.2S0 0.290 0.29-0_ 0. 290 029Q--0,Q 290 0.290- 0.290- 0.300 C.300 0.290
1988 C.290 C.2sc C;.2sr 0.290 0.250 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.30C C.300 0.290
1989 C.29C 0 .2 SC 0.29C 0.290 0.290 0.290 Q.290 0.290 0.290 0.300- C.290 0.290
1990 C.29C 0.29C 0.2S0 0.250 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.290 0.290

-LOAD FACTCR 
MO JAN FEB -PAR APR _MAY 4VAt14 - .4jUL -AUG SEP O Cci NOV DEC

1971 0.66C 0.662 0.661 0.665 0.670 0.663 0.665 0.658 09664 0.668 0.666 0.667
1972 0.66C 0.662 0.660 0. 662 C. 666, 0.pk§L. QL665. 0.6_57_ _4663 0.668 0.665 0.665
1973 C.65S 0.(660 C.f59 0.660 0.662 0.661 0.664 0.656 0.662 0.667 0.664 0.664
1974 0.65E C.6bC 0.658 0.657 0.658 0.660_ 0.663 0.654 0.661 0.667 0.663 0.662
1975 G.656 C.658 0.657 0.654 0.654 0.657 0.662 0.653 0.66C 0.666 C.662 0.661
1976 0.657 0.657 C.651 0.652__09650 0.655 0.660 0.652 _0.658 _ 0665 0.662 0.660

19770.65 0.57 06510.65 0.650 G.655 0.659 0.652 0.657 0.665 0.663060
1978 0.658 C.657 C.658 0.651 0.651 0.655 0.658 0.653__0.656 0.666 0.663 0.659

1979 0.658 0C.658 0.56 .5 0.651 0.655 0.657 0.654 0.655 0.66~6 0.6-64 0.-659
1980 0.659 0.658 C.659 0.650 0.652 0.655 l_0.656 0.655 0.655 0.*667- C.664 0.658
1981 0.659 C.658 0O.659 0.650- 0.530.5 065 0 0.6565 0.654-- 09667 0.665 0.658
1982 0.658 0.657 C.658 0.651 0.653 0.655 0.654 0.656 0.654 0.666 0.665 0.657
1983 0.6-58 C.657 0._*658 0.5 0__.6_54 _0.654 0.654 0.655 0 ._6 54 C0.665 C.664 0.657
1984 0.657 C.656 0.657 0.652 ___.6540.654_0.653 0.655 0.653 0.664.1 0-.664 0.656
1985 0.657 G.656 0Z.6 51 0._653 0.654 0.653 0.653 0.54 0.653 0.663 C.663 0.656
1986 0.656 0.655 C.656 0.654 0.654 0.653 0.652 0.654 0.65? 0.662 0.662 0.655
1987 0.656 0.6655 0.656 0.655 0.654 0~O.6~52 0.652 0.653 0.652 0.661 C.661 0. 655
1988 0.655 0.654 0.655 0.655 0.654 0.652 0.651 0.653 0.651 0.660 C.660 0.654
1989 C.655 0.654 0.655 0655 0.65~4 0.51 061050.6 .651 .6606 0.659 0.654
1990 0.654 0.653 0.654 0.655 0.654 0.651 0.650 0.652 0.651 C.660 0.658 0.653



TABLE 5.6 MARKET NUMBER 3 (UPPSIio) -
PMAX M-W)

MO JAN FEB PAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1971 42. 43. 42. 37. 41. 44. 40. 42. 42. 47. 50. 50.
1972 5C. 51. _ 50. 44. 49. 52. 48. 50. 50. -~56. 60. 60.
1973 5C. 60. 59 51. 57 61. -56. 59 59.0 5. 70. 70.

1974 6E. 69. 68. 59. 66. 71. 65., 68. 68. 75. 81. 81.
1975 7E. 80. 18. 68. 77. 82. 75. 78. 78. 87. 94. 94.
1976 8S. 9C. 89. n7. 87. 92. 85. 89. ,_ 89. ,98. 106. 106.
1977 102. 104. 1C2. 89. 100. 106. 98. 102. 102. 113. 122. 122.
1978 112. 114. 112. 97. 11o,- .17-_ 107. 112., 12. 124. 134. 134.
1979 116. 11 I. 116. 101. 114. 121. 1ll. 116. 116. 129. 139. 139.
1980 133. 136. 133. 116. 130. 139. 128. 133. 133. 148. 159. 159.
1981 143. 146. 143. 125. 140. 149. 137. 143. 143. 159. 171. 171.
1982 152. 155. 152. 132. 149. 159. 146. 152. 152. 169. 182. 182.
1983 162. 166. 162. 141. 159. 169. 155. 162. 162. 18C. 194. 194.
1984 171. 175. 171. 149. 168. 179. 164. 171. 171. 190. 2C5. 205.
1985 17S. 183. 179. 156. 176. 187. 172. 179. 179. s99. 215. 215.
1986 187. 191. 161. 163. 183. 195. 180. 187. 187. 208. 225. 225.
1987 196. 199. -16se. 170. 190. 203. 189. 196. 196. 218. 236. 236.
1988 205. 208. 205. 178. 198. 212. 198. 205. 205. 228. 247. 247.
1989 214. 217. 214. 186. 206. 221. 2c8. 215. 215. 239. 259. 259.
1990 224. 226. 224. 194. 214. 230. 218. 225. 225. 250. 272. 272.

.



WEST PAKISTAN INTEGRATEL) POWER SYSTEM- ALTERNATIVE A

MARKE-T DATA ___

- -~1~WE F~J~8~~1- tV(X(WfiI WrID)
P MAX (NW)

MU JAN F-Ed MAR APR MAY jtU_ j-UL - AUG _STP D UT - NOV Of 
1971 ii 93-. 842. 819. 867. 769. 753. 751. 844. 8&3. 947. 978.
.1972 1~0 . 1u3.,. 939. 913. 972. - 85- - 840. 839. 942. q83. 10)56. i,9,.
1973 1-715. 114,,j. lu4i. I1AI. 107J. 953. 9 34. 932. 1047. 1091. 1171. l2t~8.

1975 1 29. 1-_371. 12!33. 1217. __1267. 1151. 1127. 1127. 1265. 1311. 1411. 1454.

-1977 1564. 16t63. 1521. 14T7.._ 1558. i 4iiJ. 13 6t 1391. i5S5i. 1 .17i3 . 1762.
1978 1714. 1 8 ,j. 7. lo 1 .i7O8. T15:7.- 15-31. 1538. 1 7F I-T 17-t-h. 1872. 19,31.
1979 1690. 2 ~5. 1846. 1781. 1 884. 1730. 1703. 1715. 1900. 196L* 2066. 2ij
1980 2029. 21i52 . 1984. 19~1 3. 2U2T.i- 4T3. _1 20)47. 2 114.f 222o. 2287.
1981 2 19 9. 2329. 1 54. 2.1'73. 2193. 2033. 2 003 2023. 2231. 2295. z4ko7o 2479.
1982 2381. 2s1 i8. 2333. -2245. 7237?3.- -2-2-1. -2I 82. 2Z-5 2427. Ž 49 Z. `26 C5. 2683.
1983 2561. 27o,6. 2316. 2415.: 2554. 2392. 2-361. 2389. 2624. 2689. 2804. 2887.
1984 2734. 2b87. 2 669. 257 -27-2b.2-16SJ 253 . 2-562. -2-10. 2 8167- 2993. 3tj8 i
.1985 2 897. 3,56 2 852. 2732. 2889. 2724. 2692. 2727. 2987. 3356. 3173. 3266.O 1986 3Co c. 3234. .3 f;2 . 289Lf 3 j59 296.- 2969. 291bI0,_, 3182. 3249. 3366. 3463.
1987 3 244. 3422. 3 2,;3. 3.;61. 3238. 3C679. 3 05d. 3105. 3388. 3454. 35tS. 37 Ž.
1988 3,43,-3. 361 7. :3395. 324-0. 342-8. ~7. 3259. 331l2. 3697. 3673. 3 7 t4. 3 892.
1989 :~633. 32.3.597. 3428. 3629. 3479. 3472. 3533. 3839. 39Vu4. 39C6. 4i26.
1990 364!). 4t,4_>. 3812. 3628 4 397-36. 376W9. 4_085. 415(k.- 4142~. 4373.

- - PFNM (Mio 0 MT)1UNh TO I4AnMUX LOAD)
MU JAN FELi. MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 047T NOV DEC

1971 .32 8 - 3 33 ;.:336 -. 287 - J5_Y;7 Z. 423 --T. 394 ~...4 Z3 C. 4C ~.. 38 1 i3 1 1 '.£ 1;7
2972 .32"8 3 35 3 ~. ,.Z87 -~3.3U7 ii.423 .3 93 ~..422 0.44.4 0. 36,j C,.3 1,2 -. 297
1973 ~ 3. 3'3 di 1-287 C-.-"7-7._42 2 2).-3 92 7'._421 l. 40 3 0.379 Li. 31,~ ;..297
1974 3.~i .3 , j.2 87 ~..307 j.4118 Li.3 91 (,.419 0.4i&2 v.376 o..31J .26
1975 `.32b .~3. .35 2 28, 07.737vT J.~6 ZjT93~ :;.4T8 T t.400 Lo.376- j. 3 1- 7.296
1976 .32 7 L .313 -334 .2 6 0.3~~6 ..4J4 j. 3 .414 0.397 v.37D ~ .3 C., 299
1977 .3L t- c3 ~! .33. .2 8 5v.3o6 0. 383 ~,.409 U.39~4 t.373 ,D.37'8 _.295
1978 .32 C ".3 ,J. 3~ t.285 0. 3'~5 :-.397 0.379 J.4-o5 -3.391 .i37i. J. 3 .8 ~.29
1979 J.325 3 .:)3 -284 6.305 3-9m oj. 375 u.399 -'.3a7 .3b9 V.3, 37 
1980 ..2 5 ~.324 ~3 3- .284 0.304 j. 3 9 i 0.3 73 6;.396 v..386 0. 3 b 7 j..3 I6
1981 3i5.£9 '~9 .284 74- o3S .7J' .- 39 383 0. 36_ 0.3 6 ., "
1982 ~ .3.z, ~.2 .2b 0.3,3 o386 0.367 ~.90 .3 80 0. 364 3 .:i f. 2 9e

1983 .224 .3~.j37 6.38 1 u.3 IS-. 383i jA S65 (1._3 a6 2,.3~7b 3.362 03 .5 li.292
* 1984 -32.i 6 -.. '2 0.313 0.,381 0. 362 .-.384 ~.376 .6 0. bI 3 4 C. ~L ;2

1985 .3 23 3 i. 2 3-. 2-82 u. 3 i-3 -6 71.3 6l L. 3 82Ž -<.375 6. 36 u `-3~.4 -. 2
1986 ~.323 0.3 4 3 ie5 .282 J.313 0.376 0.359 u.379 2..373 J. 3 5 o .3k03 %0.361

1988 %.-322 2. -3~23 -2 9 IU.312 U.374 0.354 0j.374 J.369 o,.356 J.3.3 .~
1989 ,..32i C.3 .3,22 Z9 o .I1 i0.372 0 . 3 5 Z p.371 p.367 o.354 03 i-2 i.3(:C
1990 i6. _2i 2 ~. 322 ~2 91 Q.311 i37uj 0. 350 0.369 0.365 ;i.353 3k C.3k0ll

LUAO) FACTOR
MO JAN FOb 3iA. A PR X_A_Y - JUN '__JUL AUG S EP DO T NOV DEC
1971 266 1 -L.oo't -,8 1.587 U.665 G.833 J.799 L.846 0.1 7771 .633 -1 .61 i
1972 (-6 r.6u~) U.o6 L5 8& U_62T3 'I83Z J_0.T97 0.544 i3.8 14 0. 7b- 3.1632 .. 609
1973 6o5d ..66w- 7. u66 2-585 0i.626 .i.b33j 0.794 L,.841 0.811 Q.768 ' C. 6k,8
1974 36 56 C,.o64 7'.667 0.583 _- i26Y.T-827T_ U~1.837 0.-808 C,.765 k'" 31 A0. 6i.7
1975 -.o55 .bt~i ~.o66 L.581 U.624 <~.824 3.789 U.835 eo.806 L..7b3 .1. Z .66L5 
1976 - .o53 to. 6 e1 0.684 5 U9- 0Ig W.3-.257-C S.3p C.759 ... 6i2 C.6-3

1977 -65 4b`z1 - ~66l s..578 ).622 .811l 0.773 '.bl6 13:19Z t9.753 1.6.25 b- 
1978 i.654 ~1.66,~ ~j. 77 U.7 .6 2 T:Y. JW -3 TGT ZU9 :.785 n.747 0.o25 3.6(-3
1979 .055 '67~ .. b7 U.577 3I. o3 h796 U.760 Q.799 -i.77i ~-.74,. -. 623 k.b.z
1980 . 25 k. .o3 ii. 371 o577 5.623 Y.791U58TZ-i795 0~.769 i,. 7:34 .o2-3 0.6Z02
1981 t36 7 >iv668 J. 57 8 ~. 62 3 0.785 0.752 0.787 0.762 Q.729 ~62 2 .,b.& 2
1982 .'.-5 2 b~)C .665 ,. 576 62 0.7 8T U.T3T p724 76 2 2 0.672
1983 ;o5 2 _.oDo v. 6 '.578 J.624 0.773 U.740 f9~.7 73 0.751 072o .622 0.6<
1984 -.55 .,.66i 6. 579 0.-626 0G-.7W-iU.73V6 0"76-8 U.-T48 G0. 7t 0.622 -C 6-2
1985 -.o3 bt3 U. 65 9 ,- 581 0.627 0.765 0.732 U.763 20.744 0.713 0.62-3 0.67_3
1986 i0.646 -654 ,. 657 1.5820T627 0 76 7Z 75T- 0. 740Y 0.709 'Y. 623 G. 6 ,3
1987 %.o 48 .. u o54 v.583 j.628 0.756 U.721 24'.751 9.735 0. 7 C5 U.623 0 .6!)3
1988 -. 64b u.u5,L J. %53 0.585 Z 1 67 .52-. .74-5 0.-731 tT.701 0.623 U.56V3
1989 k: .o3i 065<, <.: 5 t.629 0.*745 J.711 u.739 0.726 U.696 '.624 f0.6104
1990 -. 4 _.651 -. 348 C. 588 a3.629 r-s74z--G7:0T o-.734 0-.-2 t.- 95 r.623 0.6r44



TABLE 5.? MARK-EF1TJlWKER-Z(AncILM SUD
P KAX (i)

MU = JAN FEBS MAR APR~ - l-AY - 1M- S-EP OCT N--tC

1971 323. 324. 327. 330 * 338. 341. 348. 351. 36(1. 368. 359. 368.
192 371. 3 72. 375. 379..i 38.- 399 '-- -"4UU. -4030. 41I -422. W41Z. 422.

1973 'e2'. 42 5. 4zv. 434. 444. 456. 457. 460. 473. 482. 471. 482.
1974k 479. 48'Q. 484. 489. -- 5iYl* -514. 51-3. 517. -5356- 5 42 53U. 543.
1975 3i34. 535. 540j. 546. 558. 573.o 571. 576. 592. 603. 90 604.
1976 594. 5 95. 6iC- 6(16. -- h2 3T- 76-4T~ -652 STT0. 827- 5667w- 683-.
1977 67.7. tbl7. b77. 684. 70t0. 119. 119. 723. 744. 757. 741. 759.
1978 742. 743. 75C. -757- -77-5- 796 -- --T9T- 8OZZ. - 825. - a3'9. - 8 11. 842.
1979 621. a 221. 528. 836. 85 5. 879. 8 66. 873. 897. 91~. d93. 916.
1980 8 6. 69t. 6 97. SJro.- -92-6.----;957~- F5. --Z 984.-- Ii7C6. -984. 1 CIT.
1981 ~76. S 7 ~ J5 995. 1018. 10I417. 1038. 1044* 1074. 1092. 1 Cc ,9. %'9 7.
1982 1 ~,5 9. 1K:". 1'67. 1078. -- r133-Tr-I1ZZ.- III.T13 18-2. -1157. 1186.
1983 1141. 114il. l151. 1163. I118 ~i. 1221. 1207. 1216. 1250. 1271. 1244. 1277.
198)4 1;224. 1224. 1234. 1246. 127k.- 1-310.- tIZ91 tO036 1359. 13 30. 1374.
1985 I.;,- 8. 1Li d . i 3 I . 1331. 1361. 1400. 1378. 1388. 1427. 1451. 1421. 1457.
1986 12535. 13 95. 1 4vi7. 1421. -15 i193~4"7I. I4-92 0 1524,.~ -549. -1518. 154 5.
1987 146S. 149i.<. 15~2. 1517. 1551. 1592. 1570. 1581. 1628. 1654. 1622. 161A6.
1988 1!)87. 159r2. b6, 3 . 162',.-h156 A83& 71t98V- 1676* 1688. -T3i1766. 1733. 171~7.
1989 1,59 3. 159S7. 1711. 1730. 1768. 1811. 1789. 1802. 1857. i88D. 1t852. 1842.
1990 IL 6 6. It". 1.5ŽSi6. 1-647.- 1-97.<---I931. - 1-909F. 1q274. 193. ZF. 179. 1953.

W H~~~~~~~~~~~-If tRTIO CrMUfl(M TO NAXflDM LOAD)
MO JAN. f i-13 tAR APit MAY JUNi JUL AUG SEP UCT NOIV VLk.

1972 3 ts 30 0.310 iu.3; 0.31o) j'.291i U,0 J..31'1 C. 31l.~

197)4 2.L) *2 9ci Z.W 0,290iX 0*300 .2 9i Z)3. ).31"a 0 .3 t 
1975 .2 *9 s .,2 . .29T.2 -9C ---2% o o0-3Vo 0.90 l. 3Ut) %.31 0 .3! 7j .3~
1976 .25 - 29 s.29 Q..9 0.290 0.3CO 0:290) 1.290 J. 3 3UL. 3 C
1977 .25 .. ~- 2 C.292r XTV2 72 -W .ZVT %; 4-Z9c o¾Z90 :. 3 1- -. 3 W i 3~ 1
1978 *.,4 .2 9 Z~9 Q..290 -0.290 Q.290 0.290 0.290 .2% J. 3 L~ 4. 3 u C. 29

1980 .2 * 9 9. (1.29~ i.29U 0.2%h ~.29a. ,1.Z9O i.31' Q. 3CQ t~. 
1981 z K. sf~ .L -Zt-"% -90~ 2 90 o.29 5 J .3-1; t(1.3cO c.2,9'i
1982 .2a L* .9, 0 0.290 0.290 0.29U C .29U 0*291V Q.3 . 3 c ,` 
19083 ~ C 9 '.26 .29~ -. 2~~9t~9---* ~-s-i'35IL.9.~
198)4 ~.290 Z S- (1. Z .2 9? 0.290 U. 2% -0.290 ta.290 L).290 t). 3A6U(. 3 CC C.290u
1985 S.~; 2 1~~.2i .29 G .29(1 (1. .290 0.9, a). 3Ua 3.30 -2t
1986 2 9~ .2 9: 2).290 .290 aD. 291L t- 2.290 *j3GUj 0.*3tuL 1.29i.

* 1987 9 Ž .2j ~2~ .~2% J.29w V .
2 9

a .290 3 A..a v.29'.
1988 . ~.Ž9. -z9C t 2 .29~) 2944 19i ~ .9 .o .( .29f,,

LOAD FACTOR
Mu JAN HL0 MAk< APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP UCLT NOV LDLC

1971 .63k' 3.L26 Q.b .. 7 j. 663 (1.665 0 b!65t .6o C~. 6 6 .6
1972 ~~ L.oc~~ u.b~~ .6~~2 ~ ~~.66Z 'O. 665 - .6-57 -.6 63 2.o.6 0.655 A-665

1973 A.259 9 U j*. 6 .&c, .662- 0. 661 ~)664 aJ .656 ..-t02 0.t7 .6tU.664
197)4 .a5 .6 .65d 8 1-57 j~.658 O.b6U 0.663 -654 k'.661 .o67 6.663 ij.b62
1975 b J 6.5 7 C. .637 4 u.654 t~.657 (0.662 u.653 u. 6 6 J. b6b 17.tao .60

1976 - .~~~~i ..657 ~~6 .65(0 aj6 0. 6 6 iu.652 ~-658 ). bo 5 0.6 .66,
1977 .o57 ~j f) .c7357 ~ . 5 i655 <.~659 a;.652 lt.l57 2.b5 u. 663 bb
1978 65 e, .6 5 7 0. ot 24.651 6.651 .655 p.658 ,.653 6.656 63~3 .6 .59
1979 .a - 6.58 .o63 X..o51 'D.65!)1 J3655 ~J.b57 it.654 t i.6j35 0 2. 6t4 6.o

1980 .. u~~~ *.65e i. 4o5 9 C. 65,. i. 65 2 ~)650. 656 ~~ .6 55 - .6 a.J667 *~. 66'4
1981 . :a9 L 6 5 Z L.659 a,5. 5 J .6 5 .1 i. 655 0.655 0.656 C.o54 66 7 .665 U 
1982 ~ .5 7 j. 658 a5 46 5 3 .65:5 O. 654 U .656 u.b654 g666 .oo5 6.6-5 

1983 6j8J . 7 J. 658 b5.& t'. 54 U. 654 0.634 Li .655 (.*654 0.665 p664 0.6j7
198)4 b l- t.656 j. 657 ..65z C. 6 5A .. 654 i.-6 53 ~-.655 C0.653 ~.664 V..664 6.656
1985 .. ? 2~b~.657 V.653 0.654 ~.653 0.653 U.654 l..653 a .663 U.663 V.656

1986 -- . .5 5 .656 C.654 '5. 654 0.-6513-.652- 0.654 0'.652 0.662 0.o62 0.655
1987 .t- 6U 651 6tbs. -655 p.654 0.652 J.652 k.653 6.52 i~ 6 36 t,Ii) '. bSs

1988 j a 2.a4 .,65.5 bf iJ.654 D 652 (.651 C' 653 ;.651 a.66o C. f, .54

1989 .55i5...s . 6 b55 4 a .54 u.:651 .).
6 5

1. 0:65z, -651 6..~a ., 5t .5L



TABLE 5.7 - MARKET NUMBER 3 (UPPa SIND)
PMAX (i)

Mu = JA, f e. M hAR APR MAY -JiN JUL AU6 SEP OCT AGV DEC
1971 42. 43. 42. 37. 41. 44. 4U. 42. 42. 47. 5u. 5i
1972 5- . . ,. 44. 49., 52. 48. 5%.. 5T . 50. 6J. 6.,.
1973 5 . 6.. 59. 51. 57. 61. 56. 59. 59. b5. 77,. -
1974 68. b e. 59. 66. 71. 65. 68. 68. 75. E1. I 

1975 13. 8 . 78. 63. 77. d2. 75. 78. 78. e 7. 94. S4.
1976 6J. t 8 S. 71. S7. 92. 85.- 8. 89. 98. 1e,v. 1,t.
1977 i 2. It. i 2. 89. 1tv.. 1 '. 98. h. 1'2. 1 l3. 122. 122.
1978 ii2. 114. 112. s7. 11 S. 117. Er7. 1li. 112. 124. 134. i34.
1979 ilU. I'. li; . i i. 114. 121. 111. lit. 116. 129. 139. 13'7.
1980 _ i,. ,3. lio. 13C . 139. 128. 133. 133. 148. 1 59. 159.
1981 14,. t4',. ±3. 1i3. 14i. 149. 137. 14J. 143. L.i9. 171. 17i.
1982 j i LtJ. 15. K )2. 149. 159. 140. 152. 152. 109. 182. i L.
1983 CO. ice. iuL. 1'ti. 15 9. 169. 15>. 1oe-. loc-. I ±o. 194. 194.
1984 17i. ± 75. i71. 149. 16 . 179. 164. 171. 171. 19C. 2r5. 2;-5.
1985 17¾ ±i3. 179 I 15ti. 176. 1d7. 17c. 179. 179. 129. 215. 215.
1986 J7 IK. 18I. it.J. 183. 195. lStu. 187. 187. Z. . 22D. 2,9.

I ~~~~1987 11.A< lb 7 91v. 24J3. 1869. 19t. 196. yv1,. 236. * v
1988 2... 2s. . 24 5. 17d. 198. 212. 196. 2L5. 2,)5. 22o. C47. 247.. 1989 I .q. c 166. 2t36. 221. 2:t8. 215. Z15. ;3g. C9. 2t 7.
1990 . T44. 1i4. 2 4. 236k- 2id. .25. 225. Ž5. * -72. e72.



WEST PAKISTAN NINEGRATED POWER SYSTEM ALMTERNATIVE S

~~~~~NRM GRID)
PRAI (MW)

MD JAN FEB MKAlk_ J WIV JUN JUL AG SP OT NOV 0t-
1971 884. 934. 672. 634.s 662. 632. 821. 630. 909. 928. 966. 995.
1972 985. 104o.12. 14 6Ii 1 1V4~i. _7k_ 1t077 1109.g
1973 1093. 1152. 1077. 1029. lOSS. 1030. 1017. 1029. LS 115.150. 1L94. 1229.
1974 1204. 1.269. 1-1417 -113450 -----1f. 117 11 1T137, 1i0F_ 1H .- -1317. 1356.
1975 131.3. 1384. 1296. 1238. 1309. 1241. 1225. 1241. 1357. 1)86* 1437. 1478.
1976 1444. 1522. 14271. 136ZO -14 4f.W -13i70.s- 131-5. 34.19. 59 15082. 1627.
1977 1588. 1671. 1 570. 1497. 1583. 1513. 1497. 1520. 1455. 1685. 1739. 1789.
1978 17139. 1829. 17122. 16TL1.i5T .1674. 1820. 1851 1 905.0 19660.
1979 1917. 2014. 1901. 1508. 1912. 1845. 1426. 1858. 2016. 2047. 2101. 2160.'
1980 2L57. 21t "V. 20-4Ž. 1-4.!f2.T9I4. 1-9 66 '2001.6 271 69 . 2200._- Z2 56. 2319_.
1981 2229. 2338. 2214. 2103. 2223. 2159. 2139. 2160. 2358. 2369.a 2445. 2512.
1982 2412. 2527. 2198. !2276._ 24651. 2343. -232. 239 250.250 -2645. 27-18.

£ ~~~~1983 2594. 2716. 2581. 2448. 2567. 2519. 2508._ 2560. 2-762. 27-92. 28945. 2923.
1984 2671. 2897. Zii 21. 751051-264 23. 93 1Z99G _3036. 3119.

* 1985 2932. 3068. 2922. 2761. 2924* 2871. 2851. 2911. 3136. 3166. 3218. 3305.
1986 3102. 3245. 0-9-5.-o -91r-T33.1W 3334. 3362. 3411. 3503.
1987 3281. 3433. 3277. 3096. 3276. 3234. 3225. 3299. 3544. 3570a 3615. 3712.
1988 3471. 3628. 3471. 3276.0 4466.- 343F2.0 3430. 3510.- 377. 371.1 3632. 3934.
1989 3672. 3831. 3675. 3467. 3668. 3442. 3647. 3736. 4002. 4026. 3955. 41b9.
1990 3885. 4051. 3892. 366-. 3682.- _386 3. * 361-6. 3475. 4252. 4274. 4192. 4417.

PWATI6 (FMNMMT AIU LQD

MO JAN FEB MAR APR M4AY JUN JUL. AUG SEP OCT NOW DEC
1971 .363 0.345 0.-4t7 0.36 0.46.* .640680590489 0.354 0.334
1972 0.*363 0.345 0.407 0.326 0.343 0.575 0.56,2 0.614 0.548 0.487 De353 0.333
1973 0. 362- 0.345 0.406 0. 31i G-3-41OT.1T1 s .558- 0.1 .54s5o 0484 -0. 3 53-- -0.3 3 3
1974 o.362 0.345 0.406 0.325 0.343 0.558 0.557 0.607 0.542 0.482 _0.35L 0.332
1975 0.362 0.345 U.404 0.324 0.14-2 0.555 0.555 0.605 0.540 0.480 0.351 0o332
1976 0.361 0.345 0.402 (4.323 0.341 0.548 0.546 0.593 0.532 0.475 _0.349 0.330
1977 U.359 0.344 G.9 (4.3 21- 0 .339i- 6-_ 5 .5390. -5-35 0,561. 0.523 0.449 0.346 0.328
1978 0.357 U.344 0.395 0.319 0.338 0.*531 _0.526 0.570 0.516 0&463 0.345 0.326
1979 L.355 ~i.343 0.3S91 0.311 0.335 0.520 0.516 0.557 0.506 D.456 0.342 0J.324
1980 0.355 0.333 (4.389 0.31.6 0.335 0.516 0.510 0.551 0.501 0.453__0.341 U.323
1981 0J.35 3 0.333 0.386 0. 315 G3 008 .520."!543 .495 0.4 .3 0.22
1982 0.351 0.333 0.383 0.313 0.331 0.5i01 0.494 0.532 0.486 0.443 0.337 0.320

* 1983 .3 50 0.332 _0.3 81 0.312 0.340 0.495 0.487 0 .524 0.8 .3 0.336 0.319
1984 0.349 0.332 0.318 (4.310 0.340 0.490 0.482 0.518 0.477 0.435 U.335 Cs.31 6
1985 0.348 0.332 0.377 0.310b 0_47379f -0. 46- -0.-47 it 51-3 0.473 0.433 0.3-33 0.321
1986 0.34 7 033_ .~374__0 O9 b3ll ~~ 4 7.Is 0. 48 0 3 0
1987 0.346 0.330 0.3172 0d.317R 0. 336 0.475 0.465 0.980462 0.42$ 0.331 0.325
1988 0.345 0.330 0.370 0.316 0.335 0.470 0.459 0.491 0.457 0.421 0.329 0.323
1989 0.344 0.330 0.368 0.315 034 .6 045 0.4800.452 0. 417 0.329 0.322
1990 (4.343 0.330 0.365 0.314_ 0.333 04.459 0.447 0.477 0.447 0.414 0.328 0.321

LOAD FACTOR
MU =JAN FEB MfAR( APR MA JUN _JUL__ - kj AUG SEP QCf- NO(V DEC

1971 0.650 0.661 0. 666 0.577 0.617 0.770 0.733 0.166 0.757 0.731 0.620 0.600
1972 0.649 0.662. 0.666 0.5-76- 0.i 61 4 07 .31074056 0.730 0.620 0.599
1973 0.647 0.660 0. 665 0. 575 0. 615 0.768 0.729 0.'762Z 0.755 0.729 -0.619 0.-598-
1974 0.646 0.661 0.6 .1 .1 .4 .2 .759 0.7,52 016 .18056
1975 0.645 0.659 0.663 0.571 0.61 4 0.765 0.726 0.758 0.751 0.725 0.617 0.595
1976 0.643 0i.6 58 0._662 bo.570 0--12 0.76 0.200.5 074 072 061 053
1977 0.643 0.658 0.659 0.569 0.612 0.755__0.716 0.748 0.74,2 0.719 0.614 0.593
1978 0.645 0.657 0.6571 --6906 o.7151- -0.T13 0.743 0.7-3-7 0.74 .64 0.594
1979 G.645 0.656 0. 654 0.568 0.6l14 Oe746 0.709 D 639 0.730 0.719 0.613 0.594
1980 0.646 0.656 0.652 4. 569 0.-s 61-5 _074-3 -10.75 0.736 0.726 0.705 0.613 0.593
1981 0.646 0.655 0.649 0.569 0.615 0.139 0.705 0.731 0.721 0.700 0.612 0.594
1982 (j.645 0. 6 4 . 648_ -0.569- 0.616 0.736 .710.2 0.718- 0.6946- 6 .613- 0.594
1983 0.644 0.654 0.646 0.570 0.616 0.732 0.697 0.721 0.714 0.693 0.613 0.595
1984 0.643 0.653 0.-645 .16068 0.IiU5.694 0.71 0.T7a 6.490 0613 0.595
1985 G.642 0.653 0.643 0.513 0.620 0.726 0.691 0.715 0.709 0.688 0.614 0.596
1986 U.641 U.651 0.642 Q.515 0.- o619 W4 .86071 .0 ._68-5 0.o614 0.596
1987 04.640 L.651 0.640 0.576 0.621 0.720 0.684 0.707 0.702 0.682 0.614 0.597
1988 0.639 0.650 G.6it 0.5 It ~42 f.a 35o 90.1 .9
1989 0.638 C,.6 50 0.636 0.580 0.622 0.712 0.677 0.699 0.696 0.6760.1 059

iQOn flj..a& fl.s.j~~~o A ~~ A CCI I-0:61 0I59



TABLE 5.8 _4ARKT ItIBER 2 - (KARACHI-LOME SINDl)
P MAXJJ__

No JAN -E8 - MAR APR -AA V JU J UL AUG' SEP OCT Nov DEC
1971 323. 3Z4. 327, 330. 338. 347. 368. 351. 360. 360. 359., 363.
1972 37-1. -372. 375 39. 38. -9. 4006 43 414. 422. 412. 422.
1973 424. 426. 42 9. 434. 444. 456. 457. 460.o 473. 482. 471. *42. 
1974 479. 48. _4874. 44. 51. 54. 53. 57 536. 54. 30. -543.
1975 534. 535. 540. 546. 558, 573. 571. 576. 592. 60). 590. 604.*
1976 ss94. 595. -6 00. _6016.- ~6Z1. --- 4-- 65-.-1.--682.e _667. 83
1977 670. 671. 677. 6a.70 719. 7 19. 723. 744. 757. 741. 759.
1978 742. 7 43. T -- 1~ 797,* &_V*2 815. 8439. 1 8142.-
1979 82L. 822. 828. 836. 855, 879.o 866. 873.a 897e 913. 893. 916.
1980 889. SW~ 897. V0. 26 Mw. 9 55. 962. 909 106. 98.100
1981 978. 979. 985. 995. 1018, 1047.__1035. 1044. 1074. 109.2. 1069. 1097.
1982 1059. 1059. 1067. 1Q78.1 1102 31133. 1 1122. 1131 11C-i63. 1182.- 1151. 1166.
1983 1141. 1142. 1151. 1163. 1189. 1221. 12071. 1216. 1250. 1271. 1244. 1277.
1984 1.224. 1224. 1-234. 1246. -12714. 30 2 30 4136. 13159.- 1330i. 137-4.
1985 1308. 1308. 1318. 1331. 1361. 1400. 13760. 13488 142?. 1451. 1421. 1457.
1986 1395. 1396. U447. 14211 _453.-49-3. i41.1482. 1524. 1-549. -1518. 1545.
1987 1488. 1490. 1502. 1517. 1551. 1592. 15710. L581. 1628. 18.54. 1622. 1638.
1988 1587. 1590. 1 603.-168 3. 1 7-66. 1733 1731.)~
1989 1693. 1697. 1711. 17,30. 17168.o 811. 1789. 1802. 1857., 1885. 1852. L8142.
1990 1806. 1811.- 1826. _1847. 87 0T.i9 94 1983. 2012., 1979. 1953.

0 - PN1N(i~~~~iTIo OF MINIMUM ~~~TO MAXIMM LOAD)
NO JAN F Eb MAk APR MAY 'JUN JUL AUG SEP -OCT NOV DEC

1971 0.300 0.300 7.-300 0 ._3174 a. 3YI -00.~0 _W 0._310_ V.2400- 3000 0.310 0. 30 0.1
1972 0.300 0.3OU 0.300 0.300 0,310 0.300 0.310 0.290 0.300 0.310 0.310 0.310
1973 0.290 0.3-i U.290 o. 300 0.-300 - _.3_00__ -04,00 0.290 -6100- 0. 310 0.--300- 0.300
1974 0.290 0.300 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.3UO O.300 U,,290 0.300 0.310 0.300 0.300
1975 0.290 0.o2 090 0.0 .9 90 0 b,3'l- 0.*20 0.300 0.310 0. 3 00 0-.3600
1976 G.290 0 .2 9 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.,290 0.290 0.310 0.,300- 0.300
1977 0. 290 0.2(0 0.290 --. 2_W._ 6,2W 2 0.906 0.29 0.3106 0.300 0.300
1978 0.290 0.290 0.290 0,290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.310 0.300 0.290
1979 0.290 o.290 O. 29o 0,290 0l, 290) 0.- 2_9 0- -0.ZSO-96 -0. *2 9-0 0-.-2-9_0_ 0. e3 10- 0.*30-0 _0._29
1980 o.29o (0.290 0.290 o.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.310 0.300 0.290
1981 0..290 o29 0.9 90 0 Kb _0_ .2-602 .290 0.290 04.2900 0.31 0.30 0.bb2940
1982 0.290 0 .2 90 9. 29 0.290 0,,229 ,0 .29 0.120 j.90 -4.R 0.30 029
1983 0.290i 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 O.290 0.290 0.300 0.300 0.290
1984 0.290 C.290 - 0.293 0,290 0.290 0,290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.300 0.300__0.290
198$ 0.290i 0.290 0.2906 .2 90 6 02 90 0.o29-0 -0.a2-9-0 0.o29_0 0.2---9_0 0.*30-0 0.o300 _0. 29-0

'I ~~~~1986 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290_ 0.290 0,290 0.290 0.290 0s.290 0.300 0.300 0.29G
1987 0.290 0.29C0 0.290 0.-2 0 0290 O- .2960 0.290 0.6-2906 -0.29 0.300 0.300 -0.290. ~~~~1988 o.29o o.z290 r.290 o.290 0.290 0,.290 0.290 0.290 0.'290 0:300 0.300 0.290
1989 0.290 0.29C .9 .0.0.2090 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.30016 - 0.5 06.290
1990 0.290 0.290 0. 290- 0. 290 -0.29 0 0,9 M_ 0.2 90 0.290 _- 0.290 -0.300 0.290- _0.290

LOAD F-ACTOR
NO JAN FEB MARk APkR- RAA dM4l _JUL __AU_G -_ SEP OCT NOV DEC

1971 0.66U Q.662 0,661 i;. 665 0,670 U.663 0,665 U*658 0.664 0.668 0.666 0.667.
1972 (a.66 0 C.662 O.6j0620660620650670630680.665 0.66
1973 C.659 C.66tj 0. 659- U.66a 0,662 0.66 Q IO664 0.6-56- 0.662 0-O.667- 0.664 _0.664

1974 0.658 C866U 0.658 0,657 0.658 0.660 0,663 0.654 0.661 0.667 0.663 0.662
197$ 0.658 C).658 0.651 0.654 0,654 0.657 0.662. 0.653 0.660 0.666 0.662 0.661
1976 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.652 -0.650- b.655 0.a-66U0 0.8-6520-- 06-5 6 0. 6 6-5- 0.e-6 6 2- 0. o660
1977 0.657 0.657 0_.657_ 0,652 0.650 04655 0.659 0,652 0.65? 0.665 0.663 0.660
1978 C). 65 8 0.657 0.65a8~ 5 " 0.&Sid0,65! 0.6-8 0.653 0.656 0.e66640 0.4663 _0.659
1979 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.651 0.651~ 0, 655 -0,6 57 0.*654 0.655 0.666 0.664 0.659
1980 0.659 0.658 0. 659§ 0.65 0 0.652 0.655 0.656_ 0.655 0655i 0.667 '0.664- 0.658
1981 0.*659 0.658 0.659 0.650 0.653 0.855 0.655 0.656 0.654 0.667 _ 0665 0.658
1982 0.658 0.657 0 fo58 0 651 0,6530.655 0.65 065654 54 06466 0.6645 0. s6 57
1983 0.658 0.657 0.658 0. 651 0*.654 0,654 0.654 0,655 -0.654 0. 665 0.664 0.657
1984 0.657 0.656 0. 65T 0 652O654'064063065065 .6 .6 .5
1985 0.657 0.656 0.6571 0653 0,654 0,653 0.653 0.654 0.,653 0.663 0.663 0.,656
1986 0.656 0.655 0.656 0.654 0.654 0.653 40.652 0. 6-54 0._652 0.6 62 0.662 0,655
1987 0.o56 0.655 0.656 C.655 0.654 0.652 0.652 0.653 0.652 0.661 0.661 0.655
1988 0.655 0.654 0.-655- aI.655 --Os6-54 0 .652 0.-651 U.65-31b.-691 0.660 -0.660 0.4654
1989 0.655 0.654 0.:655 0,655 C,654 0.6.51 0:651 0,652 0.651 U.660 0.659 0.654
1990 0.6514 0.653 0.654 0 .,5_5 0.654: 0.65-1 0.650 0.652 0.651 0.660 0.658 -0.4653



- >3EW- NARKE7 JNER I (UPE SZID) -

PPAX (I) _

MO JAN FEB lIAR APR NAY - JUN JUL AUG SEtP OT NOV DEC
1971 42. 43. 42. 37. 4L. 44. 40.- 42. 42. 47. 50. 50.
1972 50. 5s. - o.4 -4. . 52. - 48. - o0. so0 5. 60. 0.

1973 59. 60. 59- 51_ 5?. 61.* 56. 59. 59 65. -t: 70 70.
1974 68. 69. 88. _59. 6 -. 1. 65. 68. 68. 7S. 81. i-1

1975 ?8. so. 78. 68. 77 . 92.7 75 7:8 7 7 94. 94.
1976 8q. 91. 9. 71 9f.92 85. 9. 98. 1 06. 106.
1977 102. lU4. 1G2. 89. 100. 106. 98. 102. 102. 113. 122. 122.
1978 112. 114. LiZ. 9 110. iiF. 107. -I. 112. 124. 134. 134.

1979 116. 119. 116. 101. 114. 121. 111. 116. 116. 129. 139. 139.
1980 133. 136. 133. I16. 13o. 139. 121. 13. 133. 148. 159. 159.
1981 143. 146. 143. 125. 140. 149. 13-. 143. 143. 159. 171. 171.
1982 152. 155. 152. 132. 1*4. 1-9. 146. 1S2. 152. 149. 182. 182.
1983 162. 166. 162. 141. 159. 169. 155. 142- 162. 180. 194. 194.
1984 111. 175. 111. 149. '16I79-. 164.- -- 7-1 17 19O. 205. 205.
1985 179. 183. 179. 156. 176. 167Z. 172. L79. 179. _199. 215. 215.
1986 187. 191. 1A17. 163. 183. 15. 180. 187. 187. 208. 225. 225.
1987 196. 199. 196. 170.I 190. 23._ 189. 19%. 196. 218. 236. 236.
1988 205. 208. 205. 171. 991. *12. 198. 205. 205. 228. 247. 247.
1989 214. 217. 214. 184. 206o. 21. 208. 215. 215. 239. 259. 259.
1990 224. 226. 224. 194. 214. 230. 218. 225. 22S. 250. 272. 272.
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TABLE 5.9

PROJECTED PRIVATE TIUBEWELL GROWTH 1970 - 1975

( '000 wells)

year tid-1970 __id-d] 976 _ ___Mid-1975

3,000 publi'c 7,000 -. hblic 3,000 public 7,000 publ.ic
tubewFells tube.w_ I is tubewells tublewells

case case case case

Peshawar Region 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4. Lahore Region 75.3 98.0 94.0 102.6 97.4
Ilyderabad R5egion 4.6 10.7 10.5 12.0 11.7
West Pakistan 81.0 110.0 105,8 116.0 110.5

Source: Sir Al.exander G,Ihb & Partners and Assoe3'ates, Report of Tndus Basin
1-1ission June 1970, P. 270.

5.37 To intursret correctly the corputer El .,ulations thTe linitations
of the World lanM s (.Tacoby) -modeal hih h-s .en dev,cr*ed -in Volur.e III
(Background and. Methodolovy) Woroc an-i dowr PC saurco of, Wes P1aistan by
Pieter Lieftinck and Associates, are tcr itice japort;1t. Th2henchmark for
the calculations is provided by the exppasion program outlined to thre year
1985 by the I-Harza projections givien in Tablen B 34, C-4 an.d C-5 of Annex 7
and the nodifications for the early years prov-'fA'ed in the excerpt from. the
Fourth Five-year Plan document in Annex 3. A s-xmrmary of the development
of the system. to 1990) was given earlier by Tahlb2 5.2. The expansion programS for 1985-90, which the computer pro-ram require3, has been arbitrarily
sketched with nuclear and conventional thermial capacity.

5.38 The benchmark hydrological data, the eost data associated with
each installation and projected installation, al d the assumed s7aREs of
the load curves are those which have been used earlier in the Ban'k's own
computer simiulations of the West Pakistan power system.s. Only very minor
editing of these data was undertaken, althoughl the passage of timae un-
doubtedly calls for r.major revisions of most cost estimates. It is for
these reasons that estimiLates of dollar fioures stemmiDg from the computer
program are considLered particularly unreliable, and are not presented in
this report. Relative cost savings may be of somewhat greater reliability.

5.39 Assuming the benchmark basic investment strategy, outlined in
Table 5.2, one may calculate the fuel cost savings resulting from pricing
strategies A and B. Using the Bank's central estimate with regard to the
cost of fuel, one obtains a 7.0% fuel cost saving from plan A and a 6.4%
fuel cost saving as a result of plan B as an average over the 11 calendar
years 1971-81. The model thus does not discriminate sharply in fuel cost
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saving between the two sets of alternative tubewell demand estimates. For
some of the years A is reported to be slightly more economical than B, for
other years it is the other way around. During the first five years, the
fuel cost savings of each of the two plans amount to about 4.1%. As the
interconnection oi all of West Pakistan is completed and Tarbela units
are installed the fuel cost savings relative to the benchmark fuel cost for
plan A over the rnxt 6 years average 11% and for plan B 9.5%. The fuel cost
savings for the Cecade of the eighties continue, but it does not seem neces-
sary here to go into detail. The relative fuel cost savin-s do not seem
sensitive to which of the Bank's fuel cost fig-tres are used.

5.40 The fuel. cost savings are only part rf the story. There can also
be capital cost savings. Clearly hv reducing raonthly pealks through pricing
strategies A or !. the benchmiark ex.ansaion pro;--am either creates additional
reserve capaci3ty and/or m.-.kes possible modifications resulting in the savin-
of capital costs, In Table 5.10 are sno.mn th-e reserves created through the
calendar year 192 from. the adoption of tariff plans A & B relative to the
basic expansion pi-an. If rouJhly 200 MT, per year are on average to be
added to the Heist Paki.stan system over tile comqing twelve years, plan A r,,ght
m.ake possible a p.stpone ren-t of the e-xoansion plaa by half a year or a saving
of somewhat tore t1;an l0u) indefinitely. For pna-at B the canital cost
savings woul-i be 1'.ess -- X`out two-thirds o' thise from plan A. Thne rmag-
nitude of tle sa- !igs does nOt continue to inc- ease rapidly lbecause the
tub ew-ell devian' f I ecast beyond 1975 assum1ies a iaing off in the rate of
grow,th of priva.-. tullbavell load (see An-nex 7). A sketch of the capacity
savings can be oh -ained by comparing aximu demand forecnsts for plan A
and plan B w-ith tle basic benchmark forecast during critical -onths. The
critical montlhs fcr the decade of the 'seventies start in Nlarch and move to
April and May by the begiTnning of the decade of the 'eighties. By the end
of the 'eic-hties, as Man-la and Tarbela becom.a relatively less significant
and private tube--J11 loads become a smaller share of total loads, the winter
months could weli become critical.
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TABLE 5.10

RESERVES CREATED* rROMI AT)OPTTON',T OF TARIFF
PLANS A AND B IN COMPARISONO 'J0 TE BASIC

BENCHALRKP ,œ'.Ns.4SIU PTROGRAM

Reserves in MR
Year Plan A Plan B

1971 102 72
1972 113 80

*i 1973 124 88
1974 136 97
1975 147 104
1976 158 112
1977 76 41
1973 92 47
1979 92 67
198,0 9 70
1981 9 4 73
1982 98 70

Arith.metic Mean 120 77

* Increases in reserves are obtained by subtracting for each year from
the calculated reserve under Daian A and plan B during the critical
month C(arch, April or May) the calculated reserve under the basic
program for its critical month.

5.41 No attempt is made here to price closely the fuel and capital
savings. The cost data available for this study are simply too rough. A
sketch of metering costs associated with the introduction of tariff types A
and B for tubewells is provided in Tables 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13. The metering
costs can be broken down into two parts. The first consists of replacing
the meters for private tubewells existing in 1970, and the second consists
of installing alternative meters rather than those of existing types for
the roughly 80,000 additional private tubewells projected to be electrified
in 1990. 1/

1/ 1990 is taken as the planning horizon, and the present discounted
value of metering cost for the tubewells expected for years sub-
sequent to 1990 becomes quite small.
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TABLE 5.11

METERING COST CALCULAJTIOT FOR PRIVATE TUBET ELLS

(US$)

Price Total Price
No. 'ner tubewell (Thousands)

Type II .%leter*

Existing supply (1970) 34,4O0C+ 52.80 1,816
New supply (1970-1990) 29,169 16.80 490

Total Cost 2,306

Type III Mcter*

Existing, supplv (1970) 34,400+ 41.886 1,440
New supply (1970-1990) 29,169 5,88*¢ 172

Total Cost 1,612

* See Table 5.12

+ See Table 5.13

Purchase Price on1Y, salvage value and laLibr cost assumed to balance

out.

_ i Purchase pric_e differerLce between Meter Ty.e II, III and Meter Type I.

0 TABLE 5.12

PURCHISE PRTCE OF METERT-NC.
FOR PRIVATE rJBEUTLL TAE TEES

(US$)

Pr_ce per tubewell supply

3ye Description US$

I Existing Metering 15 36.00
II 2-Register, Single-Phase,

Time of Day 22 52.80
III aingle-Register, Single-Phase,

Time of Day 17.45 41.88
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TABLE 5.13

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PRIVATt TUBEIETELLS AND NEW4
ADDITTONS D)ISCOUJNTED AT 12% PER A\X-l`M TO JANUARY

1970

Nut ber of Electric Increases Discount
Year Private Tubewell Per Annum Factor (12%)

Jan. 1970 34,'1 . 400
1971 33,500 4100 x .393 = 3661
1972 A2,800 4300 x *.797 = 3427
1973 47,100 4300 x .712 = 3061
1974 31,600 4500 x .626 = 2862
1975 rA,00Q 4400 x .557 = 2495
1976 60,200 4200 x .501 = 2104
1977 64,000 3800 x .452 1717
1978 (0,800 3800 x .404 = 1535
1979 "1,600 3800 x .351 1371
1980 75,400 3800 x .322 = 1224
1.981 19,000 3600 x .287 1033
1982 .,4O0 3400 x .257 = 874
1983 9,9 00 3500 x .229 802
1984 3i9,400 3500 x .2i5 = 718
1985 £ 2,800 3400 x -183 = 622
1986 t5,700 2900 x .163 473
1987 S8,100 2400 x .146 350
1988 10,500 2400 x .130 312
1989 1]02,900 2400 x .116 = 278
1990 103,300 2400 x .1.04 250

Total Discourted Additions 29,169

5.42 For this calculation three types of meters are considered (zee
Chapter 6 for details). The existing meter (Type I) priced at IL15, a two-
register, single-p'ase, time-of-day m.neter (Type II) at L22 and a sin,g,le-
register, 1/ single-phase, time-of-dav meter (Type III) at L17.45. The
prices are estimates of the cost of such meters from a supplier in the U.K.
in 1970. The purchase prices for the hardware are likely to be subject to
quantity discounts and, indeed, prices may be lower for hardware produced
elsewhere.

5.43 Discounting future costs at 12% per annum, assuming labor costs
of replacing existing meters to be matched by salvage costs of the existing
meters, and ignoring installation costs of meters since they are about the

1/ This single-register meter would apply a price differential by charging
zero price for certain hours, i.e. the meter would then be stopped.
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same regardless of the meter type, one obtains as estimates of present value
of additional metering costs US$1.6 to US$2.3 million at a dollar/pound-
sterling exchange rate of 2.40.

5.44 If one neglects fuel cost savings from plans A or B, which the
computer simulation suggests can be substantial, and one postulates an
arbitrary annual capacity saving of 50 7M1W1H per year for twenty years, an
underestimate from. the average savin,s in reserves from plan A over the
first 12 years bv 70 MtW and an underestimate by 27 MW4 of the savings in
reserves from plan B, one obtains at a 12% discount rate an equivalent'
current capacity saving of 45 Ml. 1/ At estimLted costs of around US$400
per kU at the of -icial exchange rate for the ftrst 420 .4T-W of the Gudu
thermal power sta':ion now partially under construction this most conserva-
tive evaluation of' benefits relative to costs s 8 or 11 to one, depending
on wfhich meters aie used. 2/ 'No closer costin; of fuel cost savings seemis
necessary to demonstrate th.at if meterina- and a--;sociated tariffs can be
enforced in the Test Pakistan social and Dolitlcal environment, the cost
savings promise to be very substantial indeed.

Tubew.ell Tariff ExperimaenLs

5.45 The analyses of private tuba-,-ell demands and of the possible bene-
fits from time-f-din' tariffs call for soam,e sp'n. cific experiments by WAPDA
as a next step.-.t is recom,mecnded that WP.DA iLadertake an ex'yerilment
involvinng private tubewell customers. Tubewell customers takinln their
supply fromi especially selected 11-kV feeders should be offered the
opportunity to be billed on an optional time-of-day tariff. The object
of the experiment is to discover (a) whether, in fact, the conlsumrXers
would adjust their consumption patterns when provided with the appropriate
incentives, (b) how their consumption would respond to specific tariffs,
and (c) whether the tariff and the associated meterino can be made to work
in West Pakistan, given sufficient staff and attention.

1/ 20 20 t -20
E(.12 x 50) / (1.12)t = 6/(1.12) = 6/.12 - 6(l.12)- / .12
1 1

= 45 MW

2/ According to WAPDA September 1969 estimates (P.C.I. Proforma), the
first 420 DM at the Gudu thermal power station would cost PRs 788
million. At the official 4.76 = US$1.00 exchange rate this is close
to US$400 per kW. Of this total 47% requires foreign exchange. The
correct value of the Pakistan rupee for economic decision making
is substantially lower. But even if 100% of the additional meter-
ing costs require foreign exchange, the tubewell tariff proposals
seem economical by a very considerable margin.
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5.46 Feeders shouild be selected having a high concentration of
private tubewell loads. This will allow comparison, month-by-month, of
the hourly logs maintained at the grid station of the kWh sent out on a
feeder after the exneriment has comnmenced with the hourly kWh readings
for the feeder during corresponding months in the previous year before
the experimaental tariff was in effect. It wouJd also allow day-by-day
comparison of lot, sheets for tubewell feeders ,here customers are allowed
to participate in the experimnent wqith those fcr similar feeders where
customers are not participatlog.

5.47 The prEcise characteristics of the Experimental tariff should be
worked out by Vtl-'LA o'fficials with a view,. toward the nublic relations prob-
lem;s to be anticiDated. B?ut t)-e basic purpose of the tariff design should
be to ensure that a high percentwse of custo-"eJ:s on the selected feeders
will choose the 1:.-riff. The level of the e-xperimental rates, therefore,
needs to be T.mLade :ttractive in relation to exi.,tingr rates, and not much
concern should b- given to the level of rates altirately to prevail for
tubewell custo,ners -if' the res,ults of tlhe exper.mient prove promrising.

5.48 One possibillty for the experimental tari.ff iould be the fixed
charge ctrrently ir? effect, but i-ith the kyl--. c large e9ual. to zero, except
durir;g rhe hours from 4:30 to 9:00 p.m. Duringi these critical eve.ning
hours te kNa c wou-e would co-tinrue in effect or, if there are fears of
the publlic relot.i-s or prercdeiLt--settig ea-ects of the. tariff, thle
ener-vy cn'-arg-e duririn .- t1he critic-"I hours could bie increased by, say, 50%
or eveen 100/1% o-ver c current_--ly inil effect for all 24 hours. Suclh a
surcharn4e v-oulfd still appear to evye thne tubewell custo.:'er substantial
opportueiti.es to low-er his miontbly electric:i.ty Aills and therefore
encouracge him to choose the oT)tional. tariff after obtaininz careful and
complete exp1lan-.atJow. from. i WM-'_PDA. officials of the advantages to be derived
from this choice. This version of the ean?eriL.ent wouild require a single-
register, single-pha-se, time-of-d(ay meter complete with timeswitch (Type
III, Table 5.12), costing betwteen L17 and -b18 in the U.K.

5.49 A slightly more complicated experimen-al tariff would involve,
say, the same fixed charge as is now in effect, with an energy charge
during the off-peak hours higher than zero. To ensure that tubewell
customers selected for the experiment would generally choose the new
tariff over the old, the enhanced rate for energy during peak hours might
be 50% higher than that currently in effect and say 50% lower during other
hours. But even substantially higher surclharges relative to existing
energy charges could seem attractive if the high-priced Deriod were of
sufficiently short duration. This version of the experiment would, of
course, require installation of the double-register meter, referred to
above as the Type II meter, estimated to cost around J22 in the U.K.
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5.50 To undertake the experiment successfully, sufficient personnel
must be assigned to explain the tariff, to monitor closely the metering
of those who chose the experimental tariff and (perhaps especially) of those
who do not, and to analyze the results. The experiment probably should take
a minirLAum of twelve m-onths, and it should be understood that changed tube-
well utilization gatterns require some learning and adaptation to timTe-of-
day tariffs beforr: their fuldl conseque-nces show up on the grid station log
sheets. It is rccoMmmended that the e-ueriment receive high level, supervi-
sion within UTAYPi.iA Perhaps an Assistant Director of Planning, on equal
footing with the lirector of the Power Mlarket 'iurvey and reporting directly
to the Director ci- Planning, should be given tin responsibility for the
overall condtuct o. the experiment, al thouwh TIAPDA right see fit to place
responsibility for1 it elsewahere in the organization at a similar responsi-
ble levcl.

WAPS R2rnizatorn

5.51 WiLth t'h,> 1brreak-up of Wfest Pakistan as of July 1, 1970, into its
compo"neent prov inc,So there has; co ne iuctn speculatio)i on the consequences

of thi.s for tlV e poA p r oreanizat:`o This sttdK,, of course, does not
make foyr rre"on-2 oi nl 0 mpprio't 12 re-.rganiza cion, if arly, for WAPDA.
The stId y Would D es ro igSt &or:e c ' e-ely the possibility that
(a) tt.>PDA>.& sl a ;. 4 Kd--e te >v~}i Into s-!-,te -t interconnected provin-

cial .o-w-er g ng trasission ml oLst1ibut1oC companies, or
(b) I72PDts disct>-.-tistion mten,ht .i-f se- paratcd from WUAPK-s genera-
tion and trans-li 'on sy ten nsd for.m-a i.nto inde.ondent provinc ial energy
retailing ort, -ions. I n either of tnese exventualities it would be o*F
utmost in7 ?orta-ce :hat bulk powevar for sale in the lc holesale r:tarket for
electricity be s'th at prices reflecting costs at the time tha.t energy is
transferred fro7,,) oe organization to Che otheer. Indeed, if a WhAPDA furcated
into separate Tno.e:e generation, systemns is not to lead to substantial ineffi-
ciensy in the dev'1 oDmment of generation facilities, careful costing of
transfers of pow7er from one organization to another becomes of the essence.
Pricinig that would fail in transmiitting cost messages cotuld lead to the
develoopmIent of swailer and miore costly generating facilities in each pro-
vince rather than fef those facilities that minimize costs for all of West
Pakistan. Similarly, in separating distribtition in each province from an
integrated lW.APDA generation and transmission company, appropriately fluc-
tuating wholesale nrices for power can become irmportant instruments for
transmitting the generating cost messages through the retail power companies
to the final consulmers. The retailer w:ll be encouraged to pass on both
high costs and lou, costs in correspondingly high and low costs to his cus-
tomers.

5.52 In the United States there is considerable experience with
pricing wholesale power xwithin power pools, and in England and Wqales
with pricing power to retailing organizations. Any planning of the
reorganization of .'.'.PDA along one line or the other requires that the
very closest attention be paid to the advantages to be had from seasonal
and time-of-day pricing. It should be added that considerable technical
problems need to be solved if large blocks of power transferred in the
wholesale market are to be properly metered.
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6. HAJRDWArRE FOR, ELECTFICITY PR5ICINT7G

General Principles

6.01 Th-e purpose of this chlapter is to set out the various items of
hardware, notably electricity meters, u`hich are, or could be, used for
electricity pricing-. Thne e:-pplanations are mainl1y in terms of whiat the
hardware does and the performance limitations rather than how the duty
is performeid in te--rrms of gear trairs. However non-tecclnical readers need
some insighLat ilto the comniexity or oth-cerwise cf the various items to
form a view as t- the ia-ii-.ceediate feasibility of application of more com-
plex metering in developl7in- countries such as lW,est Pakistan. In explain-
ing what the hardvrare does in terms of tari,f p-:essures or prl.cing,
approval of that kinned OLf priciag iroa an econo-ilic viewpoint shlould not be
assu. umed. Th-Ue aim is to catalog, whlat could be doane instead of arguing
wIhethler it s'Lou1d be do'e.

6.02 In principle any electrical quantity however com-plex the
definition co e metcre but at a price. ElecLr-L-icity meters are
rem.arkably vi-nti le. 1 ability is likely how,evcr to be severely
curtailed in dc-.ve&'o-,i';- cou,ntries by t'he lack of suitable test and
mai2.tenaa-ace fc an.1 by the abs-,-7ence of local e-r3erts trained in
thn instale. tic 'd Pf r enance of sm.lall mech.-isms and, electronics.
Eqe ally the u-usl practice of nai.uf.acturing such hardware in remote
countries hampers d ialCrse betlween tIe user and th-e manufacturer. This
dialogue, if it C.could( co-,venientlv, take place, would lead in tire to
i-nstallatioi- n-actices an m,eter desi-ns better suited to the developing
coulntry conecrned.

6.03 Againr. thlere are facets of the envirornzment of l-Test Pakistan whlich
are clearly injimical to eetering. These are highl temperatures, strong
sunlight, dust, tampering and poor voltage and frequency regulation. haowr-
ever, little is to be gailned by focusing attention only on the difficulties
likely to be ex,perienced. More positive thinking suggests that the proce-
dure should be to makrze a preliminary choice of r,metering for any new elec-
tricity tarif-f, to gauge the benef-its likely to arise, and with these
benefits in mind to assess the cost of resources necessary to make the
hardware work successfully even in an inimical environment. Of course,
the costs might then turn out to exceed the benefits. However, the
reasonable expectation is that somie of these costs will fall in time as
developing countries gro-w more expert in meter angineering.

6.04 The cost of metering a novel electricity tariff includes the
development costs of the hardware, tooling costs, especially the press
tools for plastic casings and working parts, th-,e cost of overcoming
teething troubles and the cost of training staff and providing test
equipment. If the requirement that the hardware should be specifically
adapted to the environment be set on one side, some items can be purchased
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fairly easily from a very limited number of suppliers. This facility de-
pends upon the frequency of batch production of thle items and hence upon
the demands made by othier customners. Generally speaking, only the stan-
dard items of hardware used in popular tariff structures are likely to be
available out of a manufacturer's stock or, since stocks are rarely held,
out of the batch currently in production.

6.05 Quiite small chlanges in the desig,n, ..s suggested by the customner,
are likely to haave a surprising and unlhelpful impact on the price, delivery
time and free'dom frorm teething troubles. Part:icular difficulties will. arisa
w'nen a request is made for a quotation coverin i a small. number of meters of
an unusuul. 1 csa S ig Un Tder SUC'1 cLrcumstances, the manufacturer might well
expect to 'Do assu rec of repeat orclers atnde , in acddition, mnay expect a share
of orders for sta ~nd'ard desiMns. Such considerations should be borne in
mind when discussing the price of hardware. as tihe market becomes more
specialized, the ~'price' becomes less rmeanjing',I.

6.06 Some oL the adaptation to environia-,et could take the for:t of
protective bones whlc'i leave Lie !i:eter itsce£ un½odiFied. In Chapter 3
boxes have been illu,.rated waecn seek to proex%nt pilforage 'but w.iice
also heTL to keemp dut: out oi taie rmnchanJis;.. l`as tic g-.ear chlains, now-
adays in u-is areau i:' are pa-,ticularly a£ff e.teJ by a comibination of
direct sualli -i1Lt .r. 1i-,' temperatures. One so-L ition is to mount tihe
protecti te em' i-, tace snadte o; a laiilding. Art '-ier is to provide a
(metal) sunshade witla an air gap between t:he s )-'de and the box.

6.07 Poor voltage and freuency regkulati- i hinder differential
pricing . Once the slmple single--register moetc is superseded by almnost
any formi of m-eter for differential pricing, mir.iature synchronous motors
are aLrost certa` n to be a com. ponent of th-e ilme.er and its time control.
These low--cost iternms rotate at a fixed sneed gaverned by the supply fre-
quency, or not at all,* and hence provide th.e tLme scale for most time-
rate or tiDer-lncideeee nnicin- of electricity. In addition to their
dependence on the accuracy of system frequenicy control, they are muore
likely to adopt tlle zero-speed mode whlen the voltage is low. For a 240 V
system, 1/ the permissible range of variation that keeps thne motor in
synchronism extends from 270 V down to 180 V. This range is about as far
as designs can be stretchned.

6.08 The ability of the meter disc to rotate at a speed proportional
to the rate of using energy is not significantly affected by poor voltage
and frequency regulation. Given only a little care in testing, transport
and installation, thae usual rotating disc meter is capable of remarlkable
accuracy, measuring energy to within a few per cent, with loads ranging
from full load to as low as one-fortieth of full load. The accuracy is
also maintained over very many years in temperate climates.

1/ Manufacturers usually ask what is the nominal voltage and have been
known to express surprise whlen the equipment fails to operate with
lower actual voltages or burns out with higher actual voltage.
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6.09 Rotating disc meters remain quite firTnly the market leader in
energy measurement. In fact it could appear as if newer electronic metering
devices had not even secured a foothold. But at the upper end of the market
where metering covers bulk suDplies to electricity distributors or very large
industries, electrenics are beginning to displace electro-meclhanical devices.

6.10 The remarkable accuracy of rotating disc meters seems to have been
secured at little ccst per meter. However, it could vwell be that substantial
incremental experdittures have been and will be incurred to reach high levels
of accuracy,! e.g. `etter than 2% at a fractioncal load, that may not be com-
pensated by approoriate benefits. M'eter engin,lers stress accuracy and often
imply that a miore costly meter wLithi only a 1% orror is "better" t1han one witE
a 3% error, and metering arrannements whichl redaice costs, but at a risk of
some inaccuracy, La;'d to be co-ndec,m-eed. This stress on accuracy as an end in
itself can be sai'~ to be a luxury in a developi,ng. country. However, associa:ed
with the hE'.e wori--ahin and careful des Aa needed to reach greater accuracy 
are th.e valuable j-:tri-utes of longevity and lonry-term stability. Another
useful attribute- ,i nccurate moetering, or perhaps of the pursuit of accuracy,
is that daisnutes T-ith consumers are reduced.

6.11 The vera'C1i-?lit7 of such hardware as mneters and timeswitches is much
greater tlhan mi--- j) -udcOed from a catalo- of 4items. Th-is is because there
are sexve;-al ws a, cs the iicrs can be con-a cted ir.lto circuits. A 1lso
tariffs can be fo.r- rfwiich) use the ccmnoneut informatlion displayed on
the one- twro or thre. registers of a meter, and other information, in some
more sopbl sticate<. wny thuan the apTlicaticn of a price to each com2onent.
It follo,7s, there ore, t'hat the vrLriou, items of hareldare can be exploited
to give an almost inr'ef-inite nuxeer of different tariffs. Of course, many
of them wo7uld be assessed as having little economic merit.

. ~~3prgy_Me.ters

6.12 First, ,. technicality. The wires from the supplier to the consumer
maust number at least two. These wires are concerned with the supply of
electricitvy there may be oth1ers concerned with safety or communications.
A 2-wire system rc-quires a single-element meter, whereas each extra wire
requires in principle another element to be added to thle meter. By element
is meant the assemb)ly of coils of wire and magnetic paths wlhich drives the
meter forward as E-nergy is consumed via that particular pair of wires. In
fact each element could be a separate (single-elemeent) 2-wire meter, but
more usually the elements are assembled so as to drive a single shaft. This
gives rise, for e.eample, to a 3-wire, 2-element meter.

6.13 Quite genoerally tne price of the meter climbs with the number of
elements as it does with the number of registers displaying the output.
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However, under so-me circtumstances, especially a relaxed attitude to the
need for accuracy, fewer elements can be used thtan is given by the "one
less than the number of wires" rule. Such relaxations might be of particular
application in developing countries. I/

6.14 A fundamental characteristic of a meter is, therefore, the numlber
of elemnents. Each elem.eint has a voltage coil and a current coil; the inter-
action of these two indicates energy. For the majority of meters, the voltage
and current coils are sim.iply inserted Detween the supply and thle consumer
without any tran-formations. However, for currents in excess of 100 A or for
voltages in eaces of 500 V, transformers are ised to reduce the quantities
handled by the nme:er, usually to 5 A and 110 VT, respectively. The 'meter'
is thlen3 of coturse., an asse,mbly of tile meter itself, some current transformers
and a voltage tra.sformer, and its accuracy hag to be determined overall.

6.15 With the aid of current and voltage transformers and a several-
element meter an-y practical aiternatina currenr supply system can be metered.
Direct current systemas present greater difficult-r but fortunately are now-
aday,,s rarely encountered. For the lPiDA system, the meters used are single-
elca.ant for sin le-phase (residential) supplies5 two-elerment for three-phase,
three-wire suppJl-is oftean at h1i-gh VOlt.Ig!e to industry, and three-element for
tUnree---hase. feo--wire supplies at 240/415 V to industry and the larger co:nner-
cial preli-ses.

6.16 Anot:i-r classification of ineters, imnportant in Britain but of less
interest elseOWh_!e.re, is botween the credcit meter and the prepayment (slot)
met:er. The credit meter neeeds no explanation, though it should be realized
that the meter has to be backed up by a sy,stem of assessing creditworthiness,
collecting and refundingr deposits, and using legal procedures to collect
outstandinig debts. With tie prepayment mleter, thisiS set of responsibilities
falls more or less on the meter mecnanisin -- it is thnerefore particularly
suited to the res-idences of unsettled, mobile groups w-lho have difficulty
establishing credit.

6.17 While traditionally the prepaymnent meter is disliked by supply
authorities, even though an annual surcharge of about one pound sterling
is made in Britain, the device is found useful botlh to avoid getting the
improvident into debt and to collect "bad debts" arising from credit
meters. Theft from prepay-lent meters is a serious problem. An allied
(and cheaper) device is the fixed--charge collector which disconnects the
supply unless fed with coins at a certain time rate independent of the
energy consumed.

1/ Crudely (but effectively with motor loads) three of the four wires of
the usual low-voltage power system (3-phase, 4-wire) can be assumed
to carry equal energies, the so-called balanced load, thus permitting
a single-element meter to replace a 3-element one. More subtly a
2-element meter may be employed whnich does not assume a balanced load
but which assumes -- more safely -- that the alternating supply voltages
peak as they should at equal intervals in time.
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6.18 For nonral credit meters t'hie drive spindle from the meter element(s)
turns the register of, say, five dials, i.e. zero to 99,999. These dials
have a tens- transmission mecnanism, and are either of thne pointer type or the
cyciometer (roller) tvpe. Roller dials, followuing some early technical
difficultics, are growing in popularity and cai now be obtained with large
digits to facilitate mreter reading,.

6.19 Instead of the single register, a m-ter may be fitted with a
double or triple registcer to apply two or thrree prices. Figure 6.1 shows
a double-re,istte- rmeter witlh large-figure roll r dials. Effectively there
are five dioits since t1he 1/1 0th position is normrally ignored. The change-
over mechanism, -hich dise-neages the dri-ve fr.nm one register and simulta-
neously encgages with thc othier, also controls 9he "rate nowY operating"i
pointer on tle ri-1sght. Thlis mechanism requires to be energized when one or
the other rates I/ is in operation, ustually ht t not invariably by means of
a time swi tch

6.20 Fi,wure 6.2 shlows a triple--register isetcr with pointer dials.
FromYI the vlc .;PLnt of passing cost signials to tlhe consumer, the rate-
pointers at t-'e top righ.'t are ofteni not immed>atelv understood. Also
the fifteen (,jr eI ht t.-.) pointer dials runn 4 j- clockwise arid anti-clock-
,ise alternat-c1y leooe forr-ri6dinrs. Prooosals -'\e been miade to signal the
'Nrate now" 4e-a -' -r e:ffectiv--el-y to tie l w'umer by usiing miniature
traffic li' r,hs ee-ltel7 operated bly t-e samet .i'i-esT,Jitch that controls tle
rate caangc. Lo,ever t e cost of the wirinc' id of maintaining the lights
and the fe-r ol' d 4 sPuie-, jhan a l-ih,t fails a- d high-price energy is con-
sum)ed without warning are deterrents to thie -u alization. However, see
paragraphl 6.33 below, s:igrals i.n the form of a separate switched electri-
city supply are 1being, provided with the Britis.i day/night residential rate
(nai-ked the wN,ite-meter rate).

6.21 By extending the design, 4--rate or cven 5-rate meters could be
manufactured. The task of readin,g, suchi meters and billing consumers begins
to look formi-dable if applied to r,ore than a fEw consumers. A more practi-
cal approach, g,ranted the engineering skills, is to design a self-calculat-
ing meter to give the price--weighted energy coasumied. A (single-register)
meter would be fitted with im.pulse contacts. Such contacts would transmit
a signal to a second register wh-ienever, say, a k'h had been consumed.
Nor-mually a fixed impulse rate would be used of, say, 1 impulse per klwh.
},ut fairly easily, the imnpulse rate could be varied with thne relative price
in operation. The end result would be the price--weighted energy consumed
displayed on the second (electrically driven) register, supported by the
unweighted energty displayed on the normal (mech;anically driven) meter
register. Of course, sluch complexity of metering is not likely to have
an application Wit1h residential consumers, though with large industries

1/ The choice is often made to energize the mechanism when the lowv rate is
to operate; that is failure tends to be to the high rate. This avoids
the situation where the consumer is content to be permanently on the low
rate owving to a bad connection.
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this kind of metering is not much more com,iplex, if at all, than the present
assermbly of energy meter, maximum demand indicator, resetting timeswitch
and power factor penalty mieter. Figure 6.3 illustrates t'his point: all
the equipm-ient shiown is tariff meterinc, though t'ie small subsidiary panel
(top right) is foe load research purposes.

6.22 At the ot'hler end of the ran-e of meteringi complexity, a no-
meter solution ca%, be adopted particularly for the smiiallest r-esidential
consu..er. Some cthier bas;is theii has to be used for the electricity billing.
These no-meter m,tCiods are dliscussed in Annex 9. The assumptions are tlhat
the investmirent it metcr4nag aboVe that rei7uired for the alternative is un-
justified by amny -iprove-er t in resource alloca-tion, and that the technical
possibilities of wasting electricity ovinirg to thie zero-marginal-cost message
are smlall. These sssu'..tio.ns clearl-y hold in tl,e frequent case of time-
swi:ch ed, no-e,.ete±r strect LIg,h-Jinug wlhere the la.p wattage and ti:aeswitcn
schedule are pubL'] icly evirlent.

Tirmesvitchcs

6.23 To ach:-Lle tenc,oral variations in prices by time of day or
dlay of week a ;witt- iS necesscar --- there are alt2r-nati_ves giving
mnuc'il tlae sa,-[c ras;1$- b-ut fo-1- thle m.nt these w.11 "D e ignorcd. Tei-iiporal
price variatios - ialOnth or season ot. y UJal made viZ a the meter
rcead,n,>cycleS anLJ SJ .icdt 1 frequent recalinss. But
even -' mier a ti ,-e-itch 'r, ;s oetier ea'ied a 'ciate switcti`, can be
used to en-sure tatt prices v-S ?'ry on tCie C-eclared daLes.

6.24 Tiie til -. switcih , usual.ly boxed separate'ly from thi-e meter, signals
the tWO or three r2,m ister ;.citer t';iat it is time to vary thle rate. This
requires only a vi2rv si -t,all C tirret so th!at the txmeswitcii is said to be
a light-duty o-ne i.usually up to 2 A). In contrast a nceavVy-dutV timeswitch
is capable of makhno and brcain- the consuimer's supply of up to 100 A.

6.25 A timc:ndtch consists of four sub-assemblies: the conistant-
speed motor or clock mechanism,: the engraved tine dial(s) carrying pins
to strike the s,itches; the quick--acting switclhes tripped `ton" or "off"
by the pins; and the case a-nd term.inal block. Of thlese four, the most
characteristic of a desi,gn is thle type of constant speed motor and this
clhoice has the greatest influence on price for a given quality of con-
struction.

6.26 Even a s-mall error in timekeeping soon accumulates to a large
error if maintained. For ex.alample, a steady loss or gain of only 1 minute
a day, i.e. 1 part in 1,440, accumulates to 30 minutes in a month and to
6 hours in a year. IMost tariff applications require timekeeping to be
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within, say, 10 minutes. A good-quality escapement can keep time to
within 5 minutes a month so that it would need manual correction every
fe-w months. 1/

6.27 Escape-ment timesswitches with the usual clock mainspring which
do not demand a controlled freauency of the pow.er supply can be hand-
wound, but more usually will be wouad by tle power supply. The spring
in one example of such a mains-wound escapement (11-jewel lever, fully
compensated for taemperature variation) keeps the clock runni-ng for only
9 hours without 'ower supply. However, up to '44 houirs spring reserve is
readily attainable. The escapement reqtuires c'eaning and oiling, say,
every two years, w<hereas other kinds of timesj'tches (which place little
or no reliance upon escapements) should be ove-rhauled every seven to ten
years.

6.28 The simplest and cheapest form of ccnstant speed mnotor is tile
synchronous m,otor. For accurate timek1-.eeing. thle supply has to be
controlled cumUlulatively in frequenc;v and be unfailing. Failures of sig-
nificant duration, if very infrequent, can be dealt with by visiting
coDsumers to reset timesw,.,itches afttar each failure, Generally, however,
it is accepted that synchronous tirlesu-itches are unsuitable for tariff
purposes. 2/

6.29 Granted a controlled freouency, the lost satisfactory tirLme-
switclhes for tariff purposes combine the virtues of the tw:o different
kinds of timc1'eeeping descri'bed in tbe two previ,ous paragraphs. The
result is called a synchronous spring. -reserve times-itch 3/ and can be
had with up to 30 hours reserve. When the power supply is on the syn-
chronous motor drives the timne dial but whnenever power fails the
escapement, driven by a reserve mainsprimg, ta-kes over. The escapement
therefore has only a light duty and its timekeeping errors have little

1/ After reading Chapter 3 "Obstacles to R"evenue Assessmlent and Collection"
the reader might feel apprehensive about giving this additional duty
to the meter reader but, of course, every step necessary towards the
eventual bill can be made falsely. Perhaps some false steps are more
inviting than others.

2/ nTo exceptions can be noted. One is the resetting of maximum demand
integrating periods, that is every quarter or half hour, if a clock-
timne regiEle is not thought imIperative. INP'ifDA uses synchronous time-
switches for this purpose. Another is t'he date switch, see Figure 6.4,
where the dial makes a revolution once a year and the design assurmes
that, in aggregate, power failures are only a small proportion of a
year.

3/ This definition includes rocking-escapement or forced oscillation models
whnich achieve the same end by different means.
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impact on the overall timekeeping. The overall timekeeping has, more or
less, zero cumulative error depending of course on the continuity of
supply. Annex 10 proposes an exDeriment with controlling the frequency
of the WAPDA svstem in suca a way as to make thlis kind of timeswitch keep
satisfactory time. If the frequency cannot be controlled, then the next
best type of tii!eswitch for ter,nporal pricing cr. the WTAPDA system would be
that using a mains-wound escapement.

Services Provi(ed by Timesuitch

6.30 The f ,'ential service for tariff pu.- oses is o. course to vary
the rate a-olied byTr a tT7o(or three) register Teter. For a day/night
or time-of-dav tariff th.-e tipeswitch dl.l.al revo2ves once every 24 hours.
The high rate ca;i be apolied rnore thlan ontce ea(.1h day to cope with, say, an

pearly nornin and an evening pealk:. Thle mlinimum, dwell on any rate
cannot for mechaical reason.s be less than 30 minutes. Day--of--week
omitting devices are rcad'ily availab-le so that thle lot-w rate call, if
desired, be applied to the wh'ole of- Suneday.

6.31 Figure 6.5 illustrates a varietyt of te"poral tarliffs that rii.ht
be applied to a winter peafing stcs< Pefere*:ce 1 (a) is a simple day/
nig.-ht rate, vahceraas 1 (b) employs a vor issi cdevice to g-a've Sun7day
relief from thle kigf,h pr-ice. Refrerere' 2 (a) .s for a doubile ucaking
system with a mid!,ay valle- as was] the t i-i-time one, Reference 2
(b) gives Sui,day relief. Refarence 3 (a) agei .sh:ows a sir .ole day/nigh lt

rate but 3 (b) g-ves relicnf in summ"I TEe re,ul.t is a rudin'entary
seasonal tirme-o f-lay tari`f. R.'efercnce 4 (a) -pelies the high prices to
a narrow tiame band as iar-lit be emDloved for a ELvstem dominated. by the
lighting load and 4 (b) implies the possilility of Sundav or summer
relief.

6.32 Reference 5 of Figure 6.5 show-s a sonohisticated seasonal time-
of--day rate reqiuiring the 3-register meter of Ylgure 6.2 and the elaborate
timeswitch of Figure 6.6. This has a wleekly diLal running through 7 days
by 24 hours and a 52 week dial. Since the hig'- price is applied for
relatively short intervals with a medium price available to dampen inter-
mediate demands in neighLboring time periods, the high price conveys a
firmier cost nwessage and lhence this rate may be more effective than rates
of simpler design. However, the necessary timeswitch presents engineering
problems in its design and manufacture.

6.33 Where a timeswitch controls the price to a consumer, he needs
to know that rate is operating and whfat rates are coming in the future.
The "flags" on the meter indicating the rate currently in effect were
earlier described. Clearer signals of this rate are felt desirable thani
that provided eitlher by the flags or by the consumer remembering the time.
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Figure 6.6 -An elaborate timeswitch designed to switch a triple-register meter for a seasonal
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One answer is for the consumer to hiave his own timeswitches synchironized
with the supplier's switch and controlling non-essential usages. Another,
adopted in Britain for the domestic dav/nighlt rate, is to fit a heavy-
duty pair of contacts 1/ to the supplier's timeswitch to control the con-
sumer's loads as :he latter sees fit. In practice the consumer will
connect storage rnater heatirng and storage roorm heatingS to the controlled
circuit so that ha, auto,natically takes advantage of t,he cheap nighnt rate.

6.34 Closelj allied to the day/night rate is the restricted-hour
domestic rate used for storage heating in I.urope. Other uses for elec-
tricity are supplied at the norral rate and with 24-hour availabllity.
The restricted stpply or circuit is fed througii a separate single-
register meter and charged at a l ow rate. ThlhiS supply is disconnected
by the tariff tiwes,i7tch e,.cept during off-p,eal periods. Obviously
this arrangemTenrt provicdes a very clear signal a.] to wlhen the cheap rate
applies: at other tim-es this circuit is disconnected. But the consum.er
has to be discoura,.-ed from duplicating the storage appliances on thle
restricted circuit rith others on tiDe normal 24-hour supplsy.

Demand_fletering

6.35 TemporJ modulation of demand pricing is certa.nly possible
and exam-ples of seasonal/maxirnue deL;and tariffs are given in ChaT3ter 2
where two-part taiLiffs are discussed in genera-. The normal task of a
maximum dc-manrd tariff, however. is to appLy pressure to the consumler s

iuse of electricitr wu-Ten it is runnin- at an above normal rate so that
he smooths his deiand.

6.36 The norn al maximum de7ian'd indicator is an attachment to a
standard energy mc.ter. A moving pointer is driven over a scale as
energy is consume l but is reset to zero at the end of each integrating
period. The resecting signal is either given by an internal synchronous
clock or by an ea-ternal sync1hronous spring-reserve timeswitch. 2/ The
moving pointer drives a slave pointer upwards only so that the latter
indicates the maximum demand reached since the meter reader last called
and set the slave pointer backl to zero. These readin,gs are held close
to the end of each month because the time between readings can affect
the indicated demand.

1/ The consumer cannot share the circuit to the rate-chlangeover mechanism
since then he could manipulate the mechanism.

2/ Precision pendulum clocks are sometimes used for important industrial
supplies. Usually the integrating period is a half or quarter hiour.
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6.37 The meter for important supplies is often read by an engineer
and the consumer provides a witness. Th-iis approach is necessary because
the demand reading is lost forever once the slave pointer has been set
back to zero. Two solutions have been proposed to overcome this meter
reading difficulty with maximum-demand tariffs. For smaller consumers,
the maximum demand is to be displayed on the usual slave pointer which
when reset to zero, even without a witness, throws the reading into a
roller-figure cumulative register. In this w7ay, it is proposed, maximum
demand tariffs cculd be applied on a wider scale with less risk of fraud.

6.38 The o:her solution could only apply to the largest consumers
since the hardware is very expensive. A complste record is to be kept
of the half-hourAiv demands either on a printed tape (the printometer
or "iaxiprint;) or on a nuncherd paper tape or magnetic tape. The last
is an ininovation 'v two American manufacturers, and so 'ar has had very
little practical application.

6.39 An energy meter can also be fitted with twJo maximum demnand
indicators and th-ey ca11 he arran-ed to operate alternately in winter
and sum-mner to form a seasonal ena imu7mn dee1<nd tariff w4ithout relying on
the date of the meter readiL.,. In like manner a double maximum-demand
meter could be used for a day/n-3nght tariff.

6.40 For th? smaller ifldustrfal consu.mer of less than, say, JO k0l
maxim,umi demand, the need is feiLt for lower-cosl: metering than tllat pro-
vided by the standard device. These alter-natives are less satisfactory
from an engineering viewpoint. A thlermal demand inldicator is often used
in which the heating effect of thle current taien by the constumer is stored
in a thermal mass but thie heat is drained awTay by natural cooling. A
maximu-m-reading tCernometer gives some indication oL the consuimerts
maximumic demand but, as may he gathered, the precise definition of the
measured quantity is uncertain.

6.41 Other low-cost capacity assessment devices are available.
ITlese can be briefly listed as:

Mlain supply fuses
Supply-circuit fuses
Therm,al load limiter
Electromagnetic load limiter

Some of these are described in Annex 9.

6.42 Another low-cost demand pricing device is the load-rate meter
used for domestic supplies in Nor-way. I1hile it is a complex device it
is well-engineered, and the large marlket in Norwnay for the meter prevents
the comnplexity from greatly affecting the price. The meter, see Figure
6.7, has three price scales. The "normal' register is charged at a normal
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price, wlhlereas the "excess"' register carries a surcharge. The demand
scale bears an annual rental of the order of US$1O per kW of 'suLscribed
demand'. Whenever, even momentarily, t,he consumLer's demand exceeds the
subscribed demand, the excess register is driven to record the excess
consumption in kioh.

6.43 The impact of tihese prices is to ialke. a consumer avoid unplanned
excess consumnption by renting sufficient subscribed dem-and for nearly all
his needs. Equally the consumLer is encourage Il to have a level load curve l/
as with a maximau.[-dem-and rate. Indeed it raicht be argued that this kind
of meter can giv, an incentJve to smoot demaid that is more effective
than that provid d by a maxiiaurmc-dermand meter. With the latter, once a
high demand has been set up in a monthi, thie on.y. incentive is to avoid a
still high-er dem;-.nld.

*RemeTIiote Neter _'Re>eing

6.44 So far the hardware 1has been rcgar-'LEC as a meter perhaps
associated with a tilneswitch} where thle output is disnlaved on registers
to be read bv a meter reader. letIIods -iave b cen proposed involving
various items of ancillary hardw,are to assist the meter reader with
hiis task. These can be called -'slac riter readings" miethods and; have
little interest [ro-! tuhe vie,-point of differc-atial pricing.

6.45 A more radical proposal than imexely to assist the meter reader
with hls task is to eliminate t'ie visit to the consumller's pre-mises. The
consumerls meter then has to be fitted witll i1n-ulsin7- contacts or with
a register read-out device. Impulsing contactK have to be continuously
interrogated whereas read-out devices only require interrogation whenever
an electricity account is being prepared. By -nterrogation is meant the
act of opening a com.nmunicationls channel betwee-L tIle meter and a remiote
central point where the billing data are collected, usually envisaged as
equipped with a computer.

6.46 Such installations do not as yet exist in the sense that a large
number of meters are read in this way on a coitercial basis. Instead there
are several experimnental installations. The lack of commercial exploita-
tion of these inventions arises because thiey fail to compete economically
with existing practices even in the most developed countries where labor
costs of ineter reading relative to the cost of hardware should be greatest.

6.47 Various communications channels can be used. Special "pilot'
wires can be installed. The pulblic telephone system can be used, even
without interrupting the use of the telephone. Spare channels are often
available on wired television networks where the programs are brought to

1/ The excess-consumption register can be disengaged by the action of an
external timeswitch at, say, night time to give preference to night
usage.
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the hones over a special network. Naturally, the power supply network
itself is favored as a communications channel by the supply authiorities
but, technically, sending si-nals from.i thie consumer to a central point --
rather than the other way round -- presents formidable difficulties.
Nonetheless the )-rEm.ote reading of consumers' meters over the supply
network has been demonstrated with tlhe readings collected at a central
point.

6.48 Lookin:f into the future tihese develonrnents are of great interest
to the tariff ma.:er in thiat thley w, \ould facilitr,te temporal pricing. ThIne
consumerts -me.ter would merely recordi th'e total energy consumed but would
be interrogated at every price chanr.g^e and the cea-dings recorded centrally
and priced. Ohvi(iusly this would permit- commlete flexibility of pricing.
However, unless a price schedule by tim.e of da, and so on hacl been agreed
beforehand, audiL'e and visual signaling device:_ would De required to
let the consullmer imnow the price h'Le. is paying. 1/

6.49 These d: veloprients seem, of little i-iniediate intrerest to supply
auti-iorities in (e.7elomina countries. FowTverv, si nce they present eni-
neers with fa,scina.3.ting problems, they tead to attact inventive ability
and considerable attentic; in thc literature oil nirtering inn-lovations.

Telecontrol and rIates for terruutble Suip,_) 

6.50 In Chian er 7, hardw:Tare, kn-lownz:^- as telecontrol, for the remote
operation of sJituhes in consumers' p-remises will le described. The supply
mains providc thre path for thie co,Lntrol signal. Telecontrol can be used to
operate the changzover maechanis-mts of tw,o or three-register m.,eters and seems
particularly appropriate to replace nore complex timeswitch-es. The relative
economics of ti,meeswTitc4es and telecontrol are, however, critically dependent
on the density oF application w7ithjint the area of the signal-transmittins
(injection) ecuipnient with. low density, or slow rate of rise of density,
favoring timcswYit'.hes. Again this is described in Chapter 7.

6.51 Tariffs can be based upon the telecontrol facility. The tariff
most frequently applied is a preferenftial rate for domestic water heating
whliere the supply to a storage water heater can be interrupted at will by
the supply authlority. Preferential. rate contracts can be negotiated w-ith
very large industrial consumers, whlichi permit the authority to restrict
their supplies to some agreed level on so-many occasions for up to so-many
hours. With such consum-.ers there is little point in using telecontrol, and
a telephone messa-ge, confirmed in writing by teleprinter, provides a more
effective link.

1/ As Chapter 2 emphasized, pricing for efficiency would also require
knowledge of future prices.
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Application

6.52 The above descriptive catalog of hardw are for electricity pricing,
with the ermpihasis on differential pricing, is fairly complete insofar as
the devices are now in manufacture, or have been recently, and their applica-
tion has found favor somewhere. An historic view would bring to light other
devices. Equally, as wjith temporal pricing using remote meter reading, a
future view would embrace develonments which are not vet commercially ex-
ploi ted. All the emphasis has been on thie energy consumed, that is, the
working corntponert of the electricity current, rut Annex 11 has been added
to broaden tile discussion to include tihe magn_izing component.

6.53 The catalog is nowhnere near complete if the various items of harrdware
are regarded as b ailding bric'ks. Thle mechan.is s can also be modified sligh-cly
from an engl,ineerilrg View-poin101t, but the impact of such minor modifications o-
the practical application may be very great.

6.54 Apart from- whlether hardJare is available in terms of practical
designs, t'le most pertinent question to ask is now expensive is the metering
required for the desired' pricing. Then some view can be formed as to
xw,fhether the appli catilon is worthwn1 . AnrLe 1'9 tabulates the prices of
so-.e of the hiard jare that has been catalovo,-it but thlese prices are no more
than rough guide-,. As already explained ap--rently minor miodifications
recsuired to make the equipment suital "le for utse on a given system or in a
given environrment riay greatly affect the price. The price is also depen-
dent upon thie quality of the engineering. For example, if a large indus-

trialist ratler than a residential consumer is to be metered, high-quality
precision metering may well be Justified.

6.55 As well as increases in thle quality of meter engineering, decreases
can be envisagcred. For ex-ample, the present practice with private tubewells
is to install a 3-phase, 4-wire single register meter listed as i15 (US$36)
in Annex 12. If, however, single-phase (assumed balanced load) metering wei e
accepted, then day/night or tTime-of-day rates could be applied with a meter--
ing purchase price of 122 (US$53) for a double-register, single-phase meter
plus an escapement mains-wsound timesvitch.

6.56 As another example of qllality reduction, suppose that it is
desired to apply temporal pricing to private tubLewells in West Pakistan
with thne minimum investment in metering. The proposal then might be:

a. to install. a single-phase, single-re-.ister meter, i.e.
the cheapest kind, and
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b. to disconnect the voltage coil of this meter by means
of a timeswitch at times of ample supply so that supply
is then free. I/

The fanner thus tLces a two-price tariff of which one price is zero.
Revenue would also be collected, as partly at present, by a 1ronthly levy
on thne size of tul)ewell motor, or Dy sCoT;C other unrietered basis. The
incentives to ta.per with the metering would seCI!r to be less than at
present, and the purchase price, of tae metering would increase from Tm15
(US$36) to only I17.45 (US$42). Obviously the trade-off is quality of
measuremeri for -ignificance oF cost raessage.

1/ The meter has to be adjusted so as not to creep fonrards or backvards
when current is flowing through the current coil but the voltage coil
is disconnected.
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7. PHlYSICAL LOAD COINTROL

7.01 As was emphasized in Chapter 2, one of the principal functions
of electricitv prices is to raLion thle use of electricity and hence the
resources going into electricity production. To emphasize this point
boldly: prices are charged for klh in order to discourage tjieir consump-
tion. Indeed it misigh1t be possibDle to operate an electric pouer system thlat
offers electricity to all users free of cost, mucll as highway or police
services are offrred by governm.ent. T'hat is, each consumer's electricity
or tax bill, as the case may be, would depend )n factors other than amounts
of energy consu ted. Such anS electric szster clearly would divert a larger
quantity of capi-al, fuel and other resources into the electric power
sector --- th.e morz so if the electricity or tax bills were to be independen:
of electricity co isuming capacity. 1/ lconomi,s,ts would agree, however,
that a country withl 'free' electricity would Ie a "poorer"' country. Re-
sources would almost surely be diverted to ma.-, electricity uses thlat are
quite unimportant and wasteful -- resources that could be better used else-
wiere.

7.02 A price mecnanism, however. clearly is not -thle only methlod by
xwhich electricity consu-moition can be rationed. As tlhe discussion below
emphasizes, there ar^e many practical w.ays that may be used as substitutes
for a price mecehbLism to perform tihis furnction. 'This chapter discusses
the various physical rationing techniques and devices.

7.03 A major argyument against all plhysical rationing devices is that
they generally require someone other than the users to determine prioriti.es
for the use of electricitv. This in itself may not be a persuasive argu-
ment for someone who has a strong predisposition to believe that efficiency
comes with centralization of decision mak-ing. Yet physical rationing of
electricity is essentially an all-or-nothing proposition for a group of
consumers, for a specific consum;.er. or for a particular use of electricity
by a consumer group. The more fine is its discrimination, the more expen-
sive is a physical rationing scheme likely to be. On the other hand, the
more fine is the discrimination, the less objectionable can be the conse-
quences of the all-or-nothing decision. All this should become clearer
from the discussion to follow.

7.04 The fundamental objection to the consequences of all-or-nothing
decisions to furnish electricity suDply or not to furnish it over some
interval of time is that not all of the electricity delivered to a consumer
at any instant of time is of equal value to him; moreover, electricity at
one instant of time is not a perfect substitute for electricity at other
instants of time.

1/ Some rationing of highways is realized by taxing the use of motor
vehicles, gasoline, tires, drivers, etc.
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7.05 The fact that the first increments of electricity delivered to
a consumer at any moment of time are oi more value to him than the last
is quite generally accepted. Thae economist refers to it as the principle
of diminishing marginal utility. It is the basis of what nractitioners
call value-of-sei-vice pricinglt. It exrplains wh1r a consumer almost alwavs
obtainis more value for thle electricity providec at a fixed price during,
say, an hour, than lhe voluntarily pays for it; it explains why he would
generally be willing to pay extra not to have his service interrupted.
This excess in vanlue over what thle consum,er parys for electricity consumed
was already empha.sized byv the French highwray engineer, Dupuit, in the
1840's before economists elaborated t1hi.s conc-pt of "consumer's surplus"'.

7.06 Eviden:ly thie amrount of consuner's surplus destroved by a decisio.,
to interrupt service over an interval of tirie ean be. rediuced w-ith inicreases
in the selectivi2 y of tLie anpolication of th-e aiterruption. By cutting of f
tlhe storage watc- .4ieating element only of all consutmers inTl a system,
relatiVelyj7 littl-: consumer surplus may De de3tv:ovcd7! if the ti De period is
sufficiently shcort, although5 imany consuneLrs i>y boe much inconRvCLe:Lenced
occasion;ally as a result of this device. The reason w2.hy littli-e co.nsurimer 'rs
surplus is destroyed by cho1ppiung off l:he storc- water-heatin- loacd is that
electricity cons;imee in one hour for thi-Ls pucrfese i5 a closeC su,lstitute
for electricity consum.ied the na::t iiour. Cutt cloff the sup-p?ly of a par-
ticular consumer in all us,es evidentlly cust O.-F - rt only his low priority
stored-eacray ap-;lications, biut even the haigh -ricority lighting or motive
power applications. In the extremre t.ee cuttiAng-off, as a matter of policy,
of tie highest p--iority uscs of a particular consu;mer will encourage him to
buy costly stand-Dy generatio-l just for these uses, or to substitute more
expensive or innferior technology t1hat does not critically depelnd on a steady
uninterrupted power supply. Finally, if physical rationing involves cutting
off all of the sl:pply of a group of diverse cus;tom'iers who happen to be
connected to a common feeler, thie chances are that even the careful and
thoughtful planner will destroy thereby even more consumer's surplus.

7.07 In contrast to an all-or-nothil,ng metaod of physical rationing, a
method may be used which in fact assigns quots, to individual consumers or
groups of consumiers. That is, a device cuttin; off a consumer completely
comes into play only if the consumer exceeds some predetermined magnitude
of load or energy. Such rationing methods do have the advantage of allowing
each consumer to allocate the amounts available to him to the uses he con-
siders most important. A simple example of such a rationing device is the
load limiter. If used as a substitute for a meter, it has the disadvantagoe
of providing energy at zero marginal cost which was held to be ill-advised
in Chapter 2. If, in contrast, the device were to put a ceiling on the
amount of energy used over a period of time, it could cause hardshlip to a
consumer whio has used up his energy quota but woio has a long time to wait
for his next quota. The fundamental argument against quotas as substitutes
for meters is that they do not allow for individual differences. Thus they
tend to cause inefficiency. The relative value of the incremental use of
electricity may be very different to different consumers. Yet the rationing
system does not allow for these differences. Of course, physical devices
can also be used in connection with tariffs. In such cases, they provide
examples of two-part tariffs as discussed in Chapter 2 and they should be
evaluated as such.
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7.08 Using an ideal price system as a substitute for physical rationing
maximizes the consumer s surplus accruing to the economy. 1/

7.09 Physical rationing- schemes which involve the selection of specific
customers without any co;mpensation may encourage a "black-, miarket" for elec-
tricity during periods of short supply. Because the value to the consumer
of the electricit - not to be supplied to him exceeds the cost to him of this
electricity, a consu.-ler can be e::pected to offer money not to be cut off.
These revenues a-e not likely to accrue to the electricity supply authority.
Such side pay.er ts, moreover, will_ probably not have much of a rationing
impact becauise Cney are likely to be structure-l so as to leave incremental
costs unc'han-,ned. If suich a system of extra p;wm.ients accompanies a physical.
rationing system the politically wieak, the less influential people, and the
poorer consuimers may, be cut off rather thlan the incremental uses of a wider
class of consumer,;,. It is thle forrmer whilo migh: most ullfairly be called on
to bear the brunt. of the shorta,ges.

7.10 Discussion on the plhysical rationnTla of electricity is sparse. 2/
Eq,ually it is rarely practiced using hardware other than that already pro-
vicded to deal with e-mernency overloads. A-n electricity authlority often
seem.s to see its ri-r-n (luty as the provision of adequate capacity. it
does not question the merit of thae demand for electricity placed upon it.

1/ The theoretical ecanomist will w>vish to pO;Ilt out th at this proposition
needs to be qualified for producer's surplus and also for weig-hting
different consum-rsI surpluses to allow. for inecuities in income dis-
tribution .

2/ "Report of tie Group of Experts on the Quality of Service - Generation
and Transmission" by Stasi and Janin, U.NIPEDE Congress, 1970. This
report recognizes both the distributive and selective approaches to a
supply deficcit, as the following extract shows:
"It is necessary to prepare a strategy in order to share the inevitable
load sheddir3 as muchl as possible. This strategy should obviously be
determined aZcordin- to the nature of the consuraer, the type of equip-
ment involved, the duration of the deficit, etc. However, it should
be noted that interruptions to supply, even those of short duration,
sometimes have considerable consequences on certain mechanical opera-
tions when they involve electronic processes, even simplified ones.
Furthermore. the density of housing, places of work or transport give
rise to considerable troubles when incidents, even short ones, occur.
In addition to the direct disturbances affecting a large number of
persons, tnere are the indirect risks which are sometimes serious,
such as the consequences of individual or collective panic.

"Supply interruptions in the security services (public health, police,
priority telecoTmunications, signalling, etc.) would have dramatic
consequences.

"The particularly vulnerable consumers are generally prepared for
interrruptions of whatever kind they may be (generation, transmission
or distribution) by having stand-by sets, accumulators or special
emergency supplies."
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Any shortage is seen as a temporary affair to be dealt with by acquiring
capacity and not by elimiinating demand. In fact, measures taken to suppress
demand are likely to be taken by an electricity supply undertaking as a
confession of failure rather than as a solution to a problem. Th'lere is,
therefore, a thinness of discussion and experience relating to physical
rationing. The account given here is not based on the same directed opinion
and thoughtful exuerience as could be readily founid concerning temporal
electricity pricing. Thc introduction of such pricing policies in France
and Britain provides a worlking basis for an ada tation to tlie special cir-
cumstances of a developing country. In contra3t, the examples that could
be quoted of ph1 sical rationing- turn out on closer examination to be
examples of price rationi.ng where thie hardware involved (telecontrol, load
limiters) has only the ovcrtones of nhysical limitation. 1/

7.11 Discusslon on some mTatters closely ^llied to the physical ration-
ing of electricity is, however, to be found, :or exarmple thle following:

Risk of Failure
one paper 2/ dcescribes the conn(oction betweccn the plant margin
(spare capacIty) and the risk of failure of supply, at fu.ll
voltage and at reduced voltage, in terms of the expected pro-
portion of winters in wlclch supply fails in an. indefinitely
large number of winters.

System Collase
Concatenatilon of planL mnalfunact:'ions and hum-an error caa bring
about a total collapse of the systeir. 3/ This differs from supply
failure where, by the erergency or han.d trinping of certain
feeders, the bulk of consumers are kept supplied.

Costs of Interruntions in ElectricitJSuDPlj
This documient 4/ descr:ibes the a--Dication of a questionnaire to
industrial, agricultural and commercial consiwvers in Sweden seek-
ing the estimated costs of the impact of loss of supply of various
durations: for example, 0-1h, 1-2h, 2-8h, 8-24h and 24i-48h.
Estimates were also prepared for domdstic consumers. The work
is thoughtfully executed and fourteen references are given.

1/ A physical limit that can be lifted at a price is of course merely
another tariff.

2/ "Economics of System Planning" by T. W. Berrie, Electrical Review
15/22/29 September 1967.

3/ "The Blackout: It All Happened in 12 Minutes", by L. M. Olmsted,
Electrical lWorld, 24th January, 1966.

4/ "Costs of Interruptions in Electricity Supply" (Report from Committee
on Supply Interruption Costs), O.A. Translation 450, Electricity
Council, London.
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Quality of SuSrIy
One paper 1/ gives tl-le followuing list as thLe attributes of
supply quality:

1. supply co.tinuity
2. maintenance of frequency
3. wave purifty
4. voltage regularity

4.1 maintenance of voltage

4i11 rapid an3d cyclicai volta;e drops (flicker)
4x12 slow voltage varlation
4.13 s.ort voltage drops (voliuage dips caused by faults)

4.2 ejuality of multi-phase voltag,es

Quality thereforo embraces continuity as well as ot'.her attributes such as
a steadily maintained voltaf,e.

7.12 The general direction of the, paneTs is tlhe searc.I for some
ground rules in tle provision of "adequatc ge.neration, transmission and
distribution facilities tak-11-nk into acsount t,e loss of social product or
consumer s surp-.s consequent u-on ar i-pmrf ect clectricity suppply. So
far the search i ln its earli sta-es, L'.t there is already a recognition
that the working solution "as perfect as we caa" may riot turn out to be
the lmost econo-mical solutioin.

LniergvELy vs. Roatin'n Outaaes

7.13 In an emaergency with the plant and 1ines overloaded and liable
to be damaged, the usual engineering practices come into play. Tllese range
from thie automatic tripping of circuit brealkers without regard to thie in-
convenience caused to thie public, to thne selective interruption of supplies
where circuits have been classifed as hLaving o; not having priority. Such
emergency measures shade imperceptibly into roctine measures when the aim
is to distribute the inconvenience in a less arbitrary way thiani with
emergency tripping. Equipment requiring investment can be proposed to aid
the engineer in his task of limiting demand in a selective way having regard
to the iTmpact of the loss of electricity supply.

Global Demand Reduction

7.14 For the system as a whole as opposed to any circuit, the first
restraining influence on demand is the voltage regulation (fall). Thlis
occurs naturally in times of heavy demand, particularly where, as in West
Pakistan, the distribution system is strained and tap-changing transformers
are not operated to raise the voltage. With an unstrained distribution
system normally giving full voltage at times of heavy demand, tap-changing
transformers could be operated to lowqer the voltage and hence reduce demand.
Thus by supplying everyone with lower "quality'" there is an increase in
quantity.
1/ "Report of the Joint Group of Experts on the Quality of Supply Dis-

tribution" by P. Gaussens, UNIPEDE, September 13-17, 1970.
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7.15 lWhen interview;ed, several manufacturers complained of the excess-
ive voltage reductions of the WqAPDA supply. In particular motors were
liable to burn out when the voltage wras low, and sometimes work was stopped
for fear of such damage. 1/ Although the specific voltage drops reported
by consumers may have been the result of weakness of the distribution sys-
teim, the alternative to low voltage might well be disconnection.

7.16 Anothle restraint, affecting powered machines rather than light-
ing and resistive loads, is provided by falling system frequency. To a
very limited ext._nt frequency can be deliberately reduced but at, say,
48 Hz for a 50 Fz system there is a risk of a complete shut down should
the synchronizec g^enerators fall out of step. Nonetheless, frequency
reduction may be a useful load reduction method particularly for systems
whose customers co not rely, e.g. for tilming crvices, on precise control
of frequency.

7.17 Frequerncy reduction, whether spontaneous or induced, signals that
the system is lheovily loaded. In consequence frequency-sensitive relays are
somietimes installed to protect a system from cascading failure (shut down).
In Electricite dE France, for exam.-ple, these disconnect 20%' of the load at
each of the follc--ing frcriuencies: 49, 48.5, 47.75, 47 Hiz. Relays are
fitted at 20 hJV evels on each-I outg'oing feeder. The feeders are combed to
find hlospitals aTn industries w-Aicri are believed to suffer most from inter-
ruptions in ordeo to decide on arpa,ro_priate frecuoancy settings for the
feeders.

Selective Dermn-d Reduction

7.18 Feeders can of course be tripp,7ed by hand follo;2ing instructions
given by more or '.ess ceitralized controllers. Th's is W-JAPi)s present
method and has the advantage of requiring neith,er staff (subDstations are
already manned) n)r investment in eguipnent. It may be done on the basis
of rotation of th2 11 kV feeder disconnoctions so as to "spread the misery",
by disconnecting feeders that are believed to have less important loads,
or by disconnectii- feeders of customers with least influence. Sometimes,
as in West Pakist-n, the overloadin- of certain transforners, particularly
those at grid substations, narrows considerably the choice of feeders to
be disconnected.

7.19 In many countries domestic storage water heating is singled out
for selective disconnection, thiough this is coupled with a preferential
price. Selective disconnection of 11 k;V feeders obviously permits only a
coarse discrimination betwTeen the different kinds of consumer. For example,
a sample of 11 kV feeders with a predominance of private tubewell load nad
a median value of about 150 tubewells per feeder, but small industries and
residential loads are intermingled.

1/ In one instance a recently completed cotton spinning mill had to
replace thie windings of practically all the electric motors during
their first year of operation because of low supply voltage. How-
ever, the replacement windings were designed to be suitable for the
low voltages actually supplied.
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7.20 The use of under-frequency relays has already been mentioned but
no-volt relays 1/ would have a similar task of disconnecting th1e outgoing
11 kV feeders whenever the system is overloaded. By briefly opening, one
at a time, the 132 kcV or 66 kV feeders running from main substations, it
would be possible for the senior control engineers remotely to trip those
11 kV outgoing feeders at distant substations which are fitted with no-volt
relays. Unfortunately, thie senior control en-ineers cannot signal that the
supply shiould be reconnected by the same method thoughi the local staff at
11 kV substations could be required to seek telephone permission before
restoring sunply.

7.21 The us- of telecontrol to control ci:cuit breakers at 11 kV re-
quires ripple receivingi relays to be fi tted to the 11 kV outooing feed'ers.
Also required wo,ld be central transmitting equiprnent injecting, into the
132 kV or 66 kV system. The cost of these telecontrol devices will be set
out later; it sufiices to note here that tlhe investment required would be
fairly substantia .. This sytenl has, however, thie greatest flexibility and
thle facility to co-.mmand the disconnection and reconnection of load as
required.

7.22 Timeswitches have been described in Chapter 6 and can easily be
arranged (standard option) to omit the disconnrection on certain da-ys. They
can be expected to be coimDetitive withI'l telecontrol provided the flexibility
of the latter is not thought essential.

7.23 Another rmetihod of selective load control, but not requiring a
technical device, is to seek tie voluntary cooperation of large industries
and public tubewells and to ask them to assist with. load staggering arrange-
ments. 1.rhile there has been for some tire a moratoriuam on new connuections
and extensions, the possibility of granting an extendedd supply provides
WTAPDA with a lever in securing the coo-_)eration of the consurners concerned.
Public tubewells have been asked to restrict demand over the daily peak
period but the load curves in Chapter 4 indicate thlat such cooperation was
not fully secured. WhAaile orders for staggering arrangenments have been
issued and also advertised from time to time in the press, industrial cus-
tomers, whien interviewed, generally proFessed ignorance of such arrangements
Also WAPDA had no records shroT;wing how completely they were enforced. There
seemed to be no central organization responsible for enforcing the rationing,
rules.

1/ A no-volt relay is an ineNxensive device whic'h recognizes that the
supply has been interrupted. It is used in conjunction with-i a cir-
cuit breaker or motor-starting swTitch and disconnects supply when-
ever the supply is interrupted, even momnentarily. The usual purpose
is to prevent a restored supply causing machines to start again with-
out the consumer being aw7are of any possible danger w-.Then a stationary
machine suddenly rotates. HIowever, in this case the function is to
disconnect a feeder by recognizing that the supply has been momentarily
disconnected. For this k:ind of duty the no-volt relay would have to
have a small tinme delay to prevent its operation on every surge on the
sys term.
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7.24 Another administrative method of controlling load is to make use
of the kilowatthour meter as a rationing instrument. In Norway, for example,
whenever water power happens to be in very short supply, a penalty price is
applied to consumers if they use more energy than they did last year. This
operates as an automatic "fair-shares" rule, though the fairness is open to
argument. Note that, while this method reintroduces the concept of pricing,
it can be argued that the tariffs themselves remain essentially unchanged.
Both this penalty and the moratorium on new connections employ the principle
that past usage of electricity by a consumer justifies priority in the
allocation of scarce resources: the doctrine of the regular customer.

Devices on Consumers' Premises to Control Load

7.25 The technical devices that might be employed on a consumer's
premises to restrict demand or to disconnect supply for the whole or part
of his installation are: (i) timeswitch.; (ii) telecontrol receiving
relay; and (iii) load limiter. To this list could possibly be added fuses
if the inconvenience aspects were to be ignored.

Timeswitches

7.26 These have been described in Chapter 6. WIhile it can be claimed
that it is easier for the consumer to adapt to supply cuts originating from
a timeswitch, in that such cuts will have a fixed, known regime, the obvious
objection to such rigid control is that many supply cuts will be made un-
necessarily. Nonetheless the use of timeswitches in this way should be
given serious consideration if the aim is to restrict demand with the
minimum investment. For example, public tubewells could be prevented by
timeswitches from operating during peak periods. This should secure an
effective cut in the public tubewell load.

Telecontrol

7.27 Telecontrol, also called centralized telecontrol, requires
detailed consideration owing to its practical importance and frequent
application. 1/ Telecontrol is a well-established method of operating
switches in consumers' premises remotely from a central point without using
control wires. The usual signal path is the supply system and the most
frequently used signal is a ripple of audio frequency. The method is in
consequence often called "ripple control", though telecontrol properly
embraces signals such as direct current and impulses which could not be

1/ The possibilities are many but in practice an installation tends to
be confined to one or two applications. Suggested applications are:

(i) load control
(ii) meter register control
(iii) resetting signals for maximum demand tariffs,

e.g. half-hourly
(iv) switching street lighting
(v) calling out emergency personnel, including fire

and police
Where an economic justification for a proposed investment in telecontrol
has to be based on more than one application, the difficulty of selling
the proposed service to the various responsible authorities should be
rPrnrc'n i 7pt-
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tenned ripples. By audio frequency is in practice meant a frequency in
the band 150 to 1500 Hz.

7.28 The signal is injected at one or more points in the supply system
where the energy is taken from the 50 liz system and converted by a motor-
generator set, or by a static-frequency converter, to the required signal
frequency. As a rough guide, the outnut of the transmitter (motor genera-
tor or frequency converter) has to equal in kVA the maximum possible load
in MVA at the point of injection. For example a 50 >VA power system
requires 50 kVA of signal generation capacity.

7.29 Various signaling methods 1/ have been proposed but one fre-
quently employed uses a single audio frequency transmitted as a series of
pulses. The first one is a start pulse which is followued at a pre-deter-
mined time by an act pulse, where the action can be to switch OFF or ON.
Up to 50 orders can be received and separately identified by the simplest
receiver, but since ON and OFF operations are needed in pairs, effectively
the control system in its simplest form provides control for up to 25
circuits. A seasonal time-of-day tariff with a 3-register meter, for
example, has 2 circuits in the meter to be controlled (1-ON, 2-OFF; 1-OFF,
2-ON ; 1-OFF, 2-OFF).

7.30 At the transmitter or injection point, the audio frequency
generator is connected to the 50 (or 60) Hz system in such a way that the
audio signal can easily enter the power system but the 50 Hz power is pre-
vented from flowing back into the generator and destroying it. This
coupling, particularly if the injection is carried out at 132 kV and above,
is a substantial item of equipment.

7.31 The audio signal readily flows through the powqer system to the
consumers' premises, passing through the various transformations, e.g.
66/11 kV, 11 kV/415-240 V. At any consumer's service position a receiver
can be fitted w7hich will disconnect on command the whole or part of the
installation or perform any control or warning function. The receiver
recognizes the audio frequency signal, reiects the power cormponent at 50 Tlz,
and hopefully ignores unwanted signals collectively called noise. The
first signal received, that is a recognized valid one, starts a miniature
synchronouis (constant speed) motor which measures time. This start pulse,
half a second of the audilo frequency, also causes every other receiver on
the power system to start its synchronous motor. Some seconds later an
act pulse is transmLitted which is again recognized by all receivers but
which causes the switch to open (or close) only in those receivers adjusted
to that particular tii-me delay. The sequence is, therefore:

1/ The Landis & Gyr system is described to provide a concrete example.
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recognize start pulse

start constant speed motor

recognize act pulse

act if the time delay between
the tto pulses is ccrrect

After 30 seconds the motor stops and returns to its zero position ready
to discriminate among any other signals received.

7.32 Figure 7.1 shows a standard receiver of the simplest kind. Overall
it is a little larger than a household meter. The numbered wheel, 1-25, is
set to control the acceptance or rejection of one of the 25 pairs of ON/OFF
signals. More complex receivers are available which interpret a series of0 signals as a coded message and hence are able to provide far more than 25
ON/OFF operations.

7.33 The normal switching capacity of these receivers is 10 to 20 A
(60 A contacts might be available) so that a supplementary circuit breaker
to handle higher currents would often be required if the receiver were
required to handle loads, rather than meter registers. The receiver is,
therefore, best classed as light duty in its ability to control loads
directly.

7.34 Apart from the flexibility of control, the receiving relay provides
a service essentially similar to a timeswitch. Most studies of the economics
of telecontrol compare the present value of the investment in telecontrol
with that required to carry otut the "same" function using timeswitcies, with
the flexibility of telecontrol regarded as a bonus. Some insight into this
calculation is given by the folloi-ng cost data, which are taken from Annex
13:

Injection equipment US$750 per 1VA of system demand
Receiver US$ 35
Timeswitch US$ 40

A naive (but illuminating) breakeven calculation, assuming that maintenance
costs are not greatly different for the alternatives and that lives are
much the same, runs:

Breakeven density of application 750
10-35

= 150 receivers per 'VA of systemn demand

7.35 For a 100 4WVA system, for example, consideration should be given
to tile installation of telecontrol instead of 100x150 = 15,000 tirmeswitches.
The paper by Michez and Sch-lmucki, see Annex 13, puts the last figure as
low as 1000. The cost differential between timeswitches and receivers is
of course crucial to this calculation and to reach the lower figure, the
following assumptions were made in that paper:



Figure 7. 1 -A telecontrol receiver of the
tirme-coded type capable of
differentiating between 25
pairs of ON/OFF commands.
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a. A timeswitch costs 1.6 times a receiver
instead of 1.14 (40/35) as in Annex 13.

b. A timeswitch is amortized in 10 years but a
receiver has a life of 15.

c. The maintenance cost ratio of a timeswitch/
receiver is put at 33, with US$2 per annum for
timeswitches and 6 US cents for receivers.

d. Nothing is said about maintenance of the
central injection equipment.

7.36 In another example taken from the same paper, the pivotal figure
in the calculation leading to an equally low breakeven guide density was the
very significant addition of 'setting time"' to the annual costs of time-
switches. Evidently, these timeswitchies were being used for the (unsuitable)
task of controlling some form of time-of-day rate. with seasonal variation
in the timing and hence had to be regularly adjusted. 1/

7.37 While there is room for differences of opinion, the breakeven
guide density of 150 receivers per 1,7VA of system demand is thouglht more
realistic than the figure of 10. In particular, the view that the tele-
control installation, including the central equipment, requires insignificant
maintenance in contrast to the regular maintenance required for timeswitches
is rejected. Annex 14 comments on some maintenance and operational diffi-
culties e-nerienced with telecontrol installations. Agair the view, that
the purchase-price-ratio timeswitch/receiver is much greater than unity is
discounted based on the realization that the receiver has to be precisior.
engineered if it is to respond to valid signals and to reject spurious
signals.

7.38 An overall view of this discussion leads to the follo-wing
recommendations:

a. BelowT 103 controlled consumers per .VA of
system demaind give preference to timeswitcil
control rather than telecontrol, provided the
flexibility of the latter is only desirable
and not essential.

b. Akbove 200 controlled consumers per CVA of
system demand (but see Ann2-x 13 on the
dynammic aspects) e-:amine telecontrol.

1/ This unfavorable view of timcswitches and their maintenance and
setting costs may also arise from the widespread use of escapement
models in which the escapement has to run all the time. These
models require regular maintenance and attention.
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c. At an intermediate level pay particular
regard to any engineering problems of the
system concerned wlich might act as determinants.

This discussion is in the context of a well-maintained and staffed
European electricity supply systerii.

7.39 However, for a developing country such as West Pakistan, perhIaps
a more stringent view should be taken of telecontrol in that some invest-
ment in central equipment will have to be made before any experience of the
difficulties and benefits can be gained. Successful operation is ques-
tionable, especially if the supply frequency cannot be controlled. The
signal frequency is tied to the supply frequency of 50 Hz and while the
receivers permit some latitude, t;1is might be exceeded. Again favorable
experience withi telecontrol applied to compact supply systems, especially
towns, cannot be relied upon where the application is perhaps mainly to
rural areas. Those engineering aspects whaich combine to give poor voltage
regulatioin and high energy losses for the power frequency equally and
adversely affect ripple signals.

7.40 The position might improve in that development work is still
taking place and eventually costs may fall. One radically different method
is the use of radio control. Radio receivers made by 'Motorola are being
used by the Detroit Edison Company, Michigan, to control domestic water-
heating. l/ This approachl avoids the need to add to injection capacity
sympathetically with additions to system capacity. Another promising
approach in the experimental stage is to use time-spaced pulses and elec-
tronic solid--state logic (as used in computers) to differentiate between
wanted signals by a complex code. 2/

Load Limiters

0n 7.41 Load limiters (circuit breakers) with settings related to current
are operated by electromagnetic or thermal elements or a combination of

l/ "Radio Control of Water Eieaters and Distribution Station Voltage
Regulators", J. B. Oliver, IEEE Paper No. 69-CP666-PW1R, 1969.
This paper describes the use of 200,000 radio control switches to
disconnect storage water heaters and a further 800 to initiate
voltage reduction on the system. Cost data are not available to
pennit comparison of radio control with ordinary telecontrol,
though a radio receiver/decoder is believed to cost US$40.

2/ "Solid State Remote Control System", J. W. Townsend, Electrical
Powqer Engineer, June 1970.
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both which open the circuit when a given current is exceeded. If this lhappens
the load limiter can easily be reset to restore supply by the consumer pusliing
a button once he has sufficiently reduced his demand. The load which causes
the circuit breaker to open is not precisely deternined and there is a time
delay before the device operates. However, to simplify discussion it will
be assumed that load limiters act precisely at the nominal setting value
and act immediately.

7.42 Two kinds of load limiters are available. One kind of limiter
has to be replaced to alter the setting, whereas the other, see Figure 7.2,
has a few adjustable settings: for example, 5, 10, 15 A or again 15, 25,
30 A, or in the largest size 40, 50, 60 A. The non-adjustable version
costs about US$3 whereas the adjustable one costs US$10. Yet another kind is
often used in France l/ where adjustable load liT,niters have the additional
and important function of protecting the consumer's installation from
earth leakage and are, therefore, fitted with a sensitive eart'h leakage
device.

7.43 Load limiters are inexpensive devices and since they ostensibly
limit load are wortlhy of serious consideration in any study of load control.
However, as described in Annex 9, these devices are widely employed as
a basis for levying the fixed charge of a two-part tariff or as thne basis
for a single-part tariff without an energy meter. The first question to be
answered, therefore, is whether a load limiiter used in this tariff context
has any significant load limiting effect.

7.44 This question cannot he firmly answered since load researchi data
are not available on matched groups of consumers wliere the control group
have energy meters and thre treatment group have energy meters plus load
limiters. Conjecturej load data are of little value, because either a
significant (to investi-enlt) load cut or an insignificant cut can be broughnt
about by manipulating thte assumptions. For example, for Britis'i 'iouse-
holds, the following claimlis could be made in the absence of load researc'
data:

a. the system peaks in winter when it is cold
and dark*,

b. househiolds contribute to that peak-;

c. when thley are cold, or are short of other fuels,
they will turn to electricity for hieating to a
greater exte-nt than usual,

d. this action will increase both (i) tlhe system-
peak and (ii) the individual's pealk,

1/ Electricite de France or an associate issue a performance specification
and obtain supplies from seven local manufacturers.
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e. hence restricting the individual's peak to its
normal level will significantly reduce invest-
ment in system capacity.

7.45 This kind of reasoning could easily be extended to other consumers
on other power systemi:s. The essence is that sometimes consumers need more
electricity and that, under certain circumstances, these enhanced needs
will coincide with system peak. However, the proposal is not to reduce the
individual's dem.and at such times, for example by doubling the price using
telecontrol and a 2-register meter, but to limit the individual's demand at
all times. The weakness of the argument lies in item d.(ii) where it is
claimed that an increase in system peak coincides with an increase in the
individual's peak. Extensive load research in Britain 1/ on the problem of
domestic electric heating using radiant electric fires, which usually equal
in installed load the total generating capacity, on the whole firmly
rejects conclusion e. 2/ and assumption d.(ii).

7.46 Based on recorded demands of individual domestic consumers, studies
have shown, fairly conclusively, that the British domestic consumer on
ordinary tariffs makes his individual maximuum demand across the seven days
of the week, and across the waking hours of the day, almost at random.
Certainly the randomness, i.e. lack of a coherent pattern, is sufficient
to refute any suggestion that the domestic consumer should properly have
his individual maximum demand restricted as an investment-saving device.

7.47 Howqever, these data relate to consumers on a winter-peaking
system with average annual consumptions beth'een, say, 3,000 !T-1h and 15,000

l/ For example, see Utilization Research Reports Nos.

55 ) Characteristics of the Socket Outlet Load in
) Domestic Prem.ises

56 ) Diary of lIousehold H1eating

57 ) A.G.B. Home Audit - Use of Fuels for Space Heating
) and Water Heating.

58 ) Cold Snap Survey

Electricity Council, London. Circulation is restricted. In one volume.

Also see "Research into Unrestricted Domestic Space Heating' J.5. Joggis,
Electrical Review, 21st June, 196S.

2/ Within reason, of course: if individual demands wTere to be sufficiently
limited then system demand would be reduced. That the sum of zeros is
zero provides no clue, however, to the belhavior of electricity con-
sumers granted feasible restrictions.



Figure 7.2 - An adjustable current-operated load
limiter with settings of 5,10 or 15A.
The "button" to restore supply is in
this example a toggle.
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kMh. Obviously they cannot apply in West Pakistan to any proposal to
limit residential demand. Nonetheless they demonstrate that conjecture
is a poor substitute for measurement, and that the essential "'obvious"
assumption that limiting individual demand reduces investment in system
capacity should not forrm the basis of investment in load limiters wit'ihout
substantiating measurements.

7.48 In France, where load limiters are used extensively as the basis
of the fixed char,e of a domestic twzo--part tariff, no claim is made by
Electricite de France that load control is achieved. They report that
limiters (disjoncteurs) very rarely indeed operate on overload, but that
the tariff and the price applied to the limiter setting might have a
depressing effect on the growth of domestic electricity.

7.49 The second question to be answered is whether load limiters
could have any application outside the tariff context. For example,
could they be installed in homes, in factories and on farris to limit
demand to some level which has been fixed by an authority such as WAPDA?
If the aim is to limit individual demand as may happen where a large
industrialist is supplied fror. a grid sub-station and has agreed not to
take up too much of the local capacity, then oeviously a load limiter I/
could be used to prevent the consumer breaking his contract, though pre-
cisely the same effect could be obtained by a penalty on the maxirum
demand charge for exceeding an a-reed level. Ow7ing to the starting
currents taken by the electric motors, there is little question of
installing loa( limiters for the control of private tubewells and in any
case these loads are usually of the all-or-nothing variety withX the farmer
having little or no control over his electricit-y deunand.

7.50 For residenatial consumers using, only electric lighting,, load
limiiters could be installed to restrict thle growth of demiand and inisofar
as the lighting demand is likely to be Coincident Withl the system
peak, it could be clair!med that tihis approach wotuld redluce investmiient in
system capacity. HIowever, thlis kind of proposal, if seriously made,
ignores the possibility that the other uses to be made of electricity
beyond the first one or two lighits mighlt consist of applicatiolns ouLsicde
the peal; hours. Tihe consum-ler is to b'e th-ireatened witLi disconnection should
he exceed the setting on the curreint limiter, whereas the supply systeme at
that tinle migIht be fully capable of meeting th-le proposed increrment of demand.

1/ It would have to have an extended time delay to prevent frequent
operation on motor starting currents and wotuld, therefore, be priced
at more than US$10. There are otlher technical issues which would
inflate the price.
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7.51 Load limiters could be prevented from operating at certain times
(by-passed) by means of timeswuitches or telecontrol. This combination of
devices, costing perhaps US$50 per consumer, would circumvent the objections
of the previous paragraph. The combination is analogous to a time-of-day
tariff where the tariff pressure at times of highI system demand has been
replaced by pressure on the rate of utilization when and only when it is
required. The combination device also makes it possible to select a much
lower limiter setting than would be possible with continuous operation of
the limiter. The cost of US$50 seems high in relation to only a partial load
reduction if the application is to domestic consumers.

Social Costs

7.52 This chapter has so far discussed the various metnods of physical
rationing, mainly using technical devices, witn the assumption that load
control is not to be weighed against the alternative of providing additional
system capacity: supply capacity was taken to be fixed. There is clearly
a need, however, to show under what circumstances expenditure on load control
devices would be thought to be more desirabile than investment in capacity.
These alternatives are, of course, to be compared on a basis of equal
effectiveness in mieeting/suppressing demand increments, in excess of
the supply capacity.

7.53 Equal effectiveness is a difficult concept if pursued in detail.
1 INJ suppressed at consumers' terminals has the benefit of zero trans-
mission losses. But 1 -IN of generating capacity can be seen to have a
tangible output, wiereas 1 ITH of demand-cut will lead to no investment
savings until the cut is proven and has found its way throughi the demand
forecasting procedures. 1/ Again a load cannot be cut if it is not present,
so that the honed-for cut of 1 r7 mih-lt not always prove to be effective. 2/

9 7.54 Granted, however, that the problem of wfhat is a megawatt in this
context has been overcome, the two main apnroaches to physical rationing
could be compared with the provision of additional generating plant in
accordance with the following formulation:

Let C1= Present worth of social product lost by repressing
selectively 1 74W of load

1/ But distributors often buy electricity in bulk from a generating
authority under the terms of an annual maximun) demand tariff.
Such distributors therefore re%ard load control, especially
telecontrol of domestic water hieating, as givi4n rise to immnediate
tangible savings. The generating authority might not saare this
viexwT.

2/ Conversely, a cut might grow in depthn over the years with a given
investment in rationing, devices.
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C2= Present worth of social product lost by shedding
unselectively 1 I1W of load

C3= Present worth of resources used by providing 1 1N of
generating capacity

h = Cost of hardware associated with selective load control
of 1 N.J

Then, we postulate

C3 >C 2->C1

But social cost of selective load control is C1 + h

9 and C3>C2C1 + h

Only if C3>C2>Cl + h

should selective load control be considered as an alternative to unselective
load control.

7.55 In this formulation, selective load suppression requires hardware
to discriminate between consumers and possibly betvween peak and offpeak
times, whereas unselective load shedding is achieved, as at present, by
manually tripping circuit brealkers at grid substations. The final inequality
says that investment in hard-ware physically to ration con'Umers is only
worthwile if the social costs with unselective sheddin- exceed those with
selective suppression (load control) by a margin greater than th1e cost of
the hardware.

7.56 Estimates of t!the present worth of social product lost'? under the
two regimes have not been made. How.ever, interviews with i.ndustrialists
tended to slhox. thiat the degree of unselective load shnedding now-o applied
was well tolerated. 1lo clear-cut solution to the proble-m of excess demand
has been brought out by t''liS study of physical rationing devices. ,-owever,
as an opinion-forriing guide, the follow,ing rank'ing of load-control schemes
is thought to be broadly appropriate:

Price rationing with temiiporal pricing.
Price rationing Withl e-istingr metering.
Unselective load shedding.
Selective loacd slieddin- using timeswitches or telecontrol.
Restraint by load limiters.
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WEST PAKISTAN

WATER AND POWER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

REPORT ON LOAD CONTROL STUDY

ABSTRACT FROM TERMS OF REFERENCE

1. The Bank is interested in trying to determine through a practical
case study the responsiveness of power demands in a developing country to
pricing policy and other commercial arrangements and the feasibility and
effectiveness of controlling the load through engineering devices. In
addition to helping the particular country concerned, it is hoped that such
a study will serve the wider purposes of enabling the Bank to provide better
advice to borrowers on methods of raising system load factor economically
and to improve its techniques for appraising power projects.

2. West Pakistan and specifically the supply area of the Water and
Power Development Authority (WAADA) has been selected for this study in
agreement with the Government and WAPDA. WAPDA has been experiencing in-
creasing difficulty in meeting the demand on its system for various reasons,
including shortage of capital in the face of rapidly growing load, and the
quality of service has been deteriorating in consequence. The role that
pricing or other control measures could play in alleviating the situation
calls for investigation. Moreover, the pattern of system capability is
changing with the growing amount of storage hydro capacity, leading to wide
seasonal variations in the costs of supplying the peak demand; it is desir-
able therefore to examine the extent to which the shape of the load curve
might be altered to match the changing pattern of supply by commercial
arrangements or other devices.

3. You should therefore make a study of the economic, technical and
administrative feasibility of the various methods available for controlling
the load on the WAPDA system. The main tasks to be covered during the study
will be as follows:

(a) to identify loads which might be adjusted in response to
differential pricing or other commercial arrangements such
as supply agreements with the load cut-off or contingent
load sliedding (with or without warning). This wil'l involve
detailed discussion with selected consumers (industrial,
commercial and agricultural) and investigation of the al-
ternative types of power consuming equipment and of energy
available to them;
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(b) to estimate the magnitude and timing of changes in the
global pattern of power demand which might result from
the application of such pricing or other commercial
techniques;

(c) to develop data on the costs of power supply at different
times of day and seasons and in different areas. (A com-
puter model in the Bank of the WAPDA system will help in
generating information about bulk supply costs or differ-
ent shapes of load curve under different reservoir condi-
tions and you should obtain data in Pakistan on trans-
mission and distribution costs);

(d) to review the various technical methods of load control,
such as off-peak metering, ripple control and load limit-
ers, wqith particular reference to the costs and feasibility
of applying them in the WAPDA system;

(e) to determine whethler the savings from the adoption of the
load control measures referred to in (a) and (d) above
would outweigh their costs; and

(f). to make recommendations regarding the specific measures
which should be adopted by WAPDA to adjust demand to system
capability, and how these measures should be impleuented.

4. You should arrive in Lahore on or about June 4, 1970. En route
you should visit the Electricity Council in London on June 1 and Electricite
de France in Paris on June 2 for briefings which have been arranged on their
experience of methods of load control.

5. During the course of the study Mr. Boggis may also be required
to visit Djakarta 1/ or some other developing country where load limiters
have been used extensively and possibly an area where ripple control has
been used.

1/ Another engineer went in October and reported on his findings to
Mr. Gavin E. Wyatt on November 30th.
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AN ENQUIRY INTO TAXATION APPLIED TO

ELECTRICITY ACCOUNTS

The questionnaire for the enquiry of 1965 asked for information
for each country on any taxes that were imposed on L. V. consumers' elec-
tricity accounts.

It was understood that the taxes referred to were those explicitly
charged to the consumer when drawing up his account and not taxes that the
electricity producing and/or distributing undertakings had to pay in respect
of certain aspects of their activities such as personnel employed, installed
capacity, etc. or as tax on turnover or profits.

The following countries reported no such taxes were levied:

Austria Hungary Portugal
Finland Ireland Switzerland
Great Britain Poland Yugoslavia

Other countries replied as follows:

Country Tax Rate Type of Tax

Algeria 7% Production Tax
Denmark 12.5% Value Added Tax (VAT)
Spain 1.5-10% Transfer Tax ("Derechos Reales")
Greece 6.5-10% 5% Turnover Tax plus Stamp Duty
Norway N.A. Fixed Amount per kWh
Sweden 7%-10% Fixed Percentage per 40,000 klh or more
West Germany 11% VAT
Belgium 7% Taxe de Transmission
Netherlands 4% VAT
France 15% VAT plus Municipal or Departmental Taxes
Italy N.A. Municipal, Government and General Receipt

Tax (4%)

N.A. - Not available

SOURCE: "The Structure of Low Voltaae Tariffs and the Degression of Low
Voltage Tariffs for Domestic Uset, R?port by Jean Bossaert,
Cannes Congress September 1970, International Union of Producers
and Distributors of Electrical Energy (uIPElrE).
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EXCERPT FROM DRAFT FOURTH FIVE YEAR PLAN,

POWER SECTOR, JUNE 1970

Progress under Third Plan:

4. Power facilities in West Pakistan during the Third Plan continued
to expand in spite of the severe power crisis in the first half of the
Plan period due to the failure of major thermal power station at Multan
(260 MW), delay in the completion of the Lyallpur power station (132 MW)
and Hyderabad extension (23 M) and shortage in number of grid stations and
undercapacity of transformers. Some of the features of this expansion are:
installed capacity from 1,000 MW to 1,920 MW, total generation from 3610 mil-
lion kilowatt hours to 6,700 million kilowatt hours inclusive of captive
industrial generation, per capita generation from 70 units to 112 units,
length of transmission and distribution lines 11 kV and above from 13,500
miles to 38,000 miles, number of consumers from 0.84 to 1.48 million.

5. In spite of this expansion, however, complaints about the poor
quality of service not only persisted but increased. Deficits appeared
for the first time in the revenue accounts of WAPDA. It has, therefore,
become imperative to improve the efficiency of the public utilities in
order to improve the level of reliability and the quality of service to
consumers.

Objectives:

6. The objectives during the Fourth Plan will be:

a. to remove the deficiencies which emerged during the Third Plan
period;

b. to sustain economic growth by meeting the increasing needs of
the productive industries; and

c. to strengthen social services and improve the economic effi-
ciency of the rural areas by undertaking rural electrifica-
tion in conjunction with tubewell electrification.

Strategy:

7. Greater emphasis will be placed on improving the operating effi-
ciency of the public utilities, particularly that of the Water and Power
Development Authority. Efficiency can be introduced by creating proper
balance between generation and marketing facilities, reducing power losses
(recorded as high as 32% of total generation) and employing better operat-
ing and maintenance techniques (the failure at the Multan Power Station
was due to inefficient operation and poor maintenance). The Plan attempts
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to achieve a balance between generation and marketing facilities through
higher allocations to distribution than in the previous plans. WAPDA on
the other hand will have to take concerted action to reduce the losses in
the system and to evolve better operating and maintenance techniques and
to improve its distribution system. Emphasis will be placed on creating
more grid stations with shorter feeder circuits, renovating existing dis-
tribution mains through replacement of transformers and installation of
shunt capacitors and feeder voltage regulators to stabilize voltage to
consumers. These works will have to be undertaken simultaneously with
extension works to give new connections for spreading the social benefits.

8. Serious doubts have been expressed on the ability of WAPDA to
shoulder the responsibility of retail distribution of power along with the
construction of major power and irrigation facilities. Consideration,
therefore, should be given to the bifurcation of the power wing from WAPDA
or at least the separation of retail distribution and its handing over to
an autonomous power corporation in the province.

9. The different zonal systems which are at present isolated need
to be interconnected by transmission lines capable of carrying large quan-
tums of power in order to meet future needs at minimum costs. During the
Fourth Plan the Northern system is proposed to be integrated with Upper
Sind system by construction of E.H.V. interconnection between Gudu and
Lyallpur and the lower Sind system with Karachi system by permanent 132 kV
lines. The integration of the nor-thern region with the southern region
by means of the Cudu-Karachi E.H.V. link has been postponed to early Fifth
Plan because:

(a) surplus hydro power from North becomes available in appreciable
quantities justifying E.H.V. interconnection only after the
commissioning of Tarbela in late 1975; and

(b) optimum utilization of Tarbela power is not possible till
E.H.V. interconnection between Tarbela and Lyallpur is ener-
gized in 1975/76.

The Gudu to Karachi E.H.V. link, however, should proceed directly
along the right bank of the Indus. It should be made to pass over Lakhra
coal field which will facilitate the interconnection of a coal based station
with the national grid later in the future. Besides, on this route the
transmission line will traverse an area north of Karachi which has less
alkalinity and salinity in the air compared to the Karachi-Kotri area.

10. Sizeable agricultural load has emerged d-uring the Third Plan
which contributes to large seasonal variation,s in peak demand particularly
in WAPDA's Northern Grid system and Upper Sind. This seasonal variation
for the integrated Northern Grid and Upper Sind system in 1975 is expected
to vary from 1,355 M-1 in April to 1,520 MWn in September which would include
95 IV of public tubewell load in April and 204 MW in Sept&mber. It has
been observed that the critical month in respect of supply is April when
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the output of the hydroelectric power stations is greatly reduced due to
fall in the reservoir water levels and not the month of September when the
maximum demand occurs because the increase in demand is taken care of by
the increased capability of the hydel power stations which is maximum at
that time. Accordingly, the Plan program for additional generation for
the Northern Grid and Upper Sind has been evolved after examining the
computer run offs on a monthly basis in respect of generation capability
versus demand with special reference to the month of April for average
water years. Taking cognisance of the fact that the major generation
scheme involving installation of a 200 MW unit at Gudu power station
is progressing very slowly, the system capability has been tested against
demand without this unit but including availabilities from ongoing Mangla
units 5 & 6, Gudu units 1 & 2, and new Mangla units 7 & 8. Under the above
condition, in April 1973-74 the system capability will be 1,448 MW, firm
capability 1,348 MW as against peak load of 1,243 M inclusive of 95 MW on
account of public tubewells, which could be subtracted from the peak load.
The reserves available are considered sufficient for the annual maintenance
of generating units and spinning capacity inter alia for voltage and fre-
quency control. In April 1974-75, however, the system capability and firm
capability will be the same but peak load is estimated to reach 1,355 MW,
7 MW more than the firm capability if no allowance is made for shedding
public tubewells. The position will be slightly tight for about 3 months
if Gudu Unit 3 is delayed but with proper planning of system operation in
respect of annual maintenance etc., it could be tided over till the advent
of Tarbela Power in June, 1975.

11. The Hyderabad-Karachi pooled system in the Southern region will
be interconnected with the Northern region in early Fifth Plan and as
such the strategy for the Fourth Plan involves balancing the firm capability
of the pooled system with the system demand in such a manner that after
interconnection with the Northern region the excess on gross capacity
matches the import from the North up to at least the mid-Fifth Plan period.
This would require the commissioning of a 200 MW power station in the
pooled system by 1974. Accordingly, the Plan includes investment for
commissioning of a 200 MWI power station at Karachi in the private sector
not only because of cheaper sources of generation at Karachi but also
because of financial constraints in the public sector program for the
Power Sector in West Pakistan.

12. Peak lopping i.e. maximizing energy at the expense of demand
capacity merits serious consideration during the Fourth Plan particularly
in the Northern region. This would enable postponing investment in addi-
tional units at Gudu and possibly the later units at Tarbela. Peak lopping
could be achieved by encouraging energy usage during off peak load hours
through tariff incentives and/or by forced restricted hours of supply by
installation of timeswitches at the consumers' premises. The additional
cost involved in double metering and timeswitches will be negligible in
comparison to capital cost of additional generating equipment.
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13. Lag in the growth of agricultural and sales during the Third Plan
was not only due to load shedding but also indicated widespread theft of
energy by meter tampering, wrong reading, etc. With the introduction of
double metering this danger may increase further. Obviously, there is an
urgent need to eradicate these malpractices. An independent inspection
squad could be created in WAPDA for inspection of consumer premises and
checking of meter readings to reduce the losses. Cooperation from the
consumer will be essential. The existing malpractices, however, should
not deter WAPDA from embarking on a program of double metering at least
in selected areas on an experimental basis to effect peak lopping, which
besides postponing capital investment will also result in reduction of
energy price, particularly the fixed part of the two part tariffs.

Program:

14. The program in the public sector provides for the speedy com-
pletion of the following on-going and new generation schemes:

Gudu units, l& 2 220 MW in 1971-72
Gudu unit, 3 200 MW in 1974-75
Mangla unit, 5 100 2NW in 1970-71
Mangla unit, 6 100 MV in 1971-72
Mangla unit, 7 100 MN in 1972-73
Mangla unit, 8 100 nW in 1973-74
Tarbela 1 & 2 350 MW in June 1975
Quetta 3 & 4 15 MW in 1973-74

15. The progress is behind schedule in respect of Gudu unit 3 of
200 NW and the cormissioning of this set during the Plan period appears
doubtful. It is possible, however, that the progress on this project may
improve during the currency of the Plan period. In the private sector
the Plan provides for the commissioning of a 200 MW conventional power
station at Karachi. The need for additional generation at Karachli has been
established on the basis of the planning criteria discussed in the strategy.
The following table summarizes the different sources of generation which
are included in the program:

lWEST PAKISTAN
Installed capacity by source of generation

Achievement Target
1965 1970 1970 1975

Hydel 269.7 669.7 667.8 1,417.8
Steam (plus Gas turbines) 487.3 1,190.0 1,028.7 1,437.7
Diesel 58.0 28.0 46.9 20.0
Nuclear - 125.0 - 125.0

Sub-total: 815.0 2,012.7 1,743.4 3,000.5

Captive Industrial Capacity 185.0 150.0 180.0 150.0

TOTAL: 1,000.0 2,162.7 1,923.4 3,150.5
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16. Provision has been made for the retirement of the old steam power
stations at Lyallpur (13 MW), Sahiwal (6 M4) and Hlyderabad (5.7 MI). No
additional diesel capacity is planned to be added and the existing capacity
has been reduced substantially to cover the retirement of obsolete diesel
units for reasons of economy and availability of power from large central
generating stations.

17. The allocation required for generation in the public sector is
Rs 708 million (including Rs 493.0 million on account of on-going gener-
ation schemes) which constitutes 28% of the total allocation.

18. Power planning in West Pakistan has a space dimension and the
demand and availabilities discussed in the strategy become relevant only
when the different markets are interconnected by transmission lines. Al-
though the program provides for E.H.V. interconnection between Gudu and
Lyallpur, it is doubtful that the line would be commissioned during the
Plan period. It is necessary to synchronize the completion of this line
with the commissioning of Gudu Unit 3 of 200 MW. The existing and under-
construction 132 kV lines from Gudu to Dharki in the north and Sukkur in
the south, however, will be commissioned during the Plan period which would
ensure the absorption of the output of the Gudu Units 1 & 2.

19. The program provides for the speedy completion of the transmission
lines associated with Mangla Dam Units 1 to 4 comprising 220 kV double cir-
cuit line from 'Mangla to Kala Shah Kaku, single circuit 220 kV line on
double circuit towers between Kala Shah Kaku to Kot Lakhnat and 220.kV
double circuit transmission line from Kala Shah Kaku to Lyallpur. These
lines were scheduled to be completed in November, 1968, but due to unfore-
seen circumstances were delayed and only certain sections will be energized
by the end of the Third Plan period. It is important that strengthening
of this system is not similarly delayed and effort should be made to phase
this work in a manner which would synchronize with the phased commissioning
of the under-erection and planned M;angla Units 5, 6, 7 and 8 provided under
the generation program. The strengthening would involve construction of a
second double circuit 220 kV line between Mangla and Kala Shah Kaku and
220 kV double circuit line between Mangla and Wah besides stringing the
second circuit on existing double circuit towers between Kot Lakhpat and
Lahore.

20. Since the first two units at Tarbela are scheduled to be commis-
sioned by June, 1975, and since it does not appear possible at this time
to interconnect Tarbela with Lyallpur by that date, the program includes
construction of 3 - 220 kV transmission lines bet.weeni Wah and Tarbela to
be completed by June, 1975. It is imnortant, however, to plan, finance
and implement the E.H.V. interconnection between Tarbela and Lyalltur as
early as possible not only to utilize the OUtplit of the later Tarbela
Units, but also to give a meaning to the integration of the Northern
region with the Southern zone and Karachi. Provision has been made in
the Plan to initiate the construction of this vital link.
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21. The allocation to transmission stands at Rs 569 million, of
which Rs 419 million will be on account of the on-going schemes of Mangla
Dam transmission and 500 kV E.H.V. interconnection between Gudu and
Layallpur and Gudu and Karachi. The allocation for transmission consti-
tutes 22% of the total outlay in the public sector for power development.

22. During the Third Plan the service was marred by load shedding
and abnormally high system losses. The amount of load shed during the
months of July and August 1968 was of the order of 0.9 million kWh per
day. (The total amount of load shed during these two months was 56 million
kWh.) The parameters by which the quality of service is measured viz.
frequency and voltage conditions at the consumers' premises left much to
be desired. Another serious aspect has been the increase in system losses
as percentage of energy generated (22% in 1960, 26% in 1964 and 32% in
1968).

23. Failures of existing power stations, delays in completion of new
power stations and transmission facilities, inadequacy of the distribution
system particularly the shortage of grid stations, longer than permissible
lengths of feeder circuits and under capacity of distribution mains and
transformers contributed to a large extent to load shedding, poor quality
of service and increase in system losses. The distribution program, there-
fore, includes installation of 26 new 132 kV, 39 new 66 kV and 1 new 33 kV
substations, extension of 30-132 kV and 56-66 kV substations, conversion
of 25 substations from 66 kV to 132 kV in addition to the 38 grid stations
for which orders have already been placed. It also includes the renovation
of existing distribution mains and replacement of transformers not only to
improve the reliability and quality of service but also to reduce the
abnormally high system losses, a large percentage of which occurs in the
distribution system.

24. The distribution program besides the above work aims at providing
service connections to 630,000 new consumers in WIAPDA system which would
bring the total number of consumers in the province to more than 2 million
by 1975.

25. The rural electrification program has been adopted in conjunction
with tubewell electrification largely as a social service. Since it cannot
be regarded as a paying commercial proposition, care has been taken to see
that this program does not impose excessive financial handicaps on the power
industry. Accordingly, only 1,000 villages are planned to be electrified
during the Fourth Plan period.

,26. The financial outlay on distribution will be of the order of
Rs 1,250 million -- about 50% of the total capital outlay of Rs 2,527 mil-
lion for Power Development in the public sector during the Fourth Plan.
The physical and financial targets of the program are presented in Annexes.
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OUTLINE OF A METHOD OF RESOLVING THE TOTAL LOAD
INTO CONSUMER CLASS COMPONENTS

Collection of Data

The following data have to be collected for a number of sub-
areas which together cover the total area. A sub-area describes any
supply catchment area for which demand and annual consumption data are
available or can be closely estimated.

(i) the annual kWh-sales of electricity (for the year
embracing the days being analysed) for each of
the class components: e.g. domestic, commercial
and industrial.

(ii) half-hourly potential demands/on days selected
for analysis.

These data can be expected to be available as by-products of
the accountancy system for a comprehensive supply network covering a
country. Smaller electricity undertakings may find it inconvenient to
use the method owing to insufficient sets of data, i.e. few sub-areas.

Component annual consumptions are used as the regressors, and
the potential demands for each half-hour are broken down by multiple
regression techniques into their class components. By repeating the pro-
cess for each half-hour of each day the component daily load curves are
delineated.

Preparation of Data for Regression Analysis

It is advisable to scrutinize the demand and consumption data
for obvious errors. The demand curves can be expected to vary smoothly
for each sub-area from half-hour to half-hour on any day and to show
fairly systematic variations between the days for a given half hour.
The consumption data for any sub-area should show, in general, a consis-
tent pattern of grovth when compared with data for earlier years. Later
on when the analysis has been completed, it may be necessary to repeat
the scrutiny, paying attention to those parts of the data which the
analysis suggests might be in error.

The checked data are then presented to the computer as an
observation matrix, with the potential demands as explained variables,
the annual component consumptions as regressor variables, each sub-area
(k-suffix) providing a set of observations.

The computer can be programmed to group minor groups of con-
sumers with major ones to reduce the likelihood of estimating demand
curves for minor components where the demand level is swamped by the
variance. In such cases negative values sometimes arise which, of course,
are hard to defend as realistic estimates. As an example of the pro-
cedure, the following seven consumer groups:

1/ Potential demand is the demand supplied plus any allowance for demand
reduction.
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1. domestic

2. farms

3. combined premises, e.g. shops with flats

4. commercial

5. public lighting

6. industrial

7. traction

can be combined to form three class components:

(1) + (2) + (3)/2 called "Domestic"

(4) + (5) + (3)/2 called "Commercial"

(6) + (7) called "Industrial"

In each case the leading group is dominant in England and Wales and pro-
bably in many other supply systems, i.e. 1, 4 and 6.

Another kind of transformation of the data, which can sometimes
be found helpful, is to scale down, or up, any entire set of demand and
consumption data arising from any sub-area using a constant scale factor
for that sub-area but different scale factors between the sub-areas. The
aim is broadly to equalise the variance of the data, bearing in mind that
the multiple regression method assumes that each observation (each sub-
area) can be regarded as coming from a pool of observations of constant
variability. In fact, the data arise from accidental dispositions of
bulk-supply metering and consumers' accounts areas and in consequence
it might be useful to challenge the concept of constant variability.

Class Effective Annual Load Factors

The demand data are measured at bulk supply points whereas the
annual consumption data are measured at consumers' terminals. For the
purposes of the regressions this makes no difference whatsoever but if
the estimated component demands are to be translated into annual load
factors at a given point in the system some estimate of the losses (for
each class) over the system must be made. The total energy purchased
at bulk supply points can be compared with the aggregate kVh-sales to
all consumers, after allowance for any direct consumers who take special
supplies from a bulk supply point. This gives an overall percentage in-
crease to be applied to the kWh-sales in calculations of load factor,
but in practice the percentage increase is varied for each consumer class
above and below the overall figure, broadly in accordance with the pro-
portion supplied at low voltage.
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Mathematical Description

This description relates to any given half-hour.

Notation

N = Number of sub-areas into which the total area of
supply is divided.

Pk = Demand for sub-area k.

n = Number of components into which the total demand
is to be resolved.

Xik Annual kWh-sales of component i in sub-area k.

bi = Regression coefficient of component i.

ek = Error term in the regression equation.

F = X ek = Sum of squares of the errors.
k=1

Further Notation for Constraint

Xit Annual kWh-sales of component i for the total area.

Pt Knowli total demand to which component demands have
to sum for each half-hour.

A = Lagrange undetermined multiplier.

Regression Analysis

The regression model used minimises the error sum of the squares
in the equation.

Pk= bXlk+ b2X2k + +bn Xnk +ek | . . . (

Equation 1 relates the demand for each sub-area to the sum of
the estimated component demands. Each component demand is described by
a coefficient b., which is the samie for every sub-area and wnich estimates
the component demand as the product b X k. The coefficient has the di-
mension of MW/GVWh or, equally, i i kW/l,OOO kWh. It thus has an
immediate (reciprocal) connec-tion with annual load factor, effective at
the given half-hour.
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In so far as the system has losses, the annual consumption data
measured at consumers' terminals and the bulk-supply point demand data
are not completely consistent with each other and with the usual defini-
tion of annual load factor. However, as already mentioned, a correction
for losses can be made. That is if we ignore losses for the time being:

Effective annual load factor of i-th component in sub-area k

= Xik/(Pikx 8.76o)

= Xik/(biXikx 8.760)

= 1/(b x 8.760) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

Equation 2 shows that the regression model assumes an annual
load factor (ignoring losses) which is constant for a given component
over all sub-areas in relation to the demand for any given single half-
hour. This assumption, repeated for each half-hour, also leads to the
concept of invariant shapes for the component load curves on any given
day among the many sub-areas. The error term e arises to the extent
that the assumption of constant effective annua! load factor is not
strictly tenable.

The object is to minimise F, the error sum of squares, with
respect to bl, b2, ... , bn

subject to the constraint

P t b 1Xit b2X2t + bnXnt 

which ensures that the sum of the component demands for any half-hour is
equal to the known system total demand Pt

We have
N N n 2

F = k= e2= { b iXik - Pk} froin equation . . . .

k=l kii 

N n

so that aF I 2X { i b i ik Pk
Tb. k=l j =

J for all i . i = 1, , n

The expression for F has been differentiated in equation 4 to find the
values of b. which give the minimum error of squares, i.e. min.F. For
example, for one of the bi coefficients, say b., we have an expression
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in equation 4 which would normally be put equal to zero. However, the con-
straint, equation 3, modifies the usual method of finding a minimum. By
Lagrange's Theory of Undetermined Multipliers, at the constrained minimum

n

aF + 2XA { b X1t - P 0 for all i : i =1 ............. n
Th. Th. i=l and for each j = 1 .......... n

n

and bXiit P.t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)
i=l

Hence the following n+l equations apply where X is the Undetermined Multi-
plier,

0 + bX + b X + *-. + b X P
llit 2 2t n nt t

xxt lk+ bEXlkX2k + *-- + b XTkXk = pX P

iX + blX2 Xlk + b2EX2k + + bnyX2k nk l 2k k

k k k k

S XX~~~t + b1 X2 Xlk + 2Kk n2 .+ nk IX2k Pk
k k k k

nt 1kXnk Xlk 2k nk 2k nk nk knk k

. . . . (6)

These equations can be written more compactly by using matrix
notation.
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We define

Xt = Xlt X= ll 12 ln. b = b- P = XlPt Xit iix x12 iln b 1 1

X2t 21 22 ' 2n b2 2P

Xnt ni n2 Xnn bn n

. .. . . . . . (7)

N

where X i = = xii Xik XJk
k=i

N
and XiP = Xik Pk

k=1

Hence the n+1 equations mentioned above can be written

;Transpose i 1 F

oib . . . . . . . . (8)

The unknowns X and b can be found by premultiplying each side of the equation
by the inverse of the square symmetric matrix.

If the facilities in the regression program do not enable the
Undetermined Multiplier to be used, the matrix equation solved will be

X b = P

In this case there is no guarantee that the component demands will sum to
the known total demand, but as an expedient the resulting estimated compo-
nents could be scaled so that they sum to the correct total, provided the
adjustment is of little significance.

Yet another approach is to use a regression model with a constant
term so that equation 1 becomes

Pk b bl xlk b2X2k + +bXn +k (9)
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Provided the data for analysis cover the complete system, the component
demands including the zero-component will automatically sum to the known
system total demand with this approach. However, the zero-component, or
constant term b0, is a demand which for any half-hour is the same for all
sub-areas and as such has no obvious physical interpretation. In con-
sequence the use of a constant term is not recommended.

0,.
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR LOAD INVESTIGATION

1. Proceed to a Grid Station and collect demand data on radial
feeders (ignore interconnected feeders and rings). For each month on the
first-choice day listed at 3 collect 24 demand readings. If a serious
power failure (very low or zero demands) is shown for any feeder, substi-
tute the second choice day given in parenthesis for that feeder.

2. Give kWh advances wherever possible. 1/ Otherwise give current
in amps. For amps only, give the voltage and an estimated power factor
at the foot of each column. These should be typical values.

3. July 21 (23); August 19 (6); September 18 (17); October 20 (21);
November 18 (19); December 15 (16); January 19 (22); February 21 (24);
March 18 (24); April 16 (20); 'May 11 (23); June 9 (18). Second choice is
in parenthesis.

4. Proceed to a local distribution office and collect the number
of consumers and connected load (the latter is not required for residential)
as shonm at the head of the sheet.

5. Check every figure and make sure that any multipliers are given,
for example kWh x 100.

1/ With the aid of hindsight, this was bad advice; current was the
better practical measurement. In theory the square-law scales of
the ammeter,; should have made them less accurate than the energy
meters but the latter had serious resolution errors.
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NAME OF SUB STATION

FEEDER…_

DATA COLLECTED BY-

IS THE FEEDER RADIAL OR NOT? …________________________________________________________

ON THIS FEEDER - TOTAL

NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONNECTION

CONNECTED LOAD IN K.W.-

SMALL INDUSTRIES (UNDER 70 K.W. EACH)---------------------NOS.--------------K.W.
MEDIUM INDUSTRIES ( 70 UP TO 500 K.Wo EACH)--------------- NOS. -_____________K.W.
LARGE INDUSTRIES -------------------------------------------- NOS. -_____________K.W.

AG RIC ULTURE
TUBEWELLS, PUBLIC (SCARP OR IRRIGATION) ------------------- N OS.- ------------ K.W.
TUBEWELLS, PRIVATE ONLY ----------------------------------- NOS -------------- K.W.

OTHER LOAD IN K.W. (IF IMPORTANT) ---------------------------- NOS---------------K.W.
DESCRIBE OTHER LOAD-- NOS._-____________K.W.

FEEDER DEMAND DATA
KWH ADVANCE (OR CURRENT IN AMPS)

HOUR JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE

01.00

* 02.00

03.00

04.00

05.00

19.00

20.00

21.00

22.00

2300 1
24.00

POWER FACTOR

VYOLTAGE K.V. _

IBRD - 5347(R)
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ESTIMATION OF COMPONENT LOAD CURVES FROM FEEDER DATA
BY MULTIPLE-REGRESSION ANALYSIS

(1) Let Yn = demand on nth feeder at a given hour

( X1 = No. of residential consumers

( X2 = Connected load of small industries

On nth feeder ( X3 - Connected load of medium industries
( = Connected load of large industries

( = Connected load of public tubewells

( X6 = Connected load of private tubewells

Then Yn =b 1X1 +b2X2+ ....+b 6X 6 iE

Given data for N feeders 1 4 n > N

N
find b .... b6 to minimise E 2

(2) Repeat for each hour, separately for each sarple day
of each nonth. That is for .2x24 = 288 times.

(3) Multiply b1 by the total X1 for Northern Grid, i.e. total
No. of resldential consumers in that area, to give an es-
timate of residential demand for that hour. Repeat to
generate load curves.
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TAOLF R-3 SAFET I

FORECAST OF ML'JTHLY GENERATED ENERCY - NIRTH GRID, SINlD L KARAZHI

(MILLIONS OF KAH)

JUL AUG SEP ICT NJV iEC JAN FEB MAR APR 4 AY JUN TOTAL

106 - 070

NORTH - TOTAL 340 352 355 360 337 356 366 339 375 335 365 379 4259

UPPER SID - TOTAL 12 12 12 14 14 15 15 14 15 13 15 16 167

LOWER SIND - TOTAL 21. 21 21 21 21 23 24 21 23 22 23 23 264

KARAC-I - TJTAL 92 93 92 98 92 96 1 01 93 104 102 108 107 1173

TtTAL 465 478 480 493 464 490 506 467 517 472 511 525 5868

4.
197D-3 971

NORTH - TOTAL 393 407 410 416 390 412 411 380 421 376 410 426 4852

* UPPER SIND - TOTAL 15 15 15 1.7 18 18 19 1. 7 19 16 18 19 206

LOWER SIND - TOTAL 25 24 25 24 24 27 28 24 26 26 26 27 306

KARACAI - TOTAL 110 1.12 111 1.18 1.11 1.16 116 107 120 117 125 1.23 1386

TtOTAL 543 558 561 575 543 573 574 528 586 535 579 595 6750

1971-1 072

NlkTH - TOTAL 441 458 'e,l 468 438 463 458 424 469 41 9 457 475 5431

UPPER SIND - TOTAL 18 13 1i8 21 22 22 22 21 22 19 22 23 249

* LLOWER SINO - TOTAL 28 28 28 28 28 31 32 28 30 29 30 31 351

KARACHI - TOTAL 127 ].29 128 136 128 133 134 122 137 134 1.43 141 !.592

* TrOTAL 614 63 4 t35 653 616 649 646 595 658 601. 652 670 7623

* 3.172-173

* NORTHl - TTLL 491 I f) 514 5 21, 48R 516 507 470 520 -4 4 506 526 6033 0

UPPEO S 1 i - TOTAL 21 2? 22 25 26 27 26 24 26 22 76 26 293

LOWqER SINO - TOr)l 32 32 32 32 35 37 32 35 34 35 36 404 c

qw KARACHI - TOThL 146 148 1.46 156 146 1.53 183 140 157 154 163 161 1 823 

00

T Y)fSL o90 71 2 7.4 7 354 l 7 31 7 23 5 66 7 38 6 74 730 749 8 553 
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_ 1 i3L. 3-3 SHEET 2

FfVtFCAST 4 X.TIILY 98-NFhATEr) FNFr)GY - 'J1RTH GRI8, SIND f KARACHI

(PILL 111S 1'F K34)

Jut i JO Sf9 1CT '1.)V DEC JAN 'E5 MAR APR MAY JUN TOTAL

_d) 7,: - t74

* NfrRrH - rIAL 544 5 5 569 577 541 571 559 5l 8 573 512 558 580 5667

JpP029 SI'-J' - TO'TAL 25 ? 25 29 30 31 30 28 30 25 30 30 339

L :-. SIl') - TCTAL 37 IG 37 36 36 40 42 36 40 39 40 41 463

* K4A 1-1H - T ITP IL 167 lo 63 l 7 179 1 1 7 175 172 157 176 173 l 4 182 7068

inTAL 773 7C6 198 821 774 817 803 739 919 749 82 2 833 9534

1 74-1 Q75

NORTH - TOTAL 600 623 6 27 636 596 630 609 564 625 558 608 632 730.9

* UPPER SIND - IOTAL 29 30 29 33 35 36 35 32 35 29 34 35 392

LOWER SIND - TOTAL 42 41 42 41, 41 45 47 41 45 43 h5 46 519

KARACIl - TOTAL 188 ' G 188 203 1 8i 197 191 175 196 1 92 204 ?02 2312

TOTAL 859 R84 836 q.1 R60 908 882 91 2 901) 822 891 915 10531

1975-1 92s

NOPT.1 - [OTAL 654 37 ( 4 694 t50 637 670 620 687 613 668 604 9000

UPPER SIlJO - TOTAL 33 35 34 39 40 42 40 36 40 33 39 40 451

* L0"EL 51 E 0 - TCTAL 47 46 47 46 46 51 53 46 50 49 50 51 582

KARACHi - TOTAL 208 21) 209 22-3 209 219 212 194 2117 213 227 224 2565

0) TOTAL 942 171 974 1002 9 45 999 975 896 994 908 984 1009 11599

.197P- 1'77

0

'1> 4TH - TOTTAL 719 7'16 752 7f- 714 75S 735 68!1 754 673 734 762 8787 7

LU P P SI 4 P - TT ir L 3 40 I R 44 46 47 46 42 46 38 45 46 51S 5

LC4EK Sl'l) - TUTAL 57 57 7 57 56 63 65 37 62 60 67 63 716 l

4KA 0CH I - TOTAL 231 234 232 248 232 243 234 2114 240 235 250 247 2840 0

To;TAL i.O45 1077 1079 1111 l 'l008 Io0O 994 1.0?2 10065 ! 00. 11 1 8 12859
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FliViFC.tSr lii t,liL Y OL3NE-ATE) ENF.4Y - A3 T!l G° ID, SI \jO F, Kt 4-HI

(MILLIONS ']F 

J.JL E P 'CT \ V OEC JAN FE3 'AP APR MAY JUN TOTAL

_ ~~1 ( - I '- :

* N'r\JvT - TOT L 789 31'? 825 837 7 4 8?8 804 745 825 736 803 834 9629
OPP9 Sl i ) - TOC;T l. 44 4 44 5l) 53 54 50 46 S0 42 1.a 50 578
L13!:- . STf7l - T- L 665 64 65 44 64 71 74 64 70 68 70 7? 811

* KAZ 31iT - TlT; L ? 5 2% 274 2 O 2?68 ?57 7 35 ?t4 257 275 272 3131

TO'TAL 1154 3.118 1190 .1225 1157 1221 1 1 85 1090 1209 1 105 1197 1 228 14149

I 973-1 C7c

NORT'I - TOrTAL 864 896 903 916 858 906 885 820 908 810 8P3 918 10567
* lJ SIPPI ' SI ) - TOTAL 48 50 4+ 55 58 60 52 48 52 44 51 52 618

LWEkR SI:N - TOTAL 75 74 75 74 73 81 85 73 80 78 80 82 930
KAPACHI - TOTtAL 281 284t 678 30' 282 295 282 ?26 2S9 283 301 298 3435

.
T3TAL 12t8 1304 130 3 3 1 r. 1271. 1 ?42 1304 11' 9? 1 329 121 5 1.3 15350 15551

N(I<TH - TiOTAL 950 0% q 9th '00 944 997 9S0 880 974 369 948 985 11435
UPPER SI 3D - Tl!TAL 50 52 50 58 60 62 60 55 60 50 58 60 675

* LOvF-k 5I f3 - TOTAL 79 78 7' 78 77 86 90 78 85 82 85 87 984
KARAC iI - F OTAL 3(08 311. 309 329 309 323 307 281 31 5 309 328 324 3753

* TJIAL 1387 )477 ,7 32 1473 13?0 1468 1407 1294 3434 131.0 1419 1456 16897

0

* P3-NTN - rf'T L lON? Y i'-3 lU')
4

0 I0 10) - 070 1028 96? 1354 9 I 1026 l o06 1 2374
UPPL.!.S I - T .L I7 t) 58 6 , 71 64 S 9 64 .4 3 665 750

00LON L.l S I \ ID - T,' Tv 9 I, 9( 59 0 49 104 a 9 98 e5 98 10 0 1 I 3 5 
o K A RlI - IluT.L 335 3:> s36 350 336 35! 333 305 342 335 366 35? 4079 -

V rPAL 1 '5'7 155 3 ' 150(7 1 ?52G 1406 ) 558 14?M 16 43 1 693 18?33

p



TABLE B-3 SIEET 4

FOPECAST OF MOINTHLY GENERATED ENERGY - NORTH GRID, SIQD & KA:ACHI

(MILLIONS OF KWH)

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV OEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN TVTAL

1931-;982

NORTH - TOTAL 1103 1145 1153 1170 1096 1158 1110 1029 1139 1016 1108 1151 13378
UPPER SI~D - TOTAL 61 64 62 71 74 76 68 63 68 57 66 69 799
LOWER SIND - TOTAL 99 98 9° 98 97 108 113 98 107 104 107 109 123t
KARACHI - TOTAL 364 368 365 389 365 381 360 329 369 362 385 380 4417

TOTAL 1627 1675 1679 1728 1632 1723 1651 1519 1683 1539 1666 1709 19131

I982-1583

qWTTF 4`TUTA L '192 1Z37 1246 1264 1185 1251 '- 119 1105 1224 1092 1191 123T -4:4417
joPER SIND - TaTAL 65 68 66 75 79 81 72 67 72 61 71 73 853
AIwER SIND - TOTAL 108 107 108 107 106 118 123 107 ,17 113 117 119 1350
(ARAC-Il TcPAL 393 398 394 421 394 412 387 354 397 389 414 409 4762

TOTAL 1758 1810 1814 1867 1764 1862 1775 1633 1810 1655 1793 1838 21379
.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t . 7 .. 

1983-1984

qORTH - TOTAL 1281 1329 1339 1358 1273 1344 1272 1178 1305 1164 1269 1319 15431
WPER STND'4- TOTAL 69" 72 70 so 84 87 7Tr 71 '' 77 t 64--
bOWER. $NO - TOTAL 117 115 117 11S 114 127 133 115 126 122 126 128 1455
(ARACH[ - TOTAL 422 427 424 452 424 443 414 379 425 416 443 437 5106

TOTAL 1889 1943 1950 2005 1895 2301 1896 1743 1933 1766 1913 1961 22895

1984-1985

iORTH - TOTAL 1366 1417 1428 1448 1357 1433 1347 1248 1382 1233 1344 1397 16400 "

IPPER SIND) - TOTAL 73 77 74 85 89 92 80 74 80 67 78 81 953
OWfR SINU - TOTAL 124 123 124 123 121 135 141 122 134 129 134 136 1546 0
,ARACHI - TOTAL 452 457 453 484 453 474 443 405 455 446 474 468 5464 ^

TOTAL 2015 2074 2079 2140 2020 2134 2011 1349 2051 1875 2030 ?082 24363
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FZ ,*ECAST f!F .U?NTHLY Gt),VRATFr ELNFR'Y - V t;2TH ., 10, SI HO t K6D4-tiHI

(H ILL LL S 9F K NN

* JUL Aw, SEP OCT 'V )EC JAN FEI MAP APR m AY JUN TOTAL

NOlRTH - Tl TAL 1446 It01 1512 5 437 1 l 1424 1.3l9 1461 1303 1421 1477 17353

UPP P Sl .1 - THTAL 77 sO 78 89 93 96 84 77 84 73 82 84 994

LLhER SlIA15 - TOTOL 131. 1O 11 130 120 143 149 123 142 137 142 144 1637

KAR\011 - IVA L 4'84 4°O 4 (i 51 e 485 0 7 474 434 486 477 537 5O1 5849

TO)TAL 2138 2201 2206 2Z71 2144 2264 2131 1959 2173 1987 21F7 2206 25832

Id.go
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UPECAST OF viONTHLY "ENE-RATH P PEAK LCA DS - \:JRTH GRID, SI NJ C KARACHI

(MEG,AATTS)

JUL AUUG SEP nCT NtOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

1 6q - 1. 970

QPRT H - TOTAL 761 790 822 807 781 799 819 840 840 775 817 87B
JPPER SIN) - TOTAL 26 28 28 31 33 33 35 3.5 35 3) 34 36
LOWER SINO) - TOTAL 48 47 49 47 48 52 54 52 51 51 1 54
<ARACHI - TOTAL 205 208 213 220 213 215 227 239 233 236 242 248

TOTAL 1040 1073 1112 1105 1075 1099 1135 1157 1159 1092 1144 1216

1970-1971

qOR TW TOT AL 879 912 9511 933 903 923 92P 944 944 870 918 986 :
JPPER SIND - TOTAL 33 35 35 38 41 41 42 43 42 37 41 44
XOWER SIND - TOTAL 55 54 57 54 56 60 62 60 59 59 59 62
(ARAC;I - TOtAL 248 251 256 265 256 259 261 264 268 271 279 285

TOTAL 1215 1252 1298 1290 1256 1283 1285 1311 1313 1237 1297 1377

1971-1972

4ORTH - TOTAL 988 1025 1067 1047 1014 1037 1025 1052 1052 970 123 1q99
MP-r.lsl(Tqz-'TDTAL--n 40 42 42 47 50 50 50 51 5s 44 49 5

.OWER.. 51haO - TOTAL 63 63 65 63 64 69 72 69 68 68 68 72
ARACR1L - TOTAL 285 288 295 305 295 299 299 393 307 311 320 327

TOTAL 1376 1418 1469 1462 1423 1455 1446 1475 1477 1393 1460 1550

1972-1973.

IORTH - TUTaL t301 114? 1189 1167 1130 1155 1136 1165 1165 1374 1133 1217
IPPER SIND - TOTAL 48 50 50 56 eo 60 59 60 59 51 57 61 O

OWER SIN5 - fTnAL 73 72 75 72 73 79 82 79 78 78 78 82
,ARACHI - ToTAL 3Z7 331 339 350 339 343 342 347 35) 356 366 374

TOHTAL '549 1595 1653 1645 1602 1637 1619 1651 1653 1559 1$64 1.734



TA'3LF 3- SIEET ?

FOP ECAST OF :fDN;THLY ,FN[RAT-Th PFAK L;AC[:S - 'JRTI1 G9lD, SLID0 & KARACHi

(MF,GAWATTS)

JUL AUG SFP O3 CT '1 3V DEC JAN FEB MAR APR kAy JUN

3 27 ,- c7

NORTH - TOTAL 1219 1265 1317 1293 1252 1280 1252 1284- 1284 1184 1250 1342
UPPER SIN) - TOTAL 56 59 59 b5 70 70 68 69 68 59 66 71
LOWER S'J!) - TOTAL 83 82 86 82 84 90 94 90 89 89 89 94
KARACP I - TC FriL 374 378 387 400 387 392 385 393 395 400 4?2 420,

TOTAL 1732 1784 1849 1840 1.793 1832 1799 1933 1836 1737 1317 1927

1974-1975

NORTH - TOTAL 1.344 1395 1452 1426 1380 1411 1365 1403 1400 1291 1362 1462
UPPER SIND - TOTAL 65 68 68 75 81 81 78 80 78 68 77 82
LOWER SINO - TOTAL 93 92 96 92 94 102 106 102 101 101 1013 106
KARACHI - TOTAL 420 425 436 450 436 441 428 433 439 445 457 467

TOTAL 1922 1980 2052 ?043 1991 2335 1.977 2015 2018 1405 1997 2117

1975-1976

NORTH - TOTAL 1465 1.520 1583 1554 1505 1538 1500 1539 1539 1419 1497 1607
UPPER SINUf'- TOTAL 75 78 78 87 94 94 89 90 89 77 87 92
LOWER SIND - TOTAL 104 103 108 103 1.06 114 119 114 113 113 113 119
KARACHI - TOTAL 467 473 484 500 484 490 475 481 487 493 508 518

TOTAL 2111 2174 2253 2244 2199 2236 ?183 2?24 2228 ?102 2205 2336

1976-1977

NORTH - T 0T/ L 1611 1671. 174( 1709 16 94 3690 !647 1683 1689 1557 1643 1764
UPPER SIND - TO;TAL 85 29 89 98 .06 t06 10? 104 10?2 89 '3 1.06
LOWER SIND - TOTAL 129 127 133 127 1.30 140 146 143 , 139 139 139 146
KARACHI - TOTAL 518 525 537 555 537 543 5?4 53! 578 545 561 573

TilTAL 234? 2412 /t9 ° ,'488 2497 479 2419 7464 246P 2330 2443 R 589 I



0 0
T.A3L: - S-FET R

F ̀J EOAST IOF `!J5'4TH,LY OGF-NFF, TlP PfLA9 LJV)S - NORTH SRI U, SI J5 L KARACH1

(MEGA4ATTS)

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV OEC JAN FE8 MAR APR MAY JUN

-7 r- -

NORTH - TOTAL 1768 183 1910 1875 1 315 1 d56 1802 1848 1848 1704 1798 1!931
UPPEfR SIN0 - TOTAL 98 102 102 113 1 i2 I 22 112 114 112 97 110 117
LOnFR SI') - TOT:L 146 144 151. 144 1 48 159 166 15q 8.se 158 158 166
KARA L I - TO,TAL 573 5 7 0 593 613 593 600 576 584 592 599 617 630

TtJTAL 2585 2v660 2756 2745 2678 2737 2656 7705 2710 2558 2683 2844

I 778-1979

NORTH - TOTAL 1935 2007 2090 2052 1985 2031 1983 2034 2034 1875 1979 2125
UPPER SIND - TOTAL 107 112 112 124 134 134 116 119 116 lot 114 121
LOOER SIND - TOTAL 167 165 173 165 169 182 190 182 180 180 180 190
KARACHI - tOTAL 630 637 652 674 652 660 531 640 648 656 675 689

TOTAL 2839 2921 3027 3015 2941 3307 2920 2975 2978 2912 2948 3125

1979-1980

NORTH - TOTAL 2129 2209 2300 2258 2186 2235 2127 2182 2182 2012 2123 2279
UPPER SIqD- TOTAL 111 116 116 129 139 139 133 136 133 116 130 139
LOWER SINO - TOTAL 177 175 183 175 179 193 201 193 191 191 191 20V7
KARACHI - TOTAL 689 698 714/ 738 714 723 688 697 706 715 735 751t

TOTAL 3106 3198 3313 3300 3218 3290 3149 3203 3212 3034 '179 3370

1980-1981

NORTH - TrlTA L 2284 2370 2467 2422 '3t5 2397 2302 2361 2361 2177 ?297 2467
UPPER SI If) - TUTAL 128 13 133 148 159 159 143 146 143 125 1 40 149
LOMfER SI N) - TtLTAL 204 202 21.1 202 206 223 23? 7?3 220 2?) ??o 232 t
KARACHIl - TOTAL 751 7 .0 77d 304 778 787 746 75(6 765 775 7q8 815 ^

CD
TOTAL 3367 34t'5 2589 3576 34583 31566 3 4 23 ?4q( 3489 3?97 34 55 3663



TABLF 8-' SHFET 4

FORCECAST OF )N\THLY GENF[ATOIk PEAK LOAiT8 - J:)rTF GRID, SI'\3 F. KARACHI

(MEGA,,dATTS )

JUL ALOG SEP OCT ND )EC JAN FFB MAR APR MAY JUN

NLIRFH - TOTAL 2471 253 5 2670 26221 2538 2594 2488 2551 2551 2353 ?482 2665
UPPE,' Sli-!) - THTAL 137 14 2 143 159 71 171 152 155 152 132 149 159
LOVFR SIND - TOTAL 223 220 230 220 225 243 253 243 240 240 240 253
KARACHI - TOTAL 815 824 844 872 844 854 806 816 827 838 862 880

TOTAL 3646 3752 3087 3872 3778 3862 3699 3765 3770 3563 3733 3957

198?-I193

NORTH - TOTAL 2670 2771 2885 2832 2742 2803 2673 2741 2741 2528 2667 2864
UPPER SINO - TOTAL 146 152 152 169 182 182 162 165 162 141 159 169
LOWER SIND - TOTAL 242 240 251 240 245 264 275 264 262 262 262 275
^kARACI - tOTAL 880 891. 912 942 91? 922 866 878 889 901 927 946

TOTAL 3938 4054 4200 4183 4081. 4171 3976 4049 4054 3832 4015 4254

1983-1584

NORTH - TOTAL 2869 2978 3100 3043 2946 3312 2850 2923 2923 2695 2844 3053-
UPPEFR S MD - TOTAL 155 162 162 180 194 194 171 175 171 149 158 179
LOWER SIND - TOTAL 261 258 270 258 264 285 297 285 282 282 282 297
KARACil - TOTAL 946 958 980 1013 980 992 9?7 939 952 964 992 1013

TOTAL 4231 4356 4512 4494 4384 4483 4245 4322 4328 4090 4286 4542

1934-1985

NORTH - TrTAL 39059 3174 330(5 3244 31.41 3211 3018 3095 3095 2854 3011 3233
UPPER SINU - TOTAL 164 171 1.7 190( ?05 205 179 183 179 156 176 187 0
LO.ER SINL) - TOTAL 278 275 287 275 281 303 316 303 300 300 300 316
KARAC1I - TOTAL 1013 1025 1049v 1084 1049 1061 992 1.005 1018 1031 1361. 1084 c

jT.AL 4514 4o45 45312 4793 4676 4780 4505 45.35 4592 4341 458 4820
f 0 T A L 4645 4 ~~~~~~~~~31 2 4592 4341, 4548~~~~~~~~

U



db T ^ TLF 8-' SOEET 5

F ':LCAST OF i11TIil Y -'F-RAT0F PFAK L')AOS - NI.OATH G010, SI LD K4RACH!

I 'FG.^-CATTSI

* JUL AU0 SFP 'CT DIEC JAN FE'S MA? APR lAY JUN

Z ~ ~~~~~ I?85- i6

* Ntj4fii - Tl TAL 3240 3 3 8:2 -5) 3436 3325 4400 31 CO 327? 3272 3017 3184 3418

JP?3PR SI L) - TOTLL 172 17a 1 70 1 9 95 2115 1 87 1j 9 1 87 1, 3 1 83 1 95

LLLER SI I - TrIT!L 294 2'1 304 Ot 29 3 321 334 3?1 318 318 31 F 3 34

* IKAI•f4C00l - T iTAL 3 084 O ;)" 7 122 U1o 1.123 1136 1 06) l 375 1 08° 1 103 113S 11 59

[LTAL 4790 4?9 o 06 5 080 4962 5372 477_ 7 3859 49866 601 4320 5106

.

.

c

.1

J
Is.M

w 
at~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C
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TABLE a-4 SAEET I

NORT-ERN GRID

GENERATING CAPABILITY VFRSUS DEMAND (i.M) (PRELI MIARY)

(AVFRAGE WATFR YEAR)

(INCLUDING SHEDJLED MAINTENANCE)

1969 - 197D MONT-LY PLANT CAPABILITY MEGAWATTS (NO2 OF JNITS INSTALLED)

_ ZZnNE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JA4 FEB MAR A OR MAY JUN

N - MULTAN 130(4) 130(4) 130(4) 130t4) 1?0(4) 190(4) 1904) 190Q(4) 192(4) 191(4) 191(4) 19014)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2 1 132123 132(2) 132(2 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(21

N - SHAHDARA 28(4) 2814) 28(4) 42(4) 42(4) 56(6) 55 (6 56(6) 56(61 56(61 56(6) 42()5

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 10t(4) 100(4) 100(4) 102(4) 133(4) IDD(4) 160(4) 160(4) 160(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 88(81 5 (9) 4B 8) 4.8(91 48(8) 72f8) 8 (8) 8( 8) 98(8)

N - MANGLA 280(4) 280(4) 28(I4) 280(4) 7RO(4.) 230(43 ) 2 3(4.) 32D(4) 232(4) 272(4) 3?0141 3?0(4)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 818 818 818 772 S0) 806 805 846 782 95' 94S 932

*B FIRM CAPABILITY 718 718 718 672 700 706 705 762 716 784 R66 835

**C PEAK LOAD 761 790 82? 807 791 799 813 84J 840 775 81 7 878

SURPLUS GENa(A-C) 57 28 -4 -35 1? 7 -13 6 -58 75 7?9 54

FIRM SURPLUS GENe(B-C) -43 -72 -1fS4 -135 -81 -93 -113 -78 -124 9 49 -43

***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 79 84 lE7 ID7 Po 77 93 133 130 68 90 130

* FIRM CAPABILITY=TOTAL CAPABILITY MINUS LARGEST UNIT 0

S ** INSLJDES PUBLIC TUBEWELLS THAT ARE AT PRESENT SHUT OFF DAILY FDO TWO HOURS DURI1G PEAK LOAD PERIDS c

' *t ACoUT 60% OF PUBLIC TUREWELL LOADS ARF SHED DURING DFAK HDURS;SURPLUS GENERATION CAN BE MODIFIED ACC3ROINGLY W

N - NORTH ZONE;S S SOUTH ZCNE



* 0

TABLE C-5 S47T 2

NORTIERN GRID

GENERATING CAPABILITY VERSUS DE4AND (44) (PRELIMIN RY)

* (AVERAGF WATFR YEAR)

(EXCLUDING SC1E)JLFD MAINTENANCE)

1970 - 1971 MONTILY PLANT CAPABILITY - ME8AWATTS (NO, OF JNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP DCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR AD MeSY JUN

N - MULTAN 260(A) 26n(4) 2 f1(4) 26nt 4) 261(4) 5)I4) 263(4) 26(t4) 268t41 261(4) 26(4- ) 64 6(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) t32(2) 137(2) t'3 21 l?( 7 1(32t7)

N - SIAHOARA 82(6) 82(I6 82(6) 82(6) 832(6 Z(6) 82(56 82(6) 82(6)1 P2(6) R2(6) (6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 100(4) 113(4) 100(4) 100(4) 1004) 100t4) 161 4) 160(4) 150t4)

N - HYDELS 8818) 88(P) 88(8) 88( e) 56(8) 488) 489() 48(8) 72(8) 80(8I 88(8) 88t8)

N - MANGL4 320(4) 320(4) 320(4) 460(4) 453(4) 452(4) 4)3(4) 336(41 232(4) 232(4) 32814) 495(5)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 1042 1r42 1042 11 22 IL93) '074 '02? 958 878 946 l 7 I?IY7

*B FIRM CAPABILITY 942 942 42 1007 975 961 922 874 812 880 062 111Q

**C PEAK LOAD 879 912 050 933 903 923 920 944 944 870 918 986

SURPLJS EN 0o(A-C) 163 13C 52 !89 187 (5! 1D2 14 -66 76 126 221

FIRM SURPLUS GENe(B-C) 63 30 -8 74 77 3R 2 -7D -132 11 44 124

***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 108 116 166 146 124 99 132 173 173 91 12n 173

SEE FOOT NOTES ON SHEET 1 0

ceN



TAB3LE S-4 S-FFT 3

NORTAERN GRID

GENERATING CAPABILITf VERSUS DEMAND M0) (PRELIMINARY)

(AVFRAGE WITER YPAR)

(FXCLUDING SCFDJLED MAINTFNANCE)

1971 - 1972 MONTALY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (NDO OF UNITS INSTALLED)

4w ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SFP OCT NOV DEC JNN FEB MAR APR 'AY JUN

N - MULTAN 260(4) 260(4) 26C(4) 260141 260(4) 250(4) 2634) 2 6 34) 260(41 26)I4) 260(4) 261(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(21 132(21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132121 132(21 132(2) 132121 132(2) 132(2)

N - SHAHOARA 82(6) 82(6) E2 f( 82(61) 2(6) 82(6) 82tS 892(6) 82(6) 92161 82(6) P21bl

N - WARSAK 16014) 160(4) 160(14 100(4) II1 1 I41) 102(4) 13D(4) MM( I 00(4) 160(4) 160(41 16534)

N - HYDELS 881(8 8818) 8(8)8 88(8) 55(8) 4818) 43(8) 48(8) 72(8) 80(81 8818 9 818I)

N - MANGLA 575(51 690(6) 690(6) 690(5) 591(5) 578(56 600(5) 504(6) 348(6) 348(61 480(6) 582151

S - GUDU 0 0 Q 1 1 3 3 63II) 60(11 0l (2) 100(2)

A TDrAL CAPABILITY 1297 1412 1412 1352 1323 138! 1222 1126 1054- 1122 13n2 14Q4

*B FIRM CAPABILITY 1182 J.297 12c7 1237 1205 1187 1122 1042 988 1056 12n2 1304

**C PEAK LOAD 988 1025 t(-(7 "r47 '014 1 37 1025 057 105?2 97n 101 1 p09

SURPLUS GENl(A-C) 309 387 3t 5 305 3D6 253 197 74 2 157 ?79 335

F 12M SUJRPLUS GENe (B-C) 194 272 230 190 191 150 97 -10 -64 86 179 235

***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 144 154 195 !95 lV5 132 139 181 181 95 125 181 I

SEF 
009T 

NOTFS ON SHEET 1 0

SEE FUPT NOTES ON SHEET 1 OQ
c'J



* 
_ TABLE -_!SESIFT 4

N9PT-ERN GRID

GENERATING CAPABILITY VERSUS DE4AMD (M4) (PREL TINh.RY)

(AVERAGE WATFR YEtR)

(EXCLUDING SCHF9JLED M6INTENANGE)

1977 - 1973 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (NO, OF UNITS INSTALLED)

LONE - PLANT JUL tilG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAM FEB MAR AP M&Y JUN
__________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N - MULTAN 260(4) 260(41 26 (4) 26f(4) 260(4) 252(4) 26)(4) 26D(4) 260(4) 26)( ) 26D(4) 20(14I

N - LYALLPUR )32(2) 1 32(I 13?(2) t32t?1 I32(2I !37(?I 132(2) 132(2i 132t2) 132(2i 132(21 132t2I

N - SHAHDARA 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) °Z(5 9) (6) 32(S) 82(6) 82(6) 82 t62(6) 82(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160() 160(J4) 1 O(4) 1)(4) 1,03(4) 13(4) 13 34) 1D0(4) 1'6014) Y61(4) 12(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8i 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 56(8) 4t(8) 48(13 48(81 72(81 80(8I 8P81I 88(8)

N - MANGLA 575(6) 690('(6 f-90(6) 690(6) 659QISi 6 78(6) tDI2( 504(6) 348(6) ?48(6) 418 6) 58?(5)

S - GUDJ 100(2) 100( 2) 1CO(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) ID)1(2) 10D(2) 100(2 1n0(2) 100(2) 10(D2)

A TJTAL :APARILITY 1397 1572 15)2 6F7 1423 1 43 1222 1226 1094 1162 1302 1404

*B FIRM CAPABILITY 1282 0397 13C7 1337 13D5 t287 P1122 1126 994 162 !2.02 1304

**C PEAK LOAD 1101 1142 118a 1167 113) 1155 1136 1165 1165 1074 1133 ? t7

SURPLUS GENe(A-C) 296 370 323 285 2 9 245 35 61 -71 88 169 187

FIRM SURPLUS GEN,(B-C) 181 255 2(8 170 175 132 -14 -39 -171 -12 69 37

- t***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 151 1 6 nr4 7rp4 17? !38 t3 3 I8 181 qs 15 18I RI

SEE FOOT NOTES DN SHEET I

*rj



TABLE _--4 S-EET 5

NORTHERN 3RID C UPPER SIND

GENERATINS CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (M4) (PRELTMINARY)

(AVERAGE WATFR YEAR)

(EXCLUDING -S8EDJLED MAINTENANCE)

1973 - 1974 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILTTY - MEGAWATTS (ND9 OF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR PR MAY JUN

0 N - MLJLTAN 260(4) 260(4) 260(4) 260t(4) 250(4) 260(4) 260(41 260(4) 260(4) 260( 4) 261(4) 260(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 13212) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

N - SHAHDARA 82(6) 82(6) P2(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) P2(6) 82(6) 82(6)

do N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 100(4) 130(4) 0o0(4) 103(4) 130(4) 110(4) 160(4) 160(4)- 161(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(p) 68(8) 8P(8) 55(3) 49(8) 48(81 48(8) 72t8) 88(8) B 8(8) 88(9I

N - MANGLA 690(6) 69t(6) 60t(6) 69r(6) 805(7) 791.(7) 71(t7) 538(7) 464(8) 4*64(8) 649(8) 776(8i

S - GUDJ 100(2) 100(?) ¶00(2 ) i0(2) 420(3) 4?1 (1) 423(3) 420()3) 42D(3) 471( 4Iln(3) 420(31

S - SUKKUR 50(4) 50(4) 50(4) 50(4) 53(4) 50(4) 51(4) 50(4) 5:3(4) 5l( 4) 51(4) 58(41

A TDTAL CAPABILITY 1562 1562 1562 1512 l90S 1383 1792 1690 1580 1648 1832 1368

*B FIRM CAPABILITY 1447 3447 4 17 ! 387 I 7C5 1 68? 1 592 148D 0 380 1 448 1632 1768

**C PEA< LOAD 1275 1324 1376 1358 1322 135Q 1323 1353 1.352 743 1316 1.4I3

SURPLUS GEN.(A-C) 287 238 18f6 144 583 533 472 327 228 405 51S 555 5

FIRM SURPLUS GEN.(B-C) 172 123 71 29 3°3 333 272 127 28 2n5 316 355
0

***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 153 161 ?C4 7r4 172 139 133 181 18I 95 12F 181

SEE FOOT NOTES ON SHEET I



a YR&LF ^- S8-FT S

NDRT-FRN oRID F JPPFP SIND

G
3
NFRATINS CAP631LITY VERSUS DEMAND (MIl) (PRELI4INRY)

(AVFRAGE OkATER YFP)

(EXCLUDING S>EDULED MAINTENANCE)

1974 - 1975 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MFGAWATTS IND. OF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DFC J^N FEB MAR 6PR MAY JUN

N - MULTA\6 260(4) 26eW 260(4) 260(4) 263(41 26 (4) 260(4) 260(4) 26(n4) 261t(4)1 261(4) 251f4)

N - LYALLPUR 13Z(21 132(2I 132(Z1 132(72 132(2) 132(2I 132(21 132Z(1 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(21

N - SHAHDARA 82(6) 82(6) e2(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82(61 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) 82()- 82(61 32(5)

* N - WARSAK 1 60(4 14 60( 4 I 0(4) 1I(4) 100(41 IDD1(41 15114t 133(41 LDt(4) 161(4) 16D(41 163(41

N - HYDELS 88(8) 8 8() 8 8(8) 88(8) 55(9) 48(81 49 (8) 48(8) 7 2(8) . 89(8) 98(8) I 8(8

N - MANGLA 920)8) 920(8I 970(8) 92P(8I 9?0(S) 914(81 8 9( 3) 67?(8) 464(8) 464t8) 640(8) 776(8)

N - TARBELA 0 p O r 1 1 3 1 3 0 ?32(?)

S - GUOU 42013) 42i(3) 420(3) 420(31 42l(3) 42 (3) 420(3) 420(3I 423(3) 4?(? I 670(3? 4I 0(?)

S - SUK<UR 50(4) 5n(4) 5 0( 4) 5(4I 50(4) 5I(4I 53(4) 50(4) 50(4) Sn14) 50(61 50(4)

A TDTAL CAPABILITY 2112 21;2 ?O?2 2r57 ?320 1995 189? 1764 1583 1549 IP32 220D

*R FIRM CAPABILITY 1912 1917? 92 185? 1921 1796 1692 1564 1380 1448 1 637 2?nn

4**C PEA< LOAD 1409 1463 152 1 50l 1461 1492 1438 1475 1473 '355 14q4 1539 8 

SURPLJS GENo (A-Cl 703 649 592 551 S59 504 454 289 107 293 3qP 662
0

FIRM SURPLUS GEN.(8-CI 503 440 392 ?SI 359 3^4 254 99 -93 3 l98 452 2

***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 151. 61 7(4 204 172 1.3 138 181 IPI 95 125 131 I

SEE FOOT NOTES ON SHFET I



* 0 *-

TARLE -F 4 S-EFT 7

NQRTHERN GRID C JPPER SIN)

GENERATING CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMA4D (Ni) IPREL14INARY)

(AVERAGF WATER YEAR)

(EXCLUDING SCHEDULED MAINTENtNCE)

1975 - 1976 MONT-LY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (NOa OF UNITS INSTALLEDI

416 ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR NPR MAY JUN

N - MULTAN 260( 4) 260(41 260(4) 260(4) 26)(4) 26 (4) 260(4) 260(4) 26014) 261I4) 260(4) 261t4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132121 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)12

N - SHAHDARA 82(6) 82 82(6) 82(6) 82(6) 81 26) 82I6) 82(6) 82(6) P251) 82(6) 92l(5

N - WARSAK 16Q041) 6O(4) 16014) 100(4) 10D(4) 100(4) 13) l100(4) 10D4) 16 (4) 16D(4) 16014)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(R) 8B(8) 88()1 5518) 48(8) 43t3) 48(8) 72(81 8n(8) 89(8) 88(9a

10 N - MANGLA 920(8) 920(8) 92C3(81) Q2(8) 9?0(3 I ) 904(8) 800(8) 672(8) 464(I8 464(8) 640(8) 776(8)

0 N - TARBELA 346(2) 404(2) 4D4(2) 404( 2) 384(2 354(2) 336(2) 294(2) 23D(21 i58(?) 146(2) 232(2)

S - GUDU 420(3) 420(3) 42t( 3) 42rl 3) 429(3) 42Q(3) 4?0(3) 420(3)1 423 4I03I1 40I3 ) k20t31

S - SJKKUR 50(4) 5(14 5r(4) 5r(4) 54(4) 5 141 50(4) 50(4) 5D(4) 5n(4) 50(4) 50(41

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 2458 2516 ?116 ?456 ?404 2363 2229 2D58 1810 186n 1979 22 0

*8 FIRM CAPABILITY 2?58 2.16 23i.6 ?256 ??04 2)t6D 2028 t858 1610 5606 '778 2000

**C PEA< LOAD 1535 1593 1656 1635 1593 1626 1583 1624 1622 14q9 1578 1693

SURPLUS GENo(A-C) 923 923 PA6C 821 811 734 645 434 188 315 400 507

FIRM SURPLUS SEN,(B-C) 723 77? 66C 6?i 611 534 445 234 -12 115 2QQ 387

***PUBLIC TUBEWELLS 151 16i ?r4 ?04 17? 3E 13 8 18). 181 95 1?F I 81

SEE FOOT NOTES ON SHEET I



a WEST TABLE C-5 - F T I

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (Ms)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1975 - 1976 MnNTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (N30 0F UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAy JUN
_- ---- -- _-- - _____--- -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(41 240(41 240(41 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 13?(2) 132(2) 132(7) 132(2) t32(2) 13?1(21 32(?) 137?1)

N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(41 12D(4) 123(4) 120(4) 120t(4) 12l(4) 160(4) 1601(4) 15(4)

N - HYDELS 8(8) 88(8) 8818) 88(8) 56(8) 49(8) 43() 48(8) 72(8) 80(8) 88(8) 88(B)

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) )016(8) 824(8) 792(8) 695(8) 672(8) 464(8) 464(81 640(8) 776(9)

N - TARBELA 34612) 404(2) 404(21 404(2) 384(21 318(2) 294(2) 25812) 230(2) 316(&) 292(4) 464(4)

S - HYDERABAD 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 4315) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUDU 42D(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420£3) 420(3) 42D13)

S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 5?(4) 52(4) 57(4) 52(4)

* K - KARACHI(Bl 3012) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 32(2) 30(2) 3 (2) 3Ct2) 30(2) 3Q(2) 30(2)

K - KARACHI(BX) 6012) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 61(2) 63(2) 6D(2) 60(21 60(2) 60(21 60(21

K - KORANGI(1&2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 137(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 137(?)

K - KORANGIM3) 125(l) 125(i) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 1.295() 125(1) ?l( I

K - KARACHI(NUCI 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(11 125(1) 125(1) 125(11 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1)

K - KORANGI(4) 138(l) 138(11 138(1) 138(1) 138(1l) 138(1) 13(1l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 3145 3291 3323 3251 3007 2901 2781 2721 2509 2e43 2803 3111

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 2772 2889 2921 2849 2615 254? 2434 2392 21.94 ?364 253D 2795 

C PEAK LOAD 2111 2174 2253 2244 2189 2236 2183 2224 2228 2102 22705 ?33 6 *

A MINUS C 1034 1117 1070 1007 818 665 598 497 281 541 598 775 o

B MINUS C 661 715 668 605 426 306 251 168 -3 4 262 325 459 ¢
CD

e FIRM CAPABILITY IS T0TAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAPABILITIES OF LARGEST iYDR0 A44 LARGEST THERMAL JN1TS, g
_ 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



TABLE C-5 SAFFT 2

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMANO (M4)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1976 - 1977 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (ND, OF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB M6R APR MAY JUN
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(41 240(41 240(41 240(41 240(4i 240(4) 240(41 24C(41 24Q(41 240(4) 24f(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 13212) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

do N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84161 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 12V(4) 120(4) 16(4 160(4) 160t4)

N - HYDELS 88(81 88(8) 88(8) 88(81 56(8) 48(8) 48(8) 48(8) 72(8) BOWP) 88(8) 99(?)

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(8) 82$(81 792(8) 69S(8) 672(8) 464(8) 464(8) 640(8) 776(8)

N - TARBELA 59214) 808(4) 8C8(4) 808(4) 768(41 636(4) 588(4) 5tS(4) 690(6) 474(6) 438(6) 696(5)

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUDU 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(31 42)(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3)

S - SUKKUR 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 51(41

K - KARACHI(B) 30(21 30(21 30(2) 30(21 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 33(2) 30(2) 3n(21 30(2) 31(21

K - KARACHI(BX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 6Dt2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2)

K - KORANGI(1&2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(7) 13?(2) 132(2)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(M 125(1) 125(1.1 125(1) 1 215 0 125(lt

K - KARACHIANUC) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(11 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(11

K - KORANGI(4) 138(1) 138( ) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 3491 3695 3727 3655 3391 3219 3075 2979 2969 2801 2949 3343

* B FIRM CAPABILITY* 311 8 3293 3325 3253 2999 2868 2728 2650 2654, 2522 2676 3027 aq

C PEAK LOAD 2343 2412 24S9 2488 2427 2479 2419 2464 2468 2330 2443 ?589 't
0

A MINUS C 1148 1283 1228 1167 964 740 656 515 501 471 5n6 754 %
N)

B MINUS C 775 881 826 765 572 381 309 186 186 192 233 438 8
0G

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS TOTAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAPABILITIES OF LARGEST toDOtN AGS T)~A ~T,C



TABLF 2-5 SHEPT 3

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (M()

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1977 - 1978 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (N3D IF UNITS INSTALLEF)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24014) Z40(4) 240(4) 2Q1(4) 24n(4) 24f44) 24nl(6

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(Z) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

_ N - SHAHDARA 84(61 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(61 B4(5) 8416) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(41 160(4) 160(41 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) ?20(4) 166(41 160(4) 161(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 56(8) 48(81 48(81 48(8) 72(81 P P( 88(8) 88(3)

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(8) 82418) 792(8) 695(8) 672(8) 464(8) 464(8) 640(8) 77618)

N - TARBELA 1038(61 1212(6) 1212(6) 1212(6) t152(6) 954(6) 882(6) 774(6) 690(6) 474(6) 438(6) 696(5)

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 4I(5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUDU 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(31 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 420(3) 620(4) 620(4) 620(4) 623(4)

S - SUKKUR 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 5?(41 5?(4) 57( )

K - KARACHI(B) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 33(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 31(2) 3I(21 30(2)

K - KARACHI(BX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(21 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(Z) 60(21 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 63(21

K - KORANGI(1&2) 132(21 132(2) 1.32(2) 132(2) 032(2) 132(?) 13?(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(7)

K - KORANSI(3) 125(1) 125(l) 125(l) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) 225(1) 125(1) 175II) 125(1) 125(s)

K - KARACHI(NUC) 125(1) 125(11 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1)

K - KORANGI(4) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1l 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(l)
--- --- ---- ____ _____ _____ _ _ ----- -_-- 

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 3837 4099 4131 4059 3775 3537 3369 3237 3169 3001 3149 3543

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 3464 3697 3729 3657 3383 3!78 3022 2908 2854 2727 2876 32?7 c

C PEAK LOAD 2585 2660 2756 2745 2678 2737 2656 2705 2710 7558 2683 28 4

A MINUS C 1252 1439 1375 1314 1097 800 713 532 459 443 466 609

B MINUS C 879 1037 973 912 7B5 441 366 203 14A 164 103 3R3

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS TrTAL CAPABILITY MINUS SU4 3F CAPABILITIES OF LARGEST IYDRO A43 LARGEST THERMAL J41TS;



TABLE C-r SiEFT 4

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (M4)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1978 - 1979 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (N), 3F UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N - MULTAN 240(4) 24014) 240(41 240(41 240(4) 240(41 240(41 240(41 240(4) 240(4) 241(4) 2L10(4

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(21 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(61 84(5) 94(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4 120(4) 160(4) 160(4) k60o4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 56(B) 48(81 48(31 48(8) 72(8) 80(8) 88(8) P8l(8

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(8) 824(8) 792(8) 696(8) 672(8) 464(8) 464(8) 640(8) 776(8)

N - TARBELA 1038(6). 1212(6) 1212(6) 1212(6) kl52(6) 954(6) 88216) 774(61 92D(81 63?(8) 58418) 281(81

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(31 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUDU 620(4) 620(4) 620(4) 620(4) 620(4) 620(41 6201(4 620(4) 620(41 620(10 620(4) 623(4)

S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 57(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4)

K - KARACHI(B) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(21 30(2) 30(21

K - KARACHI(8X) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2t 60(2) 60(2) 6)(2) 60(2) 60(21 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(21

K - KORANGI(1£2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 1.32(2) 132(2) 132(?) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(7) 13?(

K - KORANGI(31 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) - 125(1) I251 ) 175(1) '25111

K - KARACHI(NUC) 1251I) 125(1) 12511) 12511) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1)

K - KORANGI(4) 13811) 138(l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(11 138(1) 139(1) 138(l) 138(11 138(1) 138(1) 138(l)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 4037 4299 4331 4259 3975 3737 3569 3437 3399 3159 3295 3775

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 3664 3897 3929 3857 3583 337B 3222 3108 3B84 2880 3022 3459

C PEAK LOAD 2839 2921 3027 3015 2941 3007 2920 2975 2978 2812 2948 3125

A MINUS C 1198 1378 13C4 1244 1034 730 649 462 421 347 347 650

B MINUS C 825 976 90? 842 642 371 302 133 1C6 68 74 334 Q

104FIRM CAPABILITY IS TJTAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM 8F CAPABILITIES 3F LARGEST ifDRO AND LARGEST THERMA' JVITS3 P3
_ 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c



TABLE C-5 SFET 5

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (Mi)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAP)

1979 - 1980 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAOATTS (43, DF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- -----------_--------------_-------__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24C14) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24C(4) 240(4) 24n(4) 24n(4) 24nf(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 13212) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(61 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(1) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(4) 120(41 120(4) 120(4) 120(41 120(4) 160(4) 16D(4) '60(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(81 88(8) 88(8) 56(81 48(8) 48 ( 48(8) 72(8) 8o(l) 88(8) 88(p)

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) 101.6(8) 824(8) 792(8) 696(8) 672(8) 464(8) 464(8) 640(8) 77t(R)

N - TARBELA 1384(8) 1616(8) 1616(8) )616(8) t536(8) 127?(8) 1176(8) 1032(8) 1150(10) 790(10) 73C(10) ItSO(10)

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 4315) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(31 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUOU 620t41 620(4) 620(41 620(4) 620(4) 623(4) 670(41 620(4) 820(5) 820(51 820(5) 8?0(5)

S - SUKKUR 5214) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) p2(4)

K - KARACHIIBi 30(2) 30(2) 3012) 30(2) 30(2) 3D(2) 30(2) 30(2) 31(2) 3D12) 30(2) 3)(2)

K - KARACHIBX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 62(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(21

K - KORANGI(1L21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) t3?(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132?7) 132(2) J37(?)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1i t I5(11 )25(f)

K - KARACHI(NUC) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(l)

qp K - KORANGI(4) 138(1) 138(l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(J) 138(1) 1381l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 4383 4703 4735 4663 4359 4055 3863 3695 3829 3517 3641 4207

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 4010 4301 4333 4261 3967 3696 3516 3366 351.4 3238 3368 3991

G PEAK LOAD 3106 3198 3313 33n0 3218 3290 3149 3208 3212 3034 3179 337n

A MINUS C 1277 1505 1422 1363 1141 765 714 487 617 483 462 837 t

B MINUS C 904 1103 1020 961 749 406 367 158 3C2 2C4 18° 521 c

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS T3TAL CAPA31LITY MINUS SUM 3F CAPABILITIES OF LARGEsr 4YDRO AND LIRSEST THERMAL J41TS,

w



TABLE C-5 SAEFT y

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (M4)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR$

1980 - 1981 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (Nl, JF UNITS INST4LLFD)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 4PR MAY JUN---------------------------------------------------------------------
__------__-------------------------------------------------

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(43 240l41 240(4) 240(4) 240t44 240(t4 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24.(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(23?I 2(2) 732(73 13?(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(23 132(2) 132(?) 13(?() 132(2) 1371()

N - SHAHDARA 84(61 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 8(4(6 84(6) 84(63 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(63 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 160(41 160(41 160(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(83 88(83 88(8) 56(B) 48(8) 48(8) 48(81 72(8) 80(8) p 8(8) 8(9)

N - MANGLA 928(81 1016(8) 1048(83 1016(8) 82k(8) 792(83 659(83 672(8) 464(8) 464(8) 640(8) 776(83

N - TARBELA 1730(10) 2020(101 2020(10) 2020(101 1920(103 1590(10D 1470(10) 129n(10) 1383t12) 948(121 876(12t 1392(121

N - KALABAGH O 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 250(1) 250(1) 250(1) 250(l)

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(51 43(53 43(5) 4(t5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(33 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(33 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUDU 820(5) 820(53 820(5) 8201(5) 820(5) 820(5) 820(5 8 821(5) R20(5I 820(5) 820(5) 820(5)

S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52t43 52(t) 52(4) 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52(4)

K - KARACHI(8) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 3)(2) 30(2) 30(2) ?'0?) 30(2) 30C21 3D(2)

K - KARACHI(BX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 50(23 6)(2) 63(2) 6012) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 6n(2)

K - KORANGI(1&2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(2i 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) 125(11 125(11 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1l 125(1I

K - KARACHI(NUC) 125(i) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1t) 125(1) 125(1t) 1251) 1725(7) )259(l 3 25(7) 725(V) 3 25(3)

K - KORANGI(4) 13811) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1l 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(13 138(1) 138(1) 138(1)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 4929 5307 5339 5267 4943 4573 4357 4153 4309 3925 4037 4689

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 4556 4905 4937 4865 4551 4214 4010 3824 3859 3475 3587 4239

C PEAK LOAD 3367 3465 3589 3576 3488 3566 3423 3486 3489 3207 3455 3S~63 P

A MINUS C 1562 1842 1750 1691 1455 1007 934 667 820 628 58? ID26 X

B MINUS C 1189 144C 1348 1289 1063 648 587 338 370 178 132 576 t

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS TOTAL _APABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAPABILITIES OF LARGEST HYDRO AND LARGEST THERMAL J'ITS:



TABLE C-S 58FFT 7

WEST PAKISTAN GRTD

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (Mg)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1981 - 1982 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS INI- OF UNITS 1JSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 'AR APR 4AY JUN
------------------- _-------------------------------------------------__------__------------------------------------------------_-

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24044) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(41 240(4) ?4D(4) ?4D(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(51 84(6) 84(6) 8446) 84(6) 84(6)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(4) 120(4) 12D(4) 124)14 12C(4) 120(4) 160(4) 16B(4) 1t6(4)

N - HYDELS 8848) 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 55(8) 48(8) 48(8) 48(8) 72(8) 80(8) 8848) 88(p)

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(8) 824(8) 79248) 696(8) 672(8) '64(8) 464(8) 640(81 776(8)

N - TARBELA 2076(12) 2424(12) 2424(121 2424(1.2) 2304(12) 1908(12) 1764f(12) !548(12) 1380(1?) 948(12) 876(12) 1392(121

N - KALABAGH 250(1) 250(1) 250(11 250(1) 250(t) 250(l) 252(t) 250(1) 520(2) 5"f(2) 5cn(?) 50r(7)

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 4345) 43(5) 4345) 43(5) 43I5) 43(5)

S - KOTRI 42(31 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 4Z(3) 42(3) 42t3)

S - GUDU 820(5) 820(5) 82015) 820(5) 820(5) 822(5) 822(5) 820(5) 820(5) 920(5) 820(5) 8202(5)

S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4t 52t4)

K - KARACHI(81 30(21 30(21 30(21 3((2) 30(2) 32(2) 30(21 30(21 30(2) 30(21 3042) 30(2)

K - KARACHI(BX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 6D(2) 62(2) 52(2) 60(21 60(2) 60I2) 60(21 60(2)

K - KORANGI(IC21 13242) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 1.32(2t 132(?) 132(2) 132(2) 132l71 13?(2) 137(2) 137(2)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 1Z5(l) 125(l) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(tI

K - KARACHI(NUC) 12511) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(4) 12r(l)

K - KORANGI(4) 138(1) 138(1) 13811) 138(1) 138(1t) 1384)1 138(t) 138(1) 138(1) 138(l) 138(1) 138(l)

_ A TOTAL CAPABILITY 5525 5961 5993 592) 5577 5141 4901 4661 4559 4178 4287 4939

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 5075 5511 5543 5471 5127 469t 4451 4?11 4109 3725 38?7 4489

C PEAK LOAD 3646 3752 3887 3872 3778 3862 3699 3765 377C 3563 3733 3957

lw A MINUS C 1879 2209 2106 2049 1799 1279 1202 896 789 612 554 082

B MINUS C 1429 1759 1656 1599 1349 829 752 446 339 16? '04 5&?

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS TJTAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAP&BILITIES OF LARGEST HYDRO AND LARGEST THEF4AL 04ITS- C
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TABLE :-F S-PET 3

WEST PAKISTAN GRI3

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (Mt)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1982 - 1983 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (NJ, OF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
--------------------------------------------------------------------- __------__-------------------------------------------------

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(41 24D(4) 241(4) 24014) 240(4) 24(04) 240(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 13212) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

- N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(61 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84W)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4? 160(4) 120(4) 120(4) 12)(4) 123(4) 120(4) 120(4) 160(4) t60(41 #60(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 55(8) 48(8) 48(8) 48(8) 72(8) 80(8) 88(8) 88(8)

N - MANGLA 928(81 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(8) 824(8) 792(8) 696(1) 672(8) 46418) 464(P) 64D(8) 776(8)

N - TARBELA 2076(121 2424(12) 2424(12) 2424(121 2304(12) 19081t2) 1764(12) 1548(12) 1380(12) 948(12) 876(121 1392112)

N - KALABAGH 500(2) 500(2) 500(21 500(2) 500(2) 50D(2) 500(2) 500(2) 751(3) 750(3) 75r(3) 750(3)

* S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 435 43(5 43(5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 4213) 42(3) 4213) 4213) 4213) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 4203)

S - GUDU 820(5) 820(5) 820(5) 82Q(51 820(5) 820(5) 823(5) 820(5) 820(5) 820(5) 821(5) 871(5)

S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 521(4 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4)

K - KARACHI(Bl 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(21 30(2) 30(2) 30(21 30(2)

K - KARACHI(BX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 63(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(21 60(2)

K - KORANGIf1&2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(21 132(21 132(2) 13?(21 t37(21 137t()

K - KORANGI(31 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(11 12511) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1t)

K - KARACHI(NUC) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(l 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1)

K - KORANGI(4) 1381)1 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 13811) 138111

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 5775 6211 6243 6171 5827 5391 5151 4011 4809 4'25 4.537 5189

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 5325 5761 5793 5721 5377 4941 4701 4461 4359 3975 4087 4739

C PEAK LOAD 3938 4054 4200 4183 4081 4171 3976 4049 4054 3832 4015 4254 fu.
A MINUS C 1837 2157 2043 1988 1746 1220 1175 862 755 593 522 935 a

8 MINUS C 1387 1707 1593 1538 1296 770 725 412 305 143 72 485 OD

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS T3TAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAPABILITIES OF LARGEST HYDRD AND LARGEST THERMAL UNITS 0

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



TABLE C-5 S-PET a

WEST PAKISTAN 3RID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (MW)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1983 - 1984 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (N8 OF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

N - MULTAN 240(4) 24014) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24C(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(6)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 13212) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

* N - SHAHOARA 84(6) 84(6? 84(6) 84(6? 8416) 8'(61 o4f(5 84(6? 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(61

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(4) 160(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 120(4) 16D(') 160(4) s6!1(4)

N - HYDELS 88(81 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 56(8) 48(8) 48(8) 48(8) 72(8) 80(8) 88(8) 98(8)

* N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 104818) 1016(8) 824(3) 792(8) 696(81 672(8) f64(8) 464(8) 640(8) 776(8)

N - TARBELA 2376(12) 2424(12) 2424(12) 2424(12) 2304(12) 1908112) 1764(t2) t51#8(21 1383012) 948(12) 876(121 1392(1t2

N - KALABAGH 750(3) 750(3) 750(3) 750(3) 750(3) T53(3) 750(3) 750(3) 1000(4) IOV(4) '1011(4) 1000(4)

* S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43t5) 43(5) 431 5 43(5) 43t 5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 4213) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

0 S - GUDU 820(5) 820(5) 820(5) 82n(51 82 (5) 821(5) 82D(5) 820(5) 820(5) 820(5) 8?0(5) 92n(5)

* S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4)

K - KARACHI(B) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30t2) 30(2) 33(2) 30(2) 31(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2)

K - KARACHI(BX) 6012) 60(2) 60(2) 60(21 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 63(2) 60(2) 60(2) 6r(2l 60(21

* K - KORANGI(1&2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(21 132(2) 132(Z) 132(2) 132(2) 132? 132(2) 132(2) 13?2() 132(2)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(i) 125(1) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1t 125(t) 1?5(1t)

K - KARACHI(NUC) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1)

K - KORANG114) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(t) 138(l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1)

* A TOTAL CAPABILITY 6025 6461 6453 6421 6077 5641 5401 5161 5059 4675 4787 5439

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 5575 601! 6043 5971 5627 5191 495) 4711 k609 4225 4337 4989 

C PEAK LOAD 4231 4356 4512 4494 4384 4483 4245 4322 4328 LOan 4286 4547
0

A MINUS C 1794 2105 1981 1927 1693 1158 1156 839 731 585 501 P97

B MINUS C 1344 1655 1531 1477 1243 708 706 389 281 135 S1 447 la

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS T3TAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM 3F CAPABILITIES OF L4RGEST -YDRO AN) LARGEST THERMAL JNITS 0



TABLE t-5 S-iEFT 1I

WEST PAKISTAN GRID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (M4)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

1984 - 1985 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILIrY - MEGAOATTS (NOo OF UNITS INST4LLEDI

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MhR APR MAY JUN

N - MULTAN 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(41 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 24('(4) 240(1)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

N - SHAHDARA 84(6) 84(6) 8416) 84(6) 84f6) 84(6) 8416) 84(6) 8416) 84t6) 84(6) 8A(5)

N - WARSAK 160(41 160(4) 160(4) 12n(41 t20(4t 120(4) 12)(4) 123(4) 120(41 160(41 160(4) 160(4)

N - HYDELS 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 88(8) 56(8) 48(8) 48(8) 48(8) 72(81 80(8) 88(8) 88(8)

N - MANGLA 928(8) 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(8) 824(8) 792(8) 695(8) 672(81 464(8) 464(8) 640(8) 776(8)

N - TARBELA 2076(12) 2424(121 2424(121 2424(12) 2304412) t90(2) 1764(12) 1548(12) 1380(12) 948(121 876(12) 1392(121

N - KALABAGH 1300(4) 1000(4) 1000(4) 1000(4) 1000(4) 1000(4) 1000(4) 1,00(4) 15))(6) 1500(6) 1500(6) 1 5VI6)

S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5)

S - KOTRI 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 423) 42(3) 4213) 42(3) 42(3) 4213) 42(3) 42(3)

S - GUDU 820(51 820(51 820(5) 820(51 820(5) 823(5) 822(5) 821(51 328(5I 820(F) 820(51 82 (5)

S - SUKKUR 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52?4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4) 52(4)

K - KARACHI(B) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 3D(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 30(2) 3D(2)

K - KARACHI(8X) 60I2) 60t2) 60(21 60(2) 63(2) 63(2) 60(21 60(2) 60(21 60(2) 60(21 61(2)

K - KORANGI(0&2) 13212) 132(21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132t2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(p) 132(2) 13?12)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125(1l) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(t) 125(1) 25(t I 125(1) 125(1) 125( 5

K - KARACHI(NUC) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 12511) 125(1) 125(1) 125(l) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1)

K - KORANGI(4) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1l) 138(1)

A TOTAL CAPABILITY 6275 6711 6743 6671 6327 5891 5651 5i1 1 5559 5175 5287 5939

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 5825 6261 6293 6221 5877 5441 5201 4961 5109 4725 4837 5489

C PEAK LOAD 4514 4645 4812 4793 4676 478D 4505 4586 4592 4341 454P 4820

A MINUS C 1761 2066 1931 1878 1651 1111 1146 825 967 834 739 1119

8 MINUS C 1311 1616 1481 1428 1201 66) 696 375 517 384 289 669

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS T3TAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAP31LITIES OF LARGEST HYDRO A'D LARGEST THEk4&L U4ITS 9



TABLE C-5 S-EET 11

_ WEST PAKISTAN 3RID

GENERATION CAPABILITY VERSUS DEMAND (MA)

(AVERAGE WATER YEAR)

d 1985 - 1986 MONTHLY PLANT CAPABILITY - MEGAWATTS (40, OF UNITS INSTALLED)

ZONE - PLANT JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

N - MULTAN 240141 240(4) 240141 240(4) 243(41 24D(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) 240(4) S40(4)

N - LYALLPUR 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132t21 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 13212) 132(2)

* N - SHAHOARA 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 84(6) 8416) 84(6) 84(6) 84(61 84h6l 8416)

N - WARSAK 160(4) 160(41 160(4) 120(4) 120(41 120(4) 12314) 12D(41 120(4) 160(41 160(4) M6M14)

* N - HYDELS 88(83 88(8) 88(83 88(81 56(8) 48(8) 48(g) 48(8) 72183 80(8) 988(8) 88()

* N - MANGLA 928(81 1016(8) 1048(8) 1016(81 824(8) 792(81 695)91 672(8) 464(8) 464(81 640(81 776(8)

N - TAR8ELA 2076(121 2424(12) 2424(12) 2424(121 2304(123 1908(12) 1754412) 1548(12) 1380(121 948(12) 876(12) 1392(12)

N - KALABAGH 1500(6) 1500(63 1500161 1500(6) t500(6) 1501(6) 1530(6) t50D(6) 1750(7) 1750(7) 175n(7) 1758(7)

* S - HYDERABAD 43(5) 43(5) 43(51 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43(5) 43t5) 431(5 4315)

S - KOTRI 42131 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(31 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3) 42(3)

* S - GUDU 820(5) 820(51 820(51 820(5) 822(53 823(51 822(5) 820(5) 820(51 820(53 822(5) 92'(5)

* S - SUKKUR 52(41 52(43 52(4) 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52(43 52(41 52(41 52(4) 52(4) 52t4)

K - KARACh11B) 30(2) 3012) 30(2) 3012) 30(2) 30(21 30(2) 33(21 30(21 30(23 30(2) 30(Z)

K - KARACHI(BX) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 6n(2) 60(2) 6012) 6012) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 60(2) 6l(2)

* K - KORANGI1621 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 13212) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2) 132(2)

K - KORANGI(3) 125(1) 125113 12511) 125(l) 125(t) 125(1t) 25(1) 125(13 12541) 125(13 125(1) J25(1)

K - KARACHICNUC) 125(1) 125(1l 125(1l 125(1l 125(1) 125(1l 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1) 125(1)

* K - KORANGI(41 13811) 138(l) 138(1) 138(1) 138(1) 138(l) 138(1) 138(13 138(11 138(1) 138(1) 138(1)

* A TOTAL CAPA8ILITY 6775 7211 723 7171 6827 6391 6151 5911 5809 5429 5537 61P9

B FIRM CAPABILITY* 6325 6761 6793 6721 6377 594J 5701 5461 5359 4975 5087 5739

C PEAK LOAD 4790 4929 51066 5086 4962 5072 4772 4859 4866 460 4 CRP8 526 2

A MINUS C 1985 2282 2137 2088 1865 1319 1379 1052 943 821' 717 1t83 t

B MINUS C 1535 1832 1687 1635 1415 869 929 602 493 374 267 f-33 C

* FIRM CAPABILITY IS TOTAL CAPABILITY MINUS SUM OF CAPABILITIES OF LARGEST HYDRO AND L&ROEST THERMAL J4ITSf l
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TUBEWELL DEMANDS

Protection of Power Demand of Private Tubewells (Mid-1970 - Mid-1990)

1. The projection of the number of private electrified tubewells
is influenced inter alia by Government policies concerning, e.g., credit,
electrical power situation, diesel fuel availability, public tubewell
development, etc., which are in themselves difficult to project. An
attempt has been made to extend the projected growth of private tubewells
from 1970 up to mid-1990, based on the estimates in the June 1970 Indus
Basin Review Mission Report. The growth rate has been assumed to decline
by 10% during each five-year period starting from a growth of 43% for the
period 1970-75 projected by the review mission under the assumption of
the slower growth of public tubewells. In order to check the reasonable-
ness of these forecasts, the area presently served by private tubewells
was compared with the usable ground water area wihich can still be tapped
by private tubewells. The Indus Basin Review Mission estimates that about
28% of the usable ground water area is presently used. Thus, the number
of tubewells could triple. The estimates made here reach this mark
approximately by 1990. Stone & Webster (1965) projected a similar trend.

2. It is also assumed that:

a. Average monthly demand per private tubewell remains the same
throughout the projected period (Table 1).

Table 1

Estimated Average Demand
Per Consumer for Private Tubewells

(Hrs. 1630-2100)

kW

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1.3 0.4 2.6 1.3 1.3 5.4 5.8 6.7 5.4 4 1.6 1.4

b. The percentage of tubewells electrified will rise from 45%
in June 1970 to 50% by mid-1975 and that this percentage
remains constant at 50% to 1990 (Table 2).
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Table 2

Number of Private Tubewells
Used in Projections of Power Requirements

Total Growth Electrified % of Total

mid-1970 81,000 ) 36,500 45
1971 88,200 ) 40,600 46
1972 95,400 ) 45,000 47
1973 102,600 ) 43% 50,000 48
1974 110,000 ) 53,900 49
1975 116,000 ) 58,000 50

) 33%
1980 154,000 ) 77,000 50
1985 189,000 ) 23% 94,000 50
1990 214,000 ) 13% 107,000 50

c. The Northern Region (Lahore and Peshawar regions) accounted in
1969 for 95% of West Pakistan's total number of private tube-
wells. This preponderance of the Northern Region has been
assumed to last until the end of the projected period.

d. The present average capacity of private tubewells in West Pakistan
of 1.2 cusec is assumed to remain constant.

Projection of Power Demand for Public Tubewells in West Pakistan (Mid-1970 -
Mid-1975)

3. The basis for the projections is the recent Indus Basin Review
Mission Report (June 1970). There the present and projected number of
electrified public tubewells can be found. These data are reproduced in
Table 3. In order to come up with an estimate of the monthly number of
tubewells the additional tubewells (1970-75) were divided by 60 and the
then monthly additions added progressively. The lower of the two postul-
ated growth patterns was used.

4. The hourly and monthly power demand patterns were taken from
data developed for Chapter 4. Various other sources on tubewells gave no
better alternative. Since the seasonal demand patterns for Chapter 4 were
given in terms of proportions of installed loads, the installed load itself
has to be estimated. Various data suggest a rough average installed load
of 20 kW per tube-vell. A PIDE Study (January 19G6) on SCARS I tubewells
indicates that the average measured load was 21 kW. In another effort to
find a representative installed load, tne folloving calculation was per-
formed:
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Table 3

Estimated Seasonal Pwm - from, Private Tubewells and
Persian 'Wheels 1974-75

Year Source Kharif Rabi Year

1969/70 Private Tubewells 6.4 7.0 13.4
Persian lWheels 2 1.0 1.3

Total 6.7 8.0 14.7

1974/75 Private Tubewells -
(3,000 canal commanded
additional and public tubew;rell areas 5.4 8.1 13.5
public
tubewells Private Tuberells -
case) uncoummanded areas 2tR 2.7 5.7

Sub-total Private TubewJells 8.4 10.8 19.2

Persian Wheels 0.2 0.7 0.9

Total 8.6 lle5- 20.1

1974/75 Private Tube-Tells -

(7,000 canal corn,anded and
additional public tubewelJ areas 4.7 7.2 11.9
public
tubewel ls Private Tabewrells -

case) uncommanded areas 2.9 2.6 5.5

Sub-total Private Tubeweils 7.6 9.8 17.4

Persian lheels 0.1 o.6 0.7

Total 7.7 10.4 18.1

Source: Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners and Associates, Indus Basin RevielT
Mission Report - June 1970.
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5. The Indus Basin Review Mission Report indicates that, in 1970,
public tubewells consumed 387 million kWh. Dividing this total consump-
tion by the number of tubewells, we get a per tubewell figure. Dividing
again the per tubewell consumption by an estimate of annual consumption
per kW, we get an installed load of 25 kW. This figure was used in the
projections.

6. The projections take into consideration 25% system losses (gen-
erating plus transmission losses), the loads were averaged for the hours
16:30-21:00, the monthly pattern and the installed load have been assumed
to remain constant (Table 4).

Table 4

Monthly kW Factors per Public Tubewell used in Projections
(Hrs. 16:30-21:00)

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Atug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

8.8 8.0 6.0 9.5 10.3 1.1 14.3 10.0 11.0 9.3 5.5 3.3

7. In contrast to our projected private tubewell pattern, our public
tubewell pattern shows less overall dispersion. Comparing it with the
Harza forecasts (1970-71) it can be noticed that the pattern is similar,
but differs during the months of November, December and March. Whereas
our forecasts assume a fixed seasonal pattern, Harza's forecasts show from
1972-73 a flattening out of the seasonal curve.

0
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NO-METER METHODS OF CHARGING FOR

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIED TO SMALL USERS

1. First a reminder that the zero-incremental price of energy with
no-meter charging is thought objectionable, see Chapter 2, except insofar
as the technical possibilities of using or wasting energy are small. In-
stead of an energy meter some demand-restrictive device can be used to
prevent abuse of the "free" supply. This kind of tariff should not be
confused with the two-part tariff in which an energy meter is backed up
by a demand-restrictive device where the latter forms the basis, of the
fixed charge (for example, the residential rates of Electricite de France).
Such confusion is engendered by the practice (of Tokyo and Djakarta) of
having some critical demand at which the no-meter rate is replaced by the
meter plus demand-restriction rate. Evidently the absence of a meter is
thought acceptable only for the smallest installations, though these may,
of course, be numerous.

2. In Djakarta up to 200 watts is supplied without a meter and in
Tokyo up to 400. The bill is based upon either:

a. the setting, or nominal limit, of the demand-restrictive
device, or

b. the connected load of the installation obtained by
inspection. 1/

It is not clear what relative impacts items a. and b. have in practice.
Very likely the consumer declares, say, 200 watts of lighting and a device
is installed which in fact restricts him to about 250 watts but which has
a nominal setting of 200 watts.

3. A fuse 2/ can be used to limit supply but is an exceedingly coarse
device of uncertain calibration. Also -when blown it requires a visit by
a serviceman to restore supply. In contrast the various kinds of load
limiter or circuit brealker can easily be reset by the consumer puslhing a
button once he has sufficiently reduced his demand. In one case, 1.2 tiMes
the current setting is permitted to flow indefinitely, whereas twice the
setting is cut off after 10 seconds. The settings used in France (witl
meters) are 5, 10 and 15 A or higher values, and in Djakarta (without
meters) are 100 to 200 watts in steps of 25.

1/ Inspection of the installation seems to play a part anid in Tokyo the
lamp btulbs for use on this rate are loaned to the consumer who pays
3 US cents for a replacement on production of th- faulty btulb.

2/ That is simple low-cost copper-wire fuses. Cleverly-designied silver-
wire fuses are available at a greatly enhanced price.
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4. The Djakarta supply authority pays US$3 per load limiter to
substitute for a single-phase meter priced at, say, US$8 for a cheap
version. The saving on the metering itself is therefore around US44 per
month per small consumer. It follows that other cost items need to be
carefully evaluated before it can be said whether or not a load limiter
enables the metering and revenue collection costs to be reduced for the
small user.

5. Load limiters (disjoncteurs) are a long-standing feature of
French residential tariffs. They are of radically different construction
from those used in Djakarta and incorporate earth-leakage protection of
the consumer's installation. Also, they are used only with energy meters.
In consequence of these and other important differences, such as a price
of US$10, the widespread use of these devices in France cannot be put

* forward in support of any proposal to omit energy meters for small users.
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CONTROLLED FREQUENCY FOR TIME'EEPING

1. Synchronous timneswitches with spring-reserve are likely to give
better service than those which rely completely on escapements. It is,
therefore, in the interests of WAPDA to control system frequency so that
such timeswitches, if installed, would keep time.

2. Granted fairly frequent power failures, though not usually of
long duration, the frequency should be controlled so that the following
quantity averages to zero:

Drift = (Lapsed synchronous time)
+ (Time power off)
X - (Pendulum time)

If drift is positive reduce frequency: if negative increase.

3. A spring-reserve, synclhronous timeswitch (unless any break-
down exceeds the reserve time of up to 30 hours) automatically indicates
the sum of lapsed synchronious time and time power off. It therefore
follows that a centrally placed spring-reserve, synchronous timeswitch
would conveniently indicate the need to increase or reduce system
frequency by comparison with a pendulum clock.

4. If this were done, similar timeswitches throughout the system
could be said to be keeping time. Tne varying incidence of power failures
throughout the system should be of little consequence provided the avail-
ability of supply more or less everywhere exceeds 90%. Experiments with
frequency control for this purpose are recommended since many problems in
metering, apart from temporal pricing, can be readily and inexpensivelyS solved with the aid of controlled frequency but not without.
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PRICING OF MAGNETIZING CURRENT

1. The total electric current flowing in a circuit supplying electric
motors or transformers (and perhaps other devices) fulfills two purposes
useful to the consumer. One, it provides heat or work proportional to the
kWh consumed, called the energy, and secondly it provides a magnetic field
essential to the working of motors and transformers. The second function
is normally provided free of charge as a by-product of the energy taken
provided that usage is secondary.

2. If the secondary usage is substantial the consumer is said to
have a low power factor and a penalty is applied on the WAPDA system by
increasing the maximum demand charge by 1% for each percentage point the
power factor falls below 85%. The metering for this penalty consists of
a second meter (called the reactive energy meter) indicating a quantity
symbolized as Kn7Arh. From the ratio of the monthly advance in KVArh to
the monthly advance in kw.h, from the regular raeter, can be calculated the
power factor and hence the penalty, if any.

3. Other metering arrangements could have been used in West Pakistan
based on alternative definitions of power factor hut generally these
alternatives are more expensive in first cost and more difficult to keep
in good order.

4. However, it is not at all clear to the consumer, nor perhaps
to WIAPDA staff, what the significance is of an incremental advance of
the KVArh (reactive) meter since the functional relationship 1/ between
the KVArh advance, the klWlh advance, and the estimate of power factor
is a complex one. Fortunately a linear approximation has been derived
which is sufficiently accurate over the working range to aid understanding
of the power factor penalty.

5. If the KVArh advance is no greater than 62% of the kWh advance,
no penalty applies.

6. Otherwise the percentage penalty (varied for Rate 2 of Tariff
B5) is approximated by (150 KVArh - 93 klqh)/4 kWh ... (1) applicable down
to power factors of 60% where the penalty reaches 25% of the maximum
demand charge.

7. From this approximation, linear in IKTArh, the price per
incremental KVArli once the freF blocl of 62% of the kWhll lhas been consumred
is estimated to be 1.3 paisa per ITrlnAth ... (2) for an 11 IV consumer
typically paying 15 rupees per k^ of mronthly maxirum demand atd having-
a monthly load factor of 60°.

1/ Cosine of the inverse tangent of the ratio KVArh to kNWh.
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8. For Tariff B3 -- 11 kV industrial supplies -- the price per kWh

is 7.5 paisa so that in contrast to this energy rate, the price per unit
advance of the KVArh meter is either zero or about one-sixth.

9. For precise calculation for billing purposes, WAPDA may find
the following table helpful w'ere the meter ratio is obtained from the
KVArh monthly advance divided by the kWh monthly advance.

CALCULATION OF P(WER FACTOR

Meter Power Meter Power Meter Power Ileter Power
Ratio Factor Ratio Factor Ratio Factor Ratio Factor

0.000 1.00 0.567 0.87 0.909 0.74 1.299 0.61
0.142 0.99 0.593 0.86 0.936 0.73 1.334 0.60
0.203 0.98 0.620 0.85 0.964 0.72 1.369 0.59
0.251 0.97 0.646 0.84 0.992 0.71 1.405 0.58
0.292 0.96 0.672 0.83 1.020 0.70 1.442 0.57
0.329 0.95 0.698 0.82 1.049 0.69 1.480 0.56
0.363 0.94 0.724 0.81 1.078 0.68 1.519 0.55
0.395 0.93 0.750 0.80 1.108 0.67 1.559 0.54
0.426 0.92 0.776 0.79 1.138 0.66 1.600 0.53
0.456 0.91 0.802 0.78 1.169 0.65 1.643 0.52
0.484 0.90 0.829 0.77 1.200 0.64 1.687 0.51
0.512 0.89 0.855 0.76 1.232 0.63
0.540 0.88 0.882 0.75 1.264 0.62
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GUIDE PRICES OF ELECTRICITIY ~1ETERS AND

ASSOCIATED HARDWIARE

1. The following prices have been obtained mainly from two British
manufacturers and hence are first given in pounds sterling. The same hard-
ware can, of course, often be obtained from other countries, especially
Switzerland. It was thought advantageous, how.ever, to obtain guide prices
from suppliers who were well-known to the consultant and were likely to be
cooperative.

2. Discounts are obtainable. One sutplier said ̀ it depends on the
item, its destination and quantity', 'zhereas the other said:

1 - 499 Standard price
500 - 999 5% discount

1,000 - 1,999 10% discount
2,000 or more 20,% diseounit

3. Timeswvitches may be heavily discounted with bulk buying. For
example, the synchronous spring-reserve one listed here at E 22 (NIS$53)
is purchased by Electricity Boards in Britain for as little as f. 12 (USJ29).
In Belgium BF 2,000 is paid or just under E 17 (US$40). The prices of
timeswitches seem to show greater instability than those of meters,
probably because the market is even more specialized and tlhere is even
greater product differentiation.

4. Additionally there are delivery charges, import duties and other0 taxation, and the cost of foreign exchange.
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STANDARD PATTERN INDOOR
KILOWATT-HOUR IMETERS

One element Two elements Three elements
Single-phase 2-wire 3-phase 3-wire 3-phase 4-wire

Rating 50 - 260 Volts Rating 110 - 450 Volts 50 - 260 Volts
Amperes 50 cycles Amperes 50 cycles 50 cycles

E US$ E US$ E US$

10 4.20 10 5 or 10 11.00 26 15.00 36
40 4.20 10 25 12.00 29 16.95 41
80 4.20 10 50 13.15 32 20.60 49

100 8.40 20 100 25.20 60 33.15 80

METERS COMPLETE ANI) CALIBRATED WITH CURRENT TRANSFORM, ERS
INSULATED FOR UP TO 650 VOLTS

E UJS$ 1 US$ E US$

100/5 13.50 32 100/5 26.65 64 37.00 89
200/5 12.50 30 200/5 23.00 55 32.00 77
300/5 11.40 27 300/5 22.50 54 30.70 74
400/5 11.40 27 400/5 22.50 54 30.70 74
500/5 11.40 27 500/5 22.50 54 30.70 74

EXTRAS TO APOVE PRICES US$

To measure KVArh rather than klVTh from 2.00 5
to 11.50 28

Maximum demand indicator
with internal time control 22.00 53
without internal time control 16.70 40

Two-rate registers* 4.35 10
Three-rate register+ 8.00 19
Load-rate register** 8.00 19
Reverse-rotation ratclhet 0.70 1.7
Switchboard mounting 8.65 21

* 'Most readily obtainable from British sources
+ Obtainable fronm French- and Swiss sources

** Obtainable from Norwegian and Swiss sources
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PREPAYMENT METERS (50 - 260 Volts, 50 cycles, Single-phase Two-Wire)

RATING ENERGY METER
TYPE AM!PERES COIN+ RATE PRICE

i US$
Without Variable
fixed-charge 10 or 40 5p and lop 0.5p to 4p 11.80 28
collector or

lp to Bp

With Variable
fixed-charge 10 or 40 5p and 10p 0.5p to 4p 15.35 37
collector* or

1p to 8p

+ British new pence. A 10p coini is roughly a US quarter dollar.
* To collect weekly fixed charges ranging up to T2.60 or, say, IJS$6.

TD JESWITCH ES
US$

Synchronous MIotor, without Sprinl Reserve

Single-pole 30 A contacts on one circuit 6.40 15

Seasonal dial instead of 24-hour dial 7.00 17

0 Synchronous -,otor, with Sprin, Reserve

Single-pole 30 A contacts on one circuit 22.00 53

Arranged for sophisticated seasonal-time-
of-day rate 27.00 65

Escapement, 15-dav Iland Wound

Single-pole 10 A contacts on one circuit 20.00 48

Escapement, MIains Wound

Sin-).e-pole 20-30 A contacts on cne circulit 13.25* 32'
or 19.80 48

* Minimum specification
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COST OF TELECONTROL AND

COMPARISON WITH TINESWITCH CONTROL

1. The following sources of data were used:

"Experience in Centralized Telecontrol",
E. Michez and W. Schmucki, Cannes Congress,
September 1970, UNIPEDE.

"Field Trials of Telecontrol", G. S. Johns,
Electricity Council Research, June 1969.

Letters dated 5th June from the Chief Engineer,
Midlands Electricity Board, England and 9th of June
from the Chief Engineer, The East African Power
and Lighting Co. Ltd., Nairobi, Kenya.

The first source gives cost data for Portugal, Belgium and France, and the
second, amplified by the first letter, gives data for Britain.

2. Three ways of expressing the cost of injection equipment were
found to be in use: the cost per MVTA of load, the cost per MVA of bulk-
supply transformer capacity (total possible input), and the cost per KVA
of the ripple generator capacity. However, some rough relationships were
used to bring the data to a common basis of cost per UTVA of consumers'
demand.

3. For the injection equipment, the assumption is that the costs
of- land, buildings, other civil works and installation costs are included,
as is a proportion of overhead charges. In the one case where these are
know,m separately, the bare cost of the injection ecquipment had to be
roughly doubled to give the total cost.

4. An overall view of the cost data taking up a medium position is:

Injection equipment, installed US$750 per NVA of load
Purchase of receivers US$ 35 per item
Purchase of timeswitches US$ 40 per item

A naive breakeven calculation, assuming that maintenance costs are not
greatly different for the alternatives and that tho economic lives of
the three items are mucll the s lne, runs

Breakeven derisity of application 750
40-35

- 150 receivers per .-WA of system de7mand
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5. Thnis calculation is crucially dependent on the relative costs
of timeswitches and telecontrol receivers. The above relativities are
mainly based upon a careful evaluation in Britain using a large-scale
experiment in the area of Midlands Electricity Board. Experience in
Nairobi, where the "Rythmatic Ripple Control" system of Plessey, New
Zealand, is used, puts the price of receivers as 30% cheaper than time-
switches, but import duty is levied on the latter item only. If the
maintenance costs of the telecontrol installation, including the central
injection equipment, were less than those of the equivalent installation
of timeswitches, then the breakeven number would be reduced. Annex 13,
however, sets out some of the difficulties found in practice with tele-
control which should be reflected in the cost relativities.

6. If this naive calculation were to be refined, an important
modification would be to consider the dynamic situation. In particular:

Item Favors Timeswitches Favors Telecontrol

1. Slow start to application Fast get awvay

2. Uncertainty of extent of Certainty of extent
application of application

3. Retraction likely after Retraction unlikely
a trial period

4. Fast system load growth Slow system load growth

7. The last item is often overlooked. Tne capacity of the central
injection equipment has to keep pace with the growth of demand because
the signal is, in fact, consumed by lights, appliances and motors. Many
of the difficulties experienced in practice with telecontrol installations
after a few years arise because the capacity of the injection equipment
is not sympathetically increased with the growth of system demand. The
transmitted signal has to reach the consumer with an adequate voltage more
than sufficient to be clearly differentiated from the "noise" on the
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power system. A hig-h signal noise ratio is essential to the proper
working of a telecontrol system. 1/

8. A broad guide is that one KVA of injection capacity has to be
added for every one MVA increment of system demand. 2/ It follows that
those systemLs with rapid growth of system demand must match this growth
with the installation of signal injection equipment. It is believed
that the non-implementation of this policy led to the abandoanment of
nearly all the telecontrol installations in Britain, broadly over the
years 1930-1960. Another contributory cause was the technical failure
of many systems when it was found that the receivers had not been designed
to discriminate against the spurious signals found on supply networks.

1/ "The equipment that we have been using has not always been satis-
factory, particularly in the remoter areas where on occasions
timeswitches have had to be installed in lieu of 'Rythmatic'
receivers. About a year ago we had considerable complaints of
failure, but on retuning of the equipment complaints decreased
abruptly to a negligible level.

"In view of these complaints we have considered that miore powerful
injection apparatus will be required and we have approached the
manufacturer for their views. At present the receiver relays are
about 30% cheaper than timeswitches as we are required to pay duty
on the latter and in view of the facility of being able to control
load to meet the remainder of the system requirements we think that
the cost of the injection system is justified."

Extract from the letter from the East African Power and Lighting Co.

2/ Not the demand being controlled but the total demand.
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SOME MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES

EXPERIENCED WITHI TELECONTROL

1. In the early stages of the development of telecontrol it was
thought that the power system voltage at 50 Hz was complemented only by
some multiple frequencies, called harmonics, and an occasional surge of
short duration and of little importance. For example, the injection of
a direct current, d.c., signal was thought immediately to lead to a
recognizable signal by a low-cost receiver. The argument was that an a.c.
supply system does not supply d.c. However, d.c. voltages are found on
a.c. systems and in particular the widespread use of television receivers
led to an increasing d.c. component. In consequence the use of this type
of signal for telecontrol was dropped, and the investment in injection
and receiving apparatus proved abortive.

2. Three approaches are used to deal with the problem of recognizing
a valid signal against a background of unwanted signals, called noise.
The sources of this noise will be set out later but meanwhile it should be
accepted that power systems contain voltages of various frequencies which
low-cost receivers might sometimes confuse with valid signals. The first
approach is to use a receiver of limited sensitivity, well above the
threshold of noise -- this, of course, is reflected in the cost of the
central equipment, which is required to generate a strong signal of, say,
5% of the power voltage. The second approach is to delay the response of
the receiver so that a valid signal is one of long duration, say 50 to
500 milli-seconds, whereas noise (imitating the correct frequency) is
usually of shorter duration. The third approach is to increase the selec-
tivity of the receiver by adding a code to the recognition of the correct
frequency.

3. One system already described uses a code of twso signals spaced
by a few seconds: a valid signal is recognized as having the correct
time spacing. Another uses a low-frequency modulation of the audio-
frequency signal, and both frequencies have to be simultaneously correct
for the recognition of a valid signal. With such coding, the problem of
spurious response is greatly reduced.

4. Various sources of unwanted signals or noise have been recorded.
These have caused spurious operation of telecontrol receivers, t1hough the
e:tent to which these receivers were coded or othernwiGe arranged to reject
unwanted signals is not known. Mercury arc rectifiers which are often
used for traction supplies were mentioned as giving trouble in Suvitzerland,
the Netherlands, Portugal and Belgium. In one case, a voltage as high as
5% of the system voltage was present at a frequency of 550 llz. Similarly
mercury vapor lamps as used for street lighting have been known to generate
uniwanted signals of sufficient magnitude to operate telecontrol receivers.
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Welding transformers have been mentioned as a source of unwanted signals,
and under certain circumstances the ordinary induction motor, especially
when connected at the end of a long overhead line, can cause improper
operation of a local telecontrol receiver. This last comment seems par-
ticularly appropriate to West Pakistan if telecontrol is to be considered
for the disconnection of tubewells.

5. The converse to unwanted signals is tthe loss of the wanted
signals. This particularly arises where capacitors are installed for
power factor improvement since these act as a sink to absorb ripple
signals. Another sink for ripple signals is the power system itself
required to give the 50 Hz supply. The injected signal flows not only
towards the consumer, and hence towards the receiving relay, but also

7___ flows back towards the power stations. Under certain circumstances,
wWr this backwards drain can be unusually higlh and can prevent the dispatch

of a sufficient signal strength in the desired direction. In particular,
where a small generating station is to be found at the end of a long line
(tail-end generation) then the ripple signal will tend to be absorbed by
the remote generator.

6. These problems of unwanted signal generation or unwalnted signal
absorption can be overcome by the use of filter circuits. Obviously,
however, the identification of these problems and thDe installation of
filters are continuing expenditures over the life of the installation,
that is, maintenance costs.

7. Wqhile generally the claim that receivers are reliable and give
little trouble is accepted, there are exceptions. The receivers are tuned
to respond to the correct frequency and can drift out of adjustment.
W4indings can burn out and capacitors short circuit. While these problems
should not be exaggerated, it has to be accepted that receivers will
require periodic attention over their life of, say, 15 years. Receivers
have been miost frequently employed to control either meter registers or
domestic water heaters of 2 kW or 3 kW loadings. Where receivers are
required to control loads of, say, 5 kW and above, it is likely that thle
switching contacts will also require periodic attention.


